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THE FONTAINE-MAZUR CONJECTURE IN THE RESIDUALLY
REDUCIBLE CASE

LUE PAN

Abstract. We prove new cases of Fontaine-Mazur conjecture on two-dimensional Galois
representations over Q when the residual representation is reducible. Our approach is via
a semi-simple local-global compatibility of the completed cohomology and a Taylor-Wiles
patching argument for the completed homology in this case. As a key input, we generalize
the work of Skinner-Wiles in the ordinary case. In addition, we also treat the residually
irreducible case at the end of the paper. Combining with people’s earlier work, we can prove
the Fontaine-Mazur conjecture completely in the regular case when p ≥ 5.
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1. Introduction

First we recall the following remarkable conjecture of Fontaine and Mazur made in [FM95].

Conjecture 1.0.1 (Fontaine-Mazur). Let p be a prime number and

ρ : Gal(Q̄/Q)→ GL2(Qp)

be a continuous, irreducible representation such that

• ρ is only ramified at finitely many places,
• the restriction of ρ at the decomposition group at p is potentially semi-stable in the
sense of Fontaine,
• ρ is odd, i.e. det ρ(c) = −1 for any complex conjugation c ∈ Gal(Q̄/Q).

Then ρ arises from a cuspidal eigenform up to twist.

In [Kis09a], Kisin has proved this conjecture in many cases via the so-called Breuil-Mézard
conjecture. Under slightly more restrictively conditions, Emerton in [Eme11] gave another
proof using his completed cohomology and local-global compatibility results. A common
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ingredient for both works is the p-adic local Langlands correspondence for GL2(Qp), which
was established by the work of Breuil, Colmez, Berger, Kisin, Paškūnas.

It should be pointed out that both works need assume the residual representation ρ̄ to
be irreducible when restricted to Gal(Q̄/Q(ζp)). In particular, ρ̄ itself has to be irreducible.
Results without this assumption are mostly known in the ordinary case (i.e. ρ|Gal(Qp/Qp) is

reducible) by the work of Skinner-Wiles [SW99], [SW01]. They work with the p-adic family
of ordinary forms (Hida family), which gives them more freedom and allows them to handle
these bad cases.

A natural generalization of Hida family in the non-ordinary case is the completed coho-
mology. It is natural to ask whether we can establish new cases of Fontaine-Mazur conjecture
by working with completed cohomology. One main result of this paper is:

Theorem 1.0.2. Let p be an odd prime and ρ be as in the conjecture. Assume furthermore
that

• ρ|Gal(Qp/Qp) has distinct Hodge-Tate weights,
• the semi-simplification of ρ̄ is a sum of two characters χ̄1 ⊕ χ̄2. If p = 3, we require
that χ̄1

χ̄2
|Gal(Qp/Qp) 6= ω. Here ω denotes the mod p cyclotomic character.

Then ρ comes from a cuspidal eigenform up to twist.

As we just mentioned, when ρ|Gal(Qp/Qp) is reducible and
χ̄1

χ̄2
|Gal(Qp/Qp) 6= 1, this is the main

result of [SW99]. The missing case χ̄1

χ̄2
|Gal(Qp/Qp) = 1 in the ordinary case will be proved

in section 6. One main contribution here (Theorem 7.1.1) is our result in the non-ordinary
case (i.e. ρ|Gal(Qp/Qp) is irreducible). Our method will not yield a new proof in the ordinary

case. In fact, our proof in the non-ordinary case uses the work of Skinner-Wiles (and its
generalization 5.1.2, 6.1.2) as a key ingredient. In the discussion below, we will assume
ρ|Gal(Qp/Qp) is irreducible.

The assumption that χ̄1

χ̄2
|Gal(Qp/Qp) 6= ω when p = 3 is used almost everywhere throughout

the paper. The essential difficulty (at least for the author) is our lack of knowledge of the
p-adic local Langlands correspondence in this case. See Theorem 3.4.5, 3.4.6 for more details.

To prove the main result, we follow the strategy of Emerton. There are two steps:

(1) Prove a ‘big’ R = T result. Here R denotes some global Galois deformation ring
of pseudo-characters with no condition at p and T is a localization of some Hecke
algebra for completed cohomology.

(2) Prove a classicality result: if ρ arises from some completed cohomology and ρ|Gal(Qp/Qp)

is irreducible, de Rham of distinct Hodge-Tate weights, then up to twist it comes from
a classical eigenform.

In reality, we do not quite prove an R = T result in the first step. What we actually will
prove is identifying some irreducible components of SpecR as in SpecT, which is enough
for our purpose. For simplicity, we will only discuss the generic case ( χ̄1

χ̄2
|Gal(Qp/Qp) 6= 1, ω±1)

in this introduction. The basic idea is as follows. Let p ∈ SpecR be the prime ideal
given by ρ. Then a standard calculation of Galois cohomology shows that we may choose an
irreducible component C containing p with large dimension (lemma 7.1.3). Under our generic
assumption on χ̄1

χ̄2
|Gal(Qp/Qp), we can show that the ordinary locus Cord in C corresponding

to deformations reducible at p also has large dimension (lemma 7.2.1). Using the result
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of Skinner-Wiles and its generalization (Theorem 5.1.2), we are able to show that Cord is
contained in SpecT. Now choose a ‘nice’ one-dimensional prime q ∈ Cord and apply a Taylor-
Wiles type patching argument to this prime. We conclude that C hence p is contained in
SpecT. Some of the arguments here are inspired by the work of Böckle [B0̈1].

Here we need a version of patching argument for completed cohomology. For this part
of the discussion, we will focus on patching at the maximal ideal as in the classical case.
Although the patching will be at a one-dimensional prime (following [SW99]) in our appli-
cations, there is no essential difference except several technical complications. A patching
argument in this setting has already been considered by Gee and Newton in [GN20]. As far
as I understand, there are two essential difficulties:

(1) We need a correct lower bound on dimT.
(2) The patched completed homology is not finitely generated over R∞, the product of

some local deformation rings with several formal variables. This is equivalent with
saying that the completed homology is not finitely generated over T.

We remark that in the classical case, since the Hecke algebra is a finite Zp-module, we
have a natural and correct bound for its dimension (which is 1!). In the ordinary case,
we get a bound on dimT from the Iwasawa algebra Λ (see corollary 5.2.5 below). For the
second difficulty, recall that the classical patching argument involves supports, which do not
behave well once we are not in the finitely generated world. The failure of the completed
homology to be finitely generated over T is because there is an action of GL2(Qp) on it. How
to translate the information coming from this action is crucial.

The solution to both problems is our local-global compatibility result and an application of
the work of Paškūnas [Paš13], which is the main technical innovation in this paper. Let Rps

p

be the local deformation ring of some two-dimensional pseudo-representation at p with fixed
determinant. It will play the similar role here as the Iwasawa algebra in Hida’s theory. There
are two actions of Rps

p on the completed homology: one comes from the associated Galois
pseudo-representation over the Hecke algebra, the Galois side; the other one comes from the
action of GL2(Qp), the spectral side. More precisely, by the work of Paškūnas, we know
that Rps

p is in fact a component of the Bernstein centre of certain category of representations
of GL2(Qp) (Theorem 1.5 of [Paš13]). Our main result is that both actions are the same
(Theorem 3.5.5). We note that this result is also obtained independently by Paškūnas in
[Paš18] by similar methods.

This simple equality has surprisingly many important corollaries. For example,

Corollary 1.0.3. T has dimension at least 1 + 2.

In general, under certain assumptions, this will be 1 + 2[F : Q] if we are working with
some totally real field F in which p completely splits. We refer to Theorem 3.6.1 for a precise
statement. Also we get the classicality result (corollary 3.5.12) as we need in the second step
of the whole argument. For the patching argument: the local-global compatibility result
implies that a construction in the work of Paškūnas turns the completed homology into a
finitely generated faithful T-module (corollary 3.5.10). Thus we can apply the usual patching
argument to this module and everything works well again.

A local-global compatibility conjecture for completed cohomology first appeared in Emer-
ton’s work [Eme11], [Eme06] attacking the Fontaine-Mazur conjecture. Using our description
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of the action of the Bernstein centre on the completed cohomology, we can prove his conjec-
ture when the Galois representation at p is irreducible. To prove our local-global compatibil-
ity result, we follow the strategy of Emerton: the density result for crystalline points reduces
ourselves to the crystalline case, which follows from the result of Berger-Breuil [BB10] and
classical local-global compatibility.

In view of the main results of [SW01], [Kis09a], [HT15] and this paper, one missing case of
conjecture 1.0.1 is when ρ|Gal(Qp/Qp) is irreducible and ρ̄ is irreducible but becomes reducible

when restricted to Gal(Q̄/Q(ζp)). Following [SW01], we also include a proof of this case
at the end of this paper (section 9). Hence combining the work of Skinner-Wiles, Kisin,
Hu-Tan, we can prove the Fontaine-Mazur conjecture completely in the regular case when
p ≥ 5. More precisely, we have

Theorem 1.0.4. Let p be an odd prime and ρ be as in conjecture 1.0.1. Assume that

• ρ|Gal(Qp/Qp) has distinct Hodge-Tate weights,

• If p = 3, the semi-simplification of ρ̄|Gal(Qp/Qp) is not of the form η ⊕ ηω for some
character η.

Then ρ comes from a cuspidal eigenform up to twist.

Remark 1.0.5. In his thesis [Tun18], Shen-Ning Tung proved this result under the usual
Taylor-Wiles condition without our assumption when p = 3. In a subsequent paper [Tun19],
he established similar results when p = 2. More precisely, he independently proved some
local-global compatibility results similar to our results in 3.5 and deduced some finiteness
results after applying Colmez’s functors to the completed cohomology. Using these results,
he established new cases of Breuil-Mézard conjectures and reduced to the framework in
Kisin’s work.

The paper is organized as follows. We first recall some properties of deformation rings
of pseudo-representations in section 2. This will only be used in our patching argument at
a one-dimensional prime. In section 3, we introduce completed cohomology and state and
prove our local-global compatibility result. Section 4 is rather technical. We give in detail
our patching argument for the completed homology at a one-dimensional prime. In section
5, we follow the strategy of Skinner-Wiles and generalize their work into the form we are
using. The missing case in the ordinary case will be treated in section 6. In section 7, we put
all these results together and prove our main result in the residually reducible case. In the
last two sections 8, 9, we will use our patching argument to obtain results in the residually
irreducible, non-ordinary case.

Even for people who are only interested in the residually reducible case, we strongly
recommend reading section 8 first to get an idea of how our patching argument works for
the completed homology (under the usual Taylor-Wiles condition). Note that this will give
a new proof of Kisin and Emerton’s results in the non-ordinary case.

Acknowledgement. Part of this paper is the author’s Ph.D thesis at Princeton University.
I would like to thank my advisor Richard Taylor for introducing me to this area, especially
explaining the work of Skinner-Wiles, and for his constant encouragement to work on this
topic. I would also like to thank Christopher Skinner for sharing his ideas on his thesis work,
Ziquan Zhuang for his help on commutative algebra, and Yongquan Hu, Bao V. Le Hung
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careful reading and many helpful comments.

Notation. Throughout the paper, we fix an odd prime p, a finite extension E of Qp and a
uniformizer ̟ of E. We denote its ring of integer by O and residue field by F. Also we fix
an embedding of E into Qp, some algebraic closure of Qp and an isomorphism ιp : Qp ≃ C.

We use C f
O to denote the category of Artinian local O-algebras with residue field F and use

CO to denote the category of topological local O-algebras which are isomorphic to inverse
limits of objects of C f

O.
Following [Paš13], we introduce some categories. See §2 of [Paš13] for more precise defi-

nitions. Let G be a topological group which is locally pro-p and (A,m) be a complete local
Noetherian O-algebra with residue field F. We denote by ModG(A) the category of A[G]-
modules, Modsm

G (A) the full subcategory of ModG(A) consisting of smoothG-representations,
i.e. any element in the representation is killed by some power of m and fixed by some open
subgroup of G. We also denote by Modl fin

G (A) the full subcategory of Modsm
G (A) consisting

of representations locally of finite length and Modl adm
G (A) the full subcategory consisting

of locally admissible representations. Let Z be the centre of G and ζ : Z → A× be a
continuous character. Then we can define Modsm

G,ζ(A),Modl fin
G,ζ(A),Modl adm

G,ζ (A) similarly as
subcategories with central character ζ . All representations in these categories are considered
to have discrete topology.

Let H be a compact open subgroup of G and A[[H ]] be the completed group algebra of
H . Let Modpro aug

G (A) be the category of profinite linearly topological A[[H ]]-modules with
action of A[G] such that both agree on A[H ], with morphisms G-equivariant continuous
homomorphisms of topological A[[H ]]-modules. This is independent of the choice of H .
Taking Pontryagin duals (with the discrete topology on E/O):

M 7→M∨ := Homcont
O (M,E/O) with the compact-open topology

induces an anti-equivalence of categories between Modsm
G (A) and Modpro aug

G (A). There is a
natural isomorphism between M∨∨ and M . Under this anti-equivalence, we define CG,ζ(O)
to be the full subcategory of Modpro aug

G (A) with objects isomorphic to π∨ for some object π
in Modl adm

G,ζ (A). Note that this is the C(O) used in §5 [Paš13].
For a prime ideal p of a commutative ring R, we denote its residue field by k(p). Let Rp

be the localization at p. We write R̂p as its p-adic completion. For an ideal I, we denote its
height by ht(I) and dimension of R/I by dimR/I.

For a representation ρ : Γ→ GLn(R), we use tr(ρ) to denote its trace.
Suppose F is a number field with maximal order OF . For any finite place v, we will write

Fv (resp. OFv) for the completion of F (resp. OF ) at v, ̟v for a uniformizer of Fv, k(v) for
the residue field, N(v) for the norm of v (in Q), GFv for a decomposition group above v, IFv
for its inertia group and Frobv for a geometric Frobenius element in Gk(v) := GFv/IFv . By
abuse of notation, we will also fix a lifting of Frobv in GFv . If l is a rational prime, then we
denote OF ⊗Z Zl by OF,l. The adele ring of F will be denoted by AF and | · |AF : AF → R
denotes the adelic norm map. Suppose S is a finite set of places of F . We use AS

F to denote
the set of adeles away from S and GF,S for the Galois group of the maximal extension of F
unramified outside S and all infinite places. We will view (AS

F )
× as a subgroup of A×

F with
elements having 1 at S. The absolute Galois group of F is denoted by GF = Gal(F/F ).
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We use ε to denote the p-adic cyclotomic character and ω to denote the mod p cyclotomic
character. Our convention for the Hodge-Tate weight of ε is −1. We normalize local class
field theory by sending uniformizers to geometric Frobenius elements.

For a finite set Q, we denote the number of elements in Q by |Q|.

2. Some results on pseudo-representations

In this section, we collect some results on the 2-dimensional pseudo-representation and
its deformations. These results will be useful in our study of the patching argument at a
one-dimensional prime.

2.1. Pseudo-representations.

2.1.1. Suppose Γ is a profinite group and R is a topological commutative ring with 1 in
which 2 is invertible. A 2-dimensional pseudo-representation (or pseudo-character) of Γ over
R is a continuous function T : Γ → R which behaves like a ‘trace’ in the sense that (see
[Tay91])

(1) T (1) = 2, where 1 ∈ Γ is the identity element.
(2) T (στ) = T (τσ) for any σ, τ ∈ Γ.
(3) T (γδη)+T (γηδ)−T (γη)T (δ)−T (ηδ)T (γ)−T (δγ)T (η)+T (γ)T (δ)T (η) = 0, for any

δ, γ, η ∈ Γ.

We define the determinant det(T ) of a pseudo-representation T by

det(T )(σ) =
1

2
(T (σ)2 − T (σ2)), σ ∈ Γ.

2.1.2 (Assumption 1: Mazur’s finiteness condition Φp). We assume that Γ satisfies
Mazur’s finiteness condition Φp in [Maz89], i.e. for every open subgroup Γ0 of Γ, the maximal
pro-p quotient of Γ0 is topologically finitely generated.

2.1.3 (Assumption 2). Though the following assumption on Γ and T can be weakened,
it will simplify a lot of discussions below. We will keep this assumption in this section.

• There exists an order 2 element σ∗ ∈ Γ such that T (σ∗) = 0.

In our case, Γ will be certain Galois group of a totally real field and σ∗ can be chosen as
any complex conjugation in Γ.

2.1.4. Given a pseudo-representation T which satisfies 2.1.3 and σ, τ ∈ Γ, we can define:

• a(σ) = 1
2
(T (σ∗σ) + T (σ)).

• d(σ) = 1
2
(−T (σ∗σ) + T (σ)) = T (σ)− a(σ).

• x(σ, τ) = a(στ)− a(σ)a(τ).
They satisfy the following identities appeared in the original definition of Wiles [Wil88].

(1) x(σ, τ) = d(τσ)− d(τ)d(σ).
(2) x(στ, δ) = a(σ)x(τ, δ) + x(σ, δ)d(τ).
(3) x(σ, τδ) = a(δ)x(σ, τ) + x(σ, δ)d(τ).
(4) x(α, β)x(σ, τ) = x(α, τ)x(σ, β).

Since there seems to be no good reference for these identities, we sketch a proof here.
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Proof. Take γ = σ, δ = τ, η = σ∗ in the last axiom of the definition of pseudo-representation.
This will give us the first identity.

Write A(γ, δ, η) = T (γδη)+T (γηδ)−T (γη)T (δ)−T (ηδ)T (γ)−T (δγ)T (η)+T (γ)T (δ)T (η).
Consider

A(σ, τ, δσ∗) + A(τ, δ, σ∗σ)−A(τ, σδ, σ∗) = 0.

A direct computation shows that this gives

2T (στδσ∗) = T (στ)T (δσ∗) + T (τδ)T (σσ∗) + T (σδ)T (τσ∗) + T (τ)T (σδσ∗) +

T (σ)T (τδσ∗) + T (δ)T (τδσ∗)− T (σ)T (τ)T (δσ∗)− T (τ)T (δ)T (σσ∗).

Replacing δ by δσ∗ and taking the sum of this equality with the equality above, we obtain
the second identity. The third identity can be proved similarly.

The last identity follows by applying the second and third identities repeatedly:

x(α, β)x(σ, τ) = (a(αβ)− a(α)a(β))x(σ, τ)
= (x(αβσ, τ)− x(αβ, τ)d(σ))− a(α)a(β)x(σ, τ)
= (x(α, τ)d(βσ) + a(α)x(βσ, τ))− x(αβ, τ)d(σ)− a(α)a(β)x(σ, τ)
= (x(α, τ)x(σ, β) + x(α, τ)d(β)d(σ)) + a(α)x(βσ, τ)− x(αβ, τ)d(σ)
−a(α)a(β)x(σ, τ)

Applying the second identity to x(βσ, τ), x(αβ, τ), we get the desired identity. �

Remark 2.1.5. If ρ : Γ → GL2(R) is a continuous representation, then tr(ρ) is a pseudo-

representation. If ρ(σ∗) =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
, then ρ(σ) =

(
a(σ) b(σ)
c(σ) d(σ)

)
with a(σ), d(σ) defined

above and x(σ, τ) = b(σ)c(τ).

2.1.6. Now assume R is either a field or a discrete valuation ring. We can attach a 2-
dimensional representation ρ of Γ over R with trace T . There are two cases:

(1) All x(σ, τ) = 0. Then a, d : Γ→ R× are two characters. Define

ρ(σ) =

(
a(σ) 0
0 d(σ)

)
.

We call this case reducible. Note that R can be a general ring in this case.

(2) x(σ, τ) 6= 0 for some σ, τ . Choose σ0, τ0 such that x(σ,τ)
x(σ0,τ0)

∈ R for any σ, τ . Define

ρ(σ) =

(
a(σ) x(σ,τ0)

x(σ0,τ0)

x(σ0, σ) d(σ)

)
.

One can check that this really defines a representation of Γ using the identities above.
It is clear that ρ is absolutely irreducible. We call this case irreducible. Note that
in this case, if R is a field, then ρ is unique up to conjugation.

The determinant of ρ is nothing but det(T ) we defined before.
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2.2. Deformation rings of pseudo-representations I.

2.2.1. Let TF : Γ→ F be a 2-dimensional pseudo-representation. Then the functor sending
each object R of C f

O to the set of pseudo-representations T : Γ→ R which lift TF is prorep-
resented by a complete Noetherian local O-algebra Rps

TF
(lemma 1.4.2 of [Kis09a]). Write

T univ : Γ → Rps
TF

as the universal pseudo-character. A standard argument shows that Rps
TF

is topologically generated by T univ(Γ). By Theorem 1 of [Tay91], there exists a finite set
S ⊂ Γ such that the values of T univ on S determine T univ. Hence T univ(S) topologically
generates Rps

TF
. Although both cited results require Γ to be topologically finitely generated,

it is enough to only assume the finiteness condition Φp by Corollary A.3 of [Paš10].
If TF is irreducible, write ρ̄ as its associated 2-dimensional representation. Then it is well-

known that the natural map Rps
TF
→ Rρ̄ by evaluating the trace is an isomorphism. Here Rρ̄

is the universal deformation ring of ρ̄.
From now on, we will assume our TF is reducible.

Suppose p is an one-dimensional prime of Rps
TF
. Consider T (p)

def
= T univ ⊗ k(p) : Γ→ k(p).

Let ρ(p) : Γ→ GL2(k(p)) be a representation with trace T (p) as we discussed in the previous
subsection. In this subsection, we assume

• k(p) = E.
• ρ(p) is irreducible (hence absolutely irreducible).

We want to give a moduli interpretation of (̂Rps
TF
)p, the p-adic completion of (Rps

TF
)p.

Consider the functor Dp from the category of Artinian local E-algebras with residue field
E (equipped with p-adic topology) to the category of sets which sends A to the set of
2-dimensional pseudo-representations over A lifting T (p). The main result here is

Proposition 2.2.2. The deformation problem Dp is pro-represented by (̂Rps
TF
)p with universal

pseudo-representation Γ
Tuniv−→ Rps

TF
→ (̂Rps

TF
)p. In fact, the same result holds without assuming

ρ(p) is irreducible.

Proof. Given an Artinian local E-algebra A with residue field E and a lifting TA of T (p)

to A, we need to define a map from (̂Rps
TF
)p to A. Let S be a finite subset of Γ such that

T univ(S) topologically generates Rps
TF
. Consider the O-algebra A0 generated by TA(S) in A.

It is easy to see that A0 is a finite local O-algebra. Moreover TA factors through A0. Hence
there exists a map Rps

TF
→ A0 by the universal property. This map can be extended to a map

(̂Rps
TF
)p → A. It is unique since the values of TA on S determine the map. Therefore (̂Rps

TF
)p

pro-represents Dp. It is clear that we don’t need the assumption that ρ(p) is irreducible. �

Corollary 2.2.3. Let Dρ(p) be the functor from the category of Artinian local E-algebras
with residue field E to the category of sets which sends A to the set of deformations of ρ(p)

to A. Then Dρ(p) is pro-represented by (̂Rps
TF
)p.

Proof. The natural transformation fromDρ(p) toDp by evaluating the trace is an isomorphism
since we assume ρ(p) is absolutely irreducible. �

2.3. Deformation rings of pseudo-representations II. In this subsection, we are going
to prove a similar but more precise result of corollary 2.2.3 for primes containing p. The
setup is a bit complicated, but useful for our applications.
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2.3.1 (Setup). We start with the following data:

• A = F[[T ]], the formal power series ring over F.
• Γ0 is a profinite group which satisfies Φp in 2.1.2.

• ρ0 : Γ0 → GL2(A), σ 7→
(
a0(σ) b0(σ)
c0(σ) d0(σ)

)
is a continuous irreducible representation.

We assume that

• the reduction ρ̄0 of ρ0 modulo T has the form

(
ā0 b̄0
0 d̄0

)
.

• there exist σ0, τ0 ∈ Γ0 such that b0(σ0) = 1 and c0(τ0) 6= 0.

• there exist an order 2 element σ∗
0 ∈ Γ0 such that ρ0(σ

∗
0) =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
.

Let Γ be another profinite group satisfying Φp with a fixed surjective map

π : Γ→ Γ0.

Moreover we assume there exists an order 2 element σ∗ ∈ Γ mapping to σ∗
0. In practice,

Γ0 will be GF,S for some totally real number field F and some finite set S of places of F .
The group Γ will be GF,S∪T for some set T of Taylor-Wiles primes and σ∗ will be some fixed
complex conjugation.

Write ρ (resp. ρ̄) as the composite maps of π and ρ0 (resp. ρ̄0). Consider the following
two universal deformation rings (pro-representing functors from C f

O to the category of sets):

• Rps = Rps
tr(ρ̄), the universal deformation ring of pseudo-representation trρ̄ : Γ→ F.

• Rb: the universal deformation ring of the representation ρ̄ : Γ→ GL2(F).
Note that the trace of ρ and the representation ρ give rise to prime ideals q and qb of R

ps

and Rb. Both prime ideals contain p and have to be one-dimensional since ρ is irreducible
while ρ̄ is reducible. There exists a natural map:

ϕ : Rps → Rb

by evaluating the trace and ϕ∗(qb) = q. It is natural to compare (̂Rps)q and (̂Rb)qb .

Proposition 2.3.2. There exists an element c ∈ Rps \ q such that

(1) the image of c in Rps/q→ A is c0(τ0) 6= 0;
(2) for any positive integer n, there exists an integer N = N(n) ≥ 0, such that cN kills

the kernel and the cokernel of the map Rps/qn → Rb/q
n
b . Moreover N only depends

on n and ρ0 : Γ0 → GL2(A) (hence is independent of Γ).

Proof. Denote Rps/q by B. We may assume B and A have the same fraction fields by
replacing A with the normal closure of B, cf. 2.1.6. Note that B is topologically generated
by the traces of ρ0(Γ), hence independent of Γ.

Choose σ∗, τ∗ ∈ Γ to be some liftings of σ0, τ0. Recall that σ
∗ is an order 2 element mapping

to σ∗
0 in Γ0. Since tr(ρ̄)(σ∗

0) = 0, by taking γ = δ = η = σ∗ in the third condition of 2.1.1,
we see that T (σ∗) = 0 for any lifting T of pseudo-representation tr(ρ̄). In particular, take
T to be T univ : Γ→ Rps, the universal pseudo-representation, and apply the construction in
2.1.4 for σ∗. We can define a(σ), d(σ), x(σ, τ) ∈ Rps for σ, τ ∈ Γ. We also define:

c(τ) = x(σ∗, τ) ∈ Rps, τ ∈ Γ

c = x(σ∗, τ∗).
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Note that the reduction of c(τ) modulo q is c0(π(τ)) 6= 0 as b0(π(σ∗)) = b0(σ0) = 1. We
claim that c actually works for the proposition.
Special Case: Rps/q = Rb/qb. First we need some auxiliary construction.

Definition 2.3.3. Let R be a commutative ring with 1 and I ∈ Spec(R) such that In = 0
for some integer n. Let c ∈ R \ I. We can define two new commutative rings:

R′′ def
= (R⊕ I1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ In−1)/J,

R′ def
= R′′/R′′[c],

where

• R⊕ I1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ In−1 is viewed as a graded ring with gri = I i.
• J is an ideal of R⊕ I1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ In−1 generated by elements of the form

(a0, · · · , an−1)− (0, a0c, · · · , an−2c)

for ai ∈ I i such that aic ∈ I i+1.
• c ∈ R′′ by abuse of the notation is the image of (c, 0, · · · , 0) in R′′.
• R′′[c] denotes the c-torsion part of R′′.

Lemma 2.3.4.

(1) The kernel of the natural map R→ R′ is killed by cn+1.
(2) The images of elements of the form (0, a1, · · · , an−1) in R′ define a prime ideal I ′.

We have R/I = R′/I ′ and (I ′)n = 0.
(3) The cokernel of R→ R′ is killed by cn−1.

Proof. Let x ∈ ker(R→ R′′). By definition, there exists ai ∈ I i with an−1c = 0 such that

(x, 0, · · · , 0) = (a0, a1 − a0c, · · · , an−1 − an−2c)

in R⊕ I1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ In−1. Hence cnx = can−1 = 0. This proves the first part.
The second part is easy. We omit the proof here. The last part follows from

[cn−1(a0, · · · , an−1)] = [(a0c
n−1 + a1c

n−2 + · · ·+ an−1, 0, · · · , 0)]
in R′′. �

Apply this construction to Rps
n

def
= Rps/qn with I = q/qn and c = c(τ∗). We get (Rps

n )
′ with

an ideal I ′ and (Rps
n )

′′. Consider the composition of the following maps:

T ′
n : Γ

Tuniv−→ Rps → Rps/qn → (Rps
n )

′.

Note that (Rps
n )

′/I ′ = Rps/q = Rb/qb. The whole point of introducing (Rps
n )

′ is

Lemma 2.3.5. There exists a lifting ρ′n of ρ̄ from (Rps
n )

′/I ′ to (Rps
n )

′ with trace T ′
n.

Proof. By abuse of notation, we view a(σ), d(σ), x(σ, τ) as elements in Rps
n , (R

ps
n )

′, (Rps
n )

′′.
Recall that ρ : Γ→ GL2(A) has images in GL2(Rb/qb) = GL2(R

ps/q). Hence for any σ,

x(σ, τ∗) ≡ b0(π(σ))c0(τ0) mod q.

in Rps. That is to say we can find b̃(σ) ∈ Rps
n and y ∈ q/qn such that

x(σ, τ∗) = b̃(σ)c(τ∗) + y
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in Rps
n . Now let b′′(σ) = [(b̃(σ), y, 0, · · · , 0)] be an element in (Rps

n )
′′. It is easy to check that

this is independent of the choice of b̃(σ). Note that we have

b′′(σ)c(τ∗) = [(b̃(σ)c, yc, 0, · · · , 0)] = [(b̃(σ)c+ y, 0, · · · , 0)] = x(σ, τ∗) ∈ (Rps
n )

′′.

Similarly,

b′′(σ)c(τ)c(τ∗) = x(σ, τ)c(τ∗)

Let b(σ) be the image of b′′(σ) in (Rps
n )

′. Using these identities and identities in 2.1.4, one
can check that

ρ′ : Γ→ GL2((R
ps
n )

′), σ 7→
(
a(σ) b(σ)
c(σ) d(σ)

)

really defines a representation with trace T ′
n which lifts ρ. �

Let ρ′ be the representation constructed in the proof of the previous lemma. By the
universal property, we get a map:

j : Rb → (Rps
n )

′(1)

which necessarily factors through Rb/q
n
b by the second part of lemma 2.3.4.

On the other hand, we may apply the construction 2.3.3 to Rb/q
n
b with ideal qb/q

n
b and

c = c(τ∗) and get a ring (Rb/q
n
b )

′. It is easy to see that this construction is functorial and
gives us a diagram (not necessarily commutative):

Rps/qn (Rps
n )

′

Rb/q
n
b (Rb/q

n
b )

′

ips

ϕn ϕ′
n

j

ib

The square and the upper left triangle are commutative by construction. As for the lower
right triangle, we have

Lemma 2.3.6. For any x ∈ Rb/q
n
b ,

ϕ′
n ◦ j(x)− ib(x) ∈ (Rb/q

n
b )

′[c].

Proof. Let ρ′b : Γ → GL2((Rb/q
n
b )

′) be a deformation of ρ̄ induced by ib. It is enough to
show that modulo (Rb/q

n
b )

′[c], this representation ρ′b is conjugate to ϕ
′
n ◦ ρ′ by an element in

1 +M2(m
′), where m′ is the maximal ideal of (Rb/q

n
b )

′.
Note that tr(ρ′b) = ϕ′

n ◦ tr(ρ′). By conjugating with some element in 1 +M2(m
′), we may

assume

ρ′b(σ
∗) =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
, ρ′b(σ∗) =

(
∗ 1
∗ ∗

)
.

Write ρ′b(σ) =

(
a′(σ) b′(σ)
c′(σ) d′(σ)

)
. Then

ϕ′
n(a(σ)) = a′(σ), ϕ′

n(d(σ)) = d′(σ),

ϕ′
n(b(σ)c(τ)) = ϕ′

n(x(σ, τ)) = b′(σ)c′(τ),
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since they can be defined by the same formulae using the pseudo-representation. Thus

c′(τ) = b′(σ∗)c
′(τ) = ϕ′

n(b(σ∗)c(τ)) = ϕ′
n(c(τ)),

c(b′(σ)− ϕ′
n(b(σ))) = 0.

In other words, ρ′b ≡ ϕ′
n ◦ ρ′ mod (Rb/q

n
b )

′[c]. This is exactly what we want. �

Now we can prove the proposition under the assumption Rps/q = Rb/qb. Consider the
upper left triangle of the previous diagram:

ker(ϕn) ⊂ ker(ips) ⊂ (Rps/qn)[cn+1],

where the last inclusion follows from the first part of lemma 2.3.4.
Suppose x ∈ Rb/q

n
b . By the last part of lemma 2.3.4, we may write cn−1j(x) = ips(y) =

j ◦ϕn(y) for some y ∈ Rps/qn. Thus z = ϕn(y)− cn−1x ∈ ker(j). Apply the previous lemma
to z. We get cz ∈ ker(ib). Now use lemma 2.3.4 again. We have cn+2z = 0. Hence

c2n+1x = ϕn(c
n+2y) ∈ ϕn(Rps

n ).

This proves the proposition with N = 2n+ 1.
General Cases. In general, we can use the following trick to reduce to the special case we
treated before. Since B = Rps/q have the same fraction field as A = F[[T ]], there exists
a positive integer r such that T rA ⊂ B. We may assume r = pm. Hence Rps/q can be

viewed as an F[[T p
m
]]-algebra. Choose a lifting T̃ of T p

m
in Rps. This gives O[[T pm]]-algebra

structures to Rps and Rb. Define:

R̃ps = Rps ⊗O[[T pm ]] O[[T ]],

R̃b = Rb ⊗O[[T pm ]] O[[T ]]
via the natural faithfully flat map O[[T pm]] → O[[T ]]. Thus it suffices to prove the kernel
and cokernel of

ϕ̃n : R̃ps/qnR̃ps → R̃b/q
n
b R̃b

are killed by some power, depending only on n, of c. Note that R̃ps and R̃b have natural
surjective maps to A:

R̃ps/qR̃ps = B ⊗F[[T pm ]] F[[T ]]→ A

given by b⊗ a 7→ ab. Let q̃ (resp. q̃b) be the kernel of R̃ps → A (resp. R̃b → A). It is clear
that

q̃p
m ⊆ qR̃ps ⊆ q̃.

Now one can check that the previous argument of the special case works here for (R̃ps, q̃)

and (R̃b, q̃b). For example, lemma 2.3.5 still holds and we get aO[[T ]]-algebra homomorphism

R̃b → (R̃ps/q̃n)′, similar to the map j in (1). As a consequence, the kernel and cokernel of

θl : R̃ps/q̃l → R̃b/q̃b
l

are killed by c2l+1. Take l = npm and write ϕ̃ : R̃ps → R̃b. We have

c2l+1R̃b ⊆ ϕ̃(R̃ps) + q̃b
l ⊆ ϕ̃(R̃ps) + qnb R̃b.(2)

This proves that c2np
m+1 kills the cokernel of ϕ̃n.
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Let x be an element in R̃ps such that ϕ̃(x) ∈ qnb R̃b. It is clear from (2) that

c2np
m+1qbR̃b ⊆ ϕ̃(qR̃ps) + qnb R̃b.

For any positive integer k, a simple induction on k will give us

c(2np
m+1)(n+(2n−1)+···+((n−1)k+1))ϕ̃(x) ∈ ϕ̃(qnR̃ps) + q

n+k(n−1)
b R̃b.

Take k = 2pm − 2. Then n+ k(n− 1) ≥ npm, hence

cM ϕ̃(x) ∈ ϕ̃(qnR̃ps) + qnp
m

b R̃b ⊆ ϕ̃(qnR̃ps) + q̃b
npm,

where M = (2npm + 1)(n + (2n − 1) + · · · + ((n − 1)k + 1)) only depends on pm, n. This

means that we may find y ∈ qnR̃ps such that

ϕ̃(cMx− y) ∈ q̃b
npm.

But kernel of θnpm : R̃ps/q̃np
m → R̃b/q̃b

npm is killed by c2np
m+1. Thus

c2np
m+1+Mx− c2npm+1y ∈ q̃np

m ⊆ qnR̃ps.

In other words, c2np
m+M+1 kills the kernel of ϕ̃n. �

The following corollary generalizes Proposition 2.11 of [SW99].

Corollary 2.3.7.

(1) For any one-dimensional prime ideal pb ∈ SpecRb such that ρuniv mod pb is ir-

reducible, the natural map (̂Rps)p → (̂Rb)pb is an isomorphism and Spec(Rb)pb →
Spec(Rps)p is surjective. Here ρuniv : Γ → GL2(Rb) is a universal deformation and
p = pb ∩ Rps.

(2) For any Q ∈ SpecRb such that ρuniv mod Q is irreducible, we have

dimRb/Q ≤ dimRps/Q ∩ Rps.

Moreover, if Q is a minimal prime, so is Q ∩Rps.

Proof. Note that it is clear from the discussion in 2.1.6 that k(pb) = k(p). If k(p) = E,

then the isomorphism between (̂Rps)p and (̂Rb)pb is a direct consequence of corollary 2.2.3. If
p ∈ p and the residue field of the normalization of Rb/pb is F, then the isomorphism follows
from proposition 2.3.2.

In general, we can reduce the problem to these situations by the following trick: Let L be
k(p) if p /∈ p and a finite unramified extension of E with residue field same as the integral
closure of F in k(p) if p ∈ p. Let OL be the ring of integers of L. Then for any prime
ideal p′b ∈ SpecRb ⊗O OL above p, we may apply the results in the previous paragraph to
deformation rings (Rps)′ = Rps ⊗O OL, R

′
b = Rb ⊗O OL and prime ideals p′ = p′b ∩ (Rps)′, p′b

and conclude

(̂Rps)′p′
∼= (̂R′

b)p′b.

On the other hand, as (R′
b)pb = (Rb)pb ⊗O OL is a finite (Rb)pb-algebra, we have

(̂Rb)pb ⊗O OL
∼=

∏

p′b

(̂R′
b)p′b,
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where the product is taken over all primes p′b ∈ SpecR′
b above pb. Similarly (̂Rps)p ⊗O OL

∼=∏
p′ (̂R

ps)′p′. Here the product is taken over all p′ ∈ Spec(Rps)′ above p. Note that there

is a natural bijection between {p′} and {p′b} as k(p) = k(pb), which can be seen using the
construction in 2.1.6. Thus

(̂Rps)p ⊗O OL
∼=

∏

p′

(̂Rps)′p′
∼=

∏

p′b

(̂R′
b)p′b
∼= (̂Rb)pb ⊗O OL.

From this, we see that (̂Rps)p ∼= (̂Rb)pb . Since (̂R
ps)p is faithfully flat over (Rps)p (and similar

result holds for (Rb)pb), it is clear that Spec(Rb)pb → Spec(Rps)p is surjective.
As for the second part, we may find a prime ideal pb containing Q such that Rb/pb is

one-dimensional and ρuniv mod pb is irreducible. To see the existence of pb, note that

{p ∈ SpecRb, ρ
univ mod p is reducible}

is defined by all x(σ, τ) (see the beginning of proof of proposition 2.3.2 for notations here),
hence closed in SpecRb. Let f be an element of the form x(σ, τ) not in Q. We can take pb
to be any maximal ideal of (Rb/Q)f . Let p = Rps ∩ pb. Our assertion follows from

dim(Rb/Q)pb = dim (̂Rb)pb/(Q) ≤ dim (̂Rps)p/(Q ∩Rps) = dim(Rps/Q ∩Rps)p.

If Q is minimal, we can choose a minimal prime Q′ of (̂Rb)pb such that Q′ ∩Rb = Q. This is

possible as (Rb)pb → (̂Rb)pb is faithfully flat. We may regard Q′ as a prime of (̂Rps)p. By the

going-down property of the flat morphism Rps → (̂Rps)p, we see that Q ∩ Rps = Q′ ∩ Rps is
also a minimal prime. �

In application, we need the following version of proposition 2.3.2.

Corollary 2.3.8. Let I be an ideal of Rps contained in q and t be some positive integer.
Write R1 (resp. R2) for (Rps/I)[[y1, · · · , yt]] (resp. (Rb/IRb)[[y1, · · · , yt]]) and q1 (resp. q2)
for the ideal of (Rps/I)[[y1, · · · , yt]] (resp. (Rb/IRb)[[y1, · · · , yt]]) generated by y1, · · · , yt and
q (resp. y1, · · · , yt and qb). Let c be the element in proposition 2.3.2. Then the second part
of proposition 2.3.2 holds for R1/q

n
1 → R2/q

n
2 .

Proof. This is easy. We omit the proof here. �

2.4. Some miscellaneous results. We keep the same notations and setup as in the previ-
ous subsections.

Lemma 2.4.1. Let p be a one-dimensional prime ideal of Rps such that the associated
representation ρ(p) is irreducible. Then the fibre Spec(Rb ⊗Rps k(p)) has at most one point.

Proof. For any p′ ∈ SpecRb mapping to p ∈ SpecRps, we have a natural map: Rps/p →
Rb/p

′ → k(p′) and a representation

ρ(p′) : Γ→ GL2(Rb/p
′)

that lifts ρ̄. Note that p′ is one-dimensional as it cannot be the maximal ideal mb of Rb.
From our previous discussion, we may conjugate ρ(p′) by some element in 1 +M2(mb) and

assume all the entries of ρ(p′) are in k(p) and ρ(p′)(σ∗) =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
and ρ(p′)(σ∗) of the form
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(
∗ 1
∗ ∗

)
. Note that under these assumptions, since we assume ρ(p′) is irreducible, all the

entries of ρ(p′) now are determined by tr(ρ(p′)). Thus this proves the uniqueness of p′. �

The following result is due to Skinner-Wiles (cf. the last paragraph of [SW99] page 68).

Proposition 2.4.2. Let a(σ), d(σ), x(σ, τ), c(σ) ∈ Rps be the elements as in the beginning of
the proof of proposition 2.3.2. Denote by m the maximal ideal of Rps. Suppose qb is a prime
of SpecRb such that Rb/(qb +mRb) is not Artinian. Then

ht(Ic) ≤ 1,

where Ic ⊆ Rps/Q is the ideal generated by c(σ), σ ∈ Γ and Q = qb ∩ Rps.

Proof. Let ρ(qb) : Γ→ GL2(Rb/qb) be a deformation induced from the universal deformation.

As before, we may assume that it has the form σ 7→
(
a(σ) b(σ)
c(σ) d(σ)

)
, where a(σ), c(σ), d(σ) ∈

Rps/Q are defined in the proposition.
Let B1 be the integral closure of Rps/Q in its fraction field. Then by page 237 of [Mat80]

(since Rps/Q is complete and reduced), B1 is finite over Rps/Q. Denote the intersection of
B1 and Rb/qb (in the fraction field of Rps/Q) by B′

1. Then B
′
1 is also a finite Rps/Q-algebra

hence B′
1/mB

′
1 is Artinian.

We claim that c(σ), σ ∈ Γ generate an ideal of height at most one in B1. Note that since
B1 is finite over Rps/Q, this will imply the proposition. Suppose this is not true. Then for
any height one prime ideal p of B1, there exists σ ∈ Γ such that c(σ) /∈ p, hence

b(τ) =
x(τ, σ)

c(σ)
∈ (B1)p for any τ ∈ Γ.

Thus
b(τ) ∈

⋂

p

(B1)p = B1,

where p runs over all the height one prime ideals of B1 and the equality is valid since B1

is normal. In other words, all the entries of ρ(qb) lie in B1 hence also in B′
1. Consider the

natural map given by the inclusion B′
1 → Rb/qb:

B′
1/mB

′
1 → Rb/(qb +mRb).

Recall that B′
1/mB

′
1 is Artinian. The above map is surjective as the image contains all the

entries of a universal deformation which topologically generate Rb. But this contradicts our
assumption that Rb/(qb + mRb) is not Artinian. Therefore c(σ), σ ∈ Γ generates an ideal of
height at most one in B1, which implies our assertion in the proposition. �

Remark 2.4.3. This remark will only be used in 7.4. Proposition 2.4.2 can be extended
to the following situation: Let ψi : Γ → E×, i = 1, 2 be two distinct continuous characters.
Then T = ψ1 + ψ2 is a two-dimensional pseudo-representation of Γ over E. As before, we
assume T (σ∗

0) = 0 for some order 2 element σ∗
0. We can consider the universal deformation

ring Rps
T of T over E (see the paragraph above 2.2.2). On the other hand, let

ρB : Γ→ GL2(E), γ 7→
(
ψ2(γ) B(γ)
0 ψ1(γ)

)
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be a non-split extension of ψ1 by ψ2 and RB be its universal deformation ring (2.2.3). Fix
an element γ0 ∈ Γ with B(γ0) = 1. We have a natural map Rps

T → RB. Denote the maximal
ideal of Rps

T by mT . Let QB ∈ SpecRB such that RB/(mT +QB) is not Artinian. Then

ht(IC) ≤ 1,

where IC is the ideal of Rps
T /(QB ∩ Rps

T ) generated by the images of x(γ0, σ), σ ∈ Γ. Here
x(·, ·) are defined using σ∗

0 as before.
The proof is almost the same as proposition 2.4.2. We leave the details to the readers.

3. Local-global compatibility

In this section, we will state and prove our local-global compatibility result and deduce
some useful corollaries from it (3.5, 3.6). Most results here are also obtained by Paškūnas
in [Paš18] §5. According to Paškūnas (Remark 5.13. ibid.), these results were discovered in
2011 and remained unpublished. I was unaware of his work when I worked on this project.

For notations, we fix a totally field F in which p completely splits and a quaternion algebra
D with centre F which is ramified at all infinite places of F and unramified at all places
above p. Also we fix isomorphisms D⊗Fv ≃ M2(Fv) for any v where D is unramified. Under
these isomorphisms, we may view Kp =

∏
v|pGL2(OFv), D

×
p =

∏
v|pGL2(Fv) as subgroups of

(D ⊗F AF )
×. We also write ND/F : (D ⊗F AF )

× → A×
F as the reduced norm.

3.1. Quaternionic forms.

3.1.1. We first recall some results on quaternionic forms. Reference is [Tay06] and [Kis09a].
Let A be a topological Zp-algebra and U =

∏
v Uv be an open compact subgroup of

(D ⊗F A∞
F )× such that Uv ⊆ GL2(OFv) for v|p. Let ψ : (A∞

F )×/F×
>>0 → A× be a continuous

character, where F>>0 is the set of totally positive elements in F . Also let τ :
∏

v|p Uv →
Aut(Wτ ) be a continuous representation on a finite A-module Wτ . By abuse of notation, we
also view τ as a representation of U by projecting to

∏
v|p Uv.

Let Sτ,ψ(U,A) be the space of continuous functions:

f : D× \ (D ⊗F A∞
F )× → Wτ

such that for any g ∈ (D ⊗F A∞
F )×, u ∈ U, z ∈ (A∞

F )×, we have

• f(gu) = τ(u−1)(f(g)),
• f(gz) = ψ(z)f(g).

Write (D ⊗F A∞
F )× =

⊔
i∈I D

×tiU(A∞
F )× for some finite set I and ti ∈ (D ⊗F A∞

F )×. If
τ−1|U∩(A∞

F )× acts as ψ|U∩(A∞
F )× , then there is an isomorphism:

Sτ,ψ(U,A) ≃
⊕

i∈I
W

(t−1
i D×ti∩U(A∞

F )×)/F×

τ ,(3)

by sending f to (f(ti))i. We say U is sufficiently small if (t−1
i D×ti ∩ U(A∞

F )×)/F× is trivial
for all i ∈ I. This can be achieved by shrinking Uv for some v:

Lemma 3.1.2. Suppose that D is unramified at v and ζ + ζ−1 6= 2 mod ̟n
v for some n

and any root of unity ζ 6= 1 in a quadratic extension of F . Then U is sufficiently small if
Uv is contained in the subgroup of GL2(OFv), whose elements are unipotent upper triangular
modulo ̟n

v .
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Proof. Let γ ∈ D× ∩ tiU(A∞
F )×t−1

i and l be the order of t−1
i γti in (t−1

i D×ti ∩ U(A∞
F )×)/F×.

Let ι : D → D be the main involution. Then γl = ι(γ)l and γ
ι(γ)

is a root of unity in a

quadratic extension of F . Now since tiUvF
×
v t

−1
i contains γ, it also contains γ

ι(γ)
. Taking the

reduced trace of γ
ι(γ)

, we see that the assumption on v implies l = 1. �

Corollary 3.1.3. Assume τ−1|U∩(A∞
F )× = ψ|U∩(A∞

F )× and U is sufficiently small. Then
Sτ,ψ(U,A) is a finite free A-module and Sτ⊗B,ψ(U,B) ≃ Sτ,ψ(U,A)⊗B for any A-algebra B.

3.1.4. The relationship of Sτ,ψ(U,A) with classical automorphic forms on D× is as follows

(see lemma 1.3 of [Tay06]). Suppose A = E and (~k, ~w) ∈ ZHom(F,Qp)
>1 × ZHom(F,Qp) such that

kσ+2wσ is independent of σ : F → Qp. Write w = kσ+2wσ−1. We can define the following
algebraic representation τ(~k,~w) of D

×
p = (D ⊗Qp)

× on

W(~k,~w),E =
⊗

σ:F→E

(Symkσ−2(E2)⊗ det wσ),

where Symkσ−2 denotes the space of homogeneous polynomials of degree kσ − 2 in two
variables with an action of GL2(Fv(σ)) given by

(
a b
c d

)
(f)(X, Y ) = f(σ(a)X + σ(c)Y, σ(b)X + σ(d)Y ).

Here v(σ) is the place above p given by σ. Let ψ : (A∞
F )×/F×

>>0 → E× be a continuous
character such that τ−1

(~k,~w)
|U∩(A∞

F )× = ψ|U∩(A∞
F )× and write τ = τ(~k,~w). Then there is an

isomorphism:

Sτ
(~k,~w)

,ψ(U,E)⊗E,ιp C
∼−→ HomD×

∞
(W ∗

ιp(~k,~w),C
, C∞(D× \ (D ⊗ AF )

×/U, ψC)),

f ⊗ 1 7−→ “w∗ 7→ (g 7→ w∗(τC(g∞)−1τ(gp)f(g
∞)))”

where

• D×
∞ = (D ⊗Q R)×,

• Wιp(~k,~w),C
= W(~k,~w),E ⊗E,ιp C is viewed as an algebraic representation τC of D×

∞ (in-

duced by ιp), and W
∗
ιp(~k,~w),C

is its C-linear dual.

• ψC : A×
F/F

× → C× sends g to NF/Q(g∞)1−wιp(NF/Q(gp)
w−1ψ(g∞)).

• C∞(D× \ (D⊗AF )
×/U, ψC) is the space of smooth C-valued functions on D× \ (D⊗

AF )
×, right invariant by U and with central character ψC.

Note that the right hand side is a subspace of automorphic forms on (D ⊗ AF )
×.

Remark 3.1.5. This isomorphism is functorial in U . Fix v|p and take the direct limit over
all open compact subgroups Uv in GL2(OFv). We get

lim−→
Uv

Sτ
(~k,~w)

,ψ(U,E)⊗ C ≃ HomD×
∞
(W ∗

ιp(~k,~w),C
, C∞(D× \ (D ⊗ AF )

×/Uv, ψC))

where Uv =
∏

w 6=v Uw. Clearly there is an action of GL2(Fv) on the right hand side by right
translation. On the left hand side, this is given by

g(f)(h) = τ(g)(f(hg)), g ∈ GL2(Fv), f ∈ Sτ
(~k,~w)

,ψ(U,E), h ∈ (D ⊗F A∞
F )×.

For simplicity, we will write S(~k,~w),ψ(U,E) for Sτ(~k,~w)
,ψ(U,E) from now on.
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3.2. Completed homology and cohomology.

3.2.1. Now we introduce completed homology (and cohomology). We denote by Sψ(U,A)
when Wτ = A with trivial Uv-actions. Note that the definition of Sψ(U,A) makes sense for
any topological O-module A. In the below we will use Sψ(U,A) for any topological O-module
A by abuse of notation. Given Up =

∏
v∤p Uv (a tame level) and a torsion O-algebra A with

discrete topology, we define

Definition 3.2.2.
Sψ(U

p, A) := lim−→
Up

Sψ(U
pUp, A),

with discrete topology, where Up =
∏

v|p Uv runs over all open compact subgroups Uv of

GL2(Fv). The completed cohomology of tame level Up is defined to be

Sψ(U
p) := HomO(E/O, Sψ(Up, E/O))

equipped with p-adic topology, and the completed homology is defined to be

Mψ(U
p) := Sψ(U

p, E/O)∨ = HomO(Sψ(U
p, E/O), E/O)

equipped with compact-open topology.

Remark 3.2.3. It is easy to see that Sψ(U
p, A) is naturally isomorphic to the space of

locally constant A-valued functions on D× \ (D⊗F A∞
F )× right invariant by Up with central

character ψ. Using this equivalent definition, there is a natural action of D×
p =

∏
v|pGL2(Fv)

on all spaces defined above by right translation. It is almost by definition that for any open
compact subgroup Up =

∏
v|p Uv ⊆ Kp =

∏
v|pGL2(OFv),

Sψ(U
p, A)Up = Sψ(U

pUp, A).

Hence Sψ(U
p, E/O) is a smooth admissible O-representation of D×

p in the sense of §2 of
[Paš13]. It is also clear that Sψ(U

p) is p-torsion free and

Sψ(U
p) ∼= lim←−

n

Sψ(U
p,O/pn) ∼= Homcont

O (Mψ(U
p),O), Mψ(U

p) ∼= HomO(Sψ(U
p),O).

Proposition 3.2.4. Suppose Up is small enough such that UpKp is sufficiently small and
ψ|ND/F (Up) is trivial. Then Sψ(U

p, E/O) is an injective object in Modsm
Kp,ψ(O).

Proof. This is a variant of proposition 4.4.3 of [BH15]. We recall their proof here.

Lemma 3.2.5. Let M be a finite torsion O-module with a smooth Kp-action. Assume UpKp

is sufficiently small. Then there is a natural isomorphism

SM,ψ(U
pKp,O) ∼−→ HomO[Kp](M

∨, Sψ(U
p, E/O))

Proof. The map is given by sending f ∈ SM,ψ(U
pKp,O) to ℓ∨ 7→ (g 7→ ℓ∨(f(g))). One can

easily construct an inverse of this map. We omit the details here. �

Now given 0→ π′ → π in Modsm
Kp,ψ(O), one needs to show

HomO[Kp](π, Sψ(U
p, E/O))→ HomO[Kp](π

′, Sψ(U
p, E/O))

is surjective. By proposition 2.1.9. of [Eme10], we may assume π is admissible. If π is a finite
O-module, we may apply the previous lemma to π∨, (π′)∨ and conclude the surjectivity from
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corollary 3.1.3. In general, we may write π =
⋃
n πn as an increasing union of representations

of finite O-length. Write π′
n = πn ∩ π′, π′′

n = πn/π
′
n. The result follows from taking inverse

limit of

HomO[Kp](π
′′
n, Sψ(U

p, E/O))→ HomO[Kp](πn, Sψ(U
p, E/O))→ HomO[Kp](π

′
n, Sψ(U

p, E/O)).

Note that the first term is of finite O-length, so it satisfies Mittag-Leffler conditions. �

Corollary 3.2.6. Let Sψ(U
p)E be Sψ(U

p) ⊗O E, which is a Banach space with unit ball
Sψ(U

p). Then Sψ(U
p)E is a topological direct summand of Cψ(Kp, E)

⊕d as an E[Kp]-module
for some d, where Cψ(Kp, E) is the space of continuous E-valued functions on Kp with central
character ψ|O×

F,p
.

Proof. Taking the Pontryagin dual of the result in the proposition, we know that Mψ(U
p)

is a projective object in the category of profinite linearly topological O[[Kp]]-modules with
central character ψ−1|O×

F,p
. Note that Sψ(U

p, E/O) is an admissible representation of Kp.

Hence Mψ(U
p) is a finitely generated module over O[[Kp]] and therefore a direct summand

of

(O[[Kp]]⊗O[[O×
F,p]],ψ

−1 O)⊕d

for some d. Here we view O as a O[[O×
F,p]]-module by ψ−1. We get the corollary by taking

the continuous Hom to E since

Homcont
E (O[[Kp]]⊗O[[O×

F,p]],ψ
−1 O, E) ∼= Cψ(Kp, E).

�

3.2.7 (Twisting of a character). Given a continuous character θ : (A∞
F )×/ND/F (U

p)F×
>>0 →

O×, we can define a natural isomorphism by twisting with θ:

Sψ(U
p)

∼−→ Sψθ2(U
p)

by sending f to g 7→ θ(ND/F (g))f(g). Here we identify Sψ(U
p) with functions on D×\(D⊗F

A∞
F )×. Using this isomorphism, we may sometimes assume ψ is of finite order (not now).

3.2.8 (A density result). We need a density result like [Eme11] §5.4. This will reduce
the local-global compatibility problem to the compatibility at crystalline points. In this
section, we fix a place v above p and we assume ψ|ND/F (Up) is trivial and ψ|O×

Fv
is an algebraic

character. In particular, there exists an integer m such that,

ψ(av) = σv(av)
m, av ∈ O×

Fv
,

where σv : F → E is the embedding induced by v. Consider the subspace Sψ(U
p)v−a,v′−la
E (see

the definition below) of GL2(OFv)-algebraic,
∏

w 6=v,w|pGL2(OFw)-locally algebraic vectors of

Sψ(U
p)E. The main result is

Proposition 3.2.9. Assume that ψ|ND/F (Up) is trivial and ψ|O×
Fv

is an algebraic character.

Then Sψ(U
p)v−a,v′−la
E is dense in Sψ(U

p)E.
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Proof. We first recall the construction of Sψ(U
p)v−a,v′−la
E . For (~k, ~w) ∈ ZHom(F,Qp)

>1 ×ZHom(F,Qp)

such that kσ + 2wσ = m + 2 for any σ, we can associate an algebraic representation of Kp

(see 3.1.4):

W(~k,~w),E =
⊗

σ:F→E

(Symkσ−2(E2)⊗ det wσ).

Note that these W(~k,~w),E exhaust all algebraic representations of Kp with central character

locally same as ψ|O×
F,p
. Let Uv be an open compact subgroup of

∏
w 6=v,w|pGL2(OFw). Then

the subspace of GL2(OFv)U
v-algebraic vectors of Sψ(U

p)E is defined to be the image of the
evaluation map:

⊕

(~k,~w)

HomE[GL2(OFv )U
v ](W(~k,~w),E , Sψ(U

p)E)⊗E W(~k,~w),E → Sψ(U
p)E ,

where the sum is taken over all (~k, ~w) with kσ + 2wσ = m + 2 for any σ. The sub-

space Sψ(U
p)v−a,v′−la
E of GL2(OFv)-algebraic,

∏
w 6=v,w|pGL2(OFw)-locally algebraic vectors of

Sψ(U
p)E is defined to be the union of all GL2(OFv)U

v-algebraic vectors where Uv runs
through all open compact subgroups of

∏
w 6=v,w|pGL2(OFw).

Let Cv−a,v′−la
ψ (Kp, E) be the subspace of GL2(OFv)-algebraic,

∏
w 6=v,w|pGL2(OFw)-locally

algebraic vectors in Cψ(Kp, E). By corollary 3.2.6, it suffices to prove that Cv−a,v′−la
ψ (Kp, E)

is dense in Cψ(Kp, E). Note that

Cψ(Kp, E) ∼=
⊗̂

w|p
Cψ|

O×
Fw

(GL2(OFw), E),

Cv−a,v′−la
ψ (Kp, E) ∼= Caψ|

O×
Fv

(GL2(OFw), E)⊗E
⊗

w|p,w 6=v
Claψ|

O×
Fw

(GL2(OFw), E),

where Caψ|
O×
Fv

(GL2(OFv), E) ⊆ Cψ|
O×
Fv

(GL2(OFv), E) denotes the subspace of GL2(OFv)-algebraic

vectors and Claψ|
O×
Fw

(GL2(OFw), E) ⊆ Cψ|
O×
Fw

(GL2(OFw), E) denotes the subspace of GL2(OFw)-

locally algebraic vectors, w 6= v. It’s enough to show that Caψ|
O×
Fv

(GL2(OFv), E) (resp.

Claψ|
O×
Fw

(GL2(OFw), E)) is dense inside Cψ|
O
×
Fv

(GL2(OFv), E) (resp. Cψ|
O
×
Fw

(GL2(OFw), E)). We

will only give a proof for Caψ|
O×
Fv

(GL2(OFv), E) here. The case of Claψ|
O×
Fw

(GL2(OFw), E) can

be proved in a similar way.
Let ψv = ψ|O×

Fv
. If ψv is trivial, then Cψv(GL2(OFv), E) = C(PGL2(OFv), E), the space of

continuous E-valued functions on PGL2(OFv). The density of GL2(OFv)-algebraic vectors in
C(PGL2(OFv), E) follows from Proposition 6.A.17 of [Paš14] with G = PGL2.

In general, note that C(PGL2(OFv), E) is a commutative ring and Cψv(GL2(OFv), E) is a
C(PGL2(OFv), E)-module. It suffices to prove

Cψv(GL2(OFv), E) = C(PGL2(OFv), E) · Caψv(GL2(OFv), E)
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i.e. Cψv(GL2(OFv), E) is generated by its GL2(OFv)-algebraic vectors as a C(PGL2(OFv), E)-
module. Suppose ψv(av) = σv(av)

m, av ∈ O×
Fv

for some integer m. Write

GL2(OFv) ⊆M2(OFv) = {
(
a b
c d

)
, a, b, c, d ∈ OFv}.

Then a|m|

det
|m|−m

2

, b|m|

det
|m|−m

2

can be viewed as elements in Caψv(GL2(OFv), E). Let

Ua = {
(
a b
c d

)
∈ GL2(OFv), a /∈ pOFv}

Ub = {
(
a b
c d

)
∈ GL2(OFv), a ∈ pOFv , b /∈ pOFv}

It is clear that Ua, Ub are disjoint open sets of GL2(OFv) and cover the whole group since
Fv = Qp. Let 1a, 1b be the characteristic functions of Ua, Ub. For any f ∈ Cψv(GL2(OFv), E),
we can write

f =
f1a det

|m|−m
2

a|m| · a|m|

det
|m|−m

2

+
f1b det

|m|−m
2

b|m| · b|m|

det
|m|−m

2

.

Note that f1a det
|m|−m

2

a|m| , f1b det
|m|−m

2

b|m| are well-defined functions on PGL2(OFv). Hence we have
expressed f as an element in C(PGL2(OFv), E) · Caψv(GL2(OFv), E) and this is exactly what
we want. �

3.2.10 (Relation with classical automorphic forms). We can recover classical automor-

phic forms on D× from the completed cohomology in the following way. Suppose (~k, ~w) ∈
ZHom(F,Qp)
>1 × ZHom(F,Qp) such that kσ + 2wσ is independent of σ and Up is an open subgroup

of Kp such that ψ|UpUp∩(A∞
F )× = τ−1

(~k,~w)
|UpUp∩(A∞

F )× . Then it is not too hard to deduce from

lemma 3.2.5 that

S(~k,~w),ψ(U
pUp, E) ≃ HomE[Up](W

∗
(~k,~w),E

, Sψ(U
p)E).

In other words, locally algebraic vectors in Sψ(U
p)E can be identified with automorphic forms

on (D ⊗ A∞
F )× (see 3.1.4).

3.3. Hecke algebras and Pseudo-representations.

3.3.1. First we introduce Hecke algebras on finite levels. Fix a topological Zp-algebra
A, a level U , character ψ and a representation τ : Up → Aut(Wτ ). Let S be a finite set
of primes of F containing all places above p and places v where either D is ramified or
Uv is not a maximal open subgroup. For any place v /∈ S, we define the Hecke operator

Tv ∈ End(Sτ,ψ(U,A)) to be the double coset action [Uv

(
̟v 0
0 1

)
Uv]. More precisely, write

Uv

(
̟v 0
0 1

)
Uv =

⊔
i γiUv, then

(Tv · f)(g) =
∑

i

f(gγi), f ∈ Sτ,ψ(U,A).
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We define Hecke algebra TSτ,ψ(U,A) ⊆ EndA(Sτ,ψ(U,A)) to be the A-subalgebra generated
by all Tv, v /∈ S. This is a finite commutative A-algebra. By definition, Sτ,ψ(U,A) is a
finitely-generated faithful TSτ,ψ(U,A)-module.

If U ′ ⊆ U is a smaller open subgroup, then we have a natural surjective map TSτ,ψ(U
′, A)→

TSτ,ψ(U,A) induced by Sτ,ψ(U,A) ⊆ Sτ,ψ(U
′, A).

If U is small enough and ψ|U∩(A∞
F )× = τ−1|U∩(A∞

F )× , then for any ideal I of A, there is

a natural surjective map TSτ,ψ(U,A) → TSτ⊗A/I,ψ(U,A/I) induced by Sτ⊗A/I,ψ(U,A/I) ≃
Sτ,ψ(U,A) ⊗ A/I (see 3.1.3). This also implies that TSτ,ψ(U,A) ⊗ A/I → TSτ⊗A/I,ψ(U,A/I)
has nilpotent kernel since Sτ,ψ(U,A)⊗ A/I has full supports on both rings.

3.3.2. Now take τ = τ(~k,~w) (see 3.1.4) and A = O. Assume ψ|U∩(A∞
F )× = τ−1

(~k,~w)
|U∩(A∞

F )× . It

is well-known that there exists a two-dimensional pseudo-representation:

T(~k,~w),ψ(U) : GF,S → TSτ,ψ(U,O) =: TS
(~k,~w),ψ

(U,O)

sending Frobv to Tv, v /∈ S . This pseudo-representation has determinant ψε−1. Here by
abuse of notation, we identify ψ with a character of GF,S by the class field theory. Note that
the image of this map contains all Tv, v /∈ S hence generates the whole Hecke algebra as an
O-module. By Chebatorev density Theorem, TS

(~k,~w),ψ
(U,O) is independent of S, so we may

simply write T(~k,~w),ψ(U,O).
Under the same assumption plus U is sufficiently small, we have a natural surjective map

T(~k,~w),ψ(U,O)/̟n → TSτ
(~k,~w)

⊗O/̟n,ψ(U,O/̟n) for any n. Hence there also exists a two-

dimensional pseudo-representation over TSτ
(~k,~w)

⊗O/̟n,ψ(U,O/̟n) which is independent of S.

For simplicity, we write it as T(~k,~w),ψ(U,O/̟n).

3.3.3. We will write TSψ(U,A) for the Hecke algebra if τ is the trivial action on A. Suppose
A = O/̟n, U is sufficiently small and ψ|U∩(A∞

F )× is trivial modulo ̟n, i.e. ψ(U ∩ (A∞
F )×) ⊆

1+̟nO. We are going to show the existence of pseudo-representation GF,S → TSψ(U,O/̟n)

with determinant ψε−1 sending Frobv to Tv for v /∈ S in this case.
It suffices to treat the case where U is small enough such that ψ|ND/F (U) is trivial modulo

̟n. In general, we may shrink U to U ′ small enough and conclude from the surjective map
TSψ(U

′,O/̟n) → TSψ(U,O/̟n). Consider the Teichmüller lifting ψ̃ of ψ modulo ̟. Then

ψ−1ψ̃ is of pro-p order, hence can be written as θ2 for some character θ : (A∞
F )×/F×

>>0 → O×.
It is easy to see that we may choose θ to be trivial on ND/F (U). Then twisting with θ induces
an isomorphism (3.2.7):

ϕθ : Sψ(U,O/̟n)
∼−→ Sψ̃(U,O/̟n)

sending f to g 7→ θ(ND/F (g))f(g). Note that this map also induces an isomorphism between
Hecke algebras with

Tv ◦ ϕθ = θ(Frobv)ϕθ ◦ Tv.
Now since ψ̃ is of finite order, we may apply the results in 3.3.2 with ~k = ~w = ~0 and get the
pseudo-representation over TS

ψ̃
(U,O/̟n) hence on TSψ(U,O/̟n). The determinant is also

easy to determine under this map. One direct corollary is that TSψ(U,O/̟n) is independent
of S. So we may drop S in it from now on.
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Definition 3.3.4 (Big Hecke algebra). Let Up be a tame level and ψ : (A∞
F )×/(Up ∩

(A∞
F )×)F×

>>0 → O× be a continuous character. Then we define the Hecke algebra

Tψ(Up) = lim←−
(n,Up)∈I

Tψ(UpUp,O/̟n),

where I is the set of pairs (n, Up) with Up ⊆ Kp and n a positive integer such that ψ|Up∩O×
F,p
≡

1 mod ̟n. Equivalently, this is also

lim←−
n

lim←−
Up⊆Kp

Tψ(UpUp,O/̟n).

3.3.5. It is almost by definition that Tψ(Up) acts faithfully on the completed cohomology
Sψ(U

p) and commutes with the action of D×
p . By our previous discussion, there exists a

two-dimensional pseudo-representation Tψ(U
p) : GF,S → Tψ(Up) sending Frobv to Tv with

determinant ψε−1.
From now on, we will always assume ψ is trivial on Up ∩ (A∞

F )×.

Proposition 3.3.6. Let Up be a pro-p subgroup of Kp. Hence ψ|Up∩O×
F,p

is trivial modulo ̟.

Then the natural map

Tψ(Up)→ Tψ(UpUp,F)

induces a bijection between the sets of maximal ideals. In particular, Tψ(Up) is semi-local.

Proof. This is lemma 2.1.14 of [GN20]. We give a sketch here. It suffices to prove the map

Tψ(UpU ′
p,O/̟n)→ Tψ(UpUp,F)

induces a bijection of maximal ideals, where U ′
p ⊆ Up is an open normal subgroup small

enough so that UpU ′
p is sufficiently small and ψ|U ′

p∩O×
F,p

is trivial modulo ̟n.

Let m be a maximal ideal of the Artinian ring Tψ(UpU ′
p,O/̟n). Since Tψ(UpU ′

p,O/̟n)
acts faithfully on Sψ(U

pU ′
p,O/̟n), we know that

Sψ(U
pU ′

p,O/̟n)[m] 6= 0.

The p-group Up/U
′
p acts naturally on this F-vector space, hence has a non-zero fixed vector,

which by definition belongs to Sψ(U
pUp,F). Thus Sψ(U

pUp,F)[m] 6= 0 and m is also a
maximal ideal of Tψ(UpUp,F). �

Let U ′
p, n be as in the proof. It follows from Theorem 8.15 of [Mat89] that

Tψ(UpU ′
p,O/̟n) ∼= Tψ(UpU ′

p,O/̟n)m1 × · · ·Tψ(UpU ′
p,O/̟n)mr

where m1, · · · ,mr are the maximal ideals of Tψ(UpU ′
p,O/̟n). Each Tψ(UpU ′

p,O/̟n)mi is
an Artinian local O-algebra. Passing to the limit, we get

Corollary 3.3.7. Let m1, · · · ,mr be the maximal ideals of Tψ(Up). Then

(1) Tψ(Up) ∼= Tψ(Up)m1 ×· · ·×Tψ(Up)mr and each Tψ(Up)mi is mi-adically complete and
separated.

(2) Sψ(U
p) ∼= Sψ(U

p)m1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Sψ(Up)mr and each Sψ(U
p)mi is mi-adically complete and

separated.
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3.3.8. One easily checks that Tψ(Up) commutes with base change. To be precise, let E ′ be
a finite extension of E with ring of integers O′. Replacing O by O′ in all the definitions, we
can define a Hecke algebra T′

ψ(U
p). Then T′

ψ(U
p) ∼= Tψ(Up)⊗O O′.

Suppose Tψ(Up) is non-zero and m ∈ SpecTψ(Up) is a maximal ideal. Enlarge O if
necessary, we may assume m has residue field F. Denote by Tm the two-dimensional pseudo-
representation (over F):

GF,S

Tψ(U
p)−→ Tψ(Up)→ Tψ(Up)/m = F.

For any v|p, let Rps
v be the universal deformation ring which parametrizes all two-dimensional

pseudo-representations of GFv lifting Tm|GFv with determinant ψε−1|GFv . By the universal

property, we have a natural map Rps,ψε−1

v → Tψ(Up)m. Taking tensor products over all v|p,
we get

Rps,ψε−1

p :=
⊗̂

v|p
Rps,ψε−1

v → Tψ(Up)m.

Therefore, we have defined an action of Rps,ψε−1

p on the completed cohomology Sψ(U
p)m. We

denote this action by τGal. It will appear in one side of our local-global compatibility result.

3.4. Paškūnas’ theory. In this subsection, we recall the main results of Paškūnas in [Paš13]
[Paš16] in the case of GL2(Qp) and some generalizations in [GN20] in the case of products of

GL2(Qp). The main application of his theory is to define another action of Rps,ψε−1

p on the
completed cohomology. Reference is §3 and §5 of [Paš13].

3.4.1. Let G =
∏f

i=1GL2(Qp) and Z(G) ≃
∏f

i=1Q
×
p be its centre. Fix a character ζ :

Z(G) → O×. We may formulate categories Modsm
G,ζ(O),Modl fin

G,ζ(O),Modl adm
G,ζ (O),CG,ζ(O).

See notations in the beginning of the paper. We note that the last two categories are anti-
equivalent to each other. And in fact, the middle two are the same:

Lemma 3.4.2. Any locally admissible representation in Modsm
G,ζ(O) is locally of finite length.

Proof. This is Theorem 2.3.8 of [Eme10] when f = 1 and Lemma B.7 of [GN20] in general.
In fact, Gee and Newton work with products of PGL2(Qp), but their proof also works with
products of GL2(Qp) with fixed determinant. �

3.4.3 (Blocks). Let IrrG,ζ be the set of irreducible representations in Modsm
G,ζ(O). We

consider the following equivalence relation ∼ on IrrG,ζ : π ∼ τ if there exists a sequence
of irreducible representations π1 = π, π2, · · · , πn = τ such that Ext1G(πi, πi+1) 6= 0 or
Ext1G(πi+1, πi) 6= 0 or πi ∼= πi+1. An equivalence class is called a block.

There exists a natural decomposition of Modl adm
G,ζ (O) with respect to the blocks:

Modl adm
G,ζ (O) ∼=

∏

B∈IrrG,ζ/∼
Modl adm

G,ζ (O)B,(4)

where Modl adm
G,ζ (O)B is the full subcategory of Modl adm

G,ζ (O) consisting of representations with
all irreducible subquotients in B. Taking Pontryagin dual, this gives:

CG,ζ(O) ∼=
∏

B∈IrrG,ζ/∼
CG,ζ(O)B
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For a block B, write πB =
⊕

π∈Bi π, where Bi is the set of isomorphism classes of elements
of B. We will see that this is actually a finite set. Let πB →֒ JB be an injective envelope of
πB in Modl adm

G,ζ (O). Its Pontryagin dual PB := J∨
B is a projective envelope of π∨ ∼=

⊕
π∈Bi π

∨

in CG,ζ(O). Let
EB := EndCG,ζ(O)(PB) ∼= EndG(JB).

This is a pseudo-compact ring. The topology is given as follows: for any quotient map
q : PB ։M to some M ∈ CG,ζ(O) of finite length, we may define a right ideal:

r(M) = {φ ∈ EB, q ◦ φ = 0}.

Such {r(M)} forms a basis of open neighborhood of 0 in EB. We note that PB is a natural
left EB-module.

Suppose M ∈ CG,ζ(O), then EB acts naturally on HomCG,ζ(O)(PB,M) (on the right).
By writing M = lim←−Mi with Mi of finite length, we can equip the projective topology on
Hom(PB,M) = lim←−Hom(PB,Mi), which makes Hom(PB,M) into a pseudo-compact EB-
module. In fact, this functor

M 7→ HomCG,ζ(O)(PB,M)

defines an anti-equivalence of categories between CG,ζ(O)B and the category of right pseudo-
compact EB-modules. An inverse functor is given by

m 7→ (m⊗̂EB
PB).

PB is called a projective generator of B.

3.4.4. In [Paš13][Paš16], Paškūnas computes EB and its centre when G = GL2(Qp) in
almost all cases. We now recall his results.

Suppose G = GL2(Qp). In this case, blocks containing an absolutely irreducible repre-
sentation are computed in [Paš14] Cor 6.2. For our purpose, we only list the results when
p ≥ 3.

(1) B = {π}, π is supersingular.
(2) B = {(IndGBδ1 ⊗ δ2ω−1)sm, (Ind

G
Bδ2 ⊗ δ1ω−1)sm} with δ2δ−1

1 6= ω±1, 1.
(3) B = {(IndGBδ ⊗ δω−1)sm}.
(4) If p ≥ 5, B = {1, Sp, (IndGBω ⊗ ω−1)sm} ⊗ δ ◦ det.
(5) If p = 3, B = {1, Sp, ω ◦ det, Sp⊗ ω ◦ det} ⊗ δ ◦ det.

for some smooth characters δ, δ1, δ2 : Q×
p → F×. Here B denotes the upper triangular Borel

subgroup of B, (IndGB) denotes the smooth induction and Sp denotes the mod p special
representation. See [Paš14] for the precise definitions.

To describe (the centre of) EB, we need to attach a semi-simple 2-dimensional represen-
tation ρ̄B of GQp over F to each block. This is given by the following list:

(1) ρ̄B = V(π) if a supersingular π ∈ B , where V is the Colmez’s functor normalized
in §5.7 of [Paš13]

(2) ρ̄B = δ1 ⊕ δ2 if (IndGBδ1 ⊗ δ2ω−1)sm ∈ B with δ2δ
−1
1 6= ω±1.

(3) ρ̄B = δ ⊕ δω if δ ◦ det ∈ B.
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Under this correspondence, the determinant of ρ̄B is ζε mod ̟. Note that this actually
defines a bijection between the set of blocks containing an absolutely irreducible represen-
tation and the isomorphism classes of two-dimensional representations of GQp over F which
are direct sums of absolutely irreducible representations.

Theorem 3.4.5 (Paškūnas). Let Rps,ζε
B be the universal deformation ring which parametrizes

all 2-dimensional pseudo-representations of GQp lifting trρ̄B with determinant ζε. Then there

exists a natural isomorphism between the centre of EB and Rps,ζε
B in case (1)(2)(3)(4).

Proof. This is Theorem 1.5 of [Paš13] and Theorem 1.3 of [Paš16]. �

Theorem 3.4.6 (Paškūnas). EB is a finitely generated module over its centre in case
(1)(2)(3)(4).

Proof. See Theorem 1.2 of [Paš16] and Corollary 8.11, Corollary 9.25, Lemma 10.90 of
[Paš13]. �

Remark 3.4.7. Both theorems are also known in case (5) and all the cases when p=2 thanks
to the recent work [PT21] of Paškūnas-Tung.

3.4.8. Now we generalize the above results to the case G =
∏f

i=1GL2(Qp). First we need
to classify the blocks containing an absolutely irreducible representation in this case.

Lemma 3.4.9.

(1) For any absolutely irreducible representation π in Modsm
G,ζ(O), there is a finite exten-

sion F′/F such that π ⊗F F′ is isomorphic to some
⊗f

i=1 πi, where πi are absolutely
irreducible GL2(Qp) representations over F′.

(2) Moreover assume that F′ = F. Let Pr → π∨
r be a projective envelope of π∨

r for

r = 1, · · · , f . Then P1⊗̂ · · · ⊗̂Pf →
⊗̂f

i=1π
∨
i is a projective envelope of

⊗̂f

i=1π
∨
i
∼=

(
⊗f

i=1 πi)
∨ in CG,ζ(O).

Proof. This is Lemma B.7, B.8 of [GN20]. �

Lemma 3.4.10. Write G = G1 × G2, where each Gr =
∏fr

i=1GL2(Qp) with centre Zr, r =
1, 2. Suppose Mr, Nr ∈ CGr ,ζ|Zr (O), r = 1, 2. Then there exists a natural isomorphism:

HomCG,ζ(O)(M1⊗̂M2, N1⊗̂N2) ∼= HomCG1,ζ|Z1
(O)(M1, N1)⊗̂HomCG2,ζ|Z2

(O)(M2, N2)

Proof. The argument in proof of Lemma B.8 of [GN20] works here without any changes. �

Lemma 3.4.11. Given f blocks B1, · · · ,Bf of GL2(Qp) that contain an absolutely irre-
ducible representation, then

B1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Bf := {π1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ πf |πr ∈ Br, r = 1, · · · , f}
is a block of G.

Proof. We will only prove the case f = 2. The general case will follow directly by induction
on f . Let π = π1 ⊗ π2, π′ = π′

1 ⊗ π′
2 be two irreducible representations of G such that π1, π

′
1

are in not the same block of GL2(Qp). We claim that Ext1G(π, π
′) = Ext1G(π

′, π) = 0. To
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see this, let π1 →֒ J1, π2 →֒ J2 be injective envelopes of π1, π2. Suppose we have a non-split
extension:

0→ π → π′′ → π′ → 0.

By lemma 3.4.9, J := (J∨
1 ⊗̂J∨

2 )
∨ is an injective envelope of π. It is easy to see that all

irreducible subquotients of J must be a tensor product of irreducible subquotients of J1, J2.
By universal property, we get a map π′′ → J which has to be injective. But π′

1 cannot appear
as a subquotient of J1 since π1, π

′
1 live in different blocks. Thus there is no such non-split

extension. This proves that each block of G must be contained in some B1 ⊗B2.
It rests to prove that if Ext1GL2(Qp)(π

′
1, π1) 6= 0 and π1 ≇ π′

1, then Ext1G(π
′
1⊗π2, π1⊗π2) 6= 0

for irreducible representations π1, π
′
1, π2 of GL2(Qp). Choose a non-split extension π3 of π′

1

by π1. Then HomG(π3 ⊗ π2, π1 ⊗ π2) ∼= HomGL2(Qp)(π3, π1)⊗ HomGL2(Qp)(π2, π2) = 0 by the
previous lemma. Thus π3 ⊗ π2 is a non-split extension of π′

1 ⊗ π2 by π1 ⊗ π2. �

Corollary 3.4.12. Let B = B1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Bf be a block of G such that each Bi contains an
absolutely irreducible representation. If p = 3, we assume no Br contains δ ◦ det (case (5)).
Then

(1) EB
∼=

⊗̂f

r=1EBr

(2) The natural inclusion Rps,ζε
Br
→ EBr in Theorem 3.4.5 induces a natural finite map

⊗̂f

r=1
Rps,ζε

Br
→ EB,

which makes EB into a finitely generated module over
⊗̂f

r=1R
ps,ζε
Br

.
(3) The centre of EB is Noetherian and EB is a finitely generate module over its centre.

Proof. Clearly the third part follows directly from the second since the image of
⊗̂f

r=1R
ps,ζε
Br

is in the centre of EB. By the previous lemmas, PB
∼=

⊗̂
PBr and End(PB) ∼=

⊗̂
End(PBr).

The rest of the corollary all follows from Theorem 3.4.6. �

Remark 3.4.13. It seems that
⊗̂f

r=1R
ps,ζε
Br

is exactly the centre of EB. This is at least true
if all Br are in case (1)(2)(3) since EBr is a free module over its centre in these cases.

3.5. Local-global compatibility. In this subsection, we use Paškūnas’ theory to define
another action of ‘Rps

p ’ on the completed cohomology and prove that it is equal to the action
defined from Galois side at the end of subsection 3.3.

3.5.1. Back to the setting in subsection 3.3. Let m be a maximal ideal of Tψ(Up). We get
a two-dimensional pseudo-representation with determinant ψε−1:

Tm : GF,S → Tψ(Up)m.

Restrict it to GFv , v|p, we can attach a two-dimensional semi-simple representation ρ̄m,v of
GFv over F. Enlarging O if necessary, we assume that ρ̄m,v is a direct sum of absolutely
irreducible representations. Let ρ̄′m,v = ρ̄m,v ⊗ ε. Using the recipe in 3.4.4, we can define a
block Bm,v of GL2(Fv) ∼= GL2(Qp) from ρ̄′m,v. Let Bm = ⊗v|pBm,v be the block of D×

p =∏
v|pGL2(Fv) defined in lemma 3.4.11. Note that it has central character ψ. As before, we

denote its projective generator by PBm
.

One of the central objects in our study is
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Definition 3.5.2. m := HomC
D×
p ,ψ

(O)(PBm
,Mψ(U

p)m).

Remark 3.5.3. The twist of cyclotomic character in ρ̄′m,v comes from the normalization of
Colmez’s functor used in Paškūnas’ paper. For example, there would be no such twist if we
are using the magical functor in [Eme11].

3.5.4. There two actions of Rps,ψε−1

p :=
⊗̂

v|pR
ps,ψε−1

v on m:

(1) τGal: defined in the last paragraph of subsection 3.3, which comes from the action of
Tψ(Up)m on Mψ(U

p)m.

(2) τAut: which comes from the action of
⊗̂

v|pR
ps,ψε
v

∼=
⊗̂

v|pR
ps,ψε−1

v on PBm
via EBm

in

corollary 3.4.12. The natural isomorphisms between Rps,ψε
v and Rps,ψε−1

v are given by
twisting the inverse of cyclotomic character. We fix this isomorphism from now on.

Now we can state our main result of this section.

Theorem 3.5.5 (Local-global compatibility). If p = 3, we assume that δ ◦ det /∈ Bm,v for
any v|p. Then

(1) Mψ(U
p)m ∈ CD×

p ,ψ
(O)Bm where Bm is the block defined above.

(2) Both actions τGal, τAut of R
ps,ψε−1

p on m are the same.

We will follow the strategy of Emerton in [Eme11]. The idea is that using the density
result (proposition 3.2.9), it suffices to check the compatibility of both actions on classical
crystalline points. But this is a consequence of the results and Berger-Breuil [BB10] and
classical local-global compatibility. We also remark that the argument relies on the semi-
simplicity of the Hecke actions at finite levels.

Proof. Let v be a place above p. It suffices to prove

(1) Mψ(U
p)m ∈ CGL2(Fv),ψ|F×

v

(O)Bm,v where Bm,v is the block defined in 3.5.1,

(2) both actions τGal, τAut of Rps,ψε−1

v on HomCGL2(Fv),ψ|
F×
v

(O)(PBm,v ,Mψ(U
p)m) are the

same.

Since the formulation of the Theorem is compatible with twisting of characters, we may
assume ψ is crystalline at v of Hodge-Tate weight wψ. Also it is clear that we may shrink
Up so that ψ|Up∩(A∞

F )× is trivial and UpKp is sufficiently small.

Consider the isomorphism in 3.2.10: for any (~k, ~w) ∈ ZHom(F,Qp)
>1 × ZHom(F,Qp) such that

kσ + 2wσ = wψ + 2 independent of σ and Up = GL2(OFv)U
v with Uv an open subgroup of∏

w 6=v,w|pGL2(OFw), we have

S(~k,~w),ψ(U
pUp, E) ∼= HomE[Up](W

∗
(~k,~w),E

, Sψ(U
p)E).

It is clear that this isomorphism is Hecke-equivariant. We get a natural surjective map
Tψ(Up)[1

p
] → T(~k,~w),ψ(U

pUp, E) sending Tw to Tw for w /∈ S. Hence it follows from the

theory of classical automorphic forms that the action of Tψ(Up)[1
p
] on S(~k,~w),ψ(U

pUp, E) is

semi-simple. Let p be a prime ideal of T(~k,~w),ψ(U
pUp, E)⊗E Qp. Then it corresponds to an

automorphic representation πp = π∞
p ⊗ (πp)∞ on (D⊗F A∞

F )×. From the discussion in 3.1.4,
we know that

(S(~k,~w),ψ(U
pUp, E)⊗E,ιp C)[p] ∼= (π∞

p )U
pUp.
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Fix Uv and take the limit over all open compact subgroups Uv of GL2(OFv). We get

lim−→
Uv

(S(~k,~w),ψ(U
pUvUv, E)⊗E,ιp C)[p] ∼= (π∞

p )U
pUv ∼= (πp)

⊕d(p)
v ,

for some d(p) > 0. Here (πp)v is the local representation of πp at place v. Take a finite

extension E(p) of E such that p is defined over E(p). There exists a model π
E(p)
v over E(p)

of (πp)v. Then we have

lim−→
Uv

S(~k,~w),ψ(U
pUvUv, E(p))[p] ∼= (πE(p)

v )⊕d(p).

Combining with the isomorphism in 3.2.10, we get a map (by abuse of notation, p is viewed
as a maximal ideal of Tψ(Up)⊗ E(p))

Φp : W
∗
(~k,~w),E

⊗E (πE(p)
v )⊕d(p) → (Sψ(U

p)⊗O E(p))[p].

Using remark 3.1.5, it is easy to see that this map is actually GL2(Fv)U
v-equivariant. More-

over the image contains the GL2(OFv)U
v-algebraic vectors of (Sψ(U

p)E⊗EE(p))[p] (see 3.2.9
for the precise definition here). This is essentially because

HomE[Up](W
∗
(~k′, ~w′),E

, Sψ(U
p)E ⊗ E(p)[p]) = 0

unless ~k = ~k′, ~w = ~w′. We denote the closure of the image of Φp in Sψ(U
p)⊗O E(p) by Π(p).

Recall that Sψ(U
p)⊗O E(p) is a Banach space with a unit ball Sψ(U

p)⊗O OE(p).
Let ΠBm,v := Homcont

O (PBm,v , E). This is a Banach space with unit ball Homcont
O (PBm,v ,O).

Lemma 3.5.6. The inclusion map Π(p) →֒ Sψ(U
p)⊗OE(p) induces a natural injective map:

Homcont
E[GL2(Fv)]

(Sψ(U
p)m ⊗O E,ΠBm,v) →֒

∏

Uv

∏

(~k,~w)

∏

p

Homcont
E(p)[GL2(Fv)]

(Π(p),ΠBm,v ⊗ E(p)),

where Uv runs over all open subgroups of
∏

w 6=v,w|pGL2(OFw), the pair (~k, ~w) runs over all

elements in ZHom(F,Qp)
>1 ×ZHom(F,Qp) such that kσ + 2wσ = wψ + 2 for any σ, and p runs over

all the maximal ideals of T(~k,~w),ψ(U
pGL2(OFv)U

v)m ⊗Qp.

Proof. By proposition 3.2.9, any continuous map from Sψ(U
p)m ⊗ E is determined by its

value on (Sψ(U
p)m⊗E)v−a,v′−la. But the action of Hecke algebra on this space is semi-simple,

hence it follows from our previous discussion that it is contained in the space generated by
all Π(p) ∩ Sψ(Up)m ⊗ E. This clearly proves the lemma. �

Note that the left hand side of the previous lemma is nothing but:

Homcont
E[GL2(Fv)]

(Sψ(U
p)m ⊗ E,ΠBm,v)

∼= HomCGL2(Fv),ψ|
F×
v

(O)(PBm,v ,Mψ(U
p)m)⊗E.

Since Sψ(U
p) is p-torsion free, it follows from the previous lemma that it suffices to prove

τGal|Rps,ψε−1
v

= τAut|Rps,ψε−1
v

on Homcont
E(p)[GL2(Fv)]

(Π(p),ΠBm,v ⊗ E(p))
for any p. Fix such a p and suppose it comes from T(~k,~w),ψ(U

pGL2(OFv)U
v)m. Since all the

formulations are compatible with base change, we may assume E(p) = E.
There are two possibilities for p depending on whether the automorphic representation

πp factors through the reduced norm map ND/F or not. First we assume that πp does not
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factor through ND/F . Then the under Jacquet-Langlands correspondence, πp corresponds
to a regular algebraic cuspidal automorphic representation of GL2(AF ). See lemma 1.3. of
[Tay06] for more details.

Galois side The action τGal of R
ps,ψε−1

v on Homcont
E[GL2(Fv)]

(Π(p),ΠBm,v ⊗ E) is clear by our
knowledge on the classical local-global compatibility at primes above p.

Lemma 3.5.7. Let pv = Rps,ψε−1

v [1
p
] ∩ p and ρ(p)v : GFv → GL2(E) be the semi-simple

representation given by pv. Then

(1) ρ(p)v is de Rham of Hodge-Tate weights (wσv , wσv + kσv − 1), where σv : F → E is
the embedding induced by v. More precisely,

gri(ρ(p)v ⊗ BdR)
GFv = 0

unless i = wσv , wσv + kσv − 1.

(2) The semi-simple Weil-Deligne representation WD(ε ⊗ ρ(p)v)
ss corresponds to π

E(p)
v

under the Hecke correspondence in the sense of [Del73]. In our case, WD(ε⊗ ρ(p)v)
is just (ε⊗ ρ(p)v ⊗ Bcris)

GFv with Frobv acting via ϕ.

Proof. This is the main result of [Ski09]. See also Theorem 1.1 of [BLGHT11]. �

Remark 3.5.8. Under the Hecke correspondence, χ1⊕χ2 will correspond to Ind
GL2(Fv)
B(Fv)

χ1⊗
χ2| · |−1 (generically). This is also the one used in [CDP14].

Automorphic side Now we need to determine Π(p). Recall that this is the closure of

W ∗
(~k,~w),E

⊗ (πE(p)
v )⊕d(p) = [(Symkσv−2(E2)⊗ det wσv )∗ ⊗ πE(p)

v ]⊕d(p)
′

in Sψ(U
p)E. Here d(p)

′ is some multiple of d(p).

Let Πv be the universal unitary completion of (Symkσv−2(E2) ⊗ det wσv )∗ ⊗ πE(p)
v as a E-

representation of GL2(Fv). We note that π
E(p)
v is an irreducible principal series. Otherwise it

is one-dimensional and πp has to factor through the reduced norm map by the approximation
Theorem, which we assume not the case. By the main results of [BB10], [Paš09] in the non-
ordinary case and Proposition 2.2.1 of [BE10] in the ordinary case, this is a topologically
irreducible admissible unitary GL2(Fv) representation.

Lemma 3.5.9. Π(p) is a quotient of Π
⊕d(p)′
v .

Proof. By the universal property, we get a continuous map Π
⊕d(p)′
v → Π(p) with dense

image. Note that both Π
⊕d(p)′
v and Π(p) are both admissible representations of GL2(Fv).

The surjectivity of this map follows from Proposition 3.1.3 of [Eme11]. �

As a corollary, we get an injective map

Homcont
E[GL2(Fv)]

(Π(p),ΠBm,v) →֒ Homcont
E[GL2(Fv)]

(Π⊕d(p)′
v ,ΠBm,v).

Let Π0
v be a GL2(Fv)-invariant bounded open ball of Πv and denote HomO(Π

0
v,O) by Mv.

Then
Homcont

E[GL2(Fv)](Π
⊕d(p)′
v ,ΠBm,v)

∼= E⊕d(p)′ ⊗ HomCGL2(Fv),ψ|
F×
v

(O)(PBm,v ,Mv)

Now we only need prove that the action of the centre Rps,ψε−1

v of EB on Hom(PBm,v ,Mv)⊗E
also factors through Rps,ψε−1

v [1
p
]/pv. Note that Πv is topologically irreducible. By corollary
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1.9 of [Paš13], it suffices to show that Mv appears as a subquotient of PBm,v/pvPBm,v . Here
we consider pv as a prime ideal of Rps,ψε

v by the isomorphism in 3.5.4.
If ρ(p)v is absolutely irreducible, then by Theorem 1.10 of [Paš13], up to isomorphism,

there is only one irreducible Banach representation Π′
v appeared in the subquotient of

Homcont
O (PBm,v/pvPBm,v , E), which is characterized by V(Π′

v)
∼= ρ(p)v⊗ε. Here V is Colmez’s

functor normalized as in [Paš13]. By Theorem 1.3 of [CDP14] (the convention for Hodge-Tate
weight of ε is 1 there) and lemma 3.5.7, Π′

v is a unitary completion of

Symkσv−2(E2)⊗ det −(wσv+kσv−2) ⊗ πE(p)
v .

But the result of Berger and Breuil says that such unitary completion is unique. Hence
Π′
v
∼= Πv and Mv ⊗ E is even a quotient of (PBm,v/pvPBm,v)⊗E.
If ρ(p)v = ψ1 ⊕ ψ2 is reducible, we may assume Hodge-Tate weight of ψ1 (resp. ψ2) is wσv

(resp. wσv + kσv − 1). Then

πE(p)
v
∼= (Ind

GL2(Fv)
B(Fv)

ψ1ε
wσv | · |1−wσv ⊗ ψ2ε

wσv+kσv−1| · |−wσv−kσv+1)sm

is irreducible by our assumption. Hence ψ1/ψ2 6= ε±1. Proposition 2.2.1 of [BE10] tells us

that Πv is the unitary parabolic induction (Ind
GL2(Fv)
B(Fv)

ψ2ε⊗ψ1)cont. Compared with Theorem

1.11 of [Paš13], we also conclude that Mv appears in the subquotient of PBm,v/pvPBm,v .
Finally we treat the case where πp factors through the reduced norm map. In this case,

Π(p) has the form η ◦det for some continuous character η : F×
v → O× and the corresponding

pseudo-character of GFv is η + ηǫ−1. Here as usual η is also viewed as a character of GFv by
the class field theory. Our claim follows directly from proposition 10.107 of [Paš13].

This finishes the proof of the second statement of the Theorem. As for the first part, note
that in lemma 3.5.6, we can replace Bm,v by any other block B′. Since we have already seen
that Π(p) belongs to the block Bm,v, it is clear that Homcont

E[GL2(Fv)]
(Sψ(U

p)m ⊗ E,ΠB′) = 0
unless B′ = Bm,v. �

Corollary 3.5.10. Under the same assumption as in the Theorem,

(1) m (defined in 3.5.2) is a faithful, finitely generated Tψ(Up)m-module.

(2) Tψ(Up)m is a finite Rps,ψε−1

p -algebra.

Proof. The faithfulness follows from the first part of the Theorem. Note that Sψ(U
p, E/O) is

an admissible representation of D×
p . By Proposition 4.17 of [Paš13], m is a finitely generated

EBm
-module. But EBm

is a finite algebra over Rps,ψε−1

p (corollary 3.4.12), hence m is a finite

module over Rps,ψε−1

p via τAut. On the other hand, τGal = τAut factors through Tψ(Up)m. This
proves both finiteness assertions in the corollary. �

Corollary 3.5.11. Sψ(U
p,F)[m] is a representation of D×

p of finite length.

Proof. It follows from the first part of corollary 3.5.10 that m/mm is actually a finite dimen-
sional F-vector space hence a finite length EBm

-module. �

Corollary 3.5.12. For any maximal ideal p of Tψ(Up)m[
1
p
] such that for any v|p,

• ρ(p)|GFv is absolutely irreducible and de Rham with distinct Hodge-Tate weights,

where ρ(p) : GF,S → GL2(k(p)) is the semi-simple representation associated to p. Then p

is a pull-back of a maximal ideal of T(~k,~w),ψ(U
pUp)[

1
p
] for some weight (~k, ~w) ∈ ZHom(F,Qp)

>1 ×
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ZHom(F,Qp) and open compact subgroup Up ⊆ Kp. In other words, p comes from a classical
automorphic representation on (D ⊗ A∞

F )×. By Jacquet-Langlands correspondence, it also
arises from a regular algebraic cuspidal automorphic representation of GL2(AF ).

Proof. Let pv ∈ SpecRps,ψε−1

v and p̃ ∈ SpecTψ(Up)m be the pull-back of p. Since ρ(p)|GFv
is absolutely irreducible, all the irreducible subquotients of Homcont

O (PBm,v/pvPBm,v , E) are
isomorphic (Theorem 1.10 of [Paš13]). We denote any such irreducible subquotient by Πv.
Enlarge E if necessary, we may assume Πv is absolutely irreducible.

Lemma 3.5.13. Under all the assumptions as in the proof,

(1) The unitary representation Π :=
⊗̂

v|pΠv of D×
p is topologically irreducible.

(2) Let pp = p ∩Rps,ψε−1

p . Then EBm
[1
p
]/(pp) is a central simple E-algebra.

Proof. We are going to use the relations between EBm
[1
p
]-modules and Banach space repre-

sentations. The reference here is §4 of [Paš13].
To prove the first assertion, we will apply Theorem 4.34 of [Paš13] with G = D×

p . The first
condition in that Theorem is clearly satisfied. The second condition follows from Proposition
4.20 by corollary 3.4.12. Thus it suffices to prove that

m(Π) := HomC
D×
p ,ψ

(O)(PBm
,Πd

0)⊗ E

is a simple EBm
[1
p
]-module, where Π0 is an open D×

p -invariant unit ball of Π and Πd
0 :=

HomO(Π0,O). Using lemma 3.4.10, it is easy to see that

m(Π) ∼=
⊗̂

v|p
m(Πv),

where m(Πv) := HomCGL2(Fv),ψ|
F
×
v

(O)(PBm,v ,HomO(Πv,0,O))⊗E and Πv,0 is an open GL2(Fv)-

invariant unit ball of Πv. Let Ev be the image of EBm,v [
1
p
] in End(Πv). Since we assume Πv

is absolutely irreducible, by Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 4.19 of [Paš13], we know that Ev

is a central simple algebra over E and m(Πv) is a simple Ev-module. Hence
⊗̂

v|pm(Πv) ∼=⊗
v|pm(Πv) is a simple module of

⊗
Ev. This is exactly what we need to show.

For the second claim, since we assume ρ(pv) is absolutely irreducible, it follows from
Theorem 1.10 of [Paš13] that Ev is in fact EBm,v [

1
p
]/(pv). Hence our claim is clear by the

discussion in the previous paragraph. �

By Pontryagin duality, we can write

Homcont
O (Mψ(U

p)m/p̃Mψ(U
p)m, E) ∼= Sψ(U

p)m[p̃]⊗E ∼= (Sψ(U
p)m ⊗ E)[p].

As a consequence of our local-global compatibility result, m is a faithful, finitely generated
Tψ(Up)m-module. Therefore m/p̃m⊗E is a non-zero EBm

[1
p
]/(pp)-module. Hence (Sψ(U

p)m⊗
E)[p] 6= 0 and lemma 3.5.13 even implies that

(Sψ(U
p)m ⊗ E)[p] ∼= (

⊗̂
v|p
Πv)

d

for some positive integer d. Note that this is the analogue of Emerton’s local-global compati-
bility conjecture (Conjecture 1.1.1 of [Eme10]) in this situation. By Theorem 1.3 of [CDP14],
for each v|p, Πv has non-zero locally algebraic vectors of GL2(Fv). Thus (Sψ(U

p)m ⊗ E)[p]
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contains non-zero locally algebraic vectors of D×
p . In view of the discussion in 3.2.10, this

implies that p comes from some T(~k,~w),ψ(U
pUp). �

3.6. A lower bound on the dimension of Hecke algebra. As another application of
our local-global compatibility result, we prove

Theorem 3.6.1. Same assumption as in Theorem 3.5.5. Then each irreducible component
of Tψ(Up)m is of characteristic zero and of dimension at least 1 + 2[F : Q].

3.6.2. Since m is p-torsion free and is a faithful, finitely generated Tψ(Up)m-module, it is
clear that each irreducible component of Tψ(Up)m is of characteristic zero.

We will establish a formula which relates the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension of Mψ(U
p)m/̟

andMψ(U
p)m/mMψ(U

p)m as F[[K1]]-modules (see definition below) with the usual dimension

of m/̟m as a Rps,ψε−1

p -module. First we recall the definition and some basic properties of
Gelfand-Kirillov dimension.

3.6.3. Let Kn =
∏

v|p(1 + pnM2(OFv)) for some n > 0 large enough such that UpKn is

sufficiently small and let Zn be the center of Kn. Denote Kn/Zn by PKn. This is a p-adic Lie
group of dimension 3[F : Q]. It is clear that PKn is torsion-free and [PKn, PKn] ⊆ (PKn)

p,
the subgroup generated by gp, g ∈ PKn. Hence by Theorem 4.5 of [DdSMS99], PKn is
uniform (see Definition 4.1 ibid.). Let Λ = F[[PKn]] be the completed group ring of PKn

over F with maximal ideal J1. It follows from Theorem 7.24 ibid. that

Lemma 3.6.4. gr(Λ) :=
⊕

k≥0 J
k
1 /J

k+1
1 is isomorphic to F[x1, · · · , x3[F :Q]] as a graded ring.

Corollary 3.6.5. Λ is left and right Noetherian and has no zero-divisors.

Proof. This is Corollary 7.25 of [DdSMS99]. �

Definition 3.6.6. Let mp be the maximal ideal of Rps,ψε
p . Define RΛ to be the completed

tensor product of Rps,ψε
p and Λ over F with respect to mp-adic and J1-adic topology. This is

a local ring. We denote its maximal ideal by J2.

3.6.7. By definition, gr(RΛ) =
⊕

k≥0 J
k
2 /J

k+1
2
∼= gr(Rps,ψε

p /̟) ⊗ F[x1, · · · , x3[F :Q]] is Noe-
therian. Hence RΛ is left and right Noetherian by Chapter II.1.2 Proposition 3 of [LvO96].
We note that RΛ acts on PBm

naturally (see the proof of Lemma 2.7 of [Paš13]) and makes
it into a finitely generated RΛ-module since (PBm

/mpPBm
)∨ is an admissible representation

of D×
p (of finite length).

Let R be either RΛ or Λ with maximal ideal J . Let M be a finitely generated left R-
module. Consider gr(M) :=

⊕
k≥0 J

kM/Jk+1M . This is a finitely generated graded gr(R)-
module. Its Hilbert polynomial ϕM(t) (see [Mat89] §13) is defined to be unique polynomial
satisfying ϕM(k) = dimF(J

kM/Jk+1M) for k large enough. The Gelfand-Kirillov dimension
dimR(M) of M over R is defined to be the degree of the polynomial tϕM(t). Equivalently
dimR(M) = lim supk logk(dimFM/JkM). For example, dimΛ(Λ) = 3[F : Q]. The dimension
is independent of the choice of the open compact subgroup Kn.

There is a natural map Λ→ RΛ such that J1J2 = J2J1. The next result is well-known in
commutative algebra and the proof is the same.

Lemma 3.6.8. Let M be a finitely generated left RΛ-module. Assume it is also finitely
generated as a Λ-module. Then dimΛ(M) = dimRΛ(M).
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Proof. Since M/J1M is a finite F-vector space, there exists an integer r such that Jr2M ⊆
J1M . Hence Jrk1 M ⊆ Jrk2 M ⊆ Jk1M . The desired result follows from the definition. �

Another ingredient we need is Artin-Rees property.

Lemma 3.6.9. Let R be either Λ or RΛ with maximal ideal J . Let M be a finitely generated
left R-module and N ⊆M be a submodule. Then there exists c ∈ Z>0 such that for any k,

Jk+cM ∩N ⊆ JkN.

Proof. This follows from Chapter II 1.1 Proposition 3 of [LvO96]. �

A lot of results in classical commutative algebra are also true in this setting.

Lemma 3.6.10. Let 0→ M ′ → M →M ′′ → 0 be a short exact sequence of finitely generated
left R-modules. Then dimR(M) = max(dimR(M

′), dimR(M
′′)).

Proof. Apply the previous lemma to M ′ ⊆M and get an integer c as in the lemma. Then

dimF(M/JkM) ≤ dimF(M
′/JkM ′) + dimF(M

′′/JkM ′′),

dimF(M/JkM) ≥ dimF(M
′/Jk−cM ′) + dimF(M

′′/JkM ′′).

The desired result is clear. �

Lemma 3.6.11. Let M be a finitely generated left R-module and x ∈ J be an element in
the centre of R. Suppose M has no x-torsion, then dimR(M/xM) = dimR(M)− 1.

Proof. Note that

dimF(M/(JkM + xM)) = dimF(M/JkM)− dimF(xM/(JkM ∩ xM))

By Artin-Rees lemma, there exists an integer c such that for k ≥ c, JkM ∩ xM ⊆ Jk−cxM .

dimF(M/(JkM + xM)) ≤ dimF(M/JkM)− dimF(xM/xJk−cM)

= dimF(M/JkM)− dimF(M/Jk−cM)

Thus dimR(M/xM) ≤ dimR(M)− 1. On the other hand, JkM ∩ xM ⊇ xJk−1M . We have

dimF(M/(JkM + xM)) ≥ dimF(M/JkM)− dimF(M/Jk−1M).

This implies that dimR(M/xM) ≥ dimR(M)− 1 and hence the equality. �

Now we can state our main result. Assuming it, we can give a proof of Theorem 3.6.1.

Proposition 3.6.12 (Dimension formula). Let N be a finitely generated right EBm
/(̟)-

module with the induced topology. Then

dimRΛ(N⊗EBm
PBm

) ≤ dimRps,ψǫ
p

N + [F : Q],

where mp is the maximal ideal of Rps,ψǫ
p . Note that dimRps,ψǫ

p
N makes sense since N is also

a finitely generated Rps,ψǫ
p -module.

Remark 3.6.13. This formula roughly says ‘dimension of total space ≤ dimension of the
base space + dimension of the special fibre’. This is exactly the heuristics in page 19 of
[CE12].

Another remark is that it will be clear in the proof that if no Bm,v belong to the last two
blocks in 3.4.4, then the inequality in the proposition is in fact an equality. The problem of
the last two blocks is that δ ◦ det has Gelfand-Kirillov dimension 0 rather than 1.
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Proof of Theorem 3.6.1. Note that ψ|1+pOF,p is trivial modulo ̟. The same proof of Propo-
sition 3.2.4 shows that Mψ(U

p)m/̟ is a projective, hence free module over Λ = F[[PKn]]
(defined in 3.6.3). Let

m̄ = m/̟m = HomC
D×
p ,ψ

(O)(PBm
,Mψ(U

p)m/̟).

Then m̄ has full support on Tψ(Up)/(̟) and it follows from the discussion in 3.4.3 that
m̄⊗EBm

PBm
=Mψ(U

p)m/̟ ∼= Λ⊕d for some d.
Let p be a minimal prime ideal of Tψ(Up)m and m[p] be the set of elements of m killed by

p. Denote m[p]/̟m[p] by N and the image of N → m̄ by N ′. Note that m is torsion-free
and has full support on Tψ(Up)m, hence N

′ 6= 0 and 0 6= N ′ ⊗EBm
PBm

⊆ Λ⊕d. Since Λ does
not have zero-divisors, N ′ ⊗EBm

PBm
has at least a copy of Λ inside. Hence

dimΛ(N ⊗EBm
PBm

) ≥ dimΛ(N
′ ⊗EBm

PBm
) ≥ dimΛΛ = 3[F : Q]

by lemma 3.6.10. On the other hand, the other direction of the inequality is also true since
N ⊗EBm

PBm
is a finitely generated Λ-module. Thus

dimΛ(N ⊗EBm
PBm

) = 3[F : Q].

Note that this is also dimRΛ(N ⊗EBm
PBm

) by lemma 3.6.8. Apply proposition 3.6.12 with
N = N . We get

dimRps,ψǫ
p

N ≥ 2[F : Q].

Since the action of Rps,ψǫ
p on N factors through Tψ(Up)m/(p, ̟), we have

dimTψ(Up)m/p− 1 = dimTψ(Up)m/(p, ̟) = dimTψ(Up)m/(p,̟)N = dimRps,ψǫ
p

N ≥ 2[F : Q].

The first equality follows from the fact that p has characteristic zero. This finishes the
proof. �

Proof of Proposition 3.6.12. Write d(N) = dimRΛ(N ⊗EBm
PBm

). The proof is by induction

on the dimension of N over Rps,ψε
p . If dimRps,ψε

p
N = 0, then (N ⊗EBm

PBm
)∨ is a smooth

representation of D×
p of finite length. Since each irreducible constituent has the form ⊗v|pπv,

where πv is an irreducible representation of GL2(Fv), the result follows from

Lemma 3.6.14. Let K be a pro-p open subgroup of GL2(Fv) and π be any smooth irreducible
representation of GL2(Qp) over F with central character ψ. Then dimF[[K]] π

∨ = 1 unless π
is one-dimensional.

Proof. See the proof of Corollary 7.5 of [SS16]. Or one can prove this directly: the Gelfand-
Kirillov dimension of principal series and special series can be computed by hand; the case
of supersingular representations can be computed using Theorem 1.2 of [Paš10]. �

Suppose we have proved for all N of dimension at most r over Rps,ψε
p . Let N be a finitely

generated right EBm
-module of dimension r + 1 over Rps,ψε

p . Choose x ∈ Rps,ψε
p such that

dimRps,ψε
p

N/xN = r, i.e. x does not vanish on each irreducible component of the support of

N of dimension r+1. Hence the support of N [x] has dimension at most r. After replacing x
by its power, we may assume N [x] = N [x∞]. Let N ′ = N/N [x]. Then N ′ has no x-torsion.
d(N ′) = d(N ′/xN ′) + 1 by lemma 3.6.11.
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Since dimRps,ψε
p

N ′/xN ′ ≤ dimRps,ψε
p

N/xN = r, by induction hypothesis,

d(N [x]) ≤ dimRps,ψε
p

N [x] + [F : Q] ≤ r + [F : Q],

d(N ′) = d(N ′/xN ′) + 1 ≤ r + [F : Q] + 1.

Hence d(N) ≤ r + 1 + [F : Q] by lemma 3.6.10. �

3.7. A variant of completed homology. In order to apply Taylor’s Ihara avoidance in
[Tay08], we need to introduce a variant of completed homology considered before. Most of
arguments in previous subsections still work here. We keep the notations as in the beginning
of this section.

3.7.1. Let U =
∏

v Uv, where Uv is an open compact subgroup (D ⊗ Fv)×. Write Up =∏
v∤p Uv and Up =

∏
v|p Uv. Let ξ : Up → O× be a continuous smooth character and ψ :

(A∞
F )×/F×

>>0 → O× be a continuous character such that ψ|∏
v∤p(O

×
Fv

∩Uv) = ξ|∏
v∤p(O

×
Fv

∩Uv).

Given a topological Zp-algebra A and a continuous representation τ :
∏

v|p Uv → Aut(Wτ),

we may define Sτ,ψ,ξ(U,A) as the space of continuous functions:

f : D× \ (D ⊗F A∞
F )× →Wτ ,

such that for any g ∈ (D ⊗F A∞
F )×, z ∈ (A∞

F )×, u = upup ∈ U , we have

f(guz) = ψ(z)ξ(up)τ(u−1
p )(f(g)).

If ψ|Up∩O×
F,p

= τ−1|Up∩O×
F,p
, then as in (3), we have

Sτ,ψ,ξ(U,A) ≃
⊕

i∈I
W

(t−1
i D×ti∩U(A∞

F )×)/F×

τ ,

where I = D×\(D⊗FA∞
F )×/U(A∞

F )× and {ti}i∈I is a set of representatives. If U is sufficiently
small, corollary 3.1.3 is still valid. We will simply write Sψ,ξ(U,A) if τ is the trivial action
on A.

3.7.2. We can introduce completed homology Mψ,ξ(U
p) and cohomology Sψ,ξ(U

p) similarly
as in subsection 3.2 and Hecke algebra Tψ,ξ(Up) as in subsection 3.3. Let U ′p be the kernel
of ξ.Then we have a natural Hecke equivariant inclusion Sψ,ξ(U

p) →֒ Sψ(U
′p). From this,

we can deduce our local-global compatibility (Theorem 3.5.5) forMψ,ξ(U
p) directly from the

case we have proved before. The same estimate of dimension of Tψ,ξ(Up) can be obtained
exactly the same as in subsection 3.6. We leave the details to interested readers.

4. Patching at a one-dimensional prime

We are going to prove a ‘Rq = Tq’ result, where q is a one-dimensional prime ideal rather
than the maximal ideal.
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4.1. Setup and the statement of the main result.

4.1.1. In this section, F denotes a totally real field of even degree over Q in which p splits
completely. Write Σp as the set of places of F above p. Let S be a finite set of finite places
containing Σp such that p|N(v)−1 for all v ∈ S \Σp, and let χ : GF,S → O× be a continuous
character such that

• χ is unramified at places outside of Σp.
• χ(Frobv) ≡ 1 mod ̟ for v ∈ S \ Σp.
• χ(c) = −1 for any complex conjugation c ∈ GF,S.

Denote by χ̄ the reduction of χ modulo ̟. Let ξv : k(v)× → O× be characters of p-power
order for v ∈ S \ Σp. We will view ξv as characters of IFv by the local class field theory.

Consider the universal deformation ring Rps,{ξv} which pro-represents the functor from C f
O

to the category of sets sending R to the set of two-dimensional pseudo-representations T of
GF,S over R such that T is a lifting of 1 + χ̄ with determinant χ and

T |IFv = ξv + ξ−1
v

for any v ∈ S \ Σp. If ξv are all trivial, we will simply write Rps,1.
We fix a complex conjugation σ∗ ∈ GF,S so that we can associate a two-dimensional

semi-simple representation ρ(p) : GF,S → GL2(k(p)) with trace T univ mod p for any p ∈
SpecRps,{ξv} as in 2.1.6. Here, T univ : GF,S → Rps,{ξv} is the pseudo-representation given by
the universal property.

4.1.2. On the automorphic side, let D be a quaternion algebra over F ramified exactly at
all infinite places. Fix an isomorphism between (D⊗F A∞

F )× and GL2(A∞
F ). By global class

field theory, we may view ψ = χε as a character of (A∞
F )×/F×

>>0. We also define a tame level
Up =

∏
v∤p Uv as follows: Uv = GL2(OFv) if v /∈ S and

Uv = Iwv := {g ∈ GL2(OFv), g ≡
(
∗ ∗
0 ∗

)
mod ̟v}

otherwise. For any v ∈ S \Σp, the map

(
a b
c d

)
7→ ξv(

a
d

mod ̟v) defines a character of Uv.

The product of ξv can be viewed as a character ξ of Up by projecting to
∏

v∈S\Σp Uv. As in

the previous section, we denote Kp =
∏

v|pGL2(OFv), D
×
p =

∏
v|pGL2(Fv).

Using this, we can define a Hecke algebra T := Tψ,ξ(Up) as in section 3.7. We also make
the following assumption in this section (which defines a maximal ideal m of T):
Assumption: Tv − (1 + χ(Frobv)), v /∈ S and ̟ generate a maximal ideal m of T.

4.1.3. By the discussion in 3.3.5, there is a natural pseudo-representation Tm : GF,S → Tm

with determinant χ sending Frobv to Tv for v /∈ S. Let Rps be the universal object in CO
which pro-represents the functor from C f

O to the category of sets sending R to the set of
two-dimensional pseudo-representations T of GF,S over R lifting 1 + χ̄ with determinant χ.
By the universal property, there is a natural map Rps → Tm, which is surjective since Tm is
topologically generated by Tv, v /∈ S.

We claim this map factors through Rps,{ξv}, i.e. Tm|IFv = ξv+ ξ−1
v for v ∈ S \Σp. If ψ is of

finite order, then this is a direct consequence of classical local-global compatibility at such
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v at finite levels. In general, we can reduce to the previous case by twisting everything with
a certain character (see for example the argument in 3.3.3).

Using the construction for Rps,{ξv}, we can define a two-dimensional semi-simple represen-
tation ρ(p) : GF,S → GL2(k(p)) with trace Tm mod p for any p ∈ SpecTm.

We will say a prime q ∈ SpecRps,{ξv} is pro-modular if it comes from a prime of Tm.

Definition 4.1.4. Let q be a prime ideal of Tm and A be the normal closure of Tm/q in
k(q). We say q is nice if q contains p and dimTm/q = 1 and there exists a two-dimensional
representation

ρ(q)o : GF,S → GL2(A)

satisfying the following properties:

(1) ρ(q)o ⊗ k(q) ∼= ρ(q) is irreducible. In other words, ρ(q)o is a lattice of ρ(q).
(2) The mod mA reduction ρ̄b of ρ(q)

o is a non-split extension and has the form

ρ̄b(g) =

(
∗ ∗
0 ∗

)
, g ∈ GF,S.

Here mA is the maximal ideal of A.
(3) If ρ(q) is dihedral, namely isomorphic to IndGFGLθ for some quadratic extension L of

F and continuous character θ : GL → k(q)×, then L ∩ F (ζp) = F , where ζp ∈ F is a
primitive p-th root of unity.

(4) ρ(q)o|GFv = ρ̄b|GFv for any v ∈ S \ Σp, i.e. ρ(q)o|GFv is the trivial lift. Here we view
GL2(F) as a subgroup of GL2(A) by the canonical embedding F→ A.

By abuse of notation, we say a prime qps ∈ SpecRps,{ξv} is nice if it comes from a nice prime
q of Tm in the above sense.

Remark 4.1.5. This is different from the definition in the beginning of §6 of [SW99]. See
the proof of lemma 4.3.11 below for an explanation.

Remark 4.1.6. The last assumption will be used in lemma 4.2.6 and lemma 4.2.7. The idea
is that we need to understand the “completion at ρ(q)o|GFv” of some local deformation rings
at v. If ρ(q)o|GFv is the trivial lifting, these are just usual local deformation rings. Without
this condition, it seems a bit difficult to control such completions.

Now we can state the main result of this section:

Theorem 4.1.7. Under the assumptions for F, χ as in this subsection, let q ∈ SpecTm be
a nice prime and qps = q ∩ Rps,{ξv}. If p = 3, we further assume χ̄|GFv 6= ω±1 for any v|p.
Then the natural surjective map

(Rps,{ξv})qps → Tq

has nilpotent kernel.

Corollary 4.1.8. Under the same assumptions as in the previous Theorem, let p be a max-
imal ideal of Rps,{ξv}[1

p
]. Assume that

• For any v|p, ρ(p)|GFv is irreducible and de Rham with distinct Hodge-Tate weights.

• There exists an irreducible component of Rps,{ξv} containing both p and a nice prime
q.

Then ρ(p) arises from a regular algebraic cuspidal automorphic representation of GL2(AF ).
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Proof. This follows directly from the previous Theorem and corollary 3.5.12. �

4.1.9. The rest of the section is to prove this Theorem. Fix a nice q and a choice of ρ(q)0 as in
the definition. We may assume A has residue field F. If not, let O′ be an unramified extension
of O with the same residue field as A and choose a prime ideal q′ ∈ SpecTm ⊗O O′ above q.
Then the normal closure of (Tm ⊗O O′)/q′ has residue field F′. Denote q′ ∩ (Rps,{ξv} ⊗O O′)
by q′ps. Hence (Rps,{ξv} ⊗O O′)q′ps → (T ⊗O O′)q′ has nilpotent kernel by the Theorem.
Since the natural map (Rps,{ξv})qps → (Rps,{ξv} ⊗O O′)q′ps is faithfully flat, this implies that
(Rps,{ξv})qps → Tq has nilpotent kernel as well.

From now on, we fix an isomorphism A ∼= F[[T ]].
The following lemma gives some sufficient conditions for the third condition in 4.1.4.

Lemma 4.1.10. Let q be a prime ideal of SpecRps,{ξv} containing p such that Rps,{ξv}/q is
one-dimensional. Suppose ρ(q) is irreducible. Then the third condition in 4.1.4 holds for q
if one of the following conditions holds:

(1) χ̄ is not quadratic. This includes the cases where χ̄|GFv = ω or ω−1 for some v|p.
(2) χ̄|GFv = 1 for some v|p.

(3) There exists a place v|p such that χ̄|GFv 6= 1 and ρ(q)o|GFv ∼=
(
χv,1 ∗
0 χv,2

)
is reducible.

Moreover χv,1/χv,2 is of infinite order, which is equivalent with saying χv,1 is of
infinite order as χv,1χv,2 = χ̄ is of finite order.

Proof. Since the semi-simplification of the reduction of ρ(q) is 1 + χ̄, it is clear that if ρ(q)
is isomorphic to IndGFGLθ, then χ̄ is quadratic and L = F (χ̄) = F ker(χ̄). If χ̄|GFv = 1 for some
v|p, then F (χ̄)∩F (ζp) = F as we assume p completely splits in F . This proves the first two
parts of the lemma.

As for the third part, suppose ρ(q) ∼= IndGFGF (χ̄)
θ. Then by our assumption, v is inert or

ramified in F (χ̄). Hence ρ(q)|GFv ∼= Ind
GFv
GLw

θ|GLw , where w is the place above v in L. Since

ρ(q)|GFv is reducible, ρ(q)|GLw ∼= θ ⊕ θ. This contradicts our assumption that χv,1/χv,2 is of
infinite order. �

Remark 4.1.11. It is clear from the proof that lemma 4.1.10 holds if we assume that
[Fv(ζp) : Fv] = p− 1 for any v|p instead of that p completely splits in F as in 4.1.1.

4.2. Some local and global (framed) deformation rings. We introduce several univer-
sal lifting rings and recall some of their basic properties.

Definition 4.2.1. Let v be a finite place of F .

• If ρ̄b|GFv is unramified, we define R�,ur
v to be the universal object in CO that pro-

represents the functor from C f
O to the category of sets sending R to the set of un-

ramified liftings ρR : GFv/IFv → GL2(R) of ρ̄b|GFv to R with determinant χ.

• If v ∈ S \Σp, we define R�,ξv
v to be the universal object in CO that pro-represents the

functor from C f
O to the category of sets sending R to the set of liftings ρR : GFv →

GL2(R) of ρ̄b|GFv to R with determinant χ such that

tr(ρR)|IFv = ξv + ξ−1
v .

If ξv is trivial, we write R�,ξv
v as R�,1

v .
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• We also define R�

v to be the unrestricted (i.e. no condition on the liftings) universal
lifting ring of ρ̄b|GFv with determinant χ.

4.2.2. Recall that in the previous subsection, we defined ρ(q)o : GF,S → GL2(A). Here
A = F[[T ]] equipped with T -adic topology. Let B be the topological closure of the F-algebra
generated by all the entries of ρ(q)o(GF,S). By Chebotarev’s density Theorem, we may
find a finite set of primes T ′ disjoint with S such that the entries of ρ(q)o(Frobv), v ∈ T ′,
topologically generate B. In fact, let w /∈ S be a place such that ρ(q)o(Frobw) /∈ GL2(F).
We denote by A′ the topological closure of the F-subalgebra in A generated by the entries
of ρ(q)o(Frobw). Then B is a finite A′-module and by the ascending chain condition we can
find such a finite set T ′. We fix such a T ′ from now on and denote

P = T ′ ∪ S.
For any Noetherian local O-algebras R1, R2, we define their completed tensor product

R1⊗̂OR2 to be lim←−n(R1/m
n
1 ⊗O R2/m

n
2 ), where mi is the maximal ideal of Ri. It follows from

this definition that R1⊗̂OR2
∼= R̂1⊗̂OR2 and there is a natural map R̂1 → R1⊗̂OR2, where

R̂1 is the m1-adic completion of R1. If R1 has residue field F, then R1⊗̂OR2 is a complete
Noetherian local O-algebra as well (Lemma 1.3 of [Tho15]).

Definition 4.2.3. We define R
{ξv}
loc to be

(
⊗̂

v∈Σp
R�

v )⊗̂(
⊗̂

v∈S\Σp
R�,ξv
v )⊗̂(

⊗̂
v∈T ′

R�,ur
v ),

where all the completed tensor products are taken over O. By the universal property, ρ(q)o

gives rise to a one-dimensional prime q
{ξv}
loc of R

{ξv}
loc . Note that for any v ∈ S \ Σp, the

pull-back of q
{ξv}
loc to R�,ξv

v is the maximal ideal of R�,ξv
v by our last assumption in 4.1.4.

The main result of this subsection is

Proposition 4.2.4. The q
{ξv}
loc -adic completion

̂
(R

{ξv}
loc )

q
{ξv}
loc

of (R
{ξv}
loc )

q
{ξv}
loc

is equidimensional

of dimension 3[F : Q] + 3|P |. The generic point of each irreducible component has charac-
teristic zero. Moreover,

(1) If all ξv are non-trivial, then
̂

(R
{ξv}
loc )

q
{ξv}
loc

is integral.

(2) In general, each minimal prime of
̂

(R
{ξv}
loc )

q
{ξv}
loc

/(̟) contains a unique minimal prime

of
̂

(R
{ξv}
loc )

q
{ξv}
loc

.

We first collect some useful results in commutative algebra (see also §1 of [Tho15]).

Lemma 4.2.5. Let R, S be complete Noetherian local O-algebras with maximal ideals mR,mS

respectively. Suppose that R/mR = F and S is flat over O. Then

(1) The natural map R→ R⊗̂OS is faithfully flat.
(2) For any finitely generated R-module M , the (mR,mS)-adic completion M⊗̂OS of

M ⊗O S as an R ⊗ S-module is canonically isomorphic to its mR-adic completion.
Moreover there is an natural isomorphism:

M ⊗R (R⊗̂OS) ∼= M⊗̂OS.
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In particular, for any ideal I of R, we have

I(R⊗̂OS) ∼= I ⊗R (R⊗̂OS) ∼= I⊗̂OS.

(3) For any ideal p of S such that S/p is O-flat, we have

(R⊗̂OS)/(p) ∼= R⊗̂O(S/p).

Proof. The flatness of R⊗̂OS over R is Lemma 1.3 of [Tho15]. Also it is clear that R →
R⊗̂OS is a local homomorphism, hence faithfully flat.

To prove the second part of the lemma, we note that M/mn
RM is of finite length as a

O-module for any n > 0. Thus M/mn
RM ⊗O S ∼= lim←−kM/mn

RM ⊗O S/mk
S. This proves

the first assertion in the second part of the lemma. The second assertion is trivially true
if M is a free R-module. The general case follows by writing M as a finite presentation
R⊕r → R⊕s → M → 0.

For the last part, by our assumption there is an exact sequence for any n:

0→ R/mn
R ⊗O p→ R/mn

R ⊗O S → R/mn
R ⊗O S/p→ 0.

The inverse limit over n remains exact. Now it suffices to show that

p(R⊗̂OS)→ lim←−
n

(R/mn
R ⊗O p)

is surjective. But this is clear as we can write p as a quotient of S⊕r for some r and apply
Theorem 8.1 of [Mat89]. �

Lemma 4.2.6. Let R, S ∈ CO with maximal ideals mR,mS respectively. Let p ∈ SpecR
containing p and p′ = (p,mS) ∈ SpecR⊗̂OS. Then there is a canonical isomorphism

̂(R⊗̂OS)p′ ∼= R̂p⊗̂OS.

Proof. This is Lemma 1.5 of [Tho15]. �

Later on, R will be (
⊗̂

v∈ΣpR
�

v )⊗̂(
⊗̂

v∈T ′R�,ur
v ) and S will be (

⊗̂
v∈S\ΣpR

�,ξv
v )[[x1, · · · , xg]]

for some g.

Lemma 4.2.7. Let S be a complete local Noetherian flat O-algebra of dimension e and R
be a finitely generated O-algebra. Suppose that S and R satisfy the following conditions:

• S ⊗O OL is integral for any finite extension L/E with ring of integers OL (i.e. S is
geometrically integral over O). Moreover, we assume S/pS 6= 0.
• For each minimal prime p of R, R/p is O-flat of dimension d + 1 and R/(p, ̟) is
generically reduced.
• Each minimal prime of R/(̟) contains a unique minimal prime of R.

Let m be a maximal ideal of R with residue field F. Then

(1) If R is normal, then S⊗̂ORm is integral of dimension d+ e.
(2) For each minimal prime q of S⊗̂ORm, S⊗̂ORm/q is O-flat of dimension d+ e.
(3) Each minimal prime of (S⊗̂ORm)/(̟) contains a unique minimal prime of S⊗̂ORm.

Proof. Before giving the proof, we note the following useful fact: Let D be an excellent local

ring and D̂ be its completion. Then D → D̂ is regular and faithfully flat. Hence D is regular
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(normal, reduced) if and only if D̂ is regular (normal, reduced). See §32 of [Mat89] for basic
properties of excellent rings. In practice, all the rings below in this proof are excellent.

First we assume R is normal. Let m′ ∈ SpecS⊗ORm be the maximal ideal above m. Then
(S ⊗O Rm)m′ is flat over Rm. Hence

dim(S ⊗O Rm)m′ = dimS ⊗ F+ dimRm = d+ e.

We conclude that dimS⊗̂ORm = d+ e since taking completion preserves the dimension.
Note that S ⊗O Rm is reduced (which is clear after inverting p) and excellent. S⊗̂ORm is

also reduced. It rests to prove that S⊗̂ORm is irreducible.
For simplicity, we denote SpecS⊗̂ORm by X . By Corollary 10.5.8 of [Gro66], the intersec-

tion of all maximal ideals of R̂m[
1
p
] is trivial. Let I be the set of pull-back of these maximal

ideals to R̂m. Then
⋂

p∈I p = {0}. Since R̂m is compact, for any n > 0, we may find a finite

subset In ⊆ I such that
⋂

p∈In p ⊆ mnR̂m. Let J =
⋃
n In. Then

⋂

p∈J
p(S⊗̂OR̂m) ⊆

⋂

n

mn(S⊗̂OR̂m) = {0}.

In other words, J is dense in SpecS⊗̂OR̂m.
Now given two non-empty open sets U1, U2 of X , by the above equality, we can find pi ∈ J

for i = 1, 2 such that Ui ∩ Spec(S⊗̂OR̂m)/(pi) is non-empty. Note that

(S⊗̂OR̂m)/(pi) ∼= S⊗̂O(R̂m/pi) ∼= S ⊗O (R̂m/pi)

by Lemma 4.2.5 and the fact that R̂m/pi is a finite O-domain. Hence Xpi

def
= SpecS⊗O k(pi),

the fibre of X over pi ∈ Spec R̂m, is dense in SpecS ⊗O (R̂m/pi). In particular, Xpi ∩ Ui is
a non-empty open set of Xpi. From this and Corollary 10.5.8 of [Gro66] again, it is easy to
see that we may find q ∈ SpecS which is the pull-back of a maximal ideal of S[1

p
], such that

Xq ∩Xpi ∩ Ui is non-empty for i = 1, 2. Therefore, we only need to show Xq is irreducible.

By the last part of Lemma 4.2.5, Xq
∼= Spec(S/q⊗̂OR̂m)[

1
p
]. Let S̃ be the normal closure

of S/q in its fractional field. This is a complete discrete valuation ring with ̟ contained in
the maximal ideal. Fix a uniformizer λ of S̃. Note that S̃ is a finite S/q-algebra since S

is excellent. It is easy to see that (S/q⊗̂OR̂m)[
1
p
] ∼= (S̃⊗̂OR̂m)[

1
p
] ∼= (S̃⊗̂ORm)[

1
p
]. We claim

that S̃⊗̂ORm is normal. Consequently, Xq will be irreducible.

Let m′ be the unique maximal ideal of S̃⊗ORm containing m. Note that S̃⊗̂ORm is the
m′-adic completion of (S̃ ⊗O Rm)m′ . Hence to prove S̃⊗̂ORm is normal, it suffices to show

(S̃⊗ORm)m′ is normal since (S̃⊗ORm)m′ is excellent. We apply Serre’s criterion for normality:
(S2) is true as S̃ is flat over O. For (R1), note that the map Rm[

1
p
]→ S̃⊗ORm[

1
p
], as a base

change of E → S̃[1
p
], is regular. Hence S̃⊗ORm[

1
p
] is normal and any height one prime of

it is regular. For height one prime of (S̃ ⊗O Rm)m′ containing p, since R/(̟) is generically
reduced, so is (S̃ ⊗O Rm)m′/(λ) = (S̃/(λ)⊗F Rm/(̟))m′ as F is perfect. Thus any height one

prime containing ̟ is also regular. This proves that (S̃ ⊗O Rm)m′ is normal and finishes the
proof of the first part of the lemma.

For the last two parts of the lemma, we follow the argument of the proof of lemma 2.7
in [Tay08] (see also lemma 1.6 of [Tho15]). First we note that for any finite extension L/E
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with ring of integers O′, S ′ = S ⊗O O′ and R′ = R ⊗O O′ also satisfy the assumptions in
the lemma, with O replaced by O′. Let m′ ∈ SpecR′ be the unique maximal ideal above m.
Using the isomorphism (S⊗̂ORm)⊗OO′ ∼= S ′⊗̂O′R′

m′ , it is easy to see that it suffices to show
the same assertions for S ′, R′,O′. Therefore, we may replace O by its extension if necessary.

We may assume R is reduced. Denote the minimal primes of Rm by p1, · · · , pr and Ri =
Rm/pi. Let R̃i be the normalization of Ri and R̃ =

∏r
i R̃i be the normalization of Rm. Hence

R̃ is a finite Rm-algebra. Let Q be Rm-module R̃/Rm. It follows from our assumptions that
(Rm)pi,j is a discrete valuation ring with maximal ideal (̟) for any minimal prime pi,j of
Rm/(̟, pi). Therefore Qpi,j = 0. Consider the exact sequence:

0→ Rm → R̃→ Q→ 0.

and tensor it with R̂m over Rm (which is an exact functor):

0→ R̂m →
∏

i,k

̂(R̃i)mi,k → Q̂→ 0,

where the product in the middle term is taken over all maximal ideals mi,k of R̃i and Q̂

is the m-adic completion of Q. Here we use the fact that the m-adic completion of R̃i is

isomorphic to
∏

k
̂(R̃i)mi,k . Replace E by some unramified extension if necessary. We may

assume R̃i/mi,k = F for any i, k. Note that each term in the above short exact sequence is a

finite R̂m-module. We can tensor it with S⊗̂OR̂m (over R̂m) and apply lemma 4.2.5:

0→ S⊗̂OR̂m →
∏

i,k

S⊗̂O
̂(R̃i)mi,k → S⊗̂OQ̂→ 0.

Note that (R̃i)mi,k is a normal local flat O-algebra and (R̃i)mi,k/(̟) is generically reduced as

so is R/(̟). We may apply the first part of the lemma to conclude that S⊗̂O
̂(R̃i)mi,k is an

integral domain with dimension d+ e.

Let q be a minimal prime ideal of S⊗̂OR̂m/(̟). Then by going-down Theorem, the pull-

back of q to Rm/(̟) is also a minimal prime p′. Hence (S⊗̂OQ̂)q = 0 since Qp′ = 0. In
particular, we have

(S⊗̂OR̂m)q ∼=
∏

i,k

(S⊗̂O
̂(R̃i)mi,k)q.

The left hand side is a local ring. Hence (S⊗̂O
̂(R̃i)mi,k)q 6= 0 for a unique pair (i, k). This

implies that (S⊗̂OR̂m)q is an integral domain. In other words, q contains a unique minimal

prime of S⊗̂OR̂m. This proves the third part of the lemma.

Now let p be a minimal prime of S⊗̂OR̂m. Again by going-down Theorem, its pull-back to
Rm defines a minimal prime and the same argument as in the previous paragraph shows that

(S⊗̂OR̂m)p ∼= (S⊗̂O
̂(R̃i)mi,k)p for a unique pair (i, k). Hence (S⊗̂OR̂m)/p maps injectively

into S⊗̂O
̂(R̃i)mi,k . Note that S⊗̂O

̂(R̃i)mi,k is a finite S⊗̂OR̂m-algebra. Thus

dim(S⊗̂OR̂m)/p = dimS⊗̂O
̂(R̃i)mi,k = d+ e.
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The flatness of (S⊗̂OR̂m)/p over O is also clear. This proves the second part of the lemma.
�

4.2.8. To prove proposition 4.2.4, we also need some basic properties of the local framed
deformation rings defined in the beginning of this subsection here.

Lemma 4.2.9.

(1) If v /∈ S, then ρ̄b|GFv is unramified and R�,ur
v
∼= O[[x1, x2, x3]].

(2) If v|p, then R�

v is isomorphic to O[[x1, · · · , x6]] or O[[c0, c1, d0, d1, x1, x2, x3]]/(c0d1−
c1d0). Hence R�

v is a normal domain of dimension 1 + 6.

Proof. The first part is clear since we only need to lift Frobv. The second part is clear

in the case ρ̄b|GFv ≇
(
1 ∗
0 ω

)
⊗ η for some character η as H2(GFv , ad

0 ρ̄b) = 0 and R�

v is

smooth in this case. The computation of dimension is standard. If ρ̄b|GFv is a non-split
extension of ω by 1 up to some character, then it follows from Corollary B.5 of [Paš13] that
R�

v
∼= O[[c0, c1, d0, d1, x1, x2, x3]]/(c0d1 + c1d0 + pc0) since R

�

v is formally smooth of relative
dimension 3 over the universal deformation ring of ρ̄b|GFv with determinant χ. Note that we
assume p > 3 in this case so that we can apply the quoted result. If ρ̄b|GFv ∼= η ⊕ ηω for
some η, then its versal deformation ring Rver is isomorphic to O[[c0, c1, d0, d1, b]]/(c0d1−c1d0)
by Corollary 3.6, 3.7 of [HT15]. Note that in this case R�

v is formally smooth of relative
dimension 2 over Rver by Proposition 2.1 of [KW09b]. Hence we have exhausted all the cases
of the second part of the lemma. �

Lemma 4.2.10. For v ∈ S \ Σp, there exists a finite type O-algebra Aξv and an F-valued

point x ∈ SpecAξv such that (̂Aξv)x ∼= R�,ξv
v . Moreover,

(1) If ξv is trivial, then for each minimal prime p of Aξv , Aξv/p is O-flat of dimension
3+1 and Aξv/(p, ̟) is generically reduced. Each minimal prime of Aξv/(̟) contains
a unique minimal prime of Aξv .

(2) If ξv is non-trivial, then
• R�,ξv

v is irreducible of dimension 1 + 3 and flat over O.
• R�,ξv

v /(̟) ∼= R�,1
v /(̟).

• R�,ξv
v [1

p
] and (Aξv)x[

1
p
] are regular.

• Let S be a complete local Noetherian flat O-algebra such that S/pS 6= 0 and S[1
p
]

is geometrically connected and geometrically normal, i.e. S[1
p
]⊗E L is connected

and normal for any finite extension L/E. Then (S⊗̂OR
�,ξv
v )[1

p
] is geometrically

connected and geometrically normal as well. The Krull dimension of S⊗̂OR
�,ξv
v

is dimS + 3.

Proof. For any R ∈ CO, since ρ̄b|GFv has unipotent images, any lifting ρR : GFv → GL2(R)
factors through the pro-p quotient IFv(p) of IFv when restricted to the inertia. Choose a topo-
logical generator t of IFv(p). Then ρR is determined by the pair of matrices (ρR(Frobv), ρR(t)).
Hence R�,ξv

v represents the functor sending R ∈ C f
O to the pair of 2× 2 matrices (Φ,Σ) that

lifts (ρ̄b(Frobv), ρ̄b(t)) satisfying

• ΦΣΦ−1 = ΣN(v)

• Σ has characteristic polynomial (X − ξv(t))(X − ξ−1
v (t)).
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• det Φ = χ(Frobv).

See §3 of [Tay08] for more details. Then we can take SpecAξv to be the moduli space (over
O) of pair of matrices (Φ,Σ) satisfying the above conditions and x to be the maximal ideal
given by (ρ̄b(Frobv), ρ̄b(t)).

If ξv is trivial, then all the assertions follow from the first part of Proposition 3.1 of [Tay08].
Note thatM((X−1)2, N(v)) defined there is isomorphic to the spectrum of polynomial ring
of one variable over Aξv since we require the determinant of Φ to be χ(Frobv).

Now we assume ξv is non-trivial. The isomorphism between R�,ξv
v /(̟) and R�,1

v /(̟) is
clear since they represent the same deformation problem. For other assertions, note that
the natural map (Aξv)x[

1
p
] → R�,ξv

v [1
p
] is regular. Hence R�,ξv

v [1
p
] is regular if and only so is

(Aξv)x[
1
p
]. Moreover, if this holds, all the maps in S[1

p
] → S ⊗E (Aξv)x[

1
p
] → (S⊗̂OR

�,ξv
v )[1

p
]

would be regular. Thus R�,ξv
v [1

p
] being regular implies that (S⊗̂OR

�,ξv
v )[1

p
] is normal. Similar

result holds for base change to finite extension of E.
For any finite extension L/E with ring of integers OL, we may replace everything by

its tensor with OL over O. Hence the connectedness of (S⊗̂OR
�,ξv
v )[1

p
] will imply that it is

geometrically connected. If ρ̄b|GFv is trivial, in this case all the claims follow from proposition

3.15, 3.16 of [Tho15]. If ρ̄b|IFv is non-trivial, then R�,ξv
v
∼= O[[x1, x2, x3]] by proposition 5.8

(1) of [Sho16] and all the assertions are clear. If ρ̄b|IFv is trivial but ρ̄b|GFv is non-trivial, then
R�,ξv
v
∼= O[[x1, x2, x3, x4]]/(x21x2−c2) with c = ξv(t)−ξv(t)−1 (proposition 5.8 (2) of [Sho16]).

Clearly we are left to show (S⊗̂OR
�,ξv
v )[1

p
] is connected. Consider the homomorphism

ϕ : S[[x1, x2, x3, x4]]/(x
2
1x2 − c2) −→ S[[x1, y2, x3, x4]]/(x1y2 − c)

sending x2 to y22. It is easy to see that this map is surjective after inverting p. Moreover if
f(x1, x2) ∈ S[[x3, x4]][[x1, x2]] is in the kernel of the map ϕ i.e. f(x1, y

2
2) = g(x1, y2)(x1y2−c)

for some g(x1, y2) ∈ S[[x3, x4]][[x1, y2]], then f(x1, y22)2 = −g(x1, y2)g(x1,−y2)(x21y22−c2). But
g(x1, y2)g(x1,−y2) = h(x1, y

2
2) for some h(x1, y2) ∈ S[[x3, x4]][[x1, y2]]. Hence f(x1, x2)

2 = 0
in S[[x1, x2, x3, x4]]/(x

2
1x2−c2). Thus ϕ has nilpotent kernel after inverting p and it suffices to

show that Spec(S[[x1, y2, x3, x4]]/(x1y2−c))[1p ] is connected. This can be proved by the same

argument as in the first part of the proof of lemma 4.2.7 since O[[x1, y2, x3, x4]]/(̟, x1y2− c)
is generically reduced.

The dimension of S⊗̂OR
�,ξv
v is easy to compute as it is flat over R�,ξv

v . We remark that
the local deformation problems considered in all these references have no condition on the
determinants of the liftings. Hence their deformation rings have one more formal variable
than our deformation rings. �

Now we can prove proposition 4.2.4.

Proof of proposition 4.2.4. We denote (
⊗̂

v∈ΣpR
�

v )⊗̂(
⊗̂

v∈T ′R�,ur
v ) by R1 and the pull-back of

q
{ξv}
loc to R1 by q1. It follows from the explicit descriptions in lemma 4.2.9 that R1 is normal,

hence (̂R1)q1 , as a completion of (R1)q1 , is also normal. Moreover, using our assumption in
the beginning of 4.1.9, we see that for any finite extension L/E with ring of integers OL,

(̂R1)q1 ⊗O OL is a normal local ring. In particular, (̂R1)q1 [
1
p
] is geometrically normal and

geometrically connected.
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Let Σ1 (resp. Σ2) be the set of v ∈ S\Σp such that ξv is non-trivial (resp. trivial). We may

apply the second part of lemma 4.2.10 repeatedly and conclude that ((̂R1)q1⊗̂
⊗̂

v∈Σ1
R�,ξv
v )[1

p
]

is geometrically normal and geometrically connected. Clearly S1 = (̂R1)q1⊗̂O
⊗̂

v∈Σ1
R�,ξv
v is

flat over O as R�,ξv
v and R1 are all flat O-algebras. Hence S1 is geometrically integral. This

proves the first part of the proposition. The dimension of S1 is 3[F : Q] + 3|P | − 3|Σ2|.
For each v ∈ Σ2, we let X1

v be the finite type O-algebra Aξv defined in lemma 4.2.10 and
xv ∈ SpecX1

v be the x there. Then in order to apply 4.2.7 with R = X,S = S1 and m given
by the product of all xv, it suffices to show that X =

⊗
v∈Σ2

X1
v (over O) satisfies:

• For each minimal prime p of X , X/p is O-flat of dimension 1 + 3|Σ2| and X/(̟, p)
is generically reduced.
• Each minimal prime of X/(̟) contains a unique a minimal prime of X .

To see this, we may assume X1
v is reduced. Then X is also reduced and O-flat and we are

left to show that

• X is equidimensional of dimension 1 + 3|Σ2|.
• For each height one prime p of X with ̟ ∈ p, Xp is a DVR with maximal ideal (̟).

Let p be a height one prime ideal containing ̟ and pv be its pull-back to X1
v . Then pv is

a minimal prime of X1
v/(̟). In particular, Xp is a localization of

⊗
v∈Σ2

(X1
v )pv . By our

assumption, (X1
v )pv is a DVR with maximal ideal (̟). Hence the homomorphism O →

(X1
v )pv is regular and an easy induction argument shows that

⊗
v∈Σ2

(X1
v )pv is a regular ring.

Therefore Xp is regular. Note that
⊗

v∈Σ2
(X1

v )pv/(̟) is reduced as it is the tensor product
of k(pv) over F. This implies that Xp/(̟) is reduced. Hence Xp is a DVR with maximal
ideal (̟).

Since p can be viewed as a minimal prime of
⊗

v∈Σ2
X1
v/pv, it is easy to see that X/p has

dimension
∑

v∈Σ2
dimX1

v/pv = 3|Σ2|. Hence X is equidimensional of dimension 1 + 3|Σ2| as
X is O-flat. This finishes the proof of proposition 4.2.4. �

4.2.11. We also need to define some global framed deformation rings with certain local
conditions.

Definition 4.2.12. Suppose M,Q are finite sets of primes of F .

(1) We define R
�M ,{ξv}
ρ̄b,Q

to be the universal object in CO pro-representing the functor

Def
�M ,{ξv}
ρ̄b,Q

from C f
O to the category of sets sending R to the set of tuples (ρR;αv)v∈M

modulo the equivalence relation ∼M where
• ρR : GF,S∪Q → GL2(R) is a lifting of ρ̄b to R with determinant χ such that
tr(ρR)|IFv = ξv + ξ−1

v for any v ∈ S \ Σp.
• αv ∈ 1 +M2(mR), v ∈M . Here mR is the maximal ideal of R.
• (ρR;αv)v∈M ∼M (ρ′R;α

′
v)v∈M if there exists an element β ∈ 1 +M2(mR) with

ρ′R = βρRβ
−1, α′

v = βαv for any v ∈M .
We define R�M

ρ̄b,Q
in the same way without the local conditions tr(ρR)|IFv = ξv + ξ−1

v

for any v ∈ S \ Σp. If M is empty, we will drop the superscript �M in R
�M ,{ξv}
ρ̄b,Q

and

R�M
ρ̄b,Q

. If all ξv are trivial, we will simply write R�M ,1
ρ̄b,Q

for R
�M ,{ξv}
ρ̄b,Q

.

(2) We define R
ps,{ξv}
Q to be the universal deformation ring which pro-represents the

functor from C f
O to the category of sets sending R to the set of two-dimensional
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pseudo-representations T of GF,S∪Q over R such that T is a lifting of 1 + χ̄ with
determinant χ and

T |IFv = ξv + ξ−1
v

for any v ∈ S \ Σp. If ξv are all trivial, we will simply write Rps,1
Q .

We also define Rps
Q in the same way without any condition for v ∈ S \ Σp.

4.2.13. Suppose M ⊇ S. Given a tuple (ρR;αv)v∈M as in the above definition, then
for v ∈ M , α−1

v ρRαv|GFv is a well-defined lifting of ρ̄b|GFv . This induces natural maps

R�,ξv
v → R

�M ,{ξv}
ρ̄b,Q

and R�

v → R�M
ρ̄b,Q

. It is easy to see that

R
�M ,{ξv}
ρ̄b,Q

∼= R�M
ρ̄b,Q
⊗(

⊗
v∈S\Σp

R�
v )

(
⊗

v∈S\Σp

R�,ξv
v ).

Note that our local deformation constraints are all defined via the traces. So we can
rewrite the above isomorphism as:

R
�M ,{ξv}
ρ̄b,Q

∼= R�M
ρ̄b,Q
⊗Rps

Q
R

ps,{ξv}
Q ,

where the map Rps
Q → R�M

ρ̄b,Q
is given by evaluating the trace of the universal lifting.

4.3. Existence of Taylor-Wiles primes.

4.3.1. We will freely use the notation introduced in 4.2.2. In 4.2.3, we defined R
{ξv}
loc to be

(
⊗̂

v∈Σp
R�

v )⊗̂(
⊗̂

v∈S\Σp
R�,ξv
v )⊗̂(

⊗̂
v∈T ′

R�,ur
v ),

where all the completed tensor products are taken over O. Then there is a natural map

R
{ξv}
loc → R

�P ,{ξv}
ρ̄b,Q

for any finite set of primes Q. Recall that we fix a nice prime q in the beginning of this

section 4.1.9. By the universal property, (ρ(q)o; 1)v∈P gives rise to a prime qb,Q of R
�P ,{ξv}
ρ̄b,Q

,

whose pull-back to R
{ξv}
loc is q

{ξv}
loc . Note that by our choice of T ′, we have B = R

�P ,{ξv}
ρ̄b,Q

/qb,Q =

R
{ξv}
loc /q

{ξv}
loc .

For any A-module M of finite length, we denote its length by ℓ(M). Now we can state
the main result of this subsection. See also Proposition 6.10 of [SW99].

Proposition 4.3.2. Let r = dimk(q)H
1(GF,P , ad

0 ρ(q)(1)), where ad0 ρ(q) denotes the trace
0 subspace of the adjoint representation ad ρ(q) of ρ(q) and (1) denotes the Tate twist. Then
there exists an integer C such that for any positive integer N , we can find a finite set of
primes QN disjoint with P such that

(1) |QN | = r.
(2) N(v) ≡ 1 mod pN for any v ∈ QN .
(3) ρ(q)(Frobv) has distinct eigenvalues αv, βv with ℓ(A/(αv−βv)2) < C for any v ∈ QN .
(4) There exists an A-module MN with ℓ(MN ) < C such that

qb,QN/(q
2
b,QN

, q
{ξv}
loc )⊗B A ∼= A⊕g ⊕MN

as A-modules, where g = r + |P | − [F : Q]− 1.
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(5) There exists a map R
{ξv}
loc [[x1, · · · , xg]] → R

�P ,{ξv}
ρ̄b,QN

such that the images of xi are

in qb,QN and qb,QN/(q
2
b,QN

, q
{ξv}
loc , x1, · · · , xg) is killed by some element f ∈ B with

ℓ(A/(f)) < C. Note that this implies such f can be chosen independently of N .

4.3.3. Note that the last part is a direct consequence of the previous one. Indeed, de-

note qb,QN/(q
2
b,QN

, q
{ξv}
loc ) by M . Since A and B have the same residue fields, we can find

x1, · · · , xg ∈ M such that (M/(Bx1 + · · ·+Bxg)) ⊗B A ∼= MN . By our construction, we
may assume TCA ⊆ B after possibly increasing C. Now we claim thatM/(Bx1+ · · ·+Bxg)
is killed by some element f ∈ B with ℓ(A/(f)) ≤ 2C. Let M ′ = M/(Bx1 + · · ·+ Bxg). It
suffices to show that TC annihilates TCM ′. Consider the mapMN

∼= M ′⊗BA→ M ′ sending
m ⊗ a ∈ M ′ ⊗B A to (TCa)m. Clearly this map is B-linear and the image contains TCM ′.
Hence our claim follows from ℓ(MN) < C. Therefore it suffices to prove the existence of QN

satisfying the first four properties.
The following result is standard.

Lemma 4.3.4. Let Q be a finite set of primes disjoint with P such that N(v) ≡ 1 mod p

and ρ(q)o(Frobv) has distinct eigenvalues αv, βv for any v ∈ Q. Denote qb,Q/(q
2
b,Q, q

{ξv}
loc )⊗B

A/(T n) by Vn. Then

ℓ(Vn) = ℓ(H1
L⊥
P∪Q

(GF,P∪Q,W
∗
n))− ℓ(H0(GF ,W

∗
n)) + gn+

∑

v∈Q
ℓ(A/(T 2n, (αv − βv)2)),

where

• Wn = ad0 ρ(q)o ⊗ A/(T n) and W ∗
n = HomF(Wn,F)(1).

• H1
L⊥
P∪Q

(GF,P∪Q,W
∗
n) = ker(H1(GF,P∪Q,W

∗
n)→

⊕
v∈QH

1(GFv ,W
∗
n)).

• g = r + |P | − [F : Q]− 1 as defined in the proposition.

Proof. We give a sketch of proof here. By Pontryagin duality, ℓ(Vn) is equal to the length of

HomA(Vn, A/(T
n)) = HomB(qb,Q/(q

2
b,Q, q

{ξv}
loc ), A/(T n)).

Since R
{ξv}
loc + qb,Q = R

�P ,{ξv}
ρ̄b,Q

, any element h0 in HomB(qb,Q/(q
2
b,Q, q

{ξv}
loc ), A/(T n)) can be

uniquely extended to a R
{ξv}
loc -algebra homomorphism

h : R
�P ,{ξv}
ρ̄b,Q

→ B ⊕ (A/T n)ǫ

sending x ∈ qb,Q to h0(x)ǫ. Here the ring structure of B ⊕ (A/T n)ǫ is given by (b+ aǫ)(b′ +

a′ǫ) = bb′ + (ab′ + a′b)ǫ and we view it as a R
{ξv}
loc -algebra by R

{ξv}
loc → R

{ξv}
loc /q

{ξv}
loc = B →֒

B ⊕ (A/T n)ǫ. Note that by construction, h(qb,Q) ⊆ (A/T n)ǫ. In fact, this induces an

isomorphism between HomB(qb,Q/(q
2
b,Q, q

{ξv}
loc ), A/(T n)) and

{h ∈ Hom
R

{ξv}
loc −alg(R

�P ,{ξv}
ρ̄b,Q

, B ⊕ (A/T n)ǫ), h(qb,Q) ⊆ (A/T n)ǫ}.

By the universal property, this is the subset {[(ρ;αv)v∈P ]} of Def
�P ,{ξv}
ρ̄b,Q

(B ⊕ (A/T n)ǫ) with

• αv ∈ ker(GL2(B ⊕ (A/T n)ǫ)→ GL2(B)), v ∈ P .
• ρ mod (A/T n)ǫ = ρ(q)o and α−1

v ρ|GFvαv = ρ(q)o|GFv for v ∈ P .
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Write ρ(σ) = (1 + φ(σ)ǫ)ρ(q)o(σ), αv = 1 + mvǫ. It is easy to check that φ : GF,P∪Q →
ad0 ρ(q)o ⊗A/T n defines a 1-cocycle in Z1(GF,P∪Q, ad

0 ρ(q)o ⊗A/T n) with φ|GFv = ∂mv for
v ∈ P . Conversely, any (ρ;αv)v∈P arises from such a 1-cocycle and mv. Using this, it is not
hard to see that

ℓ(Vn) =
∑

v∈P
ℓ(H0(GFv ,Wn)) + ℓ(H1

LP∪Q
(GF ,Wn))− ℓ(H0(GF,P∪Q,Wn)) + (|P | − 1)n,

where H1
LP∪Q

(GF,P∪Q,Wn) = ker(H1(GF,P∪Q,Wn)
res−→

⊕
v∈P∪QH

1(GFv ,Wn)/Lv) and Lv =
0 if v ∈ P and Lv = H1(GFv ,Wn) otherwise. By Poitou-Tate long exact sequence and global
Euler characteristic formula (see Theorem 2.19 of [DDT94]), we may compute

ℓ(H1
LP∪Q

(GF,P∪Q,Wn)) = ℓ(H0(GF ,Wn))− ℓ(H0(GF ,W
∗
n)) + ℓ(H1

L⊥
P∪Q

(GF,P∪Q,W
∗
n))

+
∑

v∈P∪Q(ℓ(Lv)− ℓ(H0(GFv ,Wn)))−
∑

v|∞ ℓ(H0(GFv ,Wn)),

where H1
L⊥
P∪Q

(GF,P∪Q,W
∗
n) and W

∗
n were defined in the lemma. By local Euler characteristic

formula and local Tate duality, for v ∈ Q, it follows from our assumption on v that

ℓ(Lv)− ℓ(H0(GFv ,Wn)) = ℓ(H0(GFv ,W
∗
n)) = ℓ(H0(GFv ,Wn)) = n+ ℓ(A/(T 2n, (αv − βv)2)).

For any v|∞, by our oddness assumption,

ℓ(H0(GFv ,Wn)) = n.

The lemma is a direct consequence of all these formulae. �

4.3.5. Note that the perfect pairing Wn × Wn → A/T n, (X, Y ) 7→ tr(XY ) induces an

isomorphism Wn(1) ∼= W ∗
n by sending

∑n−1
i=0 aiT

i ∈ A/T n, ai ∈ F to an−1 ∈ F. It follows
from the third condition in the definition of nice prime (4.1.4) that ℓ(H0(GF ,Wn(1))) is
bounded independent of n. Thus in view of the previous lemma, proposition 4.3.2 follows
from

Lemma 4.3.6. There exists an integer C such that for any N > 0, we can find a finite set
of primes QN disjoint with P such that the first three parts of proposition 4.3.2 hold and

ℓ(H1
L⊥
P∪QN

(GF,P∪QN ,W
∗
n)) < C

for any n.

4.3.7. Let Q be a finite set of primes as in lemma 4.3.4. Combine the following two exact
sequences:

0→ H1
L⊥
P∪Q

(GF,P∪Q,W
∗
n)→ H1(GF,P∪Q,W

∗
n)→

⊕

v∈Q
H1(GFv ,W

∗
n),

0→ H1(GF,P ,W
∗
n)→ H1(GF,P∪Q,W

∗
n)→

⊕

v∈Q
H1(GFv ,W

∗
n)/H

1(Gk(v),W
∗
n).

We get that

0→ H1
L⊥
P∪Q

(GF,P∪Q,W
∗
n)→ H1(GF,P ,W

∗
n)→

⊕

v∈Q
H1(Gk(v),W

∗
n),

where the last map is the restriction map. We note thatH1(Gk(v),W
∗
n)
∼= W ∗

n/(Frobv −1)W ∗
n .
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Lemma 4.3.8. Let F (ζp∞) =
⋃
n F (ζpn), where ζpn are primitive pn-th roots of unity. Denote

its absolute Galois group by GF (ζp∞) ⊂ GF . Then there exists σ1, · · · , σr ∈ GF (ζp∞) such that

• ρ(q)(σi) has distinct eigenvalues for each i.
• The kernel and cokernel of the map H1(GF,P ,W

∗)→⊕r
i=1W

∗/(σi−1)W ∗ have finite
lengths, where W ∗ denotes HomA(ad

0 ρ(q)o, A(1)) ∼= ad0 ρ(q)o(1), equipped with T -
adic topology.

4.3.9. Before giving the proof of this lemma, we first show that this implies lemma 4.3.6.
Fix σ1, · · · , σr ∈ GF (ζp∞) as in the lemma. Then the image of

H1(GF,P ,W
∗)→

r⊕

i=1

W ∗/(σi − 1)W ∗

contains TM (
⊕r

i=1W
∗/(σi − 1)W ∗) for some integer M ≥ 0. Now given a positive integer

N , we may choose places v1, · · · , vr of F with Frobvi ∈ GF (ζ
pN

) close enough to σi so that

for i = 1, · · · , r,
• ρ(q)(Frobvi) has distinct eigenvalues αi, βi and A/(αi− βi)2 = A/(α′

i− β ′
i)

2 where α′
i

and β ′
i denote the eigenvalues of ρ(q)(σi) ;

• (σi − 1)W ∗
M+1 = (Frobvi −1)W ∗

M+1;
• φ(σi) − φ(Frobvi) ∈ TM+1W ∗ for any [φ] ∈ H1(GF,P ,W

∗). This is possible as
H1(GF,P ,W

∗) is a finitely generated A-module.

The last two assumptions imply that the map

H1(GF,P ,W
∗)/TM+1 →

r⊕

i=1

W ∗/
(
(Frobvi −1)W ∗ + TM+1W ∗) =

r⊕

i=1

W ∗
M+1/(Frobvi −1)W ∗

M+1

agrees with H1(GF,P ,W
∗)/TM+1 →

⊕r
i=1W

∗
M+1/(σi − 1)W ∗

M+1, hence its image contains

TM
(⊕r

i=1W
∗
M+1/(Frobvi −1)W ∗

M+1

)
. Since bothH1(GF,P ,W

∗) and
⊕r

i=1W
∗/(Frobvi −1)W ∗

are T -adically complete, it follows that the image of the map

H1(GF,P ,W
∗)→

r⊕

i=1

W ∗/(Frobvi −1)W ∗

contains TM (
⊕r

i=1W
∗/(Frobvi −1)W ∗). Thus this map becomes an isomorphism after in-

verting T by considering the dimensions over k(q). Hence there is a uniform upper bound
for the length of the kernel of

H1(GF,P ,W
∗)/T n →

r⊕

i=1

H1(Gk(vi),W
∗)/T n

for any n ≥ 0 and any choice of v1, · · · , vr.
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Let QN = {v1, · · · , vr}. Consider the following diagram:

H1(GF,P ,W
∗)/T n

⊕r
i=1H

1(Gk(vi),W
∗)/T n

0 H1
L⊥
P∪QN

(GF,P∪QN ,W
∗
n) H1(GF,P ,W

∗
n)

⊕r
i=1H

1(Gk(vi),W
∗
n)

H2(GF,P ,W
∗)tor .

Here H2(GF,P ,W
∗)tor denotes the T∞-torsion part of H2(GF,P ,W

∗). From this, it is easy to
see that H1

L⊥
P∪QN

(GF,P∪QN ,W
∗
n) are bounded independent of n and QN .

Now it suffices to prove the lemma below, which implies lemma 4.3.8 by induction on σi.

Lemma 4.3.10. Fix an inclusion Ar →֒ H1(GF,P ,W
∗). For any [φ] ∈ Ar \ TAr (viewed

as an element in H1(GF,P ,W
∗)), there exists an element σ ∈ GF (ζp∞) such that ρ(q)(σ) has

distinct eigenvalues and

ℓ(W ∗/((σ − 1)W ∗ + Aφ(σ))) < +∞.
Proof. Let GF̃ ,P = ker(ε) ∩ ker(ρ(q)) ⊆ GF,P and Γ = GF,P/GF̃ ,P . Consider the following
short exact sequence given by Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence:

0→ H1(Γ,W ∗)→ H1(GF,P ,W
∗)→ H1(GF̃ ,P ,W

∗)Γ(= HomΓ(GF̃ ,P ,W
∗)).

We quote the following result which is mainly due to Skinner-Wiles:

Lemma 4.3.11. ℓ(H1(Γ,W ∗)) <∞.

Proof. This is lemma 6.9 of [SW99] if ρ(q) is not dihedral. Note that their paper requires

ρ(q)|GFv ∼=
(
χv,1 ∗
0 χv,2

)
with χv,1/χv,2 of infinite order for each v|p. However this assumption

is only used to establish their lemma 6.1, which holds here as we assume ρ(q) is irreducible
and not dihedral.

If ρ(q) is isomorphic to IndGFGLθ, then from the proof of lemma 4.1.10 we know that χ̄ is

quadratic and L = F (χ̄). Hence ρ(q)|GL ∼= θ ⊕ θ−1. Therefore the only possible non-trivial
abelian quotient of im(ρ(q)) is χ̄, where im(ρ(q)) denotes the image of GF in GL2(k(q)) under
ρ(q). Since L∩F (ζp) = F , we have F ker(ρ(q))∩F (ζp∞) = F and Γ ∼= im(ρ(q))×Gal(F (ζp∞)/F ).
It is clear that H1(Γ,W ∗) = 0 as Gal(F (ζp)/F ) acts non-trivially on W ∗ ∼= ad0 ρ(q)o(1). �

Back to the proof of lemma 4.3.10, we first deal with the case that ρ(q) is not dihedral.
A direct consequence of the previous lemma is that φ|GF̃ ,P ∈ HomΓ(GF̃ ,P ,W

∗) is non-zero.

Since ρ(q) is irreducible and not dihedral, W ∗ ⊗ k(q) is an irreducible representation of Γ
and the A-module generated by φ(GF̃ ,P ) contains T

CW ∗ for some C > 0.
Choose σ0 ∈ GF (ζp∞) such that ρ(q)(σ0) has distinct eigenvalues. This is possible, otherwise

ρ(q)(GF (ζp∞)) would be a pro-p group and ρ(q)|GF (ζp∞ )
would be reducible, which contradicts

our third condition in 4.1.4. Choose τ ∈ GF̃ ,P so that

ℓ(W ∗/(A(φ(τ) + φ(σ0)) + (σ0 − 1)W ∗)) < +∞.
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It is clear that σ = σ0τ satisfies all the requirements in the lemma. This proves lemma 4.3.10
and hence proposition 4.3.2 in the non-dihedral case.

Now assume that we are in the dihedral case, i.e. ρ(q) ∼= IndGFGLθ. In view of the proof in the
non-dihedral case, it is enough to show that for any non-zero irreducible subrepresentation
V of W ∗⊗ k(q) (viewed as a representation of Γ), we can find an element σ0 ∈ GF (ζp∞) such

that ρ(q)(σ0) has distinct eigenvalues and V contains the σ0-invariant subspace (W ∗)σ0=1.
By our discussion in the second paragraph of the proof of lemma 4.3.11, L = F (χ̄) and

F ker(ρ(q)) ∩ F (ζp∞) = F . It is clear that W ∗ ∼= χ̄(1) ⊕ (IndGFGLθ
2)(1). For σ0 ∈ GF (ζp∞) such

that θ(σ0) 6= 1, we have (W ∗)σ0=1 = χ̄(1). For σ0 ∈ GF (ζp∞ ) \ GL(ζp∞), we have (W ∗)σ0=1

contained in (IndGFGLθ
2)(1). Hence this finishes the proof of lemma 4.3.10. �

4.4. Completed homology with auxiliary levels.

4.4.1. In this subsection, we study the completed homology with certain auxiliary levels.
For any positive integer N , we fix a set of primes QN as in proposition 4.3.2. Denote the
unique quotient of k(v)× of order pN by ∆v and

⊕
v∈QN ∆v by ∆N .

Recall that Up =
∏

v∤p Uv where Uv = GL2(OFv) if v /∈ S and Uv = Iwv otherwise. Define

tame levels Up
QN ,0

=
∏

v∤p UQN ,0,v, U
p
QN

=
∏

v∤p UQN ,v as follows:

• UQN ,0,v = UQN ,v = Uv if v /∈ QN .
• UQN ,0,v = Iwv if v ∈ QN .
• UQN ,v = ker(Iwv → ∆v) if v ∈ QN , where the map is the composite of Iwv → k(v)× :(

a b
c d

)
7→ a

d
mod ̟v and the natural quotient map k(v)× → ∆v.

We can define Hecke algebra Tψ,ξ(U
p
QN

),Tψ,ξ(U
p
QN ,0

) as before. By abuse of notation, we
also view m as maximal ideals of these Hecke algebras.

It is clear that ∆v = Iwv/UQN ,v acts naturally on the completed homology Mψ,ξ(U
p
QN

)
and Sψ,ξ(U

p
QN
Up,O/̟n) via the right translation of Iww for any open compact subgroup

Up ⊆ Kp and positive integer n. Hence all these spaces are O[∆N ]-modules. Let aQN be the
augmentation ideal of O[∆N ].

Lemma 4.4.2. Suppose Up ⊆ Kp is an open compact subgroup such that ψ|Up∩O×
F,p

is trivial

modulo ̟n for some n and UpUp is sufficiently small. Then

(1) Sψ,ξ(U
p
QN
Up,O/̟n) and Sψ,ξ(U

p
QN
Up,O/̟n)∨ are finite flat O/̟n[∆N ]-modules.

(2) The natural map Sψ,ξ(U
p
QN
Up,O/̟n)∨ → Sψ,ξ(U

p
QN ,0

Up,O/̟n)∨ induces a natural
isomorphism:

Sψ,ξ(U
p
QN
Up,O/̟n)∨/aQNSψ,ξ(U

p
QN
Up,O/̟n)∨ ∼= Sψ,ξ(U

p
QN ,0

Up,O/̟n)∨.

(3) The natural map Sψ,ξ(U
p
QN
Up,O/̟n+1)∨ → Sψ,ξ(U

p
QN
Up,O/̟n)∨ is surjective with

kernel ̟nSψ,ξ(U
p
QN
Up,O/̟n+1)∨.

(4) U ′
p ⊆ Up is another open subgroup. Then the natural map Sψ,ξ(U

p
QN
U ′
p,O/̟n)∨ →

Sψ,ξ(U
p
QN
Up,O/̟n)∨ is surjective.

The same results hold with everything localized at m.

Proof. All these claims follow from the discussion in 3.1.1. The first two parts are the
Pontryagin dual of Lemma 2.1.4 of [Kis09a]. �
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Corollary 4.4.3. Mψ,ξ(U
p
QN

) is a flat O[∆N ]-module and

Mψ,ξ(U
p
QN

)/aQNMψ,ξ(U
p
QN

) ∼=Mψ,ξ(U
p
QN ,0

).

Proof. By writingMψ,ξ(U
p
QN

) = lim←−n lim←−Up Sψ,ξ(U
p
QN
Up,O/̟n)∨, this follows from the lemma

below. �

Lemma 4.4.4. Let R be a local complete Noetherian ring.

(1) Suppose R is Artinian. Let {Mi}i∈N be a projective system of flat R-modules with
surjective transition maps. Then M = lim←−Mi is also flat over R and M/JM ∼=
lim←−Mi/JMi for any ideal J of R.

(2) Let I be an ideal of R and {Ni}i∈N be a projective system of R-modules such that
Ni is a flat R/I i-module and the natural transition maps induce isomorphisms Ni

∼=
Ni+1/I

iNi+1. Then N = lim←−Ni is a flat R-module and Ni
∼= N/I iN . Moreover for

any ideal J of R, N/JN ∼= lim←−Ni/JNi.

Proof. Both are special cases of Lemma 15.27.4. of The Stacks project [Sta18, Tag 0912]. I
would like to thank one referee for providing such a reference.

�

4.4.5. Let P (QN) be the power set of QN . Now we consider the following map:

η′N : Sψ,ξ(U
pUp,O/̟n)P (QN ) → Sψ,ξ(U

p
QN ,0

Up,O/̟n)

(fX)X∈P (QN ) 7→
∑

X

∏

v∈X

(
1 0
0 ̟v

)
· fX ,

where

(
1 0
0 ̟v

)
· fX denotes the right translation of fX by

(
1 0
0 ̟v

)
. If X is the empty set,

we set
∏

v∈X

(
1 0
0 ̟v

)
· fX = fX . It is clear that this map commutes with the action of the

Hecke operators away from QN . Hence we may localize this map at m and denote it by ηN .
Recall that there is a map Rps

QN
→ Tψ,ξ(U

p
QN ,0

)m sending T univ(Frobv) to Tv for v /∈ S∪QN ,

which factors through R
ps,{ξv}
QN

. Here T univ : GF,S∪QN → Rps
QN

is the universal trace.

Proposition 4.4.6. There exists a constant C and elements f̃N ∈ Rps,{ξv}
QN

that satisfy the
following properties: for any N and any open pro-p subgroup Up ⊆ Kp such that ψ|ND/F (Up)
is trivial modulo ̟n and UpUp is sufficiently small, we have

(1) f̃N kills the kernel and cokernel of ηN .

(2) The image f̄N of f̃N in R
ps,{ξv}
QN

→ Tψ,ξ(U
p
QN ,0

)m → Tψ,ξ(Up)m
mod q−→ A is non-zero

and the length ℓ(A/(f̄N)) < C.

Proof. Define f̃N to be θ3rQN , where r is defined in proposition 4.3.2, θQN =
∏

w∈QN θw and

θw := (1 +N(w))2T univ(Frob2
w)− (1 +N(w)2)T univ(Frobw)

2.

It rests to check all the desired properties of f̃N .

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/0912
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Kernel of ηN : We first identify the kernel of ηN , following the proof of Lemma 2 of [DT94].
Let (fX)X∈P (QN ) ∈ ker(ηN) and w be a place in QN . Define

f1 =
∑

X∋w

∏

v∈X

(
1 0
0 ̟v

)
· fX ,

f2 =
∑

X 6∋w

∏

v∈X

(
1 0
0 ̟v

)
· fX .

Since fX is right invariant by Uw = GL2(OFw), it is clear that f1 = −f2 is right invariant

by GL2(OFw) and

(
1 0
0 πw

)−1

GL2(OFw)

(
1 0
0 ̟w

)
, which generate a subgroup of GL2(Fw)

containing SL2(Fw). Hence by strong approximation Theorem, f1 and f2 are both right
invariant by (D ⊗ A∞

F )×,det=1. Repeating the same argument, we can show that each fX is
right invariant by (D⊗A∞

F )×,det=1. Hence fX factors through the reduced norm map. Using
this description, it is easy to check that any θw kills the kernel.
Cokernel of ηN : We will only show that f̃N kills the cokernel of ηN in the case |QN | = 1.
The general case follows by induction on the number of primes in QN . Write QN = {w}.
We want to show that the cokernel of

Sψ,ξ(U
pUp,O/̟n)⊕2

m → Sψ,ξ(U
p
{w},0Up,O/̟n)m

(f1, f2) 7→ f1 +

(
1 0
0 ̟w

)
· f2

is killed by θ3w.

Let ψ̃ be the Teichmüller lifting of ψ mod ̟ and write ψ̃ = ψθ2 for some continuous
character θ : (A∞

F )×/F×
>>0 → O× which is trivial on the kernel of ψ. By twisting with θ and

arguing as in 3.3.3, it suffices to prove the case ψ = ψ̃ (note that the action of θw only differs
by a unit in O×).

Assume ψ = ψ̃ from now on. Then ψ|Up∩O×
F,p

is trivial. Hence the natural map

Sψ,ξ(U
pUp,O)m → Sψ,ξ(U

pUp,O/̟n)m

and the similar map for Up
{w},0 are surjective. Thus it is enough to shows that the cokernel

of

j : Sψ,ξ(U
pUp,O)⊕2

m → Sψ,ξ(U
p
{w},0Up,O)m

(f1, f2) 7→ f1 +

(
1 0
0 ̟w

)
· f2

is killed by θ3w. Let U be either UpUp or U
p
{w},0Up. We may define a perfect pairing: 〈·, ·〉U :

Sψ,ξ(U,O)m × Sψ,ξ(U,O)m → O by

〈ϕ1, ϕ2〉U :=
∑

g∈D×\(D⊗FA∞
F )×/U(A∞

F )×

ϕ1(g)ϕ2(g)ψ(ND/F (g))
−1

for ϕ1, ϕ2 ∈ Sψ,ξ(U,O)m. It is easy to check that 〈Tv ·ϕ1, ϕ2〉U = 〈ϕ1, Tv ·ϕ2〉U for v /∈ S ∪Q.
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For simplicity, we write S0, S1 for Sψ,ξ(U
pUp,O)m, Sψ,ξ(Up

{w},0Up,O)m. Elements in these

spaces can be viewed as automorphic forms on D×. Let j+ : S1 → S⊕2
0 be the adjoint map

of j and j̃+ be the composite of S1
j+→ S⊕2

0 → S⊕2
0 / ker j. Consider the following diagram:

0 S⊕2
0 / ker j S1 coker j 0

0 S⊕2
0 / ker j S⊕2

0 / ker j 0 .

j̃+◦j

j

j̃+

Then the snake lemma gives us a short exact sequence:

ker j̃+ → coker j → coker(j̃+ ◦ j).
Note that the image of j contains exactly the automorphic forms whose corresponding

automorphic representation is unramified at w. Since the pairings are Hecke-equivariant,
the automorphic representations generated by elements in ker j+ are either Steinberg at w
or factor through the reduced norm map. In either case, the associated Galois representation

at w is of the form

(
θε ∗
0 θ

)
for some unramified character θ. A direct computation shows

that θw kills ker j+. Hence θ2w kills ker j̃+.

We claim that θw kills coker(j̃+ ◦ j). Combined with the previous paragraph, this will

imply θ3w kills coker j. Since coker(j̃+ ◦ j) is a quotient of coker(j+ ◦ j), it suffices to prove
that θw kills coker(j+ ◦ j). A direct computation shows that j+ ◦ j : S⊕2

0 → S⊕2
0 is

(
N(w) + 1 Tw

Tw (N(w) + 1)ψ(̟w)

)
.

Thus coker(j+ ◦ j) is killed by the determinant of this matrix. Using T univ(Frobw) = Tw and
T univ(Frob2

w) = T 2
w − 2ψ(πw)N(w) on S0, it is easy to see that this determinant is simply

(−2N(w))−1θw. Hence θw kills coker(j+ ◦ j). This finishes the proof of the first part of the
proposition.

We still need to understand the image of f̃N in A. Let πN be the map Tψ,ξ(U
p
QN ,0

)m →
Tψ,ξ(Up)m

mod q−→ A and αw, βw be the eigenvalues of ρ(q)(Frobw) with w ∈ QN . Then
πN (T

univ(Frobiw)) = αiw + βiw. Hence using the assumption N(w) ≡ 1 mod p, we have

πN (θw) = (1 +N(w))2(α2
w + β2

w)− (1 +N(w)2)(αw + βw)
2 = 2(αw − βw)2.

Therefore it follows from our choice of QN that ℓ(A/(πN(θw))) is uniformly bounded for any
N,w. This proves the second part of the proposition. �

4.4.7. The usual patching argument requires a Galois-theoretic interpretation of the action
of O[∆QN ] on Mψ,ξ(U

p
QN

)m. We will only do it for a subring of O[∆QN ]. More precisely, let

O[∆QN ]
′ ⊆ O[∆QN ] be the O-subalgebra generated by elements of the form g + g−1 with

g ∈ ∆v, v ∈ QN . We may think O[∆QN ]
′ as a subring of End(Mψ,ξ(U

p
QN

)m).

Proposition 4.4.8. O[∆QN ]
′ is contained in the image of

R
ps,{ξv}
QN

→ Tψ,ξ(U
p
QN

)→ End(Mψ,ξ(U
p
QN

)m).
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Moreover let a′QN = aQN ∩ O[∆QN ]
′. Then a′QN is contained in the image of ker(R

ps,{ξv}
QN

→
Rps,{ξv}) in End(Mψ,ξ(U

p
QN

)m).

Proof. Consider the natural map IFv → k(v)× → ∆v given by the local class field theory.
For any σ0 ∈ ∆v, we choose a lifting σ ∈ IFv . It suffices to show that T univ(σ) acts as
σ0+σ

−1
0 on Mψ,ξ(U

p
QN

)m. By definition, we only need to check this for the action of T univ(σ)
on Sψ,ξ(U

p
QN
Up,O/̟n)m where Up is an open subgroup of Kp such that ψ|Up∩O×

F,p
mod ̟n

is trivial and Up
QN
Up is sufficiently small.

Since the formulation commutes with twisting with a character unramified at v, we may
argue as in the proof of proposition 4.4.6 and assume ψ is equal to the Teichmüller lifting of
its mod ̟ reduction. Now it suffices to show that the action of T univ(σ) on Sψ,ξ(U

p
QN
Up,O)m

is equal to σ0+σ
−1
0 . But this is a consequence of the local-global compatibility result at v: if

f ∈ Sψ,ξ(Up
QN
Up,O)m generates an automorphic representation, then the local representation

at v is either Steinberg or a principal series since it has Up
QN ,v

-fixed vectors (see for example
Proposition 14.3 of [BH06]). In both cases, the desired result is clear. �

4.5. Patching I: patched completed homology.

4.5.1. We summarize what we have done so far. For any N , we have

• a finite set of primes QN with cardinality r given by proposition 4.3.2.

• Rps,{ξv}
QN

։ Tψ,ξ(U
p
QN

)m → EndC
D×
p ,ψ

(O)(Mψ,ξ(U
p
QN

)m), where D
×
p =

∏
v|pGL2(Fv).

• ∆QN =
∏

v∈QN ∆v and ∆v is the unique quotient of k(v)× of order pN .

• O[∆QN ] →֒ EndC
D×
p ,ψ

(O)(Mψ,ξ(U
p
QN

)m) that makes Mψ,ξ(U
p
QN

)m into a flat O[∆QN ]-

module. Also the image of O[∆′
QN

] is contained in the image of R
ps,{ξv}
QN

.

• Elements f̃N ∈ Rps,{ξv}
QN

and natural maps ηN (see proposition 4.4.6).

We also set:

• ∆∞ := Z⊕r
p . Fix surjective maps Zp → ∆v for all v ∈ QN and thus surjective maps

∆∞ → ∆QN .
• O∞ = O[[y1, · · · , y4|P |−1]] with maximal ideal b and prime ideal b1 = (y1, · · · , y4|P |−1).
• S∞ = O∞[[∆∞]] ∼= O∞[[s1, · · · , sr]]. This is a local O∞-algebra with maximal ideal
a.
• a0 = ker(S∞ → O∞) = (s1, · · · , sr) the augmentation ideal, and a1 = (a0, b1) =
(y1, · · · , y4|P |−1, s1, · · · , sr). Hence a = (b) + a0 and a1 = (b1) + a0.
• S ′

∞ ⊆ O∞[[∆∞]] is the closure (under the profinite topology) of the O∞-subalgebra
generated by all elements of the form g+g−1 with g = (0, · · · , 0, a, 0, · · · , 0) ∈ ∆∞ for
some a ∈ Zp. This is a regular local O∞-algebra and S∞ is a finite free S ′

∞-algebra.
• a′0 = a0 ∩ S ′

∞, a
′
1 = a1 ∩ S ′

∞. We may find r elements s′1, · · · , s′r that generate a′0 and
S ′
∞
∼= O∞[[s′1, · · · , s′r]].

4.5.2. Following [Sch], we will use the language of ultrafilters to define patched completed
homology (see also [GN20]). This language seems to be essential here. For example, I don’t
know how to rewrite the arguments below in the classical language (as in [SW99]).

Let I be the set of positive integers and R =
∏

I O. From now on we fix a non-principal
ultrafilter F on I. Then F gives rise to a multiplicative set SF ⊆ R consisting of all idempo-
tents eI with I ∈ F where eI(i) = 1 if i ∈ I, eI(i) = 0 otherwise.
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We define RF = S−1
F R. This is a quotient of R as all the elements in SF are idempotents.

Taking tensor product with RF over R is an exact functor. Since F is non-principal, for any
finite set T ⊆ I, we have RT ⊗R RF

∼= RF, where RT is the quotient of R by elements of
the form (ai)i∈I with ai = 0 for i /∈ T .

The following lemma is easy but extremely useful.

Lemma 4.5.3. Suppose for any i ∈ I, Mi is an O-module with decreasing filtrations of
O-modules Mi ⊇Mi,1 ⊇Mi,2 ⊇ · · · . Then the natural map

∏

i∈I
Mi → lim←−

n

((
∏

i∈I
Mi/Mi,n)⊗R RF)

is surjective. The kernel contains all elements of the form (ai)i∈I such that for any n, there
exists In ∈ F with ai ∈Mi,n for any i ∈ In.
Proof. The description of the kernel follows from the definition of RF. To prove the surjec-
tivity, let lim←−n[(ai,n)i] with ai,n ∈Mi/Mi,n be an element in the projective limit. This means
that for any n, there exists In ∈ F such that ai,n ≡ ai,n+1 mod Mi,n for any i ∈ In. We
may assume In contains In+1 for any n and the intersection of all In is empty. Now for any
i ∈ In \ In+1, let ai ∈ Mi be a lifting of ai,n+1. Set ai = 0 for i /∈ I1. It is easy to see that
(ai)i∈I maps to lim←−n[(ai,n)i]. This finishes the proof of the lemma. �

Note that since O/(̟n) has finite cardinality,

RF/(̟
n) = (

∏

I
O/̟n)⊗R RF

∼= O/(̟n).(5)

As a special case of the previous lemma, we have

Corollary 4.5.4. The inverse limit of (5) gives a surjective map
∏

I O → O. The kernel
contains all (ai)i∈I such that for any n, there exists In ∈ F with ai ∈ (̟n) for any i ∈ In.
4.5.5. We now define patched completed homology. Recall that Sψ,ξ(U

p
QN
Up,O/̟n)m is an

O[∆QN ]-module. Hence Sψ,ξ(U
p
QN
Up,O/̟n)∨m⊗OO∞ is a natural S∞-module. For simplicity,

we denote it by M(Up, N, n). Then
∏

N∈I M(Up, N, n) has a natural R-module structure.

Definition 4.5.6 (Patched completed homology). For any integer n > 0, we define

• Mp,{ξv}
n := lim←−Up(

∏
N∈I M(Up, N, n)/a

nM(Up, N, n)⊗R RF).

• Mp,{ξv}
n,0 := lim←−Up(

∏
N∈I(Sψ,ξ(U

p
QN ,0

Up,O/̟n)∨m ⊗O O∞/b
n)⊗R RF).

• M{ξv}
n := lim←−Up(

∏
I(Sψ,ξ(U

pUp,O/̟n)∨m ⊗O O∞/b
n)⊗R RF).

Here Up runs through all open compact subgroups of D×
p =

∏
v|pGL2(Fv) in all projective

limits above. We note that M
{ξv}
n is nothing but

lim←−
Up

(Sψ,ξ(U
pUp,O/̟n)∨m ⊗O O∞/b

n) =Mψ,ξ(U
p)m ⊗O O∞/b

n

since Sψ,ξ(U
pUp,O/̟n)∨m ⊗O O∞/b

n has finite cardinality.

4.5.7. In the definition of M
p,{ξv}
n ,M

p,{ξv}
n,0 , we can replace the limits taken over all open

compact subgroups of D×
p by over all open subgroups of Kp. From this description, it is
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clear that both patched completed homology are natural O[[Kp]]-modules. The action of
Kp can be extended to D×

p =
∏

v|pGL2(Fv) in the usual way: the action of g ∈ D×
p induces

isomorphisms M(Up, N, n)
∼−→ M(g−1Upg,N, n).

We prove some simple properties of M
p,{ξv}
n . Note that the diagonal action of S∞ on∏

N∈I M(Up, N, n)/a
nM(Up, N, n) defines a natural S∞-module structure on M

p,{ξv}
n .

Proposition 4.5.8. M
p,{ξv}
n is a flat S∞/a

n-module. Moreover the natural maps M
p,{ξv}
n to

M
p,{ξv}
n−1 and M

p,{ξv}
n,0 induce isomorphisms

Mp,{ξv}
n /an−1Mp,{ξv}

n
∼=M

p,{ξv}
n−1 .

Mp,{ξv}
n /a0M

p,{ξv}
n

∼=M
p,{ξv}
n,0 .

Proof. For Up small enough and N > n, M(Up, N, n)/a
nM(Up, N, n) is a flat S∞/a

n-module
by lemma 4.4.2. Hence

∏
N>nM(Up, N, n)/a

nM(Up, N, n) is a flat S∞/a
n-module. Since

⊗RF is an exact functor and S∞/a
n is Artinian, applying lemma 4.4.4, we see that M

p,{ξv}
n

is a flat S∞/a
n-module.

Note that by lemma 4.4.2 again, we have

M(Up, N, n)/a
n−1M(Up, N, n) ∼= M(Up, N, n− 1)/an−1M(Up, N, n− 1).

M(Up, N, n)/(a
n + a0)M(Up, N, n) ∼= Sψ,ξ(U

p
QN ,0

Up,O/̟n)∨m ⊗O O∞/b
n.

Both isomorphisms in the proposition now follow from the first part of lemma 4.4.4 and the
following easy lemma which we omit the proof here. �

Lemma 4.5.9. Let R be a Noetherian ring and M =
∏

i∈I Mi be a product of R-modules
Mi. Then M/IM ∼=

∏
i∈I Mi/IMi for any ideal I of R.

4.5.10. Fix isomorphisms between P (QN) and {1, · · · , 2r} for any N from now on. Then
the map ηN defined in 4.4.5 induces a map:

ηpn :M
p,{ξv}
n,0 → (M{ξv}

n )⊕2r ,

which commutes with the action of D×
p and O[[Kp]].

It is clear that
∏

N R
ps,{ξv}
QN

acts naturally on M
p,{ξv}
n and M

p,{ξv}
n,0 . Let f̃ =

∏
N f̃N ∈∏

N R
ps,{ξv}
QN

where f̃N are defined in proposition 4.4.6. Here all the products are taken over
all N ∈ I and we will keep this convention from now on in this section. The following result
is a direct consequence of proposition 4.4.6 and lemma 4.5.12 below.

Proposition 4.5.11. f̃ 2 kills the kernel and cokernel of ηpn.

Lemma 4.5.12. Let R be a Noetherian ring and {Mi}i∈Z>0 → {Ni}i∈Z>0 be a map between
two projective systems of R-modules. Suppose there exists an element f that kills the kernel
and cokernel ofMi → Ni for any i. Then f

2 kills the kernel and cokernel of lim←−Mi → lim←−Ni.

Proof. Suppose (ai)i ∈ lim←−Ni. There exists bi ∈ Mi mapping to fai ∈ Ni for any i. Then

(fbi)i defines an element in lim←−Mi and maps to f 2(ai)i. The claim for the kernel is clear. �

Corollary 4.5.13. Let M̃
p,{ξv}
n be the image of M

p,{ξv}
n into (M

p,{ξv}
n )f̃ , the localization of

M
p,{ξv}
n by the powers of f̃ . Then M̃

p,{ξv}
n is a finitely generated module over O[[Kp]]. In other
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words, the Pontryagin dual of M̃
p,{ξv}
n is an admissible representation of D×

p . In particular,

M̃
p,{ξv}
n is an object in CD×

p ,ψ
(O).

Proof. For simplicity, we write X for M
p,{ξv}
n . We define a decreasing filtration on X with

FilkX = X, k ≤ 0

FilkX = {x ∈ X, f̃ 2kx ∈ akX} ∩ Filk−1X, k > 0.

Since anX = 0, we have FilkX ⊆ FilnX ⊆ X [f̃ 2n], k ≥ n. Hence f̃ 2n FilkX = 0, k ≥ n. We

claim that f̃ 2n FilkX/f̃ 2n Filk+1X is a finite O[[Kp]]-module for any k. Note that this will

imply f̃ 2nX is a finite O[[Kp]]-module and hence prove the corollary. In fact, we are going
to prove a stronger result:

f̃ 2k+2 FilkX/f̃ 2k+2 Filk+1X

is finite over O[[Kp]] for any k ≤ n− 1.
Consider the map:

ϕk : f̃
2k+2 FilkX → f̃ 2(akX/ak+1X) ⊆ akX/ak+1X

f̃ 2k+2x 7→ f̃ 2(f̃ 2kx).

It is easy to see that ker(ϕk) = f̃ 2k+2 Filk+1X . Hence we get an injective map:

f̃ 2k+2 FilkX/f̃ 2k+2 Filk+1X →֒ f̃ 2(akX/ak+1X).

But X is flat over S∞/a
n. Thus

akX/ak+1X ∼= ak/ak+1 ⊗X/aX ∼= ak/ak+1 ⊗Mp,{ξv}
1,0 .

By the previous proposition, the kernel of ηp1 : M
p,{ξv}
1,0 → M

{ξv}
1 is killed by f̃ 2. The result

follows from the fact that M
{ξv}
1
∼= Mψ,ξ(U

p)m/̟Mψ,ξ(U
p)m is finite over O[[Kp]]. �

We note that the same argument shows that

Lemma 4.5.14. For any integer n > 0 and open subgroup Up of D×
p small enough so that

UpUp is sufficiently small, the cardinality of

f̃N
2n
(M(Up, N, n)/a

nM(Up, N, n))

has a uniform upper bound which is independent of N .

4.6. Patching II: patched deformation rings.

4.6.1. In this subsection, we are going to define a patched (local) deformation ring act-

ing on our patched completed homology. First we consider the action of R
ps,{ξv}
QN

. Denote

R
ps,{ξv}
QN

⊗̂OO∞ by Rps
N and its maximal ideal by m

ps
N . Note that Rps

N acts on M(Up, N, n)
O∞-linearly. We will freely use the notation defined in the previous subsection.

Lemma 4.6.2. For any integer n > 0 and open subgroup Up ⊆ Kp small enough, there exists

a constant C = Cn,Up (independent of N) such that (mps
N f̃N)

C annihilates

M(Up, N, n)/a
nM(Up, N, n)

for any N .
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Proof. This is an immediate consequence of lemma 4.5.14. �

Definition 4.6.3.
Rps,p := lim←−

n

(
∏

N∈I
(Rps

N /(m
ps
N f̃N )

n)⊗R RF).

It follows from the previous lemma that Rps,p acts on M
p,{ξv}
n .

4.6.4. There is a natural surjective map Rps,p → Rps,� := Rps,{ξv}⊗̂O∞ by taking the limits
of ∏

N∈I
(Rps

N /(m
ps
N f̃N)

n)⊗R RF →
∏

N∈I
(Rps,�/(mps,�)n)⊗R RF = Rps,�/(mps,�)n.

Here mps,� denotes the maximal ideal of Rps,�. Denote the prime ideal (qps, b1) of R
ps,� by

qps,� and its pull-back to Rps
N by qpsN . We have

B′ = Rps,{ξv}/qps = Rps,�/qps,� = Rps
N /q

ps
N .

Recall that the integral closure of B′ in its fraction field is A = F[[T ]] (see 4.1.9).
Consider the natural map

∏
N∈I R

ps
N → Rps,p, which is surjective by lemma 4.5.3.

Lemma 4.6.5 (Definition of qps,p). The image of
∏

qpsN ⊆
∏
Rps
N in Rps,p defines a prime

ideal qps,p, which is the pull-back of qps,� via the natural map Rps,p → Rps,�.

Proof. Let Ips be the kernel of
∏

N∈I R
ps
N → Rps,p. It suffices to prove the composite

∏
Rps
N →

Rps,p → Rps,� induces an isomorphism:

(
∏

Rps
N )/(I

ps,
∏

qpsN )
∼−→ Rps,�/qps,� = Rps,{ξv}/qps = B′.

By lemma 4.5.3, Ips is the set of elements (xN )N ∈
∏
Rps
N such that for any n > 0, there

exists an element In ∈ F with xN ∈ (mps
N f̃N)

n for any N ∈ In. Note that the image of f̃N in
Rps
N /q

ps
N = B′ ⊆ A has a uniform bound on its T -adic valuation. It is easy to see that the

image IB′ of Ips in Rps
N /

∏
qpsN =

∏
N B

′ consists of elements {bN}N such that for any n > 0,
there exists an element In ∈ F with bN ∈ (mB′)n for any N ∈ In, where mB′ is the maximal
ideal of B′. By lemma 4.5.3 again (see also corollary 4.5.4), (

∏
N B

′)/IB′ is nothing but B′.
This finishes the proof. �

4.6.6. In 4.2.11, we defined several global universal lifting rings. See the notations there
and also in 4.3. For each N , we fix isomorphisms

R
�P ,{ξv}
ρ̄b,QN

∼= R
{ξv}
ρ̄b,QN

⊗̂OO∞

such that b1 ⊆ O∞ is contained in qb,QN for each i. The natural map R
ps,{ξv}
QN

→ R
{ξv}
ρ̄b,QN

given
by evaluating the universal trace can be extended naturally to anO∞-algebra homomorphism

Rps
N = R

ps,{ξv}
QN

⊗̂OO∞ → R
�P ,{ξv}
ρ̄b,QN

. For simplicity, we write Rb,N for R
�P ,{ξv}
ρ̄b,QN

.

Definition 4.6.7.
Rp
b := (

∏

N∈I
Rb,N)⊗∏

N∈I R
ps
N
Rps,p.

This is a quotient of
∏

N∈I Rb,N .

Lemma 4.6.8 (Definition of qpb ). The image of
∏

N qb,QN ⊆
∏

N∈I Rb,N in Rp
b defines a

prime ideal qpb of Rp
b . Its pull-back to Rps,p is qps,p. Moreover Rp

b/q
p
b is naturally isomorphic

to B = Rb,N/qb,QN (defined in the beginning of subsection 4.3).
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Proof. We use the notations in the proof of the previous lemma. Then

Rp
b/q

p
b = (

∏

N∈I
Rb,N)/(I

ps,
∏

N

qb,QN ) = (
∏

N

B)/(IB′) ∼= B.

The last isomorphism follows from the explicit description of IB′ and the fact B is a finite
B′-algebra. �

Definition 4.6.9. For any positive integer n, we let qps,[n] be the image of
∏

N(q
ps
N )

n ⊆∏
N R

ps
N in Rps,p. Similarly, we define q

[n]
b as the image of

∏
N qnb,QN ⊆

∏
N Rb,N in Rp

b .

Remark 4.6.10. By definition, we have

• qps,[1] = qps,p, q
[1]
b = q

p
b .

• (qps,p)n ⊆ qps,[n].

It is likely true that the inclusion above is an equality 1. However we don’t quite need this.
For our purpose, the following lemma is enough.

Lemma 4.6.11. For any positive integers n, j and open subgroup Up of D×
p , the images of∏

N(q
ps
N )

j and (
∏

N qpsN )
j in the endomorphism ring of

∏

N∈I
f̃N

2n
(M(Up, N, n)/a

nM(Up, N, n))⊗RRF = f̃ 2n(
∏

N∈I
M(Up, N, n)/a

nM(Up, N, n)⊗RRF)

are the same.

Proof. By lemma 4.5.14, there is a uniform upper bound C on the cardinality of

f̃N
2n
(M(Up, N, n)/a

nM(Up, N, n))

for all N . The lemma is clear as there are only finitely many isomorphism classes of triples
(M,R, I) where M is a finite group of cardinality at most C, R is a commutative subring of
the endomorphism ring of M and I ⊂ R is an ideal. �

4.6.12. Recall that in proposition 2.3.2 and corollary 2.3.8, we proved that there exist
elements cN ∈ Rps

N for N > 0 such that

• For any n, we may find a constant kn (which is N in proposition 2.3.2) independent of
N such that cknN kills the kernel and cokernel of the map Rps

N /(q
ps
N )

n → Rb,N/(qb,QN )
n.

• The image c′ of cN in Rps
N /q

ps
N = B′ →֒ A is non-zero and independent of N .

To be more precise, we take Γ = GF,S∪QN ,Γ0 = GF,S, ρ0 = ρ(q)o in the setup of proposition
2.3.2 and I be the kernel of Rps → Rps,{ξv} in corollary 2.3.8.

We define c̃ to be image of (cN )N ∈
∏

N R
ps
N in Rps,p. It is easy to see that c̃ mod qps,p is

equal to c′ 6= 0. A direct corollary of the above discussion is

Corollary 4.6.13.

(1) c̃ /∈ qps,p.
(2) For any n, there exists an integer kn such that c̃kn kills the kernel and cokernel of the

natural map Rps,p/qps,[n] → Rp
b /q

[n]
b .

1This is actually proved in a slightly different context in a recent paper [NT20, Lemma 4.21] by Newton-
Thorne. I believe their argument works in our setting.
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(3) Let ̂(Rps,p)[qps,p] (resp. ̂(Rp
b )[qpb ]) denote the completion of the localization (Rps,p)qps,p

(resp. (Rp
b )qpb ) with respect to the topology with a system of open neighborhoods of

zero given by (qps,[n])n>0 (resp. (q
[n]
b )n>0). Then

̂(Rps,p)[qps,p] ∼= ̂(Rp
b )[qpb ].

Proof. The first part is clear and the last part follows directly from the first two parts. As
for the second part, consider the natural map

∏

N

Rps
N /(q

ps
N )

n →
∏

N

Rb,N/(qb,QN )
n,

whose kernel and cokernel are killed by the kn-th power of (cN)N . We obtain the desired
results by taking tensor product of this map with Rps,p over

∏
N R

ps
N . �

4.6.14. We still need to relate these patched (global) deformation rings with some local
deformation ring. By the construction in proposition 4.3.2, for any N , we have a map

R
{ξv}
loc [[x1, · · · , xg]]→ R

�P ,{ξv}
ρ̄b,QN

= Rb,N

sending xi to qb,QN and qb,QN/(q
2
b,QN

, q
{ξv}
loc , x1, · · · , xg) is killed by some element f ′ ∈ B with

ℓ(A/(f ′)) < C. It is clear that we can take one f ′ 6= 0 which works for all N . It is easy to

see that (f ′)n kills qnb,QN/(q
n+1
b,QN

, (q
{ξv}
loc , x1, · · · , xg)n).

Definition 4.6.15. We define

R{ξv}
∞ := R

{ξv}
loc [[x1, · · · , xg]]

and q
{ξv}
∞ to be its prime ideal generated by q

{ξv}
loc , x1, · · · , xg.

Proposition 4.6.16. For any n > 0, the diagonal map R
{ξv}
∞ →

∏
N∈I Rb,N induces a

natural map
R{ξv}

∞ → Rp
b

which sends (q
{ξv}
∞ )n into q

[n]
b . Moreover, the B(=Rp

b/q
p
b )-module q

[n]
b /(q

[n+1]
b , (q

{ξv}
∞ )n) is killed

by (f ′)n 6= 0.

Proof. The first claim is clear. We will only show that q
[n]
b /(q

[n+1]
b , (q

{ξv}
∞ )n) is killed by (f ′)n

when n = 1. The general case is the same. Since the cokernel of the composite map
∏

N

(q{ξv}∞ /(q{ξv}∞ )2)→
∏

N

(qb,QN/(qb,QN )
2)→ q

p
b/q

[2]
b

is killed by f ′, it suffices to show that the image of q
{ξv}
∞ /(q

{ξv}
∞ )2 → qpb/q

[2]
b is equal to the

image of
∏

N(q
{ξv}
∞ /(q

{ξv}
∞ )2) → q

p
b/q

[2]
b . Note this latter map is a homomorphism between∏

N R
{ξv}
∞ /q

{ξv}
∞ =

∏
N B-modules, and the action of

∏
N B on the target factors through

Rp
b/q

p
b = B. Thus it is enough to show that the composite map

q{ξv}∞ /(q{ξv}∞ )2 →
∏

N

(q{ξv}∞ /(q{ξv}∞ )2)→
∏

N

(q{ξv}∞ /(q{ξv}∞ )2)⊗∏
N B B(6)

is surjective. Here the first map is given by the diagonal embedding and B is viewed as

a
∏
B-algebra by identifying them with Rp

b/q
p
b and

∏
N R

{ξv}
∞ /q

{ξv}
∞ . Explicitly, the map
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∏
N B → B is the one considered in lemma 4.5.3 with Mi = B and Mi,n = mn

B where mB

is the maximal ideal of B. Note that the composite map (6) is clearly an isomorphism if

q
{ξv}
∞ /(q

{ξv}
∞ )2 is a finite free B-module. In general, we can get the surjectivity by writing

q
{ξv}
∞ /(q

{ξv}
∞ )2 as a quotient of a finite free B-module. �

Corollary 4.6.17. Let
̂

(R
{ξv}
∞ )

q
{ξv}
∞

be the q
{ξv}
∞ -adic completion of (R

{ξv}
∞ )

q
{ξv}
∞

. Then we have

a surjective local homomorphism:

̂
(R

{ξv}
∞ )

q
{ξv}
∞

։ ̂(Rp
b )[qpb ] (

∼= ̂(Rps,p)[qps,p]).

Proof. The only non-trivial part is the surjectivity. We have the following commutative
diagram:

0→ ((q
{ξv}
∞ )n/(q

{ξv}
∞ )n+1)

q
{ξv}
∞

(R
{ξv}
∞ /(q

{ξv}
∞ )n+1)

q
{ξv}
∞

(R
{ξv}
∞ /(q

{ξv}
∞ )n)

q
{ξv}
∞
→ 0

0 −→ (q
[n]
b /q

[n+1]
b )qpb (Rp

b/q
[n+1]
b )qpb (Rp

b /q
[n]
b )qpb −→ 0.

πn+1 πn

The first vertical arrow is surjective by the previous proposition. So an induction on n shows
that πn is surjective for any n and kernels of πn form a projective system with surjective
transition maps. This clearly implies the surjectivity of the limit of πn. �

4.7. Patching III: An application of Paškūnas’ theory and the local-global com-
patibility result.

4.7.1. In subsection 3.5, we attach a block Bm of D×
p to the maximal ideal m of Hecke

algebra. By Theorem 3.5.5, Mψ,ξ(U
p)m ∈ CD×

p ,ψ
(O)Bm. From this, it is clear from the proof

of corollary 4.5.13 that M̃
p,{ξv}
n ∈ CD×

p ,ψ
(O)Bm. Recall that M̃

p,{ξv}
n is defined to be the

image of M
p,{ξv}
n into (M

p,{ξv}
n )f̃ . Similarly, we denote the image of M

p,{ξv}
n,0 into (M

p,{ξv}
n,0 )f̃

by M̃
p,{ξv}
n,0 . Let PBm

be the projective generator of Bm. See 3.5 for the notations here.

Definition 4.7.2. For any positive integer n, we define

• m̃
p,{ξv}
n := HomC

D×
p ,ψ

(O)(PBm
, M̃

p,{ξv}
n ).

• m̃
p,{ξv}
n,0 := HomC

D×
p ,ψ

(O)(PBm
, M̃

p,{ξv}
n,0 ).

• m{ξv} := HomC
D×
p ,ψ

(O)(PBm
,Mψ(U

p)m).

• m
{ξv}
n := HomC

D×
p ,ψ

(O)(PBm
,M

{ξv}
n ) ∼= m{ξv} ⊗O O∞/b

n.

4.7.3. By our local-global compatibility result (corollary 3.5.10), m{ξv} is a faithful, finitely
generated Tψ,ξ(Up)m-module. We note that HomC

D×
p ,ψ

(O)(PBm
, ·) is an exact functor from

CD×
p ,ψ

(O)Bm to the category of right pseudo-compact EBm
-modules (see 3.4.3).

Lemma 4.7.4. In the following statements, for any R
ps,{ξv}
QN

-moduleM , we useMf̃ to denote

its localization by powers of f̃ .
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(1) (m̃
p,{ξv}
n )f̃ is a flat S∞/a

n-module and there are natural isomorphisms

(m̃
p,{ξv}
n+1 )f̃/a

n(m̃
p,{ξv}
n+1 )f̃

∼= (m̃p,{ξv}
n )f̃ .

(2) The isomorphism in proposition 4.5.8 and ηpn in 4.5.10 induce isomorphisms:

(m̃p,{ξv}
n )f̃/a0(m̃

p,{ξv}
n )f̃

∼= (m̃
p,{ξv}
n,0 )f̃

∼= (m{ξv}
n )⊕2r

f̃
.

Proof. For any finitely generated S∞/a
n-module N , it is easy to see that

m̃p,{ξv}
n ⊗S∞/an N ∼= HomC

D×
p ,ψ

(O)(PBm
, M̃p,{ξv}

n ⊗S∞/an N).

The isomorphism in the first part now follows from proposition 4.5.8. Again by proposition

4.5.8, M
p,{ξv}
n is flat over S∞/a

n. Hence for any short exact sequence of finitely generated
S∞/a

n-modules 0→ N ′ → N → N ′′ → 0,

0→ M̃p,{ξv}
n ⊗S∞/an N

′ → M̃p,{ξv}
n ⊗S∞/an N → M̃p,{ξv}

n ⊗S∞/an N
′′ → 0

is exact up to f̃ -torsion. Applying the exact functor HomC
D×
p ,ψ

(O)(PBm
, ·) and inverting f̃ ,

we deduce easily that (m̃
p,{ξv}
n )f̃ is a flat S∞/a

n-module.

By definition, the kernel of m̃
p,{ξv}
n /a0m̃

p,{ξv}
n → m̃

p,{ξv}
n,0 is killed by powers of f̃ . This

proves the first isomorphism in the second part. The second isomorphism follows directly
from proposition 4.5.11. �

Corollary 4.7.5. In definition 4.6.3, we defined a Rps,p-module structure on M
p,{ξv}
n hence

also on M̃
p,{ξv}
n , m̃

p,{ξv}
n . Then the localization (m̃

p,{ξv}
n )qps,p of m̃

p,{ξv}
n at qps,p is flat over

S∞/a
n and we have isomorphisms:

(m̃
p,{ξv}
n+1 )qps,p/a

n(m̃
p,{ξv}
n+1 )qps,p ∼= (m̃p,{ξv}

n )qps,p ;

(m̃p,{ξv}
n )qps,p/a0(m̃

p,{ξv}
n )qps,p ∼= (m̃

p,{ξv}
n,0 )qps,p ∼= (m{ξv}

n )⊕2r

qps,p .

Proof. In view of the previous lemma, it suffices to prove that the image of f̃ =
∏
f̃N in

Rps,p/qps,p = B′ is non-zero. Let
∏

N f̃N be the image of f̃ in
∏

N∈I(R
ps
N /q

ps
N ) =

∏
N B

′. By
proposition 4.4.6, A/(f̄N) has a uniform bounded length for all N . Note that the natural
map

∏
N B

′ → Rps,p/qps,p = B′ is the one considered in the proof of lemma 4.6.5. The image

of
∏

N f̃N in B′ is non-zero by the explicit description of the kernel of this map there. �

Definition 4.7.6. For any n > 0, we define

(1) mp,{ξv}
n := lim←−

k

(m̃p,{ξv}
n )qps,p/q

ps,[k](m̃p,{ξv}
n )qps,p , the completion of (m̃

p,{ξv}
n )qps,p with re-

spect to the system of ideals (qps,[k])k>0. See lemma 4.7.8 below for an equivalent
definiton.

(2) m
p,{ξv}
n,0 := lim←−

k

(m̃
p,{ξv}
n,0 )qps,p/q

ps,[k](m̃
p,{ξv}
n,0 )qps,p , the completion of (m̃

p,{ξv}
n,0 )qps,p with re-

spect to the system of ideals (qps,[k])k>0.

(3) m{ξv}
∞ := lim←−

k

m
p,{ξv}
k .

(4) m
{ξv}
0 := the q-adic completion of (m{ξv})q as a Tψ,ξ(Up)q-module. Recall that q is a

prime ideal of Tψ,ξ(Up)m defined in 4.1.9.
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Clearly ̂(Rps,p)[qps,p] hence
̂

(R
{ξv}
∞ )

q
{ξv}
∞

(by corollary 4.6.17) act on these spaces.

The main result of this subsection is

Proposition 4.7.7. (1) m
{ξv}
∞ is a finitely generated

̂
(R

{ξv}
∞ )

q
{ξv}
∞

-module.

(2) m
{ξv}
∞ is a flat S∞-module. Moreover, the isomorphisms in corollary 4.7.5 induce

m{ξv}
∞ /a1m

{ξv}
∞
∼= (m

{ξv}
0 )⊕2r .

Proof. In view of the second part of lemma 4.4.4 and Theorem 8.4 of [Mat89], the proposition
is a direct consequence of the following lemma. �

Lemma 4.7.8.

(1) m
p,{ξv}
n is isomorphic to the qps,p-adic completion of (m̃

p,{ξv}
n )qps,p.

(2) m
p,{ξv}
1 is a finitely generated ̂(Rps,p)[qps,p]-module.

(3) For each n > 0, m
p,{ξv}
n is a flat S∞/a

n-module and there are natural isomorphisms

m
p,{ξv}
n+1 /anm

p,{ξv}
n+1

∼= mp,{ξv}
n .

mp,{ξv}
n /a1m

p,{ξv}
n

∼= (m
p,{ξv}
0 /̟nm

p,{ξv}
0 )⊕2r .

4.7.9. To prove this lemma, we need some more notations. For v|p, let Rps,χ
v be the

universal deformation ring which parametrizes all two-dimensional pseudo-representations

of GFv which lifts 1 + χ̄|GFv with determinant χ. Put Rps
p =

⊗̂
v|pR

ps,χ
v . By corollary 3.5.10,

m{ξv} is a finitely generated Rps
p -module.

Note that there are two actions of Rps
p on m̃

p,{ξv}
n : one comes from the center of EBm

(see
3.4.3 for notations here), one comes from mapping Rps

p diagonally into
∏

N R
ps
N . We will

always view m̃
p,{ξv}
n as a Rps

p -module by the second action. It follows from Theorem 3.5.5

and the proof of corollary 4.5.13 that m̃
p,{ξv}
n is finitely generated over Rps

p .

Definition 4.7.10. We define Rn to be the image of Rps,p in EndRps
p
(m̃

p,{ξv}
n ). This is a

natural Rps
p -algebra.

4.7.11. It is clear that Rn is a finite Rps
p -algebra hence a noetherian ring. We claim that

the kernel of Rps,p → EndRps
p
(m̃

p,{ξv}
n ) is contained in qps,p, so that qps,p defines a prime ideal

qn of Rn. It suffices to show that

(m̃p,{ξv}
n )qps,p 6= 0.

By corollary 4.7.5, we only need to check (m
{ξv}
n )qps,p 6= 0. Note that m

{ξv}
n /bm

{ξv}
n

∼=
m{ξv}/̟m{ξv} and the action of Rps,p on it factors through Tψ,ξ(Up)m. Also it follows from
lemma 4.6.5 that qps,p is the pull-back of q ∈ SpecTψ,ξ(Up)m. Thus

(m̃{ξv}
n /bm̃{ξv}

n )qps,p = (m̃{ξv}/̟m̃{ξv})q 6= 0

because q contains ̟ and m is a faithful finitely generated Tψ,ξ(Up)m-module.

Proof of lemma 4.7.8. For any positive integer j, let q
[j]
n be the image of qps,[j] in Rn. Recall

that this is also the image of
∏

N(q
ps
N )

j . We claim that q
[j]
n = qjn. This will imply our first

assertion in the lemma.
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Let mp be the maximal ideal of Rps
p . Both q

[j]
n and qjn are finite Rps

p -modules, hence
naturally profinite groups by the mp-adic topology. In particular, they are compact.

In the proof of corollary 4.5.13, we showed that f̃ 2nM
p,{ξv}
n is a finite O[[Kp]]-module.

Therefore we can find an integer C ≥ 2n such that f̃CM
p,{ξv}
n has no f̃ -torsion. The mul-

tiplication by f̃C induces a natural isomorphism between M̃
p,{ξv}
n and f̃CM

p,{ξv}
n . We also

note that the O[[Kp]]-module structure makes f̃CM
p,{ξv}
n into a natural profinite group.

Recall that in 4.5.6, we definedM
p,{ξv}
n as lim←−Up(

∏
N∈I M(Up, N, n)/a

nM(Up, N, n)⊗RRF).

LetM(Up, C) be the image of f̃CM
p,{ξv}
n in

∏
N∈I M(Up, N, n)/a

nM(Up, N, n)⊗RRF. Clearly

M(Up, C) is contained in f̃C(
∏

N∈I M(Up, N, n)/a
nM(Up, N, n) ⊗R RF), which is of finite

cardinality by lemma 4.5.14. Since f̃CM
p,{ξv}
n is compact, we have

M̃p,{ξv}
n

∼= f̃CMp,{ξv}
n

∼= lim←−
Up

M(Up, C).

It follows from lemma 4.6.11 that q
[j]
n and qjn have the same images in the endomorphism

rings of M(Up, C). Taking the limits over Up and using the compactness of q
[j]
n and qjn, we

conclude that they are equal.

As a consequence, m
p,{ξv}
n is isomorphic to the qn-adic completion of (m̃

p,{ξv}
n )qn as a (Rn)qn-

module. Since m̃
p,{ξv}
n is a finitely generated module over Rps

p hence also finitely generated
over the noetherian ring Rn, we have (Theorem 8.7 [Mat89])

mp,{ξv}
n

∼= m̃p,{ξv}
n ⊗Rn (̂Rn)qn .

Here (̂Rn)qn is the qn-adic completion of (Rn)qn , which is flat over Rn (Theorem 8.8 ibid.).
The third part of the lemma now follows directly from corollary 4.7.5. The second part

holds as (̂Rn)qn is a quotient of ̂(Rps,p)[qps,p] (Theorem 8.1 ibid.) and m
p,{ξv}
1 is a finite (̂R1)q1-

module. �

4.7.12. Recall that in the beginning of subsection 4.5, we define S ′
∞ ⊆ O∞[[∆∞]] to be the

closure (under the profinite topology) of the O∞-subalgebra generated by all elements of the
form g + g−1, g = (0, · · · , 0, a, 0 · · · , 0) ∈ ∆∞ and ideal a′1 = a1 ∩ S ′

∞.

Lemma 4.7.13. S ′
∞ is contained in the image of

̂
(R

{ξv}
∞ )

q
{ξv}
∞
→ End(m

{ξv}
∞ ). Moreover a′1 is

contained in the image of ker(
̂

(R
{ξv}
∞ )q{ξv} → ̂(Rps,{ξv})qps) induced by the map Rps,p → Rps,{ξv}

(see 4.6.4), where ̂(Rps,{ξv})qps denotes the qps-adic completion of (Rps,{ξv})qps.

Proof. This follows from proposition 4.4.8. �

In other words, since S ′
∞
∼= O[[y1, · · · , y4|P |−1, s

′
1, · · · , s′r]], we may choose a lifting S ′

∞ →
̂

(R
{ξv}
∞ )q{ξv} with a′1 mapping into ker(

̂
(R

{ξv}
∞ )q{ξv} → ̂(Rps,{ξv})qps).

4.8. Proof of Theorem 4.1.7.
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4.8.1. We first summarize what we have done so far in the following commutative diagram:

S ′
∞ S∞

̂
(R

{ξv}
∞ )

q
{ξv}
∞

EndS∞(m
{ξv}
∞ )

̂(Rps,{ξv})qps T̂q EndO(m
{ξv}
0 ),

πR

where the dashed arrow exists by lemma 4.7.13 and the image of a′1 is contained in ker(πR).
In addition, we have

• m
{ξv}
∞ is a finitely generated

̂
(R

{ξv}
∞ )

q
{ξv}
∞

-module.

• m
{ξv}
∞ is a flat S∞-module and m

{ξv}
∞ /a1m

{ξv}
∞ ∼= (m

{ξv}
0 )⊕2r .

• m
{ξv}
0 = ̂(m{ξv})q ∼= (m{ξv})q ⊗Tq

T̂q is a finitely generated faithful T̂q-module. By

Theorem 3.6.1, each irreducible component of T̂q has dimension at least 2[F : Q].

Let (R{ξv})′ be
̂

(R
{ξv}
∞ )

q
{ξv}
∞
⊗S′

∞
S∞. This is also a local ring with T̂q as a natural quotient

by mapping S∞ to S∞/a1 = O. Hence dim(R{ξv})′(m
{ξv}
0 ) = dimT̂q

(m
{ξv}
0 ) is at least 2[F :

Q]. Note that y1, · · · , y4|P |−1, s1, · · · , sr ∈ a1 form a regular sequence of m
{ξv}
∞ . We see

immediately from these results that

Lemma 4.8.2. dim(R{ξv})′(m
{ξv}
∞ ) ≥ 4|P | − 1 + r + 2[F : Q].

On the other hand, by proposition 4.2.4 and lemma 4.2.6, we have

Lemma 4.8.3.
̂

(R
{ξv}
∞ )

q
{ξv}
∞

is equidimensional of dimension 4|P | − 1 + r + 2[F : Q].

As a corollary (R{ξv})′ is also equidimensional of dimension 4|P | − 1 + r + 2[F : Q] since

it is finite free over
̂

(R
{ξv}
∞ )

q
{ξv}
∞

. Combining this with lemma 4.8.2, we deduce that

Corollary 4.8.4. The support Supp ̂
(R

{ξv}
∞ )

q
{ξv}
∞

(m
{ξv}
∞ ) contains at least one irreducible com-

ponent of
̂

(R
{ξv}
∞ )

q
{ξv}
∞

and any minimal prime of Supp ̂
(R

{ξv}
∞ )

q
{ξv}
∞

(m
{ξv}
∞ ) has characteristic

zero.

Proof. The first claim is clear as (R{ξv})′ is finite over
̂

(R
{ξv}
∞ )

q
{ξv}
∞

, hence

dim ̂
(R

{ξv}
∞ )

q
{ξv}
∞

(m{ξv}
∞ ) = dim(R{ξv})′(m

{ξv}
∞ ) = 4|P | − 1 + r + 2[F : Q] = dim

̂
(R

{ξv}
∞ )

q
{ξv}
∞

.

The second claim comes from the fact that m
{ξv}
∞ is flat over O. �

Lemma 4.8.5. Theorem 4.1.7 holds if m
{ξv}
∞ has full support on

̂
(R

{ξv}
∞ )

q
{ξv}
∞

.
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Proof. As we mentioned before, the natural map
̂

(R
{ξv}
∞ )

q
{ξv}
∞
→ ̂(Rps,{ξv})qps extends to a

map (R{ξv})′ → ̂(Rps,{ξv})qps by sending S∞ to S∞/a1 = O. Let p0 be a prime of ̂(Rps,{ξv})qps

and denote its pull-back to
̂

(R
{ξv}
∞ )

q
{ξv}
∞

by p1. It is easy to see that there is a unique prime

p′1 of (R
{ξv})′ above p1, which is nothing but p0∩ (R{ξv})′. Since p1 is in the support of m

{ξv}
∞

over
̂

(R
{ξv}
∞ )

q
{ξv}
∞

, we see that p′1 ∈ Supp(R{ξv})′(m
{ξv}
∞ ). Notice that a1 ⊆ p′1. Thus

p′1 ∈ Supp(R{ξv})′(m
{ξv}
∞ /a1m

{ξv}
∞ ) = Supp(R{ξv})′(m

{ξv}
0 ).

But the action of (R{ξv})′ on m
{ξv}
0 factors through ̂(Rps,{ξv})qps. Hence

p0 ∈ Supp ̂(Rps,{ξv})qps
(m

{ξv}
0 ).

Since this works for all primes p0 ∈ Spec ̂(Rps,{ξv})qps , we conclude that m
{ξv}
0 has full support

on ̂(Rps,{ξv})qps . Thus ̂(Rps,{ξv})qps → T̂q has nilpotent kernel. Note that this map is the qps-
adic completion of (Rps,{ξv})qps → Tq. Hence (R

ps,{ξv})qps → Tq also has nilpotent kernel. �

4.8.6. Now we can prove Theorem 4.1.7 when ξv are all non-trivial. In this case, it

follows from proposition 4.2.4 and lemma 4.2.6 that
̂

(R
{ξv}
∞ )

q
{ξv}
∞

is irreducible. Hence m
{ξv}
∞

has full support on
̂

(R
{ξv}
∞ )

q
{ξv}
∞

. The previous lemma implies Theorem 4.1.7 directly.

4.8.7. In general, we use Taylor’s trick in [Tay08]. Let ξ′v : k(v) → O× be non-trivial
characters of p-power order for v /∈ S \ Σp. Then the product of ξ′v can be viewed as a
character ξ′ of Up (defined in 4.1.2) and we can define completed cohomology Sψ,ξ′(U

p),
Sψ,ξ′(U

p, E/O) and Hecke algebra T′ := Tψ,ξ′(Up) as in subsection 3.7.

Lemma 4.8.8. Tv − (1 + χ(Frobv)), v /∈ S and ̟ generate a maximal ideal m′ of T′.

Proof. This is equivalent with saying that Sψ,ξ′(U
p,F)[m′] is non-zero. Since ξv ≡ ξ′v mod ̟,

we have Sψ,ξ′(U
p,F)[m′] = Sψ,ξ(U

p,F)[m], which is non-zero by our assumption. �

4.8.9. Therefore we get a non-zero surjective map Rps,{ξ′v} → T′
m′ . Note that Rps,{ξ′v}/(̟) ∼=

Rps,{ξv}/(̟) as both rings represent the same universal problem. Under this isomorphism,
qps can be viewed as a prime ideal q′ps of Rps,{ξ′v} as ̟ ∈ qps. The same argument of the
previous lemma shows that q′ps comes from a prime ideal q′ of T′.

It is clear from the proof of proposition 4.3.2 that the same set of Taylor-Wiles primes
QN will also satisfy proposition 4.3.2 with ξv replaced by ξ′v, and we can choose the map

R
{ξ′v}
loc [[x1, · · · , xg]] → R

�P ,{ξ′v}
ρ̄b,QN

in proposition 4.3.2 to be the same as R
{ξv}
loc [[x1, · · · , xg]] →

R
�P ,{ξv}
ρ̄b,QN

after reducing mod ̟, under the isomorphism R
{ξ′v}
loc /(̟) ∼= R

{ξv}
loc /(̟) and the one

similar for R
�P ,{ξ′v}
ρ̄b,QN

/(̟). Thus we can use the same primes to patch our completed homology
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and get a diagram as in the beginning of this subsection:

̂
(R

{ξ′v}∞ )
q
{ξ′v}
∞

EndS∞(m
{ξ′v}∞ )

̂(Rps,{ξ′v})q′ps T̂′
q′ EndO(m

{ξ′v}
0 ).

π′
R

Moreover, we have the following commutative diagram

̂
(R

{ξ′v}∞ )
q
{ξ′v}
∞

/(̟) EndS∞(m
{ξ′v}∞ /̟m

{ξ′v}∞ )

̂
(R

{ξv}
∞ )

q
{ξv}
∞

/(̟) EndS∞(m
{ξv}
∞ /̟m

{ξv}
∞ )

∼= ∼=

under the natural isomorphisms
̂

(R
{ξ′v}∞ )

q
{ξ′v}
∞

/(̟) ∼= ̂
(R

{ξv}
∞ )

q
{ξv}
∞

/(̟) and m
{ξ′v}∞ /̟m

{ξ′v}∞ ∼=

m
{ξv}
∞ /̟m

{ξv}
∞ . Since ξ′v are all non-trivial, m

{ξ′v}∞ has full support on
̂

(R
{ξ′v}∞ )

q
{ξ′v}
∞

by our

previous result. Hence m
{ξv}
∞ /̟m

{ξv}
∞ also has full support on

̂
(R

{ξv}
∞ )

q
{ξv}
∞

/(̟) by the above

diagram. By corollary 4.8.4, any minimal prime of the support of m
{ξv}
∞ on

̂
(R

{ξv}
∞ )

q
{ξv}
∞

has

characteristic zero. It follows from proposition 4.2.4 that all minimal primes of
̂

(R
{ξv}
∞ )

q
{ξv}
∞

are in the support. Theorem 4.1.7 now follows from lemma 4.8.5.

5. A generalization of results of Skinner-Wiles I

In this section, we prove the modularity of some ordinary representations and some finite-
ness results, which partially generalize the work of Skinner-Wiles in [SW99]. We follow the
beautiful method of [SW99] by establishing some “R = T” results for ordinary represen-
tations. One main difference in the proof is that we adopt Taylor’s Ihara avoidance trick
[Tay08] rather than the original level raising argument in [SW99]. Our main result (Theorem
5.1.2 below) completely removes the assumption in [SW99] that the reduction of ψv,1 modulo
̟ is 1 for all v|p (see the statement of Theorem 5.1.2 for the notation here). This requires
some new results 5.6 on the existence of certain Eisenstein maximal ideal of the ordinary
Hecke algebra.

The main result of this section will be a key ingredient of our proof of the modularity
in the non-ordinary case (in section 7). In fact, we will use these ordinary points to find
enough pro-modular points to apply the result in the previous section. See section 7 for
more details here. We note that the method in this subsection does not work (at least so
far) in the non-ordinary case. This is because p-adic local Langlands correspondence is only
established for GL2(Qp). However one main step 5.7.6 in the proof is to bound the p-part
of the class group by taking suitable field extension, in which p might not be split. On the
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other hand, Hida theory works well for all finite extensions of Qp hence is more flexible with
base change. This is why the ordinary case can be handled directly.

The case we exclude here (χ̄|GFv = 1, v|p) will be treated in section 6.

5.1. Statement of the main results.

5.1.1. In this subsection, F denotes an abelian totally real extension of Q in which p
is unramified. Let S be a finite set of finite places containing all places above p. Let
χ : GF,S → O× be a continuous character such that

• χ(c) = −1 for any complex conjugation c ∈ GF,S.
• χ̄, the reduction of χ modulo ̟, can be extended to a character of GQ.
• χ̄|GFv 6= 1 for any v|p.
• χ|GFv is de Rham for any v|p. In other words, χ = εkψ0 with k an integer and ψ0 a
character of finite order.

Consider the universal deformation ring Rps,ord which pro-represents the functor from C f
O

to the category of sets sending R to the set of two-dimensional pseudo-representations T of
GF,S over R such that T is a lifting of 1 + χ̄ with determinant χ and T |GFv is reducible for
any v|p, i.e. x(σ, τ) = 0 for any σ, τ ∈ GFv , v|p, cf. 2.1.6. Denote the universal pseudo-
representation by T univ : GF,S → Rps,ord.

Since χ̄|GFv 6= 1, we have T univ|GFv = ψunivv,1 +ψunivv,2 for some characters ψunivv,1 , ψunivv,2 : GFv →
(Rps,ord)× which are liftings of 1, χ̄|GFv respectively. (Using the notation in 2.1.6, ψunivv,1 =

a|GFv and ψunivv,2 = d|GFv .) By the class field theory, ψunivv,1 |IFv induces a homomorphism

O[[O×
Fv
(p)]]→ Rps,ord for any v|p. Here O×

Fv
(p) denotes the p-adic completion of O×

Fv
. Taking

the completed tensor product over O for all v|p, we get a map:

ΛF :=
⊗̂

v|p
O[[O×

Fv
(p)]]→ Rps,ord.

Now we can state the main results of this section:

Theorem 5.1.2. Under the assumptions for F, χ as above, we have

(1) Rps,ord is a finite ΛF -algebra.
(2) For any maximal ideal p of Rps,ord[1

p
], we denote the associated semi-simple represen-

tation GF,S → GL2(k(p)) by ρ(p) (see 2.1.6). Assume
• ρ(p) is irreducible.

• For any v|p, ρ(p)|GFv ∼=
(
ψv,1 ∗
0 ψv,2

)
such that ψv,1 is de Rham and has strictly

less Hodge-Tate number than ψv,2 for any embedding Fv →֒ Qp.
Then ρ(p) comes from a twist of a Hilbert modular form.

Remark 5.1.3. The condition that p is unramified in F can be weakened. However we
decide to impose this condition here as this can simplify some arguments.

5.2. Hida families. As we remarked before, roughly speaking, the main results are proved
by identifying Rps,ord with some ordinary Hecke algebra. We first collect some basic results
for Hida families.
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5.2.1. In this subsection, let F be a totally real field of even degree over Q in which p is
unramified and D be a totally definite quaternion algebra over F which splits at all finite
places. We fix isomorphisms D ⊗F Fv ∼=M2(Fv) for any finite place v.

Let S be a finite set of places of F that contains all places above p and Up =
∏

v∤p Uv be

an open compact subgroup of
∏

v∤pGL2(OFv) such that Uv = GL2(OFv) for v /∈ S. For any

positive integer c and v|p, we denote

Iw1(v
c) = {g ∈ GL2(OFv), g ≡

(
1 ∗
0 1

)
mod ̟c

v},

and Up(c) = Up
∏

v|p Iw1(v
c), an open compact subgroup of GL2(A∞

F ).

Fix a continuous character ψ : (A∞
F )×/F×

>>0((A
∞
F )× ∩ Up) → O× such that ψ(ap) =

NF/Q(ap)
−w for some integer w and all ap in some open subgroup of O×

F,p. Here NF/Q : O×
F,p →

Z×
p → E× is the usual norm map. Recall that in 3.1.4, for (~k, ~w) ∈ ZHom(F,Qp)

>1 × ZHom(F,Qp)

such that kσ + 2wσ = w + 2 independent of σ ∈ Hom(F,Qp), we defined an algebraic
representation τ(~k,~w) of D

×
p = (D ⊗Qp)

× on

W(~k,~w),E =
⊗

σ:F→E

(Symkσ−2(E2)⊗ det wσ).

By abuse of notation, for any topological O-algebra A, we use τ(~k,~w) to denote the represen-

tation on W(~k,~w),A =
⊗

σ:F→E(Sym
kσ−2(A2)⊗ det wσ). Then we can define S(~k,~w),ψ(U

p(c), A)

as in 3.1. Note that as we discussed in 3.1.4, S(~k,~w),ψ(U
p(c), E) can be considered as a space

of automorphic forms.
For any γ ∈ OF,p ∩ (F ⊗Qp)

×, we define 〈γ〉 ∈ EndA(S(~k,~w),ψ(U
p(c), A)) to be the double

coset action

〈γ〉 = (
∏

σ∈Hom(F,Qp)

σ(γ)−wσ)Up(c)

(
γ 0
0 1

)
Up(c).

Explicitly, since Up(c)

(
γ 0
0 1

)
Up(c) =

⊔
α∈OF,p/(γ)

(
γ α
0 1

)
Up(c),

(〈γ〉 · f)(g) =
∏

σ∈Hom(F,Qp)

σ(γ)−wσ
∑

α∈OF,p/(γ)
τ(~k,~w)(

(
γ α
0 1

)
) · f(g

(
γ α
0 1

)
).

This action is independent of c and defines a morphism of monoids OF,p ∩ (F ⊗ Qp)
× →

EndA(S(~k,~w),ψ(U
p(c), A)). Hida’s idempotent e is defined to be

e := lim−→
n→+∞

〈p〉n! ∈ EndA(S(~k,~w),ψ(U
p(c), A)).

For any topological O-algebra A and k = (~k, ~w) as above, the space of ordinary forms is
defined to be

Sord
k,ψ(U

p(c), A) := eSk,ψ(U
p(c), A).

Note that 〈p〉 acts by a unit on this space. Hence the morphism of monoids OF,p∩(F⊗Qp)
× →

EndA(Sk,ψ(U
p(c), A)) extends to a homomorphism

〈·〉 : (F ⊗Qp)
× → EndA(S

ord
k,ψ(U

p(c), A)).
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We define the ordinary Hecke algebra Tord
k,ψ(U

p(c), A) to be the A-subalgebra generated by
Tv, v /∈ S (see 3.3) and 〈γ〉, γ ∈ OF,p ∩ (F ⊗ Qp)

×. Hence 〈·〉 induces a smooth character
F×
v → Tord

k,ψ(U
p(c), A)×. by the class field theory, this defines a character:

ψv,1 : GFv → Tord
k,ψ(U

p(c), A)×.

If A = O, there is a two-dimensional pseudo-representation with determinant ψε−1

Tc : GF,S → Tord
k,ψ(U

p(c),O)
sending Frobv to Tv.

5.2.2. Now we can introduce Hida families. We define

• Sord
ψ (Up, E/O) := lim−→c,n>0

Sord
k,ψ(U

p(c), ̟−nO/O).
• Mord

ψ (Up) := Sord
ψ (Up, E/O)∨.

• Tord
ψ (Up) := lim←−c T

ord
k,ψ(U

p(c),O) (Hecke algebra).

It is well-known (cf. Theorem 2.3 of [Hid89b]) that these are all independent of the choice

of k = (~k, ~w). By abuse of notation, we also denote by ψv,1 : GFv → Tord
ψ (Up) the character

induced by 〈·〉. Moreover there is a two-dimensional pseudo-representation with determinant
ψε−1

T ord : GF,S → Tord
ψ (Up)

sending Frobv to Tv, such that for any p ∈ SpecT ord
ψ (Up), its associated two-dimensional

semi-simple representation ρ(p) has the property

ρ(p)|GFv ∼=
(
ψv,1 ∗
0 ∗

)
, v|p.

See proposition 2.3 of [Hid89a], though our convention for Hecke algebra is slightly different.

Let ΛF =
⊗̂

v|pO[[O×
Fv
(p)]] defined in the previous subsection. Then there is a natural

map

ΛF → Tord
ψ (Up(c))

induced by ψv,1. Hence M
ord
ψ (Up) has a ΛF -module structure. It is well-known (cf. Theorem

3.8 of [Hid89b], though the determinant is not fixed there) thatMord
ψ (Up) is in fact finite free

over ΛF . Hence Tord
ψ (Up) is a finite torsion-free ΛF -algebra with same dimensions ([F : Q]+1).

5.2.3. The ordinary forms at finite level Tord
k,ψ(U

p(c),O) can be recovered in the following

way (cf. [Hid89b, Theorem 2.4] and the proof of [Ger10, Proposition 2.20]): for k = (~k, ~w) ∈
ZHom(F,Qp)
>1 × ZHom(F,Qp) such that kσ + 2wσ = w + 2 independent of σ ∈ Hom(F,Qp), let

ak,c be the ideal of ΛF generated by 〈γ〉 −∏
σ σ(γ)

−wσ , γ ∈ 1 + pcOF,p. Suppose Up(c) is
sufficiently small. Then

Mord
ψ (Up)/ak,cM

ord
ψ (Up) ∼= Sord

k,ψ(U
p(c), E/O)∨.

Roughly speaking, finite level ordinary forms correspond to the locus where ψv,1 are locally
algebraic characters with certain weights.
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5.2.4. By the same argument as in the proof of proposition 3.3.6, we know that Tord
ψ (Up)

is a complete semi-local ring. Let m1, · · · ,ms be its maximal ideals. Then Tord
ψ (Up) =

Tord
ψ (Up)m1 × · · ·×Tord

ψ (Up)ms and for any maximal ideal m, Mord
ψ (Up)m is a direct summand

of Mord
ψ (Up) and hence finite free over ΛF . Since ΛF is regular, we have

depthTord
ψ (Up)m(M

ord
ψ (Up)m) ≥ depthΛF

(Mord
ψ (Up)m) = dimΛF = dimTord

ψ (Up)m.

Therefore Mord
ψ (Up)m is a Cohen-Macaulay Tord

ψ (Up)m-module. Note that Mord
ψ (Up)m is also

a faithful Tord
ψ (Up)m-module. By Theorem 17.3 of [Mat89], for any minimal prime p of

Tord
ψ (Up)m

dimTord
ψ (Up)m/p = dimTord

ψ (Up)m = dimΛF = [F : Q] + 1.

p must be of characteristic zero as ̟ ∈ Tord
ψ (Up)m is a regular element. Thus we get (compare

this with Theorem 3.6.1)

Corollary 5.2.5. Tord
ψ (Up)m is equidimensional of dimension [F : Q] + 1. Moreover, any

minimal prime ideal has characteristic zero.

5.2.6. As in subsection 3.7, we also need a variant of the space of ordinary forms. Let
ξv : Uv → O× be smooth characters for v ∈ S \ Σp. Then product of ξv defines a char-
acter ξ of Up. We define Sord

k,ψ,ξ(U
p(c), A) to be eSk,ψ,ξ(U

p(c), A). Similarly we can define

Sord
ψ,ξ (U

p, E/O),Mord
ψ,ξ (U

p),Tord
ψ,ξ(U

p) as above and have dimTord
ψ,ξ(U

p)m = [F : Q] + 1 for any

maximal ideal m of Tord
ψ,ξ(U

p).

5.3. Patching at a one-dimensional prime: ordinary case I. In this subsection, we
are going to prove a result similar to Theorem 4.1.7 in the ordinary setting, which basically

says an irreducible component of R
ps,ord,{ξv}
Σo (see below for the definition) is pro-modular if

it contains a nice prime.

5.3.1. Setup (Compare with 4.1) Let F,D be as in the previous subsection and S be a
finite set of places of F containing all places above p such that for any v ∈ S \ Σp,

N(v) ≡ 1 mod p.

Let ξv : k(v)
× → O× be a character of p-power order for each v ∈ S \Σp. We will view ξv as

characters of IFv by the class field theory. We also fix a complex conjugation σ∗ ∈ GF .
Fix a continuous character χ : GF,S → O× such that

• χ is unramified at places outside of Σp.
• χ(Frobv) ≡ 1 mod ̟ for v ∈ Σp \ S.
• χ(c) = −1 for any complex conjugation c ∈ GF .
• For any v|p, χ̄|GFv 6= 1 and χ|GFv is Hodge-Tate. Here χ̄ denotes the reduction of χ
modulo ̟.
• [Fv : Qp] ≥ 2 for any v|p.

Let Σo be a subset of Σp. We define ψ̄v,1 : GFv → F× to be 1 if v ∈ Σo and χ̄|GFv if v /∈ Σo.
For a pseudo-representation, we have the following definition for it being ordinary.
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Definition 5.3.2. 2 Let T : GF → R be a two-dimensional pseudo-representation over some
ring R such that for some place v, T |GFv = ψ1 + ψ2 is a sum of two characters. We say T is
ψ1-ordinary if for any σ, τ ∈ GFv , η ∈ GF ,

T (στη)− ψ1(σ)T (τη)− ψ2(τ)T (ση) + ψ1(σ)ψ2(τ)T (η) = 0.

Lemma 5.3.3. Let ρ : GF → GL2(R) be a two-dimensional irreducible representation over
some ring R with trace T such that T |GFv = ψ1 + ψ2, a sum of two characters. Suppose

ρ|GFv has the form

(
ψ1 ∗
0 ψ2

)
. Then T is ψ1-ordinary. Conversely, if R is a field and T is

ψ1-ordinary, then after possibly enlarging R,

ρ|GFv ∼=
(
ψ1 ∗
0 ψ2

)
.

Proof. The first claim follows from some simple computation. For the second claim, we
may assume ψ1 6= ψ2. Enlarge R if possible, then under suitable basis, we may assume

ρ|GFv =

(
ψ1 ∗
0 ψ2

)
or ρ|GFv =

(
ψ2 b
0 ψ1

)
for some b : GFv → R. Suppose we are in the

second case, the ordinary condition is the same as

tr[(ρ(σ)− ψ1(σ))(ρ(τ)− ψ2(τ))ρ(η)] = 0

for any σ, τ ∈ GFv , η ∈ GF . Equivalently, if we write ρ(η) =

(
∗ ∗
c ∗

)
and φ = ψ1 − ψ2, then

(b(σ)φ(τ)− b(τ)φ(σ))c = 0.

Since ρ is irreducible, we can always choose η so that c 6= 0, hence b(σ)φ(τ)− b(τ)φ(σ) = 0.
Choose σ ∈ GFv such that φ(σ) 6= 0, then for any τ ∈ GFv ,

(
0 1

1 b(σ)
φ(σ)

)
ρ(τ)

(
− b(σ)
φ(σ)

1

1 0

)
=

(
ψ1(τ) 0
0 ψ2(τ)

)
.

This is exactly what we want. �

5.3.4. Now consider the universal deformation ring R
ps,ord,{ξv}
Σo which pro-represents the

functor from C f
O to the category of sets sending R to the set of tuples (T, {ψv,1}v∈Σp) where

• T is a two-dimensional pseudo-representation of GF,S over R lifting 1+ χ̄ with deter-
minant χ and for any v ∈ S \ Σp,

T |IFv = ξv + ξ−1
v .

• For any v|p, ψv,1 : GFv → R× is a character which lifts ψ̄v,1 and satisfies

T |GFv = ψv,1 + ψ−1
v,1χ.

Moreover T is ψv,1-ordinary.

2I learned this definition from Professor Richard Taylor’s lectures at Princeton University in 2016 Spring.
As a referee pointed out, it also appears in [CS19, Definition 2.5].
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We remark that R
ps,ord,{ξv}
Σo is a quotient of Rps,ord (defined in 5.1) as all ψv,1 already take

values over Rps,ord. There is a natural map ΛF → R
ps,ord,{ξv}
Σo coming from the universal

lifting of ψ̄v,1 when restricted to the inertia. Note that this might be different from the one
considered in 5.1 unless Σo is empty. Since we have fixed a complex conjugation σ∗ ∈ GF,S, we

can attach a semi-simple representation ρ(p) : GF,S → GL2(k(p)) for any p ∈ SpecR
ps,ord,{ξv}
Σo

with trace T univ mod p as in 2.1.6. Here T univ : GF,S → R
ps,ord,{ξv}
Σo is the universal trace.

5.3.5. On the automorphic side, we put tame level Up =
∏

v/∈Σp Uv with Uv = GL2(OFv) if

v /∈ S and Uv = Iwv if v ∈ S \ Σp as in 4.1. For any v ∈ S \ Σp, the map
(
a b
c d

)
7→ ξv(

a

d
mod ̟v)

defines a character of Uv, which we also denote by ξv by abuse of notation. The product
of ξv can be viewed as a character ξ of Up by projecting to

∏
v/∈S\Σp Uv. By global class

field theory, we may view ψ = χε as a character of (A∞
F )×/F×

>>0. Then we can consider a
space of ordinary forms Mord

ψ,ξ (U
p) and ordinary Hecke algebra Tord := Tord

ψ,ξ(U
p) as in the

previous subsection. Recall that 〈 〉 induces characters ψv,1 : GFv → (Tord)× for v|p and
homomorphism ΛF → Tord.

We make the following assumption here. We will see later that this assumption holds after
making suitable field extension of F .

• Assumption: Tv − (1 + χ(Frobv)), v /∈ S and ψv,1(γ) − ψ̃v,1(γ), γ ∈ F×
v , v|p and ̟

generate a maximal ideal m of Tord. Here ψ̃v,1(γ) ∈ O is any lifting of ψ̄v,1(γ) ∈ F.

As we recalled before, there is a two-dimensional pseudo-representation T ord
m : GF,S → Tord

m

with determinant χ sending Frobv to Tv. Moreover T ord
m is ψv,1-ordinary and Tv|IFv = ξv+ξ

−1
v .

These results can be checked on the finite level. Therefore we get a map

R
ps,ord,{ξv}
Σo → Tord

m

which is necessarily surjective since the topological generators Tv, v /∈ S and ψv,1(F
×
v ), v|p

are in the image. This map is also a ΛF -algebra homomorphism.

5.3.6. We say a prime p ∈ SpecR
ps,ord,{ξv}
Σo is pro-modular if it comes from a prime of

Tord
m . Recall that in 4.1.4, we call a prime q ∈ SpecTord

m nice if Tord/q is one-dimensional of
characteristic p and there exists a two-dimensional representation

ρ(q)o : GF,S → GL2(A)

satisfying the following properties:

(1) ρ(q)o ⊗ k(q) ∼= ρ(q) is irreducible. In other words, ρ(q)o is a lattice of ρ(q).
(2) The mod mA reduction ρ̄b of ρ(q)

o is a non-split extension and has the form

ρ̄b(g) =

(
∗ ∗
0 ∗

)
, g ∈ GF,S.

Here mA is the maximal ideal of A.
(3) ρ(q)o|GFv = ρ̄b|GFv for any v ∈ S \ Σp under the canonical inclusion map GL2(F) →

GL2(k(q)).
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Note that this is slightly different from 4.1.4: we drop the third condition in the original
definition. This is because that condition is automatically true here: by definition, the image
of q under the finite map SpecTord

m → SpecΛF is not the maximal ideal. Hence ψv mod q
is of infinite order for at least one v|p. It then follows from the third part of lemma 4.1.10
that ρ(q) is not dihedral.

The main technical result we are going to prove in this subsection is:

Proposition 5.3.7. Under all the assumptions in this subsection, if q ∈ SpecTord
m is a nice

prime, then

(R
ps,ord,{ξv}
Σo )qps → Tord

q

has nilpotent kernel. Here qps = q ∩Rps,ord,{ξv}
Σo .

5.3.8. The proof of proposition 5.3.7 is almost the same as the proof of Theorem 4.1.7 with
completed cohomology replaced by Hida family. We decide to omit the details here. Rather,
we would like to point out some technical differences between these two cases.

(1) In the definition 4.2.3 of R
{ξv}
loc , we need to replace the unrestricted deformation rings

R�

v , v|p by ordinary deformation rings R∆
v which pro-represents the functor from C f

O
to the category of sets sending R to the set of pairs (ρR, ψR) such that
• ρR : GFv → GL2(R) is a lifting of ρ̄b|GFv with determinant χ|GFv .
• ψR : GFv → R× is a lifting of ψ̄v,1 such that ρR has a (necessarily unique) GFv-
stable rank one R-submodule, which is a direct summand of R⊕2 as a R-module,
with GFv acting via ψR.

The second part of lemma 4.2.9 is now replaced by:
• R∆

v is a normal domain of dimension 1 + 2[Fv : Qp] + 3 and flat over O.
The proof will be given below (5.3.9). Once this is proved, proposition 4.2.4 in this
case can be established in exactly the same way.

(2) As for global deformation rings considered in 4.2.12, we also need to take quotients

of them by ordinary conditions. More precisely, instead of using R
�P ,{ξv}
ρ̄b,Q

, we should
consider

R
∆P ,{ξv}
ρ̄b,Q

:= R
�P ,{ξv}
ρ̄b,Q

⊗(
⊗
v|p R

�
v )

(
⊗

v|p
R∆
v )

and unframed deformation rings

R
∆,{ξv}
ρ̄b,Q

:= R
{ξv}
ρ̄b,Q
⊗(

⊗
v|pR

�
v )

(
⊗

v|p
R∆
v ).

We will omit Q in the subscript if Q is empty. Note that such ordinary conditions
are not defined via traces, hence the natural surjective map

R
{ξv}
ρ̄b ⊗Rps,{ξv} R

ps,ord,{ξv}
Σo → R

∆,{ξv}
ρ̄b

might not be an isomorphism. Thus in the proof of corollary 4.6.13, we cannot apply
corollary 2.3.8, which is a consequence of proposition 2.3.2, directly. However, it
follows from lemma 5.3.3 that the kernel is nilpotent and an easy computation shows
that the kernel of the above map is killed by the element c in proposition 2.3.2.
Therefore corollary 4.6.13 still can be proved in the same way.
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(3) In the patching argument, since Mord
ψ,ξ (U

p)m is already finite over the Hecke algebra,
we can work with the patched Hida family directly. In fact, the whole point of using
Paškūnas’ theory in 4.7 is to make completed homology into some module which is
finitely generated over the Hecke algebra. The role of ΛF in Hida’s theory is replaced
by Rps,ψε−1

p in the completed cohomology side (see Theorem 3.5.5).

Lemma 5.3.9. R∆
v is a normal domain of dimension 1 + 2[Fv : Qp] + 3 and flat over O if

[Fv : Qp] ≥ 2. Recall that we made this assumption in our setup 5.3.1.

Proof. We will only deal with the case ψ̄v,1 = 1 (the other case ψ̄v,1 = χ̄ is similar). Since
we assume χ̄|GFv 6= 1, for any lifting (ρR, ψR) to some R ∈ C f

O as in the definition of R∆
v , we

may find a unique matrix U =

(
1 0
n 1

)
such that U−1ρRU is of the form

(
ψR ∗
0 ∗

)
. Hence

R∆
v
∼= RB

v [[n]], where R
B
v parametrizes all liftings of ρ̄b|GFv into the Borel subgroup B of

upper triangular matrices with determinant χ|GFv .
It is well known that we can write RB

v
∼= O[[x1, · · · , xg]]/(f1, · · · , fr), where g − r =

2[Fv,Qp] + 2 and r = dimH2(GFv , ad
0 ρ̄Bb ). Here ρ̄Bb is ρ̄b|GFv viewed as a representation of

GFv into the upper triangular subgroup B(F) and ad0 ρ̄Bb denotes the trace zero subspace of
its adjoint representation. There is a canonical exact sequence as GFv -representations:

0→ χ̄−1 → ad0 ρ̄Bb → 1→ 0.

Hence r ≤ 1. The lemma is clear if χ̄ 6= ω−1 as r = 0 in this case.
Now we assume χ̄ = ω−1. Note that from the expression RB

v
∼= O[[x1, · · · , xg]]/(f1, · · · , fr),

it is easy to see that each irreducible component of RB
v has dimension at least 2[Fv : Qp]+ 3.

We claim that RB
v /(̟) is normal of dimension 2[Fv : Qp] + 2. Assuming this, it is clear from

comparing the dimensions that ̟ is a regular element in RB
v . This implies that RB

v is an
O-flat normal algebra of dimension 2[Fv : Qp] + 3 by Serre’s criterion for normality. Hence
we are left to show our claim for RB

v /(̟). Since RB
v /(̟) ∼= F[[x1, · · · , xg]]/(f1, · · · , fr) with

r ≤ 1, we see that RB
v /(̟) is a complete intersection ring. It suffices to show that the

non-regular locus has codimension at least 2 and dimRB
v /(̟) = 2[F : Qp] + 2.

Write R1 = RB
v /(̟). Suppose q ∈ SpecR1 is a one-dimensional prime. We use ρ(q)B :

GFv → B(k(q)) to denote the push-forward of the universal lifting over RB
v to k(q). We need

the following result concerning the smoothness of (R1)q.

Lemma 5.3.10. (R1)q is regular of dimension 2[Fv : Qp] + 1 if ρ(q)B is not isomorphic to

the form

(
1 ∗
0 ω−1

)
.

Proof. We will relate the q-adic completion of (R1)q with some other universal lifting ring.
First by enlarging F if necessary, we may assume the normal closure of R1/q is isomorphic
to A = F[[T ]] (as F-algebras). Fix such an isomorphism and hence an embedding A →֒ k(q).

Clearly R2 := R1⊗̂FA ∼= R1[[T1]] pro-represents the functor assigning each Artinian local
A-algebra R with residue field F to the set of continuous homomorphisms of GFv to B(R)
with determinant χ that lift ρ̄Bb . Viewed as taking values in B(A), the representation ρ(q)B

induces a prime ideal p of R2. We claim that the p-adic completion (̂R2)p is the universal
lifting ring for ρ(q)B : GFv → GL2(k(q)) (with determinant χ), i.e. if R is an Artinian local
k(q)-algebra with residue field k(q) and if ρB : GFv → B(R) is a continuous lifting of ρ(q)B
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with determinant χ, then there exists a unique map of k(q)-algebras (̂R2)p → R such that
the push forward of the universal lifting on R2 is ρB. The proof is standard: let R0 be the
A-subalgebra of R generated by the matrix entries of ρB. This is a finite local A-algebra
with residue field F and ρB can be viewed as taking values in B(R0). Hence we get a natural
map R2 → R0 and our claim follows easily. In particular, under our assumption on ρ(q)B,

the deformation ring (̂R2)p is formally smooth of relative dimension 2[Fv : Qp] + 2 over k(q).
Let a ∈ (R1)q be a lifting of T ∈ A →֒ (R1)q/q. Using the natural map (R1)q → (R2)p, we

also view a as an element of (̂R2)p by abuse of notation. We claim that

(1) The map sending T1 to a induces an isomorphism (̂R2)p/(T1 − a) ∼−→ (̂R1)q.
(2) T1 − a /∈ (p(R2)p)

2.

Note that these two claims imply lemma 5.3.10. For the second assertion, we have

(R2/qR2)⊗R1 k(q)
∼= (R1/q)[[T1]]⊗R1 k(q)

∼= F[[T, T1]][
1

T
].

Under the above isomorphism, T1− a is identified with T1−T in F[[T, T1]][ 1T ] and the image
of p is generated by T1 − T 6= 0. From this explicit description, the assertion is clear.

For the first claim, we use Bq to denote B ⊗R1 (R1)q for any R1-algebra B. It follows
from the previous paragraph that p(R1[[T1]])q = (q, T1− a) is a maximal ideal in (R1[[T1]])q.
Hence it suffices to prove that for any integer n > 0,

(R1[[T1]])p/(q
n, T1 − a) = (R1[[T1]])q/(q

n, T1 − a) ∼−→ (R1/q
n)q.

It is easy to see that T k ∈ R1/q for some integer k as T ∈ k(q). Hence there exists some
element b in the maximal ideal of R1 such that ak − b ∈ q(R1)q. Thus (T k1 − b)n = 0 in
(R1[[T1]])q/(q

n, T1 − a). Using this, we get

(R1[[T1]])q/(q
n, T1 − a) ∼= (R1[T1])q/(q

n, T1 − a) ∼= (R1/q
n)q.

�

Back to the proof of lemma 5.3.9. The locus where ρ(q)B is of the form

(
1 ∗
0 ω−1

)
has

dimension dimF Z
1(GFv , ω) = [Fv : Qp]+2 ≤ 2[Fv : Qp]. Since each irreducible component of

R1 has dimension at least 2[Fv : Qp]+2, we conclude from lemma 5.3.10 that the non-regular
locus has codimension at least 2. This finishes the proof of lemma 5.3.9. �

5.4. Rord
b is pro-modular for one b. It follows from the main result of the previous sub-

section that if we could show any irreducible component of Rps,ord,{ξv} has a nice prime, then
any prime of Rps,ord,{ξv} would be pro-modular. However, the geometry of SpecRps,ord,{ξv}

seems a bit hard to control. On the other hand, the ring-theoretic property of the usual
global deformation ring Rord

b (see the precise definition below) can be described by the Ga-
lois cohomology. The goal of this subsection is to show that under certain assumptions, the
image of SpecRord

b in SpecRps,ord,{ξv} is pro-modular for one extension class b.

5.4.1. Keep all the notations F,D, χ, S,Σo, σ∗ as in the previous subsection. We will define
some global deformation ring Rord

b and discuss its connectedness dimension and the dimension
of its reducible locus. We first introduce the following Selmer group. Recall that Σo is a
subset of Σp.
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Definition 5.4.2.

H1
Σo(F ) := ker(H1(GF,S,F(χ̄−1))

res−→
⊕

v∈Σp\Σo
H1(GFv ,F(χ̄

−1))).

It is easy to that there is a bijection between H1
Σo(F ) and the group of extensions

0→ 1→ ρ̄→ χ̄→ 0

as F[GF,S]-modules such that ρ̄ is ψ̄v,1-ordinary for v|p. The bijection is given as follows: any
cohomology class b = [φb] ∈ H1

Σo(F ) defines a two-dimensional representation

ρ̄b : GF,S → GL2(F), g 7→
(
1 φb(g)χ̄(g)
0 χ̄(g)

)
,

which can be viewed as an extension of χ̄ by 1. Since χ̄(σ∗) = −1, we can always choose φb
so that φb(σ

∗) = 0. We will keep this assumption for ρ̄b from now on.

5.4.3. For any non-zero b ∈ H1
Σo(F ), we will write R

ord
b for R

∆,{ξv}
ρ̄b introduced in the second

part of 5.3.8. More precisely, it pro-represents the functor from C f
O to the category of sets

sending R to the set of tuples (ρR, {ψv,1}Σp) where
• ρR : GF,S → GL2(R) is a lifting of ρ̄b with determinant χ.
• For v|p, ψv,1 : GFv → R× is a lifting of ψ̄v,1 such that ρR has a (necessarily unique)
GFv-stable rank one R-submodule, which is a direct summand of ρR as a R-module,
with GFv acting via ψR.

Recall that in 5.3.8, we also introduce the framed ordinary deformation ring R
∆S ,{ξv}
ρ̄b with

framing at S. Then there is a non-canonical isomorphism by choosing a universal framing

R
∆S ,{ξv}
ρ̄b

∼= Rord
b [[y1, · · · , y4|S|−1]].

Let Rord
loc be the following completed tensor product over O:

(
⊗̂

v∈Σp
R∆
v )⊗̂(

⊗̂
v∈S\Σp

R�,ξv
v ),

where R∆
v is defined in the first part of 5.3.8 and R�,ξv

v is defined in 4.2.1. It is well-known

(for example see corollary 2.3.5 of [CHT08]) that R
∆S ,{ξv}
ρ̄b can be written as the form

R
∆S ,{ξv}
ρ̄b

∼= Rord
loc [[x1, · · · , xg1]]/(h1, · · · , hr1)

where g1 = dimFH
1(GF,S, ad

0 ρ̄b(1)) + |S| − 1 − [F : Q] − dimFH
0(GF,S, ad

0 ρ̄b(1)) and
r1 = dimFH

1(GF,S, ad
0 ρ̄b(1)).

Lemma 5.4.4. Each irreducible component of Rord
b has dimension at least [F : Q] + 1 if

H0(GF,S, ad
0 ρ̄b(1)) = 0 and [F : Q] in general. Moreover, Rord

b can be written as the form
Rp[[x1, · · · , xg2 ]]/(f1, · · · , fr2) with

g2 − r2 ≥ −|S| − 2|Σp| − [F : Q]− 1

and Rp a domain of dimension 1 + 2[F : Q] + 3|Σp|.
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Proof. By the first part of 5.3.8, lemma 4.2.10 and lemma 3.3 of [BLGHT11], we know that
Rord

loc is equidimensional of dimension 2[F : Q] + 3|S|+ 1. Since dimH0(GF,S, ad
0 ρ̄b(1)) ≤ 1.

The first claim now follows from a simple computation.
For the second part, let Rp = ⊗̂v|pR∆

v . This is a domain of dimension 1 + 2[F : Q] +
3|Σp| by lemma 5.3.9. Note that for v ∈ S \ Σp, R�,ξv

v is a quotient of the unrestricted
deformation ring R�

v by one equation tr(t) = ξ(t)+ ξ−1(t), where t is a topological generator
of the pro-p quotient of IFv . On the other hand, it is well-known that R�

v has the form
O[[x1, · · · , xgv ]]/(f1, · · · , frv). Here gv = dimFH

1(GFv , ad
0 ρ̄b)+3−dimFH

0(GFv , ad
0 ρ̄b) and

rv = dimFH
2(GFv , ad

0 ρ̄b). It follows from local Euler characteristic formula that gv−rv = 3.
From this, it is easy to deduce the second claim in the lemma. �

5.4.5 (Connectedness dimension). In order to show that there are enough ‘nice’ primes,
we need the notion of connectedness dimension. Reference here is [BR86].

Definition 5.4.6. Let R be a complete noetherian local ring. The connectedness dimension
of R is defined to be

c(R) = min
Z1,Z2

{dim(Z1 ∩ Z2)}
where Z1, Z2 are non-empty unions of irreducible components of SpecR such that Z1∪Z2 =
SpecR.

Suppose I is an ideal of a complete noetherian local ring R. The arithmetic rank r(I) is
defined as the minimal number of elements in I which span an ideal with the same radical
as I. The following result is Theorem 2.4 of [BR86].

Proposition 5.4.7. Let I, R be as above. Then c(R/I) ≥ c(R)− r(I)− 1.

Combining this with lemma 5.4.4, we get

Corollary 5.4.8. c(Rord
b /̟) ≥ [F : Q]− |S|+ |Σp| − 2.

5.4.9 (Reducible locus of Rord
b ). Let c ∈ H1

Σo(F )\{0}. We choose a universal deformation

ρuniv : GF,S → GL2(R
ord
b ) g 7→

(
ã(g) b̃(g)

c̃(g) d̃(g)

)

so that ρuniv(σ∗) =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
.

It is clear that the set of p ∈ SpecRord
b such that ρuniv ⊗ k(p) is reducible is closed in

SpecRord
b . In fact, it is generated by the set of x(σ, τ) (see the discussion and notation

in 2.1.6). We denote its reduced subscheme by SpecRred
b and call it the reducible locus of

SpecRord
b .

The dimension of reducible locus is crucial in our later analysis of SpecRord
b . An upper

bound is given in lemma 2.7 of [SW99]. We recall their argument here.
Let F (χ̄) be the splitting field of χ̄ and S̃ be the set of places of F (χ̄) above S. Then

H1(GF,S,F(χ̄−1)) = HomGal(F (χ̄)/F )(GF (χ̄),S̃,F(χ̄
−1)).

In other words, we get a pairing H1(GF,S,F(χ̄−1))×GF (χ̄),S̃ → F. Denote dimFH
1
Σo(F ) by rs.

Then we can choose elements σ1, · · · , σrs ∈ GF (χ̄),S̃ such that they form a basis of H1
Σo(F )

∨

under this pairing.
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On the other hand, let Gab
F,S(p) be the maximal pro-p abelian quotient of GF,S. We denote

its Zp-rank by δF + 1 and choose a set of elements τ0, · · · , τδF ∈ GF (χ̄),S̃ whose images in

Gab
F,S(p)⊗Zp Qp form a basis. Since F 6= Q, by the class field theory we have a trivial bound

δF ≤ [F : Q]− 2.

Proposition 5.4.10. Let I be the ideal of Rred
b generated by ̟ and the image of elements

• ã(τi) + d̃(τi)− 2, i = 0, · · · , δF ,
• b̃(σi)− b̃i, i = 1, · · · , rs, where b̃i ∈ O is a lifting of the reduction of b̃(σi) modulo the
maximal ideal of Rord

b .

Then Rred
b /I has finite length. In particular, dimRred

b /(̟) ≤ δF + dimFH
1
Σo(F ) + 1.

Proof. Let p be a prime of Rred
b /I. It suffices to prove ρ(p) = ρuniv mod p is a trivial

deformation. First note that the semi-simplification of ρ(p) is a sum of two characters χ1, χ2

of GF,S. By the definition of I, χ1(τi) + χ2(τi) = 2 and χ1(τi)χ2(τi) = χ̄(τi) = 1. Hence
χ1(τi) = χ2(τi) = 1. Therefore χ1, χ2 are of finite orders and have to be 1, χ̄.

Thus ρ(p)|GF (χ̄),S̃
is unipotent. Since ρuniv(σ∗) =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
, we must have

ρ(p)|GF (χ̄),S̃
=

(
1 ∗
0 1

)
.

Note that ∗ can be viewed as an element in

H1
Σo(F )⊗ k(p) ⊆ HomGal(F (χ̄)/F )(GF (χ̄),S̃, k(p)(χ̄

−1)).

It follows from our construction of I that ρ(p) = ρ̄b ⊗ k(p). �

5.4.11 (Reducible locus of R
ps,ord,{ξv}
Σo ). Similarly the set of p ∈ SpecR

ps,ord,{ξv}
Σo such

that ρ(p) is reducible is closed in SpecR
ps,ord,{ξv}
Σo . We denote its reduced subscheme by

SpecRps,red. Note that the universal pseudo-character becomes a sum of two characters
when restricted on SpecRps,red. One is a lifting of χ̄ and the other one is a lifting of 1. The
latter one induces a surjective map O[[Gab

F,S(p)]]→ Rps,red. Hence dimRps,red ≤ δF + 2.

5.4.12. Now we can state and prove the main result of this subsection. For any non-zero

b ∈ H1
Σo(F ), we say a prime p ∈ SpecRord

b is pro-modular if its image in SpecR
ps,ord,{ξv}
Σo is

pro-modular. We say a subset Z ⊆ SpecRord
b is pro-modular if any prime of Z is pro-modular.

Note that the set of pro-modular primes is closed in SpecRord
b .

Similarly, we say a prime p ∈ SpecRord
b is nice if its image in SpecR

ps,ord,{ξv}
Σo is nice

(defined in 5.3.6). Then proposition 5.3.7 implies that an irreducible component of SpecRord
b

is pro-modular if it contains a nice prime.

Proposition 5.4.13. Let b ∈ H1
Σo(F ) \ {0}. Assume

• There exists a pro-modular prime p ∈ SpecRord
b such that Rord

b /p is one-dimensional
and ρuniv ⊗ k(p) is irreducible. (This prime ideal p could be characteristic 0 or p.)
In particular, the assumption in 5.3.5 holds.
• [F : Q]− 4|S|+ 4|Σp| − 3 > δF + dimFH

1
Σo(F ).

Then Rord
b is pro-modular, i.e. any prime of Rord

b is pro-modular.
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Proof. Let p′ ∈ SpecR
ps,ord,{ξv}
Σo be the image of p. This is still one-dimensional as ρuniv⊗k(p)

is irreducible. By corollary 5.2.5, the pro-modular locus in SpecR
ps,ord,{ξv}
Σo is equidimensional

of dimension [F : Q] + 1. In particular, we can choose a pro-modular prime P contained in

p′ with dim(R
ps,ord,{ξv}
Σo /P)p′ = [F : Q]. Notice that

dim(R
ps,ord,{ξv}
Σo /P)p′ = dim

̂
(R

ps,ord,{ξv}
Σo )p′/(P) = dim (̂Rord

b )p/(P) = dim(Rord
b /(P))p

where the equality in the middle follows from corollary 2.3.8 and the discussion in the second
part of 5.3.8. Thus we may find a pro-modular prime Q of Rord

b such that dimRord
b /Q =

1+ [F : Q]. I claim we can find one nice prime containing Q. Hence at least one irreducible
component of Rord

b is pro-modular.
For v ∈ S \ Σp, we know that R�,ξv

v /(̟) is 3-dimensional by lemma 4.2.10. Hence we
may find fv,1, fv,2, fv,3 in R

�,ξv
v that form a system of parameters of R�,ξv

v /(̟). Consider the
quotient R′ of Rord

b /Q by ̟ and all such fv,1, fv,2, fv,3, v ∈ S \Σp. It has dimension at least

[F : Q]− 3(|S| − |Σp|).
On the other hand, it follows from proposition 5.4.10, that the reducible locus in the

special fibre Rred
b /(̟) has dimension at most δF + dimFH

1
Σo(F ) + 1, which is less than

[F : Q]− 3(|S| − |Σp|) by our assumption. Hence there must exist a one-dimensional prime
q ∈ SpecR′ such that ρuniv ⊗ k(q) is irreducible. It is easy to see that q is nice in view of
the definition of ‘nice’ above proposition 5.3.7.

Now let Z1 be the union of pro-modular irreducible components of the special fibre
Rord
b /(̟) and Z2 be the union of other irreducible components of the special fibre. It suffices

to show Z2 is empty. Suppose not, we have already seen Z1 is non-empty, hence by corollary
5.4.8,

dimZ1 ∩ Z2 ≥ [F : Q]− |S|+ |Σp| − 2.

Note that by our assumption, this is larger than 3(|S| − |Σp|) + dimRred
b /(̟). Therefore

arguing as above, we can find a nice prime in Z1 ∩ Z2. This implies that some irreducible
component in Z2 is also pro-modular. Contradiction. Thus Rord

b is pro-modular. �

Corollary 5.4.14. Assume

• (Assumption in 5.3.5) Tv−(1+χ(Frobv)), v /∈ S and ψv,1(γ)−ψ̃v,1(γ), γ ∈ F×
v , v|p and

̟ generate a maximal ideal m of Tord. Here ψ̃v,1(γ) ∈ O is any lifting of ψ̄v,1(γ) ∈ F.
• [F : Q]− 4|S|+ 4|Σp| − 3 > δF + dimFH

1
Σo(F ).

Enlarge O if necessary, then there exists a non-zero b ∈ H1
Σo(F ) such that Rord

b is pro-
modular.

Proof. It is clear that we only need to find an element b ∈ H1
Σo(F ) that satisfies the conditions

in the previous proposition. By our first assumption and corollary 5.2.5, the pro-modular

locus in SpecR
ps,ord,{ξv}
Σo has dimension [F : Q] + 1. Since the reducible locus has dimension

at most δF + 2 ≤ [F : Q], we may choose a one-dimensional pro-modular prime p′ such that
ρ(p) is irreducible. Then after enlarging O if necessary, we can find a representation GF,S →
GL2(A), where A is normalization of R

ps,ord,{ξv}
Σo /p′, such that its residual representation gives

rise to some non-zero b ∈ H1
Σo(F ). Clearly it has the properties we want. �
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5.5. Rord
b is pro-modular for any b. The goal of this subsection is to extend the result in

the previous subsection to any non-zero extension class b ∈ H1
Σo(F ) (under certain assump-

tions).

Proposition 5.5.1. Keep all the notations as in the previous subsection and all the as-
sumptions in corollary 5.4.14. Then after replacing E by some finite extension, Rord

b is
pro-modular for any non-zero b ∈ H1

Σo(F ).

Proof. First by corollary 5.4.14, we may assume there exists a non-zero class b1 ∈ H1
Σo(F )

such that Rord
b1

is pro-modular (after possibly enlarging O). Now let b2 ∈ H1
Σo(F ) be another

class in H1
Σo(F ) \ {Fb1}. In view of proposition 5.4.13, it suffices to find a pro-modular

one-dimensional prime of R
ps,ord,{ξv}
Σo whose associated representation ρ(p) is irreducible and

admits a lattice ρ(p)o with residue representation corresponding to the extension class b2 ∈
H1

Σo(F ).
By our assumption, we may extend b1, b2 to a basis b1, · · · , brs of H1

Σo(F ). Write bi = [φbi ],
φbi : GF,S → F(χ̄−1). Also we can choose elements σ1, · · · , σrs ∈ GF (χ̄),S̃ such that

φbi(σj) = δij

under the pairing before proposition 5.4.10.
Consider the following deformation of ρ̄b1 :

ρ12 : GF,S → GL2(F[[T ]]), σ 7→
(
1 χ̄(σ)(φb1(σ) + φb2(σ)T )
0 χ̄(σ)

)
.

One way to think about this deformation is that it becomes ρ̄b2 when T “goes to ∞”. This
gives rise to a one-dimensional prime q12 of Rord

b1
. As in 5.4.9, we may choose a universal

deformation

ρuniv : GF,S → GL2(R
ord
b1

) g 7→
(
ã(g) b̃(g)

c̃(g) d̃(g)

)

so that b̃(σ1) = 1, ρuniv(σ∗) =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
and the reduction of ρuniv modulo q12 is ρ12. It is

clear that b̃(σi) ∈ q12, i = 3, · · · , rs. Let Q be a minimal prime of Rord
b1
/(b̃(σ3), · · · , b̃(σrs))

contained in q12. Then by lemma 5.4.4,

dimRord
b1
/Q ≥ [F : Q]− (rs − 2) = [F : Q] + 2− dimFH

1
Σo(F ).

We claim that ρuniv ⊗ k(Q) is irreducible. If not, since b̃(σi), i = 3, · · · , rs are already
contained in Q, it follows from proposition 5.4.10 that Rord

b1
/Q has dimension at most 1 +

δF + 3 = δF + 4. But by our second assumption

[F : Q] + 2− dimFH
1
Σo(F ) > 4|S| − 4|Σp|+ δF + 5 ≥ δF + 5.

In other words, this upper bound for dimRord
b1
/Q contradicts the previous lower bound.

Therefore Q is not in the reducible locus. Hence let Q′ = Q∩Rps,ord,{ξv}
Σo . We may apply the

second part of corollary 2.3.7 and conclude

dimR
ps,ord,{ξv}
Σo /Q′ ≥ dimRord

b1 /Q ≥ [F : Q] + 2− dimFH
1
Σo(F ).

Consider the ideal Ib1 of R
ps,ord,{ξv}
Σo /Q′ generated by elements x(σ1, τ), τ ∈ GF,S defined by

the universal pseudo-character T univ : GF,S → R
ps,ord,{ξv}
Σo . See 2.1.4 and the beginning of the
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proof of proposition 2.3.2 for the precise definition. These elements have the property that
x(σ1, τ) maps to b̃(σ1)c̃(τ) = c̃(τ) in Rord

b1
. It follows from proposition 2.4.2 that ht(Ib1) ≤ 1,

hence
dimR

ps,ord,{ξv}
Σo /(̟,Q′, Ib1) ≥ [F : Q]− dimFH

1
Σo(F ).

Note that we may apply proposition 2.4.2 here as Q is contained in q12 which is a one-

dimensional prime ideal of Rord
b1

mapping to the maximal ideal of R
ps,ord,{ξv}
Σo . Since

[F : Q]− dimFH
1
Σo(F ) > δF + 2 ≥ dimRps,red

by our assumption, we can find a one-dimensional prime p containing ̟,Q′, Ib1 such that
ρ(p) is irreducible. It has to be pro-modular as Q′, the image of Q, is pro-modular. We claim
that there is a lattice of ρ(p) such that its residue representation belongs to the extension
class b2 ∈ H1

Σo(F ).

Let A = F̃[[T ]] be the normalization of R
ps,ord,{ξv}
Σo /p, where F̃ is a finite extension of F.

Then we may find a lattice of ρ(p): ρo : GF,S → GL2(A) such that the reduction of ρo

mod T has the form (
1 ∗
0 χ̄

)
, ∗ 6= 0.

and ρo(σ∗) =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
3. Write ρo(g) =

(
a′(g) b′(g)
c′(g) d′(g)

)
. Since ρo is irreducible, we may find

some τ ′ ∈ GF,S such that c′(τ) 6= 0. Now for i = 3, · · · , rs, the image of x(σi, τ
′) in Rord

b1
is

b̃(σi)c̃(τ
′) ∈ Q,

hence x(σi, τ
′) ∈ Q′ and b′(σi)c

′(τ ′) = x(σi, τ
′) = 0 in A. Therefore b′(σi) = 0, i = 3, · · · , rs.

Similarly b′(σ1)c
′(τ) = 0 in A as x(σ1, τ

′) ∈ Ib1 by our construction. Thus b′(σ1) = 0.
Hence b′(σi) = 0 unless i 6= 2. Since we assume the reduction ρ̄ of ρo is non-split, it follows

from the discussion below definition 5.4.2 that after possibly conjugating ρo by element of

the form

(
n 0
0 1

)
, n ∈ A×, the reduction ρ̄ has to belong to the extension class b2 ∈ H1

Σo(F ).

This is exactly what we want. �

Corollary 5.5.2. Keep the same assumptions as in the previous proposition, then

(1) A prime p ∈ SpecR
ps,ord,{ξv}
Σo is pro-modular if ρ(p) is irreducible.

(2) R
ps,ord,{ξv}
Σo is a finite ΛF -algebra.

(3) If p is a maximal ideal of R
ps,ord,{ξv}
Σo [1

p
] such that

• ρ(p) is irreducible.

• Write ρ(p)|GFv ∼=
(
ψv,1 ∗
0 ψv,2

)
. We assume ψv,1 is Hodge-Tate and has strictly

less Hodge-Tate number than ψv,2 for any v|p and any embedding Fv →֒ Qp.
Then ρ(p) comes from a twist of a Hilbert modular form.

Proof. If p in the first claim is one-dimensional, then enlarging E if necessary, we can find
a non-zero extension class b ∈ H1

Σo(F ) such that p is in the image of SpecRord
b . And the

3As pointed out by one referee, this is usually called Ribet’s lemma, cf. Proposition 2.1. of [Rib76]. We
will freely use this result here.
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assertion follows from the previous proposition directly. In general, we may find a one-
dimensional prime p′ containing p such that ρ(p′) is irreducible. Suppose p′ is in the image
of SpecRord

b , then by the first part of corollary 2.3.7, p is also in the image hence pro-modular
as well. This proves the first assertion.

A direct consequence of this is that the natural ΛF -equivariant map

R
ps,ord,{ξv}
Σo → Tord

m × Rps,red

has nilpotent kernel. Hence it suffices to prove that the image is a finite ΛF -algebra. This
is clearly true for Tord

m . As for Rps,red, as we discussed in 5.4.11, Rps,red is a quotient of
O[[Gab

F,S(p)]]. Its finiteness over ΛF follows from the global class field theory.
The last assertion follows from the first one and the discussion in 5.2.3. �

5.6. Existence of Eisenstein maximal ideal. In this subsection, we give sufficient con-
ditions for the existence of Eisenstein maximal ideal in assumption 5.3.5. We keep the same
notations as in the previous subsection. In particular, ψ = χε and F is a totally real field of
even degree over Q in which p is unramified.

Proposition 5.6.1. Assume

• ord̟Lp(F,−1, ˜̄χω) > 0 if Σo is Σp or empty, where ˜̄χω is the Teichmüller lifting of

χ̄ω and Lp(F, s, ˜̄χω) is the p-adic L-function associated to the character ˜̄χω.
Then enlarging O if necessary, there exists an open subgroup Up

e =
∏

v∤p Ue,v ⊆
∏

v∤pGL2(OFv)
such that ̟ and

• Tv − (1 + χ(Frobv)) for v ∤ p such that Ue,v = GL2(OFv);

• ψv,1(γ)− ψ̃v,1(γ), γ ∈ F×
v , v|p, where ψ̃v,1(γ) ∈ O is any lifting of ψ̄v,1(γ) ∈ F;

generate a maximal ideal of Tord
ψ (Up

e ).

Remark 5.6.2. If Σo is Σp, this is proposition 3.18 of [SW99]. If Σo is empty, we can twist
everything by χ−1 and reduce to the previous case.

As in [SW99], we will use Eisenstein series and congruences to find a cuspidal ordinary
eigenform with desired Hecke eigenvalues. To do this, we first review some basics of the
theory of Hilbert modular forms (of parallel weight). References here are [Shi78] and §2 of
[Hid06], though some conventions here are different.

5.6.3. Let δ be the different of F . Write OF ⊗ Ẑ as ÔF . For an ideal n of OF , we denote
by U1(n) the following congruence subgroup:

{
(
a b
c d

)
∈ GL2(A∞

F ) : a ∈ ÔF , b ∈ δ−1ÔF , c ∈ δnÔF , d− 1 ∈ nÔF , ad− bc ∈ (ÔF )
×}.

Let Σ∞ be the set of infinite places of F and H be the usual upper half plane. There is a
natural action of GL+

2 (F ⊗Q R) ∼= GL+
2 (R)

Σ∞ on HΣ∞ :

u∞(z) = (
aτzτ + bτ
cτzτ + dτ

)τ∈Σ∞ , u∞ =

(
aτ bτ
cτ dτ

)
∈ GL+

2 (R)
Σ∞ .
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Here GL+
2 (R) ⊆ GL2(R) denotes the subgroup with positive determinant. Define j :

GL2(F ⊗Q R)× HΣ∞ → CΣ∞

j(u∞, z) = (cτzτ + dτ )τ , u∞ =

(
aτ bτ
cτ dτ

)
.

Denote by z0 the point (i, · · · , i) ∈ HΣ∞ . It is fixed by

C∞ := (SO2(R)R×)Σ∞ ⊆ GL+
2 (R)

Σ∞ ⊆ GL2(AF ).

5.6.4 (Adelic holomorphic modular forms on GL2/F of parallel weight k). Let k
be a positive integer. For any x ∈ CΣ∞ , we write xk for the product

∏
τ∈Σ∞

xkτ . If a function
f : GL2(AF )→ C satisfies f |ku∞ = f for any u∞ ∈ C∞, where

(f |ku∞)(g) = j(u∞, z0)
−k det(u∞)1f(gu−1

∞ ),

then we can define a function fx : H
Σ∞ → C for any x ∈ GL2(A∞

F ) by

fx(z) = j(u∞, z0)
k det(u∞)−1f(xu∞), z = u∞(z0)

with u∞ ∈ GL+
2 (F ⊗ R).

Let n be an ideal of OF . A function f : GL2(AF )→ C is called a modular form of weight
k and level U1(n) if

• f(axu∞) = f(x) for any a ∈ GL2(F ), u
∞ ∈ U1(n),

• f |ku∞ = f for any u∞ ∈ C∞,
• fx is homomorphic on HΣ∞ for any x ∈ GL2(A∞

F ).

Such a function f is called a cusp form if the constant form of the Fourier expansion of
fx (see 5.6.6 below) vanishes for all x. We denote the space of modular forms and cusp
forms by Mk(n) and Sk(n). Let θ : A×

F/F
× → C× be a Hecke character such that θ(x) =

NF/Q(x)
−k+2, x ∈ (F ⊗R)×. We denote by Mk(n, θ) ⊆Mk(n), Sk(n, θ) ⊆ Sk(n) the subspace

of functions with the centre A×
F acting via θ.

We remark that the relation between functions considered here and those in [Shi78] is as
follows: given f ∈Mk(n, θ), then we can define another function f0 : GL2(AF )→ C by

f0(g) = f(g)| det(g)|
k
2
−1

AF .

This is an element of Mk(n, θ| · |k−2
AF ) defined in §2 of [Shi78]. Here | · |AF : A×

F → R× denotes
the adelic norm.

5.6.5 (Relation with classical Hilbert modular forms). Let t(i) ∈ A×
F , i = 1, · · · , h be

a set of representatives of the narrow class group F× \A×
F/ÔF

×
(F ⊗R)×>>0 such that t

(i)
w = 1

for w|np∞. Fix such a choice from now on. Write

Γi = GL2(F ) ∩ t(i)U1(n)GL+
2 (F ⊗ R)(t(i))−1.

Let f ∈Mk(n) and write xi =

(
t(i) 0
0 1

)
. Then fi = fxi : H

Σ∞ → C satisfies

fi(z) = j(γ, z)−k det(γ)1fi(γz), γ ∈ Γi.

Note that det(γ)1 = 1 here as γ ∈ Γi. Hence fi is a Hilbert modular form of level Γi
and parallel weight k in the usual sense. We denote by Mk(Γi) the space of holomorphic
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functions on HΣ∞ satisfying the above condition. Then the map f 7→ (fi)i=1,··· ,h induces an

isomorphism Mk(n) ∼=
⊕h

i=1Mk(Γi).

5.6.6 (Fourier expansion and Dirichlet series). Each fi(z) has a Fourier expansion at
∞:

fi(z) = ai(0, f) +
∑

µ∈(t(i))−1
>>0

ai(µ, f)e(µ · z)

where

• (t(i)) is the fractional ideal associated to t(i) and (t(i))−1
>>0 ⊆ (t(i))−1 is the subset of

totally positive elements.

• e(µ · z) = e2π
√
−1

∑
τ∈Σ∞

µτ zτ .

For a fractional ideal a, we put C(a, f) = ai(µ, f)|t(i)|−1
AF if a is of the form (µ(t(i))), µ ∈

(t(i))−1
>>0 and zero otherwise. We attach a Dirichlet series to f by

D(f, s) =
∑

a⊆OF

C(a, f)

N(a)s
,

where a runs over all non-zero ideals of OF and N(a) denotes the norm of a.

Remark 5.6.7. Any modular form f ∈ Mk(n) has an adelic Fourier expansion (see propo-
sition 2.26 of [Hid06], note that [κ1] = [0] here):

f(

(
y x
0 1

)
) = |y|AF (a0(y, f) +

∑

ξ∈F>>0

a∞(ξy, f)e(
√
−1ξ · y∞)eF (ξx)), x ∈ AF , y ∈ A×

F

where eF : AF/F → C× denotes the standard additive character determined by the condition

eF (x∞) = e2π
√
−1

∑
τ xτ for x∞ = (xτ ) ∈ F ⊗ R. The relation between a∞ and ai is given by

a∞(µ(t(i)), f) = ai(µ, f)|t(i)|−1
AF

= C(µ(t(i)), f).

One can check that C(a, f) is the same as C(a, f0) considered in (2.24) of [Shi78], where f0
is defined at the end of 5.6.4. Hence D(f, s) = D(s, f0) defined in (2.25) of [Shi78].

5.6.8 (Hecke operators). For place v ∤ pn, we define Hecke operators Tv ∈ End(Mk(n))
in the usual way:

(Tvf)(g) =
∑

γi

f(gγi), U
1(n)

(
̟v 0
0 1

)
U1(n) =

⊔

γi

γiU
1(n).

For γ ∈ OF,p ∩ (F ⊗Qp)
×, we can define Hecke operator 〈γ〉 as in 5.2.1 (with ~w = ~0 here)

(Tvf)(g) =
∑

γi

f(gγi), U
1(n)

(
γ 0
0 1

)
U1(n) =

⊔

γi

γiU
1(n).

In terms of the Fourier expansion, let f ∈Mk(n, θ), then a simple computation shows that

• C(a, Tvf) = C(a(̟v), f) +N(̟v)θ(̟v)C(
a

(̟v)
, f) if v ∤ pn.

• C(a, 〈̟v〉f) = C(a(̟v), f) if v|p.
• C(a, 〈γ〉f) = C(a, f) for γ ∈ O×

Fv
.
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For any subring R ⊂ C, let Mk(n, R) = {f ∈ Mk(n), ai(µ, f) ∈ R for any i, µ}. We view
O as a subring of C via the isomorphism C ∼= Qp. Suppose O is large enough. It is clear
that all the Hecke operators above preserve Mk(n, θ,O) := Mk(n,O) ∩Mk(n, θ). In fact,
Mk(n, θ,O) defines an integral structure of Mk(n, θ) (2.3.18 of [Hid06]):

Mk(n, θ,O)⊗O C ∼= Mk(n, θ).

The same result holds with space of cusp forms: let Sk(n, θ,O) :=Mk(n,O) ∩ Sk(n, θ), then
Sk(n, θ,O)⊗O C ∼= Sk(n, θ).

We define Hecke algebras T̃(n, θ) ⊆ EndO(Mk(n, θ,O)) and T(n, θ) ⊆ EndO(Sk(n, θ,O))
as the O-subalgebras generated by Tv, v ∤ pn, and 〈γ〉, γ ∈ OF,p ∩ (F ⊗ Qp)

×. We can
define Hida’s idempotent e in EndO(Mk(n, θ,O)) and EndO(Sk(n, θ,O)) as in 5.2.1 and the
ordinary Hecke algebra Tord(n, θ) := eT(n, θ) similarly for cusp forms.

Proof of Proposition 5.6.1. As we remarked in 5.6.2, we may assume Σo is not empty or Σp.
By global class field theory (see Theorem 5 of chapter 10 of [AT68]), there exists a con-

tinuous character θ̄ : GF → F× such that

• For v|p, θ̄|GFv = (ψ̄v,1)
−1 (defined before 5.3.2).

• θ̄ is ramified at somewhere outside of Σp.

Since we assume that χ̄|GFv 6= 1 for any v|p, it follows from Σo 6= Σp that θ̄|GFv 6= 1 for

some v|p. Similarly, θ̄χ̄|GFv 6= 1 for some v|p. Let θ1 (resp. θ2) be the Teichmüller lifting

of θ̄ (resp. θ̄χ̄) and n1 (resp. n2) be its conductor. Hence θ1|GFv (resp. θ2|GFv ) is trivial for
v ∈ Σo (resp. v ∈ Σp \Σo). We remark that for any i ∈ {1, 2}, there always exists a place v|p
such that θi|GFv 6= 1. Put θ = θ1θ2| · |AF and n = n1n2. Consider the weight one Eisenstein
series E1 = E1(θ1, θ2) ∈M1(np, θ) with Dirichlet series (Proposition 3.4 of [Shi78])

L(Σp\Σo)(F, s, θ1)L
(Σo)(F, s, θ2)

where for a finite set of places S, L(S)(F, s, θi) denotes the usual L-function associated to θi
of conductor ni with Euler factors at v ∈ S removed. A simple calculation shows that the
Hecke action on E1 satisfies the following

• D(Tv · E1, s) = D ((θ1(Frobv) + θ2(Frobv))E1, s) for v ∤ pn;
• D(〈γ〉 · E1, s) = D(E1, s) for γ ∈ OF,p ∩ (F ⊗Qp)

×.

Since M1(n, θ) is finite-dimensional over C, we may assume that E1 is an eigenform, i.e.

• Tv · E1 = (θ1(Frobv) + θ2(Frobv))E1 for v ∤ pn;
• 〈γ〉 · E1 = E1 for γ ∈ OF,p ∩ (F ⊗Qp)

×.

Enlarging O if necessary, we may assume further that E1 ∈M1(np, θ,O) \̟M1(np, θ,O).
Next we want to find a modular form of higher weight congruent to E1. I thank Professor

Richard Taylor for showing me the following lemma.

Lemma 5.6.9. There exists a Hilbert modular form Θ ∈M(p−1)2j (p
c−1, | · |−(p−1)2j+2

AF ,O) for
some positive integers j and c, such that

• ai(0,Θ) = 1 for any i;
• ai(µ,Θ) ≡ 0 mod p for any µ 6= 0 and i.

Proof. This follows from lemma 1.4.2. of [Wil88]. �
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Now consider the function E : GL2(AF )→ C,

E(u) = E1(u)Θ(u)| det(u)|−1
AF

It is easy to see that E ∈Mk0(np
c, θ̃,O) with k0 = (p− 1)2j + 1, θ̃ = θ| · |−(p−1)2j

AF
and

Ci(µ,E) ≡ Ci(µ,E1) mod ̟.

Hence E /∈ ̟Mk0(np
c, θ̃,O) and

• Tv · E ≡ (θ1(Frobv) + θ2(Frobv))E mod (̟) for v ∤ pn.
• 〈γ〉 · E ≡ E mod (̟) for γ ∈ OF,p ∩ (F ⊗Qp)

×.

Therefore ̟, Tv − (θ1(Frobv) + θ2(Frobv)), v ∤ pn and 〈γ〉 − 1, γ ∈ OF,p ∩ (F ⊗Qp)
× generate

a maximal ideal m1 of T̃(npc, θ̃). Note that T̃(npc, θ̃)m1 is a direct summand of T̃(npc, θ̃). We
denote the idempotent associated to m1 by ǫ1. Let ǫ0 be the composite of ǫ1 with Hida’s
idempotent e. We claim that Eord := ǫ0(E) is in fact a cusp form.

By proposition 1.5 of [Wil86], a complement of Sk0(np
c, θ̃) in Mk0(np

c, θ̃) is spanned by
some automorphic forms inside the automorphic representations π(k0, ψ1, ψ2) generated by
the Eisenstein series Ek0(ψ1, ψ2) (see the discussion before proposition 1.5 [Wil86] for the
precise statement) with Dirichlet series L(F, s, ψ1)L(F, s−k0+1, ψ2), where ψ1, ψ2 are Hecke
characters of finite orders such that

• ψ1ψ2| · |−k0+2
AF = θ̃.

• The product of conductors of ψ1 and ψ2 divides pcn.

Strictly speaking, [Wil86] only proved the case of weight two. However it is easy to see that
the same argument works for higher weight. Suppose there exists some automorphic form
F ∈ π(k0, ψ1, ψ2) ∩Mk0(np

c, θ̃) such that ǫ0(F) 6= 0. It follows from e(F) 6= 0 that F is an
ordinary form and ψ1|F×

v
is unramified for v|p. Moreover since ǫ1(F) 6= 0, we must have

• ψ1 + ψ2 ≡ θ1 + θ2 mod ̟.
• ψ1(̟v) ≡ 1 mod ̟, v|p.

From the first identity, it is easy to see that ψ1 ≡ θ1 or θ2 mod ̟. In either case, we may
find a v|p such that ψi|GFv 6≡ 1 mod ̟. This contradicts the second equality above. Thus

ǫ0(F) = 0 and Eord = ǫ0(E) has to be a non-zero cusp form.
Thus̟, Tv−(θ1(Frobv)+θ2(Frobv)), v ∤ pn and 〈γ〉−1, γ ∈ OF,p∩(F⊗Qp)

× in fact generate

a maximal ideal m2 of Tord(npc, θ̃), the ordinary Hecke algebra of cusp forms. Hence we may

find an ordinary cuspidal eigenform F′ ∈ Sk0(np
c, θ̃,O)m2. Using the Jacquet-Langlands

correspondence, we can transfer F′ from GL2/F to D× and get an ordinary eigenform
F′′ ∈ Sord

( ~k0,~0),θ̃p
(Up

e (c),O) with the same Tv, 〈γ〉 eigenvalues. Here Up
e =

∏
v∤p Ue,v is an open

subgroup of
∏

v∤pGL2(OFv) such that Ue,v = GL2(OFv), v ∤ pn and θ̃p : (A∞
F )×/F×

>>0 → O×

is the p-adic character associated to θ̃:

θ̃p(g) = θ̃(g)NF/Q(gp)
k0−2.

Shrink Up
e if necessary, we may assume F′′ ⊗ θ−1

1 : (D ⊗F A∞
F )× → O,

g 7→ F′′(g)θ−1
1 (ND/F (g))

is an element in Sord
( ~k0,~0),θ̃pθ

−1
1

(Up
e (c),O). It follows from the definition of θ1 that ̟, Tv −

(1 + χ(Frobb)), v ∤ np and ψv,1(γ) − ψ̃v,1(γ), γ ∈ F×
v , v|p (as in the proposition) generate a
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maximal ideal of Tord
( ~k0,~0),θ̃pθ

−1
1

(Up
e (c)), hence also a maximal ideal of Tord

θ̃pθ
−1
1

(Up
e ). Using the

weight independence result (Thm 2.3 of [Hid89b]), we conclude that these elements generate
a maximal ideal of Tord

ψ (Up
e ). �

5.7. Proof of Theorem 5.1.2. We will freely use the notation introduced in subsection
5.1. The strategy is roughly as follows: we will make certain soluble base change and invoke
proposition 5.5.1 and soluble base change results. First we do some reduction work.

5.7.1. Let ˜̄χ, ω̃ : GF,S → O× be the Teichmüller lifting of χ̄, ω. Then we may write

χ = ˜̄χεkω̃−kθ2

for some integer k and some character θ : GF,S → O× of finite p-power order. It is easy
to see that we only need to prove Theorem 5.1.2 with χ replaced by χθ−2. Hence we may
assume χ and χ̄ ramify at the same set of places away from p.

It suffices to prove Theorem 5.1.2 with Rps,ord replaced by Rps,ord/p for any minimal prime
p of Rps,ord. Fix a minimal prime p. Let ρ(p) : GF,S → GL2(k(p)) be the associated

semi-simple representation and let Σo,2F be the set of places v above p such that ρ(p)|GFv ∼=(
ψunivv,2 mod p ∗

0 ψunivv,1 mod p

)
, i.e. ψunivv,2 mod p is a sub-representation of ρ(p)|GFv . We denote

the set of places of F above p by ΣF,p. Let Σ
o
F = ΣF,p \ Σo,2F . Then

ρ(p)|GFv ∼=
(
ψunivv,1 mod p ∗

0 ψunivv,2 mod p

)

is a non-split extension for every v ∈ ΣoF . If not, ψ
univ
v,2 mod p would be a sub-representation

and v has to belong to Σo,2F by the construction of Σo,2F . After twisting the deformation
problem in 5.1.1 with χ−1 if necessary, we may assume

|ΣoF | ≤
1

2
|ΣF,p|.(7)

Later on we will use this to bound the Selmer group in 5.4.2.
We denote the trace of ρ(p) by T (p). Then T (p) is (ψunivv,1 mod p)-ordinary (resp. (ψunivv,2

mod p)-ordinary) if v ∈ ΣoF (resp. v ∈ ΣF,p \ ΣoF ).
The following simple lemma and corollary will be quite useful.

Lemma 5.7.2. Let R ∈ CO be a domain with maximal ideal m and fraction field K. Let
ρ : GF,S → GL2(R) be a continuous representation such that

trρ ≡ 1 + χ̄ mod m.

Then for any v ∈ S \ ΣF,p, there exists a finite extension K ′/K such that either

• ρ⊗K ′|GFv is reducible, or

• ρ ⊗K ′|GFv ∼= Ind
GFv
GF

v2
θ, where Fv2 denotes the unramified quadratic extension of Fv

and θ : GFv2
→ k(p)× is a character.

Proof. If χ̄|IFv is non-trivial, then ρ⊗K|I′Fv is a direct sum of distinct characters where I ′Fv
denotes the prime to p subgroup of IFv . Hence ρ ⊗ K|GFv is reducible in this case. Now
suppose χ̄|IFv = 1. In this case, ρ|IFv has to factor through its pro-p quotient IFv(p)

∼= Zp.
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Hence there exists a quadratic extension K ′/K such that ρ⊗K ′|IFv is reducible. If ρ⊗K ′|IFv
is a non-split extension, then ρ ⊗ K ′|GFv is reducible. Otherwise ρ ⊗K ′|IFv ∼= θ1 ⊕ θ2 and
ρ⊗K ′|GFv is either reducible or dihedral. �

Corollary 5.7.3. Let R ∈ CO be a domain with maximal ideal m and fraction field K. Let
T : GF,S → R be a continuous 2-dimensional pseudo-representation with determinant χ such
that T ≡ 1+ χ̄ mod m. Then for any v ∈ S \ΣF,p, there exists a finite extension K ′/K and
two characters θ1, θ2 : IFv → (K ′)× of finite orders such that

T |IFv = θ1 + θ2.

Proof. Let Rps be the universal deformation ring which parametrizes all two-dimensional
pseudo-representations with determinant χ that lift 1 + χ̄. Denote the universal pseudo-
representation by T univ. It suffices to treat the case R = Rps/q, T = T univ mod q for some
q ∈ SpecRps. Our assertion is clear if the semi-simple representation ρ(q) associate to q
is reducible. Now assume ρ(q) is irreducible. Then arguing as in the proof of corollary
5.5.2, we conclude that q is in the image of SpecRb → SpecRps where Rb parametrizes all
deformations of ρ̄b : GF,S → GL2(F) with determinant χ for some representation ρ̄b of the

form

(
1 ∗
0 χ̄

)
, ∗ 6= 0. Our assertion follows from the previous lemma. �

5.7.4 (Existence of Eisenstein ideal). Arguing as in (4.16), (4.17) of [SW99], we can
find a finite totally real field extension F1/F such that

• F1/Q is abelian with even degree.
• F (χ̄) ∩ F1 = F .
• p is unramified in F1.
• ord̟Lp(F1,−1, ˜̄χω) > 0 as in proposition 5.6.1.

Let ΣoF1
be the set of places of F1 above ΣoF . Then it follows from proposition 5.6.1 that

there exists an open subgroup Up
e =

∏
v∤p Ue,v ⊆

∏
v∤pGL2(OF1,v) such that Tord

ψ (Up
e ) has the

desired maximal ideal (see 5.7.9 below for details here). Denote by S1 the union of places of
F1 above S and places v such that Ue,v 6= GL2(OF1,v).

5.7.5. Let F2/F1 be a finite totally real field extension with following properties:

• F2/Q is abelian.
• p is unramified in F2.
• F1(χ̄) ∩ F2 = F1.
• For any place w ∤ p above v ∈ S1, we have 2|[k(w) : k(v)] and p|N(w)− 1 and

χ̄|GF2,w = 1.

In particular, χ̄|GF2 and χ|GF2 are unramified outside of places above p.

The only non-trivial requirement is the last one under the first condition. This is possible
since we assume χ̄ : GF → F× can be extended to GQ.

5.7.6. Finally, let l0 be a rational prime congruent to 1 modulo the order of χ̄ and larger
than the norm of any place in S1. We choose a finite extension F3/F2 contained in the
cyclotomic Zl0-extension of F2 of sufficiently large l0-power degree such that:

• |S3| ≤ 1
12
[F3 : Q], where S3 denotes the set of places of F3 above S1.
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• The p-part of class group of F3(χ̄) satisfies |Cl(F3(χ̄))[p]| ≤ 1
12
[F3 : Q].

This is possible in view of the result of Washington [Was78].

Denote the set of primes of F3 above p (resp. Σ
o
F ) by Σp (resp. Σ

o). Then |Σo|
|Σp| =

|ΣoF |
|ΣF,p| ≤

1
2

by our assumption (7). In particular, |Σo| ≤ |Σp| − 1. We introduced the following Selmer
group as in 5.4.2:

H1
Σo(F3) := ker(H1(GF3,S3,F(χ̄

−1))
res−→

⊕

v∈Σp\Σo
H1(GF3,v ,F(χ̄

−1))).

Lemma 5.7.7. F3 is an abelian extension of Q. Moreover it satisfies the following properties:

• F2(χ̄) ∩ F3 = F2.
• p is unramified in F3 and χ̄|GF3,v 6= 1 for any v|p.
• dimFH

1
Σo(F3) ≤ 2

3
[F3 : Q]− 1.

Proof. The first two claims are clear as l0 is larger than the order of χ̄ and p. For the last
one, let K be the kernel of

H1
Σo(F3)

res−→
⊕

v∈Σo
H1(GF3,v ,F(χ̄

−1))⊕
⊕

v∈S3\Σp

H1(GF3,v ,F(χ̄
−1))/H1(Gk(v),F(χ̄−1)).

Since p is prime to the order of χ̄, we have a natural injection

K →֒ H1(GF3(χ̄),F(χ̄
−1)) ∼= Hom(GF3(χ̄),F)(χ̄

−1).

It is easy to see that the image ofK lies inside the subspace of characters which are unramified
everywhere. Hence its dimension is bounded by dimFp |Cl(F3(χ̄))[p]|. Note that χ̄|GF3,v is

trivial for v ∈ S3 \ Σp, hence
H1(GF3,v ,F(χ̄

−1))/H1(Gk(v),F(χ̄−1)) ∼= Hom(O×
F3,v

,F),

which is one-dimensional. For v ∈ Σp, it follows from our second claim in the lemma that

dimFH
1(GF3,v ,F(χ̄

−1)) = [F3,v : Qp] + eχ ≤ [F3,v : Qp] + 1,

where eχ = 1 if χ̄|GF3,v = ω−1 and 0 otherwise. Put all these results together:

dimFH
1
Σo(F3) ≤ dimK +

∑

v∈Σo
dimH1(GF3,v ,F(χ̄

−1)) +
∑

v∈S3\Σp

dimHom(O×
F3,v

,F)

≤ dimFp |Cl(F3(χ̄))[p]|+
∑

v∈Σo
[F3,v : Qp] + |Σo|+ |S3| − |Σp|

≤ 1

12
[F3 : Q] +

|Σo|
|Σp|

[F3 : Q] +
1

12
[F3 : Q]− 1

≤ 2

3
[F3 : Q]− 1.

�

5.7.8. For v ∈ S3 \ Σp, we define a p-power character ξv : k(v)
× → O× as follows: let p be

the prime of Rps,ord defined in the beginning of this subsection. By corollary 5.7.3 and our
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construction of F2 in 5.7.5, enlarging E if necessary, there exists a character ξv : k(v)
× → O×,

viewed as a character of IF3,v by the class field theory, such that

T (p)|IF3,v = ξv + ξ−1
v .

If p ∈ p, then we can simply take ξv to be trivial. Then using the data {ξv}v,Σo, we can

define R
ps,ord,{ξv}
Σo as in 5.3.4 with F = F3, S = S3. We are going to apply corollary 5.5.2. First

we need check the assumptions in proposition 5.5.1 (which is written in corollary 5.4.14).
Now the second assumption of 5.4.14 becomes:

[F3 : Q]− 4|S3|+ 4|Σp| − 3 > δF3 + dimFH
1
Σo(F3).

Since F3 is abelian over Q, Leopoldt’s conjecture is known in this case. Hence δF3 = 0. Then
the inequality follows easily from lemma 5.7.7 and our assumption on |S3|.
5.7.9. To see the first assumption (Assumption in 5.3.5) is satisfied, it follows from the
existence of the Eisenstein maximal ideal as in 5.7.4 that we can find a two-dimensional
Galois representation (after possibly replacing E by some extension) ρ1 : GF1,S1 → GL2(O)
of determinant χ which comes from an automorphic representation of GL2(AF1) such that

• trρ1 ≡ 1 + χ̄ mod ̟.

• For any v|p, ρ1|GF1,v ∼=
(
ψv,1 ∗
0 ψv,2

)
with ψv,1 ≡ 1 mod ̟ if v ∈ ΣoF1

and ψv,1 ≡
χ̄|GF1,v mod ̟ otherwise. Moreover, ψv,1 is Hodge-Tate and has strictly less Hodge-

Tate number than ψv,2 for any embedding F1,v →֒ Qp.

Note that ρ1|GF3 has to be irreducible. Otherwise suppose GF3 acts as a character θ on
some one-dimensional subspace L. Then the reduction of θ modulo ̟ is 1 or χ̄. Hence θ(c)
has to be a constant for any complex conjugation c ∈ GF3 . This implies that GF1 also fixes
L and ρ1 is reducible, which contradicts the cuspidal condition.

Now it follows from the soluble base change (see for example 1.4 [BLGHT11]) that ρ1|GF3
also comes from an automorphic representation of GL2(AF3). By lemma 5.7.2, for any
w ∈ S3 \Σp, there exists a character ξ′w : k(w)× → O× of p-power order such that ρ1|IF3,w =

ξ′w + (ξ′w)
−1. Hence the elements in Assumption 5.3.5 generate a maximal ideal of Tord

ψ,ξ′(U
p)

with ξ′ =
∏
ξ′v, a character of Up. See 5.3.5 for the precise meaning of these notations.

Arguing as in the proof of lemma 4.8.8, we conclude that these elements also generate a
maximal ideal of Tord = Tord

ψ,ξ(U
p).

Thus we can apply corollary 5.5.2 to R
ps,ord,{ξv}
Σo .

5.7.10. It is easy to see that T (p)|GF3 (defined in the beginning of this subsection) induces
a natural map by the universal property:

R
ps,ord,{ξv}
Σo → Rps,ord/p.

Lemma 5.7.11. This is a finite map.

Proof. It suffices to prove Rps,ord/(p,m1) is of finite length, where m1 is the maximal ideal

of R
ps,ord,{ξv}
Σo . Let q be a prime ideal Rps,ord/(p,m1). We need to show that q is in fact the

maximal ideal. Denote by ρ(q) : GF → GL2(k(q)) the associated two-dimensional semi-
simple representation. Then

trρ(q)|GF3 = 1 + χ̄|GF3 .
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Hence ρ(q)|GF3 is reducible. Arguing as in the second paragraph of 5.7.9, we see that ρ(q)
is also reducible. It follows easily from this that trρ(q) = 1 + χ̄. Therefore q is the maximal
ideal of Rps,ord/(p,m1). �

5.7.12. Now we can prove Theorem 5.1.2. As in 5.3.4, there is a map

ιF3 : ΛF3 :=
⊗̂

v|p
O[[O×

F3,v
(p)]]→ R

ps,ord,{ξv}
Σo .

Similarly there is a map ιF : ΛF → Rps,ord/p coming from the universal deformations of
1|GFv if v ∈ ΣoF and χ̄|GFv if v ∈ ΣF,p \ ΣoF . Note that this map is different from the one in
Theorem 5.1.2, which comes from the universal deformations of 1|GFv for any v|p. However,
it is easy to see that both maps have the same images in Rps,ord/p.

By the universal property, we have the commutative diagram:

ΛF3 R
ps,ord,{ξv}
Σo

ΛF Rps,ord/p

ιF3

NF3/F

ιF

where the left vertical map arises from the norm map and the right vertical map is the one
we considered in the previous lemma. Note that both maps are finite: the left one is in fact
surjective and the other one follows from lemma 5.7.11. By corollary 5.5.2, ιF3 is also finite.
Therefore ιF also has to be finite. This proves the first part of Theorem 5.1.2.

For the second part of Theorem 5.1.2, let ρ(p) be a Galois representation as in the Theorem.
Then ρ(p)|GF3 is irreducible by the same argument as in the second paragraph of 5.7.9. Hence
we can apply the third part of corollary 5.5.2 to ρ(p)|GF3 . Theorem 5.1.2 now follows from
the theory of soluble base change.

6. A generalization of results of Skinner-Wiles II

In this section, we treat the case where χ̄|GFv = 1 for any v|p. We note that this case was
excluded in the work of Skinner-Wiles [SW99]. The main difficulty here is that we cannot
bound the dimension of reducible locus as what we did in proposition 5.4.10. To solve this
problem, we need to put additional conditions on the liftings (see 6.4 below).

6.1. Statement of the main results.

6.1.1. In this subsection, F denotes an abelian totally real extension of Q in which p
is unramified. Let S be a finite set of finite places containing all places above p. Let
χ : GF,S → O× be a continuous character such that

• χ(c) = −1 for any complex conjugation c ∈ GF,S.
• χ̄, the reduction of χ modulo ̟, can be extended to a character of GQ.
• χ̄|GFv = 1 for every v|p.
• χ|GFv is de Rham for any v|p. In other words, χ = εkψ0 with k an integer and ψ0 a
character of finite order.

Consider the universal deformation ring Rps,ord
1 which pro-represents the functor from C f

O
to the category of sets assigning R to the set of tuples (T ; {ψv,1}v|p) where
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• T : GF,S → R is a two-dimensional pseudo-representation lifting 1 + χ̄ with determi-
nant χ.
• For any v|p, ψv,1 : GFv → R× is a lifting of the trivial character. Moreover

T |GFv = ψv,1 + ψv,2

with ψv,2 = χ|GFv (ψv,1)−1 such that T is ψv,1-ordinary in the sense of 5.3.2.

Let ψunivv,1 : GFv → (Rps,ord
1 )× be the universal characters. From the class field theory, this

induces a homomorphism O[[O×
Fv
(p)]] → Rps,ord

1 for any v|p. Taking the completed tensor
product over O for all v|p, we get a map:

ΛF :=
⊗̂

v|p
O[[O×

Fv
(p)]]→ Rps,ord

1 .

The main results of this section are:

Theorem 6.1.2. Under the assumptions for F, χ as above, we have

(1) Rps,ord
1 is a finite ΛF -algebra.

(2) For any maximal ideal p of Rps,ord
1 [1

p
], we denote the associated semi-simple represen-

tation GF,S → GL2(k(p)) by ρ(p) (see 2.1.6). Assume
• ρ(p) is irreducible.

• For any v|p, ρ(p)|GFv ∼=
(
ψv,1 ∗
0 ψv,2

)
such that ψv,1 is de Rham and has strictly

less Hodge-Tate number than ψv,2 for any embedding Fv →֒ Qp.
Then ρ(p) comes from a twist of a Hilbert modular form.

6.2. Some local ordinary deformation rings. In this subsection, F will be a totally real
field and χ : GF → O× is a continuous character such that the reduction of χ|GFv modulo ̟
is trivial for any v|p. We will introduce some local ordinary deformation rings and prove some
basic properties of them. Fix a place v above p. Let ρ̄ : GFv → GL2(F) be a representation
whose semi-simplification is the trivial representation.

6.2.1. Let L0 ⊆ F⊕2 be a line fixed by GFv under the action ρ̄. Consider the functor from
C f

O to the category of sets sending R to the triple (ρ, ψv,1,L), where
• ρ : GFv → GL2(R) is a lifting of ρ̄ with determinant χ|GFv ;
• ψv,1 : GFv → R× is a lifting of the trivial character;
• L ⊆ R⊕2 is a GFv -stable, rank-one R-direct summand lifting L0 with GFv acting via
ψv,1.

This is pro-representable by a complete local noetherian ring, which we denote by R∆,L0
v,ρ̄ .

Lemma 6.2.2. Suppose that Fv does not contain a primitive p-th root of unity. Then R∆,L0
v,ρ̄

is formally smooth over O of relative dimension 2[Fv : Qp] + 3.

Proof. We may assume L0 is F ·
(
1
0

)
. Then for any such lifting (ρ, ψv,1,L) over R, there

exists a unique n ∈ R such that

(
1 0
n 1

)
· L = R ·

(
1
0

)
. The conjugation of ρ by

(
1 0
n 1

)
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has the form

(
ψv,1 ∗
0 χψ−1

v,1

)
. Note that since ρ lifts a representation with trivial semi-

simplification, it must factor through the pro-p quotient of GFv , which is a free pro-p group
of rank [Fv : Qp] + 1 by Theorem 7.5.11 of [NSW08]. Now the lemma is clear. �

6.2.3. We also need a local ordinary deformation ring without the chosen line L0. This is
defined by Geraghty in his thesis [Ger10]. We give a slightly different construction, which
in our case agrees with Geraghty’s construction in view of the lemma below. Let R�

Λ̃v
be

the universal object in CO which parametrizes pairs (ρ, ψv,1) with ρ : GFv → GL2(R), a
lifting of ρ̄ with determinant χ|GFv , and ψv,1 : GFv → R×, a lifting of the trivial character.

Consider the closed subset G∆ of primes p ∈ SpecR�

Λ̃v
such that the induced lifting ρ(p) :

GFv → GL2(k(p)) has a one-dimensional subrepresentation given by the induced character
ψv,1(p) : GFv → k(p)×. We denote by SpecR∆

v,ρ̄ the reduced closed subscheme induced by

G∆. I thank Ziquan Zhuang for showing me the following argument.

Lemma 6.2.4. Suppose that Fv does not contain a primitive p-th root of unity.

(1) R∆
v,ρ̄ is O-flat hence agrees with the definition of Geraghty. Moreover, R∆

v,ρ̄ is normal
of dimension 1 + 2[Fv : Qp] + 3.

(2) Let (ρ̃, ψ̃v,1) be the universal pair on R�

Λ̃v
. Write ψ̃v,2 = χ|GFv (ψ̃v,1)−1. Then kernel of

R�

Λ̃v
։ R∆

v,ρ̄ is generated by the entries of (ρ̃(σ)− ψ̃v,1(σ))(ρ̃(τ)− ψ̃v,2(τ)), σ, τ ∈ GFv .

Proof. First we give an explicit description of R�

Λ̃v
. As we mentioned in the proof of lemma

6.2.2, under our assumption on Fv, the pro-p quotient of GFv is a free pro-p group of rank r+1

with r = [Fv : Qp]. Choose a set of generators σ0, · · · , σr and write ρ̃(σi) =

(
ai + 1 bi
ci di + 1

)

and ψ̃v,1(σi) = ni + 1. Then it is clear that R�

Λ̃v
is topologically generated by ai, bi, ci, di, ni

with i = 0, · · · , r modulo relations det ρ̃(σi) = χ(σi).
We will only prove the case when ρ̄ is the trivial representation. In fact, it will be clear

that the situation is much simpler if ρ̄ is a non-split extension. The closed subset G∆ is the
locus where kernel of ρ̃(σi)− ψ̃v,1(σi) has a common non-zero vector for any i. Equivalently,
the following matrix has at most rank one:




a0 − n0 b0
c0 d0 − n0
...

...
ai − ni bi
ci di − ni
...

...
ar − nr br
cr dr − nr




.

This is same as saying all 2 × 2-submatrices have determinant zero. Denote the entries of
this matrix by xij , i = 1, · · · , 2r+2, j = 1, 2. It is easy to see that the determinant condition
det ρ̃(σi) = χ(σi) is equivalent with expressing ni in terms of x(2i)j , x(2i+1)j , j = 1, 2. Hence
R�

Λ̃v
∼= SpecO[[xij , i = 1, · · · , 2r+2, j = 1, 2]] and G∆ is the underlying space defined by the
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ideal I = (xi1xj2−xi2xj1) for any i, j. This is the completion at the origin of the cone of the
Segre embedding P1 × P2r+1 →֒ P4r+3. By proposition 2.7 of [Sho16], O[[xij ]]/I is O-flat
and Cohen-Macaulay. To see that it is actually normal, one can check easily that O[[xij ]]/I
has dimension 1 + 2r + 3 and the singular locus is defined by the ideal generated by all xij ,
which has codimension at least 2. We omit the details here.

To see that the kernel of R�

Λ̃v
։ R∆

v,ρ̄ has the form as described in the lemma, first we note

that clearly these elements are contained in the kernel. On the other hand, the elements
xi1xj2−xi2xj1 are in fact entries of (ρ̃(σ)−ψ̃v,1(σ))(ψ̃v,2(τ)− ρ̃(τ)) for some σ, τ . This finishes
the proof of the lemma.

�

6.3. Patching at a one-dimensional prime: ordinary case II. In this subsection, we
are going to prove a result similar to proposition 5.3.7 when χ̄|GFv = 1, v|p (see below for
the precise statement).

6.3.1. Setup The setup is almost the same as 5.3 except we require χ̄|GFv = 1, v|p now.
More precisely, let F be a totally real field of even degree over Q in which p is unramified
and D be a totally definite quaternion algebra over F which splits at all finite places. We
denote the set of places above p by Σp. Let S be a finite set of places of F containing Σp
such that for any v ∈ S \ Σp,

N(v) ≡ 1 mod p.

Let ξv : k(v)
× → O× be a character of p-power order for each v ∈ S \Σp. As before, we will

view ξv as characters of IFv by the class field theory and fix a complex conjugation σ∗ ∈ GF .
Fix a continuous character χ : GF,S → O× such that

• χ is unramified at places outside of Σp.
• χ(Frobv) ≡ 1 mod ̟ for v ∈ S \ Σp.
• χ(c) = −1 for any complex conjugation c ∈ GF .
• For any v|p, χ̄|GFv = 1 and χ|GFv is Hodge-Tate. Here χ̄ denotes the reduction of χ
modulo ̟.

We can define tame levels Up and ordinary Hecke algebra Tord := Tord
ψ,ξ(U

p) as in 5.3.5. We
make the following assumption:

• Assumption: Tv−(1+χ(Frobv)), v /∈ S and ψv,1(γ)−1, γ ∈ F×
v , v|p and ̟ generate

a maximal ideal m of Tord.

6.3.2. As in 5.3.4, we consider the universal deformation ringR
ps,ord,{ξv}
1 which pro-represents

the functor from C f
O to the category of sets sending R to the set of tuples (T, {ψv,1}v∈Σp)

where

• T is a two-dimensional pseudo-representation of GF,S over R lifting 1+ χ̄ with deter-
minant χ and for any v ∈ S \ Σp,

T |IFv = ξv + ξ−1
v .

• For any v|p, ψv,1 : GFv → R× is a lifting of the trivial character and satisfies

T |GFv = ψv,1 + ψ−1
v,1χ.

Moreover T is ψv,1-ordinary.
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Then there is a natural surjective map R
ps,ord,{ξv}
1 → Tord

m . We say a prime of R
ps,ord,{ξv}
1

pro-modular if it comes from a prime of Tord
m . As in 5.3.6, a prime q ∈ Tord

m is called nice if it
satisfies the conditions there. In particular, we drop the original third condition in 4.1.4. In
view of the second part of lemma 4.1.10 and remark 4.1.11, this follows from our assumptions
that p is unramified in F and χ̄|GFv = 1 for any v|p.

The main result of this subsection is:

Proposition 6.3.3. Under all the assumptions in this subsection, if q ∈ SpecTord
m is a nice

prime, then

(R
ps,ord,{ξv}
1 )qps → Tord

q

has nilpotent kernel. Here qps = q ∩Rps,ord,{ξv}
1 .

6.3.4. The proof is almost identical to the proof of proposition 5.3.7, which is essentially
the same as the proof of Theorem 4.1.7 while replacing completed cohomology by Hida
family and unrestricted deformation rings at places above p by ordinary deformation rings.
Compared with 5.3.8, there are certain technical differences:

(1) In the first part of 5.3.8, we replace the ordinary deformation ring R∆
v by R∆

v,ρ̄b
introduced in 6.2.3.

(2) In the second part, we consider the framed global deformation rings:

R
∆P ,{ξv}
ρ̄b,Q

:= R
�P ,{ξv}
ρ̄b,Q

⊗̂(
⊗
v|p R

�
v )
(
⊗

v|p
R∆
v,ρ̄b

)

and unframed deformation rings

R
∆,{ξv}
ρ̄b,Q

:= R
{ξv}
ρ̄b,Q
⊗̂(

⊗
v|pR

�
v )
(
⊗

v|p
R∆
v,ρ̄b

).

As in 5.3.8, the kernel of the natural surjective map

R
{ξv}
ρ̄b ⊗̂Rps,{ξv}R

ps,ord,{ξv}
1 → R

∆,{ξv}
ρ̄b

is killed by the element c in proposition 2.3.2. This follows from the second part of
lemma 6.2.4.

6.4. Admissible pairs.

6.4.1. Keep the notations as in the previous subsection. Fix a complex conjugation σ∗ ∈ GF .
Note in the case χ̄|GFv 6= 1, v|p, we can impose natural ordinary conditions (i.e. choice

of Σo in 5.3.1) to bound the dimension of reducible locus of the deformation ring Rb. See
proposition 5.4.10 and lemma 5.7.7 for more details. In the case χ̄|GFv = 1, such an ordinary
condition is replaced by fixing a line for GFv to lift.

More precisely, fix a place v0|p of F .

Definition 6.4.2. Consider a pair (ρ̄,L) where ρ̄ is a two-dimensional F-representation of
GF,S and L is a line in the representation space of ρ̄. We say (ρ̄,L) is admissible if

• ρ̄ is a (possibly split) extension of χ̄ by 1 such that ρ̄|GFv0 is split.

• L is not ρ(GF )-stable.
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Remark 6.4.3. As pointed out by one referee, the idea of introducing an extra line in the
non p-distinguished case (i.e. χ̄|GFv is trivial for some v|p) at least goes back to the work of
Calegari-Emerton [CE05]. Our deformation problem below 6.4.5 essentially appears as Def
in their introduction. They also refer to some work of Dickinson in the local case.

6.4.4. Let H1(F ) be H1(GF,S,F(χ̄−1)) ∼= Ext1F[GF,S](χ̄, 1) and H
1
v0
(F ) be the kernel of

H1(GF,S,F(χ̄−1))→ H1(GFv0
,F(χ̄−1)).

Then each class b ∈ H1(F ) gives rise to an extension of χ̄ by 1, which we denote by ρ̄b.
Clearly ρ̄b|GFv0 is split if and only if b ∈ H1

v0
(F ). By abuse of notation, we say (b,L), b ∈

H1
v0(F1),L ∈ ρ̄b admissible if so is (ρ̄b,L).
Suppose (b,L) is admissible. It is clear that if b = 0, i.e. ρ̄b = 1⊕ χ̄, then L is unique up

to isomorphisms.
We are going to define certain deformation rings associated to an admissible pair. This

will replace the role of Rb in 5.4.3.

Definition 6.4.5. Let (b,L) be an admissible pair and T be a finite set of places. Fix an
ordered basis βb of ρ̄b. Let Def�Tb,L be the functor from C f

O to the category of sets sending R
to the set of isomorphism classes of (MR, ιR, ρR,LR, {ψv,1}v|p, {βv}v∈T ), where

• MR is a projective R-module of rank 2 with a continuous R-linear action ρR of GF,S.
• det ρR = χ.
• trρR|IFv = ξv + ξ−1

v for v ∈ S \ Σp.
• ιR : MR/mRMR

∼→ ρ̄b is an isomorphism of F[GF,S]-modules. Here mR denotes the
maximal ideal of R.
• ψv,1 : GFv → R× is a lifting of the trivial character for every v|p.
• LR ⊆ MR is an R-direct summand of MR of rank one which lifts L under ιR. It is
GFv0

-stable with GFv0
acting via ψv0,1.

• For v|p, v 6= v0, the representation ρ|GFv is ψv,1-ordinary in the sense that choosing an
ordered basis of MR which lifts βb, then the natural map R�

Λ̃v
→ R given by the uni-

versal property factors through R∆
v,ρ̄b

. See 6.2.3 for the notations here. Intrinsically,
by the second part of lemma 6.2.4, this is the same as requiring

(ρR(σ)− ψv,1(σ))(ρR(τ)− ψv,2(τ)) = 0

for any σ, τ ∈ GFv . Here as usual ψv,2 = χ|GFvψ
−1
v,1.

• For v ∈ T , βv is an ordered basis of MR which lifts βb under ιR.

If T is empty, we will simply write Defb,L.

Lemma 6.4.6 (Definition of R�T
b,L). Def�Tb,L is pro-representable by a complete local noetherian

O-algebra which we denote by R�T

b,L. Moreover, the natural map Rb,L → R�T

b,L induces a non-

canonical isomorphism R�T
b,L
∼= Rb,L[[y1, · · · , y4|T |−1]].

Proof. If b 6= 0, then the result is classical. Now we assume b = 0. Given R ∈ C f
O and a tuple

(MR, ιR, ρR,LR, {ψv,1}v|p, {βv}v∈T ) ∈ Def�Tb,L(R), we claim that up to a scalar in R×, there is a

unique isomorphismMR
∼→ R⊕2 = R·e1⊕R·e2, such that under this isomorphism, the image

of LR is generated by e1 + e2 and ρ(σ∗) has the form

(
1 0
0 −1

)
. Recall that σ∗ ∈ GF is a
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fixed complex conjugation. This is because GF does not fix L hence LR cannot be generated
by e1 or e2. Therefore Def�Tb,L(R) can be identified with the set of (ρR, {ψv,1}v|p, {αv}v∈T )
where

• ρR : GF,S → GL2(R) is a lifting of

(
1 0
0 χ̄

)
with determinant χ and satisfies trρR|IFv =

ξv + ξ−1
v for v ∈ S \ Σp and ρR(σ∗) =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
;

• ψv,1 : GFv → R× is a lifting of the trivial character for v|p such that if v 6= v0,

the representation ρ|GFv is ψv,1-ordinary in the above sense. Moreover R ·
(
1
1

)
is

ρ(GFv0
)-stable with GFv0

acting via ψv0,1;
• αv ∈ 1 +M2(mR), v ∈ T ;

modulo the equivalence relation (ρR, {ψv,1}v|p, {αv}v∈T ) ∼ (ρ′R, {ψ′
v,1}v|p, {α′

v}v∈T ) if ρR =
ρ′R, ψv,1 = ψ′

v,1 and there exists a scalar aR ∈ 1 + mR such that αv = aRα
′
v for any v ∈ T .

Using this description, all the statements in the lemma are clear. �

6.4.7. We prove several basic properties of Rb,L. First we give a lower bound on the
connectedness dimension of Rb,L. See 5.4.5 for the definition.

Let (b,L) be an admissible pair. Fix an ordered basis βb of ρ̄b. Let R
ord,L
loc be the following

completed tensor product over O:

R∆,L
v0,ρ̄b⊗̂(

⊗̂
v∈Σp\{v0}

R∆
v,ρ̄b

)⊗̂(
⊗̂

v∈S\Σp
R�,ξv
v ),

where the ordinary deformation rings R∆,L
v0,ρ̄b and R∆

v,ρ̄b
were introduced in 6.2.1 and 6.2.3,

and for v ∈ S \ Σp, the deformation ring R�,ξv
v associated to ρ̄b|GFv was defined in 4.2.1.

It is well-known (corollary 2.3.5 of [CHT08]) that R�S
b,L can be written as the form

R�S
b,L
∼= Rord,L

loc [[x1, · · · , xg1]]/(h1, · · · , hr1)
where g1 = dimFH

1(GF,S, ad
0 ρ̄b(1)) + |S| − 1 − [F : Q] − dimFH

0(GF,S, ad
0 ρ̄b(1)) and

r1 = dimFH
1(GF,S, ad

0 ρ̄b(1)). From this, we get

Lemma 6.4.8. The connectedness dimension c(Rb,L/(̟)) of Rb,L/(̟) is at least

[F : Q]− |S|+ |Σp| − 1.

Proof. Same argument as in the proof of 5.4.8. The only difference is that since p is unram-
ified in F and χ̄|GFv = 1 for any v|p, we have H0(GF,S, ad

0 ρ̄b(1)) = 0. �

Similarly, we have

Lemma 6.4.9. Each irreducible component of Rb,L has dimension at least [F : Q] + 1.

6.4.10. Given an admissible pair (b,L), it follows from the universal property that there is

a natural map from R
ps,ord,{ξv}
1 (defined in 6.3.2) to Rb,L. The following result can be viewed

as a weak version of corollary 2.3.7 when b = 0.

Proposition 6.4.11. Let Q ∈ SpecR0,L such that ρ(Q), the pushforward of the universal

deformation to k(Q), is irreducible. Let Qps = Q ∩ Rps,ord,{ξv}
1 . Then

dimR
ps,ord,{ξv}
1 /Qps ≥ dimR0,L/Q− 1
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Proof. Recall that R0,L parametrizes tuples (ρR, {ψv,1}v|p) which satisfies certain properties

as in the proof of lemma 6.4.6. Let (ρ̃, {ψ̃v,1}v|p) be the universal tuple. In particular,

ρ̃(σ∗) =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
and ρ̃(σ)

(
1
1

)
= ψ̃v0,1(σ)

(
1
1

)
for σ ∈ GFv0

. Write ρ̃ =

(
ã b̃

c̃ d̃

)
. Then

ã(σ), d̃(σ) lie inside the image of R
ps,ord,{ξv}
1 for any σ ∈ GF (cf. 2.1.5). The values of ψ̃v,1

are also in the image. Therefore R0,L is topologically generated by b̃(σ), c̃(σ), σ ∈ GF,S over

R
ps,ord,{ξv}
1 . Note that in fact finitely many elements σ1, · · · , σr ∈ GF,S would be enough.
Since ρ(Q) is irreducible, we may find a prime q ∈ SpecR0,L containing Q such that R0,L/q

is one-dimensional and ρ(q) := ρ̃⊗ k(q) is irreducible. After possibly reordering σ1, · · · , σr,
we may assume b̃(σ1) /∈ q. Consider the following homomorphism of R

ps,ord,{ξv}
1 -algebras:

(R
ps,ord,{ξv}
1 /Qps)[[x]]→ R0,L/Q

sending x to b̃(σ1). Here (R
ps,ord,{ξv}
1 /Qps)[[x]] denotes the formal power series ring over

R
ps,ord,{ξv}
1 /Qps with variable x. Note that b̃(σ1) is contained in the maximal ideal of R0,L as

ρ̃ is a lifting of

(
1 0
0 χ̄

)
, cf. proof of lemma 6.4.6.

For simplicity, we denote (R
ps,ord,{ξv}
1 /Qps)[[x]] by R1 and R0,L/Q by R2. By abuse of

notation, q can be viewed as a prime ideal of R2. Let qx = q ∩ R1. Then R1/qx is also
one-dimensional. We claim that for any σ ∈ GF,S and any integer n > 0,

(1) images of b̃(σ), c̃(σ) in R2/q
n are integral over R1/q

n
x;

(2) the image of the map (R1)qx → (R2)qx contains the images of b̃(σ), c̃(σ) in (R2)qx .
Note that here all the localizations are at prime qx as R1-modules.

The first claim implies that R2/q
n is a finite R1/q

n
x-module generated by b̃(σi), c̃(σi), i =

1, · · · , r. Localizing at qx, it follows from the second claim that the natural map (R1/q
n
x)qx →

(R2/q
n)qx is surjective. Thus (R2/q

n)qx is local Artinian and (R2/q
n)qx = (R2/q

n)q. Hence

by passing to the limit, we have a natural surjection (̂R1)qx → (̂R2)q. Thus

dimR1 = dim (̂R1)qx + 1 ≥ dim (̂R2)q + 1 = dimR2.

From this, we easily deduce the proposition.
To see the first claim, it suffices to prove this when n = 1. But this is clear as both R1/qx

and R2/q are one-dimensional complete local Noetherian domains with same residue fields.

To see the second claim, note that for any σ ∈ GF,S, element b̃(σ1)c̃(σ) ∈ R0,L is in the

image of R
ps,ord,{ξv}
1 (cf. 2.1.5). Since x ∈ R1 maps to b̃(σ1) /∈ q, it is clear that all the c̃(σ)

are in the image of the map (R1)qx → (R2)qx . Since we assume ρ(q) is irreducible, there

exists some c̃(σ0) /∈ q. Hence by the same argument, all b̃(σ) are also in the image. This
finishes the proof of the proposition. �

6.4.12 (Reducible locus of Rb,L). As in 5.4.9, we give an upper bound on the dimension
of the reducible locus of Rb,L. More precisely, let ρ̃ : GF,S → GL2(Rb,L) be a universal
deformation. The subset p ∈ SpecRb,L such that ρ̃⊗ k(p) is reducible is closed in SpecRb,L
and we denote its reduced subscheme by SpecRred

b,L.
As before, we denote the Zp-rank of the maximal pro-p abelian quotient of GF,S by δF +1

and we choose a set of elements τ0, · · · , τδF ∈ GF (χ̄) whose images in Gab
F,S(p) ⊗Zp Qp form
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a basis. Recall that H1
v0(F ) is the kernel of H1(GF,S,F(χ̄−1)) → H1(GFv0

,F(χ̄−1)). Choose

σ1, · · · , σrs ∈ GF (χ̄) such that they form a basis of H1
v0
(F )∨ under the canonical pairing

H1
v0
(F )×GF (χ̄) → F. Here rs = dimFH

1
v0
(F ). See 5.4.9 for more details here.

Write ρ̃ =

(
ã b̃

c̃ d̃

)
. We may always assume ρ̃(σ∗) =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
. This also implies that χ̄

is non-trivial as χ̄(σ∗) = −1.
Proposition 6.4.13.

(1) If b 6= 0, then dimRred
b,L/(̟) ≤ δF + dimFH

1
v0(F ) + 2.

(2) If b = 0, assume χ̄ is quadratic. Let I be the ideal of Rred
0,L generated by ̟ and the

image of elements
• ã(τi) + d̃(τi)− 2, i = 0, · · · , δF ,
• b̃(σi) + c̃(σi), i = 1, · · · , rs.

Then Rred
0,L/I is Artinian. In particular, dimRred

0,L/(̟) ≤ δF + dimFH
1
v0
(F ) + 1.

Proof. When b 6= 0, the argument is the same as the proof of proposition 5.4.10 except that
there is one more dimension coming from the lifting of L.

Now assume b = 0. Let q ∈ SpecRred
0,L/I. Note that ρ̃(σ∗) =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
, hence by the

same argument as in 5.4.10, it is easy to see that ρ(q) := ρ̃ ⊗ k(q) is either of the form(
1 ∗
0 χ̄

)
or

(
1 0
∗ χ̄

)
. We will only treat the first case. The second case is similar as we

assume χ̄ is quadratic. By our assumption, ρ(q)|GFv0 is split, hence ∗ can be viewed as an

element in H1
v0
(F )⊗ k(q). Since q contains all c̃(σ), from the construction of I, we see that

b̃(σi) = 0, i = 1, · · · , rs, hence ∗ = 0. This implies that q is the maximal ideal of Rred
0,L and

Rred
0,L/I is Artinian. �

6.5. R0,L is pro-modular.

6.5.1. Keep the notations as in the previous subsection. We first show the existence of
Eisenstein maximal ideal of the ordinary Hecke algebra Tord under certain assumptions.

Lemma 6.5.2. Assume χ̄ is quadratic. Then Tv− (1+χ(Frobv)), v /∈ S and ψv,1(γ)−1, γ ∈
F×
v , v|p and ̟ generate a maximal ideal of Tord.

Proof. After possibly enlarging O, it follows from the global class field theory that there
exists a character ψ0 : GF (χ̄) → O× such that

• ψ0 is unramified outside of places above S.
• For any place w ∈ S \ Σp, there exists a place w′ of F (χ̄) above w such that

ψ0|IF (χ̄)
w′

= ξw.

Here since w splits in F (χ̄), we identify IF (χ̄)w′ with IFw and ξw as a character of
IF (χ̄)w′ .
• ψ0 ≡ 1 mod ̟.
• ψ0 is de Rham at all places above p. Moreover for any embedding ι : F (χ̄) →֒ Qp,
the ι-Hodge-Tate weight is not equal to the (ι ◦ c)-Hodge-Tate weight. Here c ∈ GF

is a complex conjugation.
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• ψ0 · ψc0 = χ|GF (χ̄)
, where ψc0 is the complex conjugate of ψ0.

We call a character regular de Rham if it satisfies these conditions. Since we are going
to need a similar result later, we provide details for its existence here. Let S̃ be the set of
places of F (χ̄) above S. Note that any place v in S splits in F (χ̄). Choose a place v′ of
F (χ̄) above v. Let Σ′ be the union of all such v′ and Σ′

p be the subset of places above p. If
v ∈ S \ Σp, we may identify ξv as a character of IF (χ̄)v′

as above.
Consider the universal deformation ring Runiv

1 which parametrizes all liftings ψ of the
trivial character 1 : GF (χ̄),S̃ → F× such that ψ · ψc = χ|GF (χ̄)

and ψ|IF (χ̄)
v′

= ξv, v ∈ S \ Σp.
Write ψuniv : GF (χ̄),S̃ → (Runiv

1 )× as the universal character. By the local class field theory,

ψuniv|IF (χ̄)
v′

induces a map O[[O×
F (χ̄)v′

(p)]] → Runiv
1 , where as usual O×

F (χ̄)v′
(p) denotes the

pro-p completion of O×
F (χ̄)v′

. Let ΛΣ′
p
= ⊗̂v′∈Σ′

p
O[[O×

F (χ̄)v′
(p)]], the completed tensor product

over O. We get a natural map

ΛΣ′
p
→ Runiv

1 .

We claim that this map is finite and SpecRuniv
1 → Spec ΛΣ′

p
is surjective. Clearly this will

imply the existence of ψ0 as we claimed above. To see the claim, by twisting a character
of GF , we may assume χ|GF (χ̄)

is trivial. Let H ′ be the maximal pro-p abelian quotient of
GF (χ̄),S̃ andH be the quotient ofH ′ by elements of the form ττ c. Here τ c denotes the complex

conjugation of τ . Then the local class field theory induces natural maps ιv′ : O
×
F (χ̄)v′

(p)→ H .

Note that Runiv
1 is simply the quotient of O[[H ]] by elements of the form ιv′(u)− ξv(u) with

v ∈ S \ Σp and u ∈ O×
F (χ̄)v′

(p). Here by abuse of notation, we again view ξv as characters of

O×
F (χ̄)v′

(p). Now to deduce our claim, it is enough to prove

(1) The natural map
∏

v′∈Σ′\Σ′
p
O×
F (χ̄)v′

(p)→ H is injective.

(2) The natural map
∏

v′∈Σ′
p
O×
F (χ̄)v′

(p)→ H is injective and the cokernel is finite.

By the global class field theory, H ′ has a finite index subgroup O×
F (χ̄),p(p)/J for some

subgroup J of O×
F (χ̄) of finite index. Note that H is H ′ modulo elements fixed by the

complex conjugation. Using this description and the fact that J ∩O×
F is of finite index in J ,

it is easy to see that the kernel and cokernel of the map
∏

v′∈Σ′
p
O×
F (χ̄)v′

(p) → H are finite.

The kernel has to be trivial since p is unramified in F (χ̄). This finishes the proof of our
second claim. The first claim can be proved similarly and we omit the details here.

Now let ψ0 be a character as in the beginning of the proof and let ρ0 = IndGFGF (χ̄)
ψ0.

Then det ρ0 = χ. Since any place of F above p splits in F (χ̄), the representation ρ0|GFv
is completely reducible. Moreover since we assume χ̄ is quadratic, the semi-simplification
of the residual representation of ρ0 is 1 ⊕ χ̄. By the theory of CM forms, there exists a
regular algebraic ordinary cuspidal automorphic representation of GL2(AF ) corresponding
to ρ0. Clearly this automorphic representation gives rise to the maximal ideal of the Hecke
algebra in the lemma. �

6.5.3. Keep the assumption as in the lemma that χ̄ is quadratic. We denote the maximal

ideal in the lemma 6.5.2 by m. Then we have a non-zero surjective map R
ps,ord,{ξv}
1 → Tord.

Let (0,L) be an admissible pair as in the previous subsection. Consider the natural map

R
ps,ord,{ξv}
1 → R0,L. We say a prime of R0,L is pro-modular if its pull-back to R

ps,ord,{ξv}
1
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is pro-modular, i.e. in the image of SpecTord
m → SpecR

ps,ord,{ξv}
1 . The main result of this

subsection is

Proposition 6.5.4. Assume χ̄ is quadratic and

• [F : Q]− 4|S|+ 4|Σp| − 2 > δF + dimFH
1
v0
(F ).

Then R0,L is pro-modular.

Proof. By lemma 6.5.2, we know that Tord
m 6= 0. First we claim that there exists a nice prime

(in the sense of 5.3.6) in the image of SpecR0,L → SpecR
ps,ord,{ξv}
1 . In view of proposition

6.3.3, this will imply that at least one irreducible component of R
ps,ord,{ξv}
1 is pro-modular.

Such a nice prime can be found on a CM component of Tord
m . More precisely, let Runiv

1

be the deformation ring defined in the proof of lemma 6.5.2. Then taking the trace of the
induction of the universal character ψuniv over Runiv

1 from GF (χ̄) to GF induces a natural

map R
ps,ord,{ξv}
1 → Runiv

1 . Also we proved in the proof of lemma 6.5.2 that there exists
an irreducible component C of Runiv

1 whose map to SpecΛΣ′ is finite and surjective (see
notations there). Therefore, regular de Rham points are dense in C. It follows from the

theory of CM forms that the image of C in SpecR
ps,ord,{ξv}
1 is pro-modular.

Now let q′ be any one-dimensional prime of C containing p and ψuniv(Frobv′) − 1, v′ ∈
Σ′ \ Σ′

p. It is easy to check that its image q in SpecTord
m is a nice prime. Moreover, the

semi-simple representation associated to q is of the form IndGFGF (χ̄)
ψ1, for some character

ψ1 : GF (χ̄) → (Tord
m /q)×. This implies that q is also in the image of SpecR0,L. Hence we find

a nice prime as claimed in the beginning.

After showing that at least one irreducible component of R
ps,ord,{ξv}
1 is pro-modular, the

rest of the proof goes exactly the same as the proof of proposition 5.4.13: it follows from our
assumption, lemma 6.4.8 and proposition 6.4.13 that

c(R0,L/(̟)) > 3(|S| − |Σp|) + dimRred
0,L/(̟).

This implies that any irreducible component of R
ps,ord,{ξv}
1 has to be pro-modular since differ-

ent irreducible components can be “connected” by nice primes. We omit the details here. �

6.6. Rb,L is pro-modular. In this subsection, we extend the result of the previous subsec-
tion to any admissible pairs (b,L) with b 6= 0. As before, we say a prime of Rb,L pro-modular

if its image in SpecR
ps,ord,{ξv}
1 is pro-modular.

Proposition 6.6.1. Assume χ̄ is quadratic and

• [F : Q]− 6|S|+ 6|Σp| − 3 > δF + dimFH
1
v0
(F ).

Then Rb,L is pro-modular for any admissible pair (b,L) with b 6= 0.

6.6.2. The strategy is the same as the proof of proposition 6.5.4: we first find a nice

prime in the image of SpecRb,L → SpecR
ps,ord,{ξv}
1 and use the numerology c(Rb,L/(̟)) >

3(|S|−|Σp|)+dimRred
b,L/(̟) to deduce that any irreducible component of Rb,L is pro-modular.

The question is how to find such a nice prime.
The basic idea is the same as the proof of Proposition 5.5.1: we carefully choose a prime

(Qps below) in the image of SpecR0,L → SpecR
ps,ord,{ξv}
1 and then specialize it to a nice

prime in the image of SpecRb,L → SpecR
ps,ord,{ξv}
1 . The main difficulty here is to find such
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a specialization whose associated representation has certain GFv0
-stable line lifting L. For

this purpose, we will distinguish 3 possibilities of Qps in 6.6.6, 6.6.8, 6.6.11.

6.6.3 (Choice of Qps). Now we introduce some notations. Note that b gives rise to a
representation ρ̄b : GF,S → GL2(F) of the form

σ 7→
(
1 b̄(σ)
0 χ̄(σ)

)
.

We may assume b̄(σ∗) = 0 where σ∗ ∈ GF is our fixed complex conjugation.
Recall thatH1

v0
(F ) is defined as the kernel ofH1(GF,S,F(χ̄−1))→ H1(GFv0

,F(χ̄−1)). Then

as in 5.4.9, we have an injection H1
v0
(F )→ Hom(GF (χ̄),S̃,F). Let rs = dimFH

1
v0
(F ). Choose

elements σ1, · · · , σrs ∈ GF (χ̄),S̃ such that they form a dual basis of H1
v0
(F )∨ and b̄(σ1) = 1

and b̄(σi) = 0, i = 2, · · · , rs. For any v ∈ S \ Σp, the maximal pro-p quotient GFv(p) of GFv

is topologically generated by 2 elements. Let τv,1, τv,2 be such topological generators.

Let (0,L0) be an admissible pair and (ρ̃, {ψ̃v,1}v|p) be the universal tuple over R0,L0 as in

the proof of proposition 6.4.11. Write ρ̃ =

(
ã b̃

c̃ d̃

)
. Consider the following deformation:

ρ1 : GF,S → GL2(F[[T ]]), σ 7→
(
1 T b̄(σ)
0 χ̄(σ)

)
.

If we take T = 1 (at least formally), then this becomes ρ̄b. Though we couldn’t do this in

R0L0 , we will try to make this happen in R
ps,ord,{ξv}
1 .

In view of the description of R0L0 in the proof of lemma 6.4.6, the tuple (ρ1, {1}v|p) defines
a prime ideal q1 of R0,L0. Let I be the ideal of R0,L0 generated by ̟ and b̃(σ2), · · · , b̃(σrs)
and for v ∈ S \ Σp and for i ∈ {1, 2},

• c̃(τv,i), ã(τv,i)− 1,

• b̃(τv,i)− b̃(σ1)˜̄b(τv,i), where ˜̄b(τv,i) ∈ O is a lifting of b̄(τv,i) ∈ F.

It is easy to check that I is contained in q1 and d̃(τv,i)− 1 ∈ I for v ∈ S \ Σp, i ∈ {1, 2}.

Remark 6.6.4. Roughly speaking, the reason for adding b̃(σ2), · · · , b̃(σrs) is to force the
deformation we obtain later having reduction ρ̄b once we know it is trivial at v0. Similarly,
adding these entries at places v ∈ S\Σp is to make sure the deformation is trivial at v ∈ S\Σp,
which is part of our definition of a nice prime in 5.3.6. See the last two paragraphs of the
proof of lemma 6.6.7 below.

Remark 6.6.5. The deformation ρ1 is not new: it is nothing but ρ̄b1 in the proof of propo-
sition 5.5.1 (taking b1 = 0), which first appeared in the work of Skinner-Wiles [SW99].
Though it is a non-trivial deformation of 1⊕ χ̄, its trace is a trivial deformation as a pseudo-
representation. We will use this fact in the proof of lemma 6.6.9 below.

Let Q be a minimal prime of R0,L0/I contained in q1. By lemma 6.4.9, the dimension of
R0,L0/Q is at least

[F : Q] + 1− dimFH
1
v0(F )− 6(|S| − |Σp|).

By our assumption, this is at least 3 + δF . We claim that Q /∈ SpecRred
0,L0

. Suppose not,

then b̃(σ)c̃(τ) ∈ Q for any σ, τ ∈ GF,S. Since b̃(σ1) /∈ q1, we must have c̃(σ) ∈ Q hence
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b̃(σi) + c̃(σi) ∈ Q, i = 2, · · · , rs. Now using proposition 6.4.13 and arguing as in the proof of
proposition 5.5.1, we deduce that dimR0,L0/Q is at most 2+ δF . Contradiction. Hence Q is
not in the reducible locus and we may apply proposition 6.4.11 and conclude that

dimR
ps,ord,{ξv}
1 /Qps ≥ 2 + δF .

where Qps = Q ∩ Rps,ord,{ξv}
1 . Then Qps is pro-modular by proposition 6.5.4. Our goal is to

find a nice prime which contains Qps and lies in the image of SpecRb,L → SpecR
ps,ord,{ξv}
1 .

There are three cases.

(1) ã(σ)− ψ̃v0,1(σ), d̃(σ)− ψ̃v0,1(σ) ∈ Q for any σ ∈ GFv0
.

(2) ã(σ)− ψ̃v0,1(σ) /∈ Q for some σ ∈ GFv0
.

(3) d̃(σ)− ψ̃v0,1(σ) /∈ Q for some σ ∈ GFv0
.

6.6.6. We first deal with the first case. Let q be a prime ideal of R
ps,ord,{ξv}
1 containing Qps

such that the associated 2-dimensional representation is irreducible. Then q is pro-modular.

We claim that q is a nice prime and lies in the image of SpecRb,L → SpecR
ps,ord,{ξv}
1 . In

fact, we will even show that it is in the image of SpecRb,L for any L.
Let A = F̃[[T ]] be the normalization of R

ps,ord,{ξv}
1 /q, where F̃ is a finite extension of F. By

Ribet’s lemma, we may find a lattice of ρ(q): ρo : GF,S → GL2(A) such that the reduction
ρ̄q of ρ

o mod T has the form (
1 ∗
0 χ̄

)
, ∗ 6= 0,

and ρo(σ∗) =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
. Write ρo(g) =

(
a′(g) b′(g)
c′(g) d′(g)

)
. It suffices to prove

Lemma 6.6.7.

(1) ρo|GFv0 is trivial. In particular, any line in ρo is fixed by GFv0
.

(2) Up to a scalar, ρ̄q corresponds to the extension class b. Hence we may conjugate ρo

and assume b′(σ1) = 1.
(3) Assume b′(σ1) = 1. For any v ∈ S \ Σp, the entries of ρo(GFv) belong to F. Hence

ρo|GFv is equal to ρ̄q|GFv . Here both are viewed as taking values in GL2(A).

Proof. We need some notations as in the proof of proposition 5.5.1. Let (T univ, {ψv,1}v|p) be
the universal tuple over R

ps,ord,{ξv}
1 (see 6.3.2). As in 2.1.4, we can define functions a, d, x(·, ·)

associated to T univ. Denote the natural map R
ps,ord,{ξv}
1 → R0,L0 by ϕ. Then we have

ã = ϕ ◦ a, a ≡ a′ mod q and similar results hold for d, x, ψv,1.
Because ρo is irreducible, we can choose τ ∈ GF,S such that c′(τ) 6= 0. Since GFv0

acts

on

(
1
1

)
via ψ̃v0,1, for any σ ∈ GFv0

, we have b̃(σ) = −(ã(σ) − ψ̃v0,1(σ)) ∈ Q. Hence

ϕ(x(σ, τ)) = b̃(σ)c̃(τ) ∈ Q. This implies b′(σ)c′(τ) = 0. Thus b′(σ) = 0. Similarly, we
can show that c′(σ) = 0. Also by our assumptions, a′(σ) − ψv0,1(σ) ≡ d′(σ) − ψv0,1(σ) ≡ 0
mod q. Hence ρo|GFv0 is scalar and has to be trivial as we fix the determinant and p 6= 2.

This proves our first claim.
For the second part of the lemma, since ρo|GFv0 is trivial, the reduction ρ̄q is trivial at v0 and

hence corresponds to an extension class in H1
v0
(F ). Recall that b̃(σ2), · · · , b̃(σrs) ∈ Q by our
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construction, we can argue as in the previous paragraph and get b′(σi) = 0 for i = 2, · · · , rs.
As ρ̄q is a non-split extension, our choice of these σi in 6.6.3 implies that the reduction of
b′(σ1) mod T has to be non-zero and b′ mod T is a non-zero multiple of b̄.

To see the last claim, we note that ρo|GFv factors through the pro-p quotient of GFv

for v ∈ S \ Σp. Recall that this quotient is topologically generated by τv,1, τv,2. By our
construction of Q, for i = 1, 2, we have a′(τv,i)− 1 = d′(τv,i)− 1 = c′(τv,i) = 0 and

b′(τv,i) = b′(σ1)b̄(τv,i) = b̄(τv,i) ∈ F.

From these identities, we conclude that ρo(GFv) ⊆ GL2(F̃) ⊆ GL2(A). �

6.6.8. Now we treat the case that ã(σ)− ψ̃v0,1(σ) /∈ Q for some σ ∈ GFv0
. Fix one such σ.

The idea is to use this element ã(σ)− ψ̃v0,1(σ) to find points in the image of SpecRb,L.
We will freely use the notation introduced in the first paragraph of the proof of lemma 6.6.7.

Then we have a(σ)−ψv0,1(σ) /∈ Qps. Choose τ ∈ GF,S such that c̃(τ) /∈ Q. This is possible as

Q /∈ SpecRred
0,L0

. Note that b̃(σ) = −ã(σ) + ψ̃v0,1(σ) /∈ Q. Hence ϕ(x(σ, τ)) = b̃(σ)c̃(τ) /∈ Q.
It follows that x(σ, τ) /∈ Qps. Similarly we have (−a(σ) + ψv0,1(σ))x(σ1, τ) /∈ Qps.

Let x, y be the images of (−a(σ) + ψv0,1(σ))x(σ1, τ) and x(σ, τ) in R
ps,ord,{ξv}
1 /Qps under

the natural quotient map. Let A1 = R
ps,ord,{ξv}
1 /Qps and A2 be the A1-subalgebra of the

fraction field of A1 generated by y
x
. Denote the maximal ideal of A1 by m1. The following

lemma is inspired by the result of Skinner-Wiles (see Proposition 2.4.2).

Lemma 6.6.9. (m1,
y
x
− n) is a maximal ideal of A2 for any n ∈ F.

Proof. Write t = y
x
. Suppose (m1,

y
x
− n) is not a maximal ideal. Then we can find

f1(X), f2(X) ∈ A1[X ] such that all the coefficients of f1(X) belong to m1 and

f1(t) + (t− n)f2(t) = 1.

Note that f1(n) ∈ m1. Hence after possibly replacing f2(X) by another polynomial, we
may assume f1(t) = 0, i.e. (t− n)f2(t) = 1. Suppose f2(X) has degree k. Then

(1− n

t
)g2(

1

t
) =

1

tk+1

for some g2(X) ∈ A1[X ] of degree k.

Consider the natural inclusion ϕ1 : R
ps,ord,{ξv}
1 /Qps →֒ R0,L0/Q. Then ϕ1(x)

ϕ1(y)
is the reduction

of b̃(σ1) modulo Q. Therefore

(1− nb̃(σ1))g2(b̃(σ1)) ≡ b̃(σ1)
k+1 mod Q.

Recall that there are a prime ideal q1 of R0,L0/Q and a natural isomorphism R0,L0/q1
∼−→

F[[T ]] sending b̃(σ1) to T . Moreover, the pull-back of q1 to R
ps,ord,{ξv}
1 is the maximal ideal.

Now we modulo the above equation by q1. We get

(1− nT )g3(T ) = T k+1

for some polynomial g3(t) ∈ F[T ] of degree at most k. But this is clearly impossible. Thus
(m1,

y
x
− n) is a maximal ideal. �
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Write L as F ·
(
n
1

)
for some n ∈ F. We define m2 ∈ SpecA2 to be the maximal ideal

(m1,
y
x
− n) and denote by (̂A2)m2 the m2-adic completion of A2. Let V1 ⊆ SpecA1 be

the closed subset defined by (x) and V2 ⊆ SpecA1 be the closed subset corresponding to
reducible deformations (see 5.4.11). Then their union V is a proper closed subset of SpecA1.
We denote its complement by U .

Consider Spec (̂A2)m2 → Spec(A2)m2 → SpecA1. The first map is surjective and the
generic point of A1 is in the image of the second map. Hence the preimage U ′ of U in

Spec (̂A2)m2 is a non-empty open set. Let q′ be a one-dimensional prime in U ′ and q =
q′ ∩ A1. This is a pro-modular prime as it contains Qps. Also it is not in reducible locus
by our construction. We claim that q is a nice prime and in the image of SpecRb,L →
SpecR

ps,ord,{ξv}
1 .

As in 6.6.6, we can find a representation ρo : GF,S → GL2(A) with A = F̃[[T ]] the

normalization of R
ps,ord,{ξv}
1 /q such that ρo(σ∗) =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
and the mod T reduction ρ̄q of

ρo is of the form

(
1 ∗
0 χ̄

)
, ∗ 6= 0. Moreover if we write ρo(g) =

(
a′(g) b′(g)
c′(g) d′(g)

)
, then a′ ≡ a

mod q, d′ ≡ d mod q.

Lemma 6.6.10.

(1) ρo(GFv0
) acts on A ·

(
n0

1

)
via ψv0,1 for some n0 ∈ A and n0 ≡ b′(σ1)n mod (T ).

(2) ρ̄q|GFv0 is trivial.

Proof. It follows from our construction that x = −(a(σ)− ψv0,1(σ))x(σ1, τ) /∈ q. Hence

(a′(σ)− ψv0,1(σ))b′(σ1)c′(τ) 6= 0.

Since q is a pull-back of a prime ideal of (̂A2)m2 , it is clear that

y

x
− n mod q = − b′(σ)

(a′(σ)− ψv0,1(σ))b′(σ1)
− n ∈ T F̃[[T ]].

Therefore b′(σ)
a′(σ)−ψv0,1(σ)

≡ −b′(σ1)n mod (T ). Note that a′(σ) − ψv0,1(σ) 6= 0. The matrix

ρo(σ)−ψv0,1(σ) has rank one and its kernel is generated by A ·
(
n0

1

)
with n0 ∈ b′(σ1)n+(T ).

Hence ρo(GFv0
) acts on A ·

(
n0

1

)
via ψv0,1. Note that reduction of this line modulo T cannot

be F ·
(
1
0

)
. Hence ρ̄q|GFv0 is trivial. �

Now we can argue as in the proof of lemma 6.6.7 and conclude that ρ̄q is the extension
class b up to a scalar. After renormalizing ρo, we may assume b′(σ1) = 1 and ρ̄q = ρ̄b. Then

lemma 6.6.10 implies that q is in the image of SpecRb,L → SpecR
ps,ord,{ξv}
1 . Arguing as in

the last part of the proof of lemma 6.6.7, it is easy to see that q is nice. Thus we found a

nice prime in the image of SpecRb,L → SpecR
ps,ord,{ξv}
1 in this case.
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6.6.11. The last case where d̃(σ)− ψ̃v0,1(σ) /∈ Q for some σ ∈ GFv0
can be proved similarly.

We omit the details here. Thus we have finished the proof of proposition 6.6.1.

Corollary 6.6.12. Assume χ̄ is quadratic and

• [F : Q]− 6|S|+ 6|Σp| − 3 > δF + dimFH
1
v0(F ).

We have

(1) A prime p ∈ SpecR
ps,ord,{ξv}
1 is pro-modular if ρ(p) is irreducible.

(2) R
ps,ord,{ξv}
1 is a finite ΛF -algebra. See the discussion above Theorem 6.1.2 for the

definition of this map.

(3) If p is a maximal ideal of R
ps,ord,{ξv}
1 [1

p
] such that

• ρ(p) is irreducible.

• Write ρ(p)|GFv ∼=
(
ψv,1 ∗
0 ψv,2

)
. We assume ψv,1 is Hodge-Tate and has strictly

less Hodge-Tate number than ψv,2 for any v|p and any embedding Fv →֒ Qp.
Then ρ(p) comes from a twist of a Hilbert modular form.

Proof. The proof is almost the same as the proof of corollary 5.5.2. We will show that up
to twist, each prime p is in the image of SpecRb,L for some admissible pair (b,L) if ρ(p) is
irreducible and R

ps,ord,{ξv}
1 /p has dimension one.

Denote by A the normalization of R
ps,ord,{ξv}
1 /p and by T a uniformizer of A. We define a

basis of the representation space of ρ(p) in the following way: let e2 be a non-zero eigenvector
of σ∗ with eigenvalue −1. The lattice A[GF,S] · e2 can be written as A · e1 ⊕A · e2 for some
vector e1 fixed by σ∗. Then A[GF,S] ·e1 = A ·e1⊕A ·T ne2 for some integer n > 0. Let L0 be
a line where ρ(p)(GFv0

) acts via ψv,1. Suppose L0 is generated by f1e1+f2e2 with f1, f2 ∈ A.
For an element f ∈ A, denote its T -adic valuation by vT (f). There are three possibilities:

(1) vT (f1) ≥ vT (f2).
(2) vT (f2)− n < vT (f1) < vT (f2).
(3) vT (f1) ≤ vT (f2)− n.
In the first case, we consider the GF,S-stable lattice A · e1⊕A · e2. Its reduction modulo T

is a non-split extension of χ̄ by 1. Moreover, the reduction of L0 is not e1 modulo T . Hence
p is in the image of SpecRb,L for some admissible pair (b,L), b 6= 0.

In the second case, we can consider the GF,S-stable lattice A · f1e1⊕A · f2e2. The mod T
reduction of this lattice is 1⊕ χ̄ and the reduction of L0 is clearly not GF,S-stable. Hence p
is in the image of SpecR0,L for some admissible pair (0,L).

In the last case, we can twist everything by χ−1 and this case is reduced to the first case.
Thus in any case we can apply the results in proposition 6.5.4, 6.6.1 and conclude that p is
pro-modular. �

6.7. Proof of Theorem 6.1.2.

6.7.1. This part is almost the same as 5.7. Note that as in 5.7.5, after base change, we may
always assume

• χ̄ is quadratic and χ̄|GFv = 1 for any v ∈ S,
• χ is unramified everywhere outside of places above p.
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One key step in 5.7 is to find a totally real field extension F1/F where we can apply corollary
6.6.12. This will follow from lemma 6.7.2 below. Once we have lemma 6.7.2, the rest of the
proof of Theorem 6.1.2 is identical to 5.7. We omit the details here.

Lemma 6.7.2. There exists a totally real field extension F1/F such that

• F1 is abelian over Q.
• p is unramified in F1.
• Let S1 (resp. Σp,1) be the set of places of F1 above S (resp. p) and v0 be a place of
F1 above p. Then

[F1 : Q]− 6|S1|+ 6|Σp,1| − 3 > δF1 + dimFH
1
v0
(F1),

where H1
v0(F1) is the kernel of H1(GF1,S1 ,F(χ̄

−1))→ H1(GF1,v0
,F(χ̄−1)).

Proof. As in 5.7.6, choose a prime l0 which is larger than the norm of any place in S. Consider
the cyclotomic Zl0-extension of F . Let L/F be a finite extension in this tower. We claim
that we can take F1 = L as long as [L : F ] is sufficiently large.

To see this, first note that |SL| has a uniform bound C1 independent of L. Here SL denotes
the set of places of L above S. Next, we follow the proof of lemma 5.7.7 and give an upper
bound of dimFH

1
vL
(L), where vL is a place of L above p and H1

vL
(L) is defined similarly as

before. Let K be the kernel of

H1
vL
(L)

res−→
⊕

v∈SL\{vL}
H1(GLv ,F(χ̄

−1))/H1(Gk(v),F(χ̄−1)).

Then K can be embedded into H1(GL(χ̄),F) = Hom(GL(χ̄),F) and the image lies inside
the subspace of characters unramified everywhere. Hence dimFK ≤ dimFp Cl(L(χ̄))[p]. By
Washington’s result [Was78], dimFp Cl(L(χ̄))[p] has a uniform upper bound C2. On the other
hand, since χ̄|GLv is trivial for any v ∈ SL,

H1(GLv ,F(χ̄
−1))/H1(Gk(v),F(χ̄−1)) = Hom(O×

Lv
,F),

whose dimension is at most [Lv : Qp] + 1 if v|p and is at most one otherwise. Putting all
these together, we have

dimFH
1
vL
(L) ≤ dimFp Cl(L(χ̄))[p] + [L : Q]− [LvL : Qp] + |SL|.

Note that [LvL : Qp] ≥ 1
|SL| [L : Q] ≥ 1

C1
[L : Q]. Hence

dimFH
1
vL
(L) ≤ C2 + [L : Q]− 1

C1
[L : Q] + C1.

Since L is abelian over Q and Leopoldt’s conjecture is known in this case, hence δL = 0.
From the inequality above, it is clear that when [L : Q] is large enough, F1 = L satisfies the
properties in the lemma. �

7. The main Theorem

7.1. The main Theorem.

Theorem 7.1.1. Let p > 2 be an odd prime number. Let F be a totally real abelian extension
of Q in which p completely splits. Suppose

ρ : Gal(F/F )→ GL2(O)
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is a continuous irreducible representation with the following properties

• ρ ramifies at only finitely many places.
• Let ρ̄ be the reduction of ρ modulo ̟. We assume its semi-simplification has the
form χ̄1 ⊕ χ̄2 and χ̄1/χ̄2 can be extended to a character of GQ.
• ρ|GFv is irreducible and de Rham of distinct Hodge-Tate weights for any v|p and any

embedding Fv →֒ Qp. Moreover, if p = 3, we assume

(χ̄1/χ̄2)|GFv 6= ω±1.

• (χ̄1/χ̄2)(c) = −1 for any complex conjugation c ∈ Gal(F/F ).

Then ρ arises from a twist of a Hilbert modular form, i.e. a regular algebraic cuspidal
automorphic representation of GL2(AF ).

7.1.2. The rest of this section is devoted to the proof this Theorem. There will be three
different cases depending on the shape of (χ̄1/χ̄2)|GFv , v|p and the proof of each case will be
given in the following 3 subsections. We first do some reduction work.

We may always twist ρ with a finite order character and assume χ̄1 is trivial. Let S be
a finite set of primes containing all the ramified finite places of ρ and let Σp be the set of
primes above p. By soluble base change and Theorem 5 of chapter 10 of [AT68], we may
always assume

|S \ Σp|+ 2 < [F : Q].

So in particular [F : Q] > 2.
As before, we will fix a complex conjugation σ∗ ∈ GF,S. Let χ be the determinant of ρ

and χ̄ be the reduction of χ modulo ̟. Consider the functor from C f
O to the category of

sets sending R to the set of 2-dimensional pseudo-representations of GF,S which lift 1 + χ̄
with determinant χ. This is pro-represented by a complete local noetherian ring Rps and trρ
gives rise to a prime ideal p ∈ SpecRps.

Lemma 7.1.3. dimRps
p ≥ 2[F : Q].

Proof. By corollary 2.2.3, (̂Rps)p parametrizes all deformations with determinant χ of ρE =
ρ ⊗ E : GF,S → GL2(E). See the precise deformation problem in 2.2.3 except here we put
an extra condition on the determinant. It follows from this description that

(̂Rps)p ∼= E[[x1, · · · , xh1 ]]/(f1, · · · , fh2),
where hi = dimE H

i(GF,S, ad
0 ρE), i = 1, 2 and ad0 ρE as usual denotes the subspace of

EndE(ρE) with trace 0. Then by the global Euler characteristic formula (for example see
lemma 9.7 of [Kis03]),

h1 − h2 = (dimE ad0 ρE)[F : Q]−
∑

v|∞
dimE(ad

0 ρE)
GFv + h0 = 2[F : Q]

since we assume ρE is irreducible and dimE(ad
0 ρE)

GFv = 1 for any v|∞. This proves the
dimension inequality in the lemma. �

7.1.4. Choose an irreducible component C of SpecRps that contains p and has dimension at
least 2[F : Q]+1. We denote its generic point by P. Let T univ : GF,S → Rps be the universal
pseudo-character. By lemma 5.7.3, for any v ∈ S \ Σp, we can write T univ|IFv ≡ θv,1 + θv,2
mod P for some characters θv,1, θv,2 of finite orders after possible enlarging O.
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Now consider the following map given by the universal property:

Rps
p → Rps

where Rps
p denotes the completed tensor product

⊗̂
v|pR

ps
v over O and Rps

v denotes the univer-
sal deformation ring which parametrizes all 2-dimensional pseudo-representations of GFv that
lift (1 + χ̄)|GFv with determinant χ|GFv . Let Rps,ord

v be the quotient of Rps
v that parametrizes

all reducible liftings (i.e. liftings that are sum of two characters) and Rps,ord
p be the completed

tensor product of Rps,ord
v , v|p. We denote

Rps,ord = Rps ⊗Rps
p
Rps,ord
p ; Cord = SpecRps,ord ∩ C.

According to the shape of χ̄|GFv , v|p, we can separate into three cases:

(1) (Generic case) χ̄|GFv 6= 1, ω±1 for any v|p.
(2) χ|GFv = 1 for any v|p.
(3) χ̄|GFv = ω±1 for any v|p.

7.2. Case 1: Generic case. In this subsection, we prove Theorem 7.1.1 when χ̄|GFv 6=
1, ω±1 for any v|p. We will keep this assumption throughout this subsection. We note that
in this case, a direct definition of Rps,ord was given in 5.1.1 with the same notation.

Lemma 7.2.1. dimCord ≥ [F : Q] + 1.

Proof. For any v|p, since we assume χ̄|GFv 6= 1, ω±1, it follows from corollary B.20 of [Paš13]

that the kernel of Rps
v → Rps,ord

v is a principal ideal. Hence

dimCord ≥ dimC − |Σp| ≥ [F : Q] + 1.

�

Remark 7.2.2. This is the essential reason that we rule out the case χ̄|GFv = ω±1 as in this
case, the kernel is generated by two elements.

On the other hand, there is a map ΛF → Rps,ord as in 5.1.1, which comes from the universal
deformation of 1|IFv , v|p. Theorem 5.1.2 tells us that this is a finite map. Combining this
with the previous lemma, we see that

Corollary 7.2.3. There exists an irreducible component Cord
1 of Cord such that

(1) dimCord
1 = [F : Q] + 1.

(2) Cord
1 → SpecΛF is a finite surjective map.

(3) Let Cord,aut
1 be the set of regular de Rham primes in Cord

1 . Here a prime q is called
regular de Rham if
• p /∈ q and Rps,ord/q is one-dimensional.
• Denote the associated semi-simple representation GF,S → GL2(k(q)) by ρ(q) (see
2.1.6). We require ρ(q) to be irreducible.

• For any v|p, ρ(q)|GFv ∼=
(
ψv,1 ∗
0 ψv,2

)
such that ψv,1 is Hodge-Tate and has

strictly less Hodge-Tate number than ψv,2 for any embedding Fv →֒ Qp.

Then Cord,aut
1 is dense in Cord

1 .
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Proof. The existence of an irreducible component that satisfies the first condition is clear.
Fix one and denote it by Cord

1 . The second claim follows from the first claim and the fact
that ΛF is a domain. As for the last one, note that the subset of q ∈ SpecRps such that
ρ(q) is reducible has dimension at most 2+ δF = 2 < 1+ [F : Q] (see 5.4.11). Hence we may

ignore the second condition in the definition of Cord,aut
1 .

Let ψunivv,1 , ψunivv,2 : GFv → (Rps,ord)× be the liftings of 1, χ̄|GFv respectively. It follows from

lemma 5.3.3 that for any v|p, there exists nv ∈ {1, 2} such that for any q ∈ Cord
1 ,

ρ(q)|GFv ∼=
(
ψunivv,nv mod q ∗

0 ψunivv,3−nv mod q

)
.

Using this and the surjectivity of the map Cord
1 → SpecΛF , we see that the image of Cord,aut

1

in SpecΛF is dense. Thus Cord,aut
1 is also dense in Cord

1 as the map to Spec ΛF is finite. �

7.2.4. Now we choose a prime q ∈ Cord
1 that is “potentially nice” in the following sense:

• p ∈ q and Rps/q is one-dimensional. In particular, the image of q in SpecΛF is not
the maximal ideal so that we can apply the third part of lemma 4.1.10.
• ρ(q) is irreducible.
• For any v ∈ S \ Σp, ρ(q)|GFv has finite image.

To see the existence of such a prime, denote the generic point of Cord
1 by Q ∈ SpecRps. Let

IS ⊆ Rps be the ideal generated by T univ(Frobv) − 1 − χ(Frobv), v ∈ S \ Σp. Here Frobv is
not well defined and is just a choice of lift (geometric) Frobenius. Consider Rps/(̟,Q, IS).
By our assumptions, its dimension is larger than 1 = δF + 1. Hence we can choose a prime
q of Rps/(̟,Q, IS) such that ρ(q) is irreducible. We claim that q is potentially nice, i.e.
ρ(q)|GFv has finite image for any v ∈ S \ Σp.

By lemma 5.7.2, ρ(q)|GFv is either reducible or induced from a character θ of GFv2
. In the

second case, it suffices to prove θ has finite orders. This follows from θ(Frob2v) = −χ̄(Frobv) ∈
F×. In the first case, note that trρ(q)(Frobv) = 1+ χ̄(Frobv). It is easy to see that the semi-
simplification of ρ(q)|GFv is a sum of two characters of finite orders. Hence ρ(q)|H is unipotent
for some subgroup H of finite index in GFv . Clearly ρ(q)(H) is finite. Therefore in either
case, our claim is clear.

We fix such a choice of potentially nice prime q.

7.2.5. Finally choose a finite totally real soluble extension F1 of F in which p splits com-
pletely such that [F1 : Q] is even and for any place w of F1 above some place v ∈ S \ Σp,

(1) ρ(q)|GF1,w is trivial,

(2) N(w) ≡ 1 mod p,
(3) T univ|IF1,w ≡ 2 mod P. Recall that P is a minimal prime of Rps introduced in 7.1.4

and T univ|IF1,w is a sum of two characters of finite orders modulo P.

This is possible by lemma 2.2 of [Tay03]. Note that we can define a Hecke algebra T :=
Tψ,ξ(Up) (of a quaternion algebra over F1) as in 4.1.2 with S in 4.1.1 taken as the set of
places of F1 above S here and ξ = 1, the trivial character. The assumption in 4.1.2 holds
for T as we can take a prime q1 ∈ Cord,aut

1 and consider ρ(q1)|GF1 . By Theorem 5.1.2 and
soluble base change, this comes from a regular algebraic cuspidal automorphic representation
of GL2(AF1) and gives rise to the existence of our desired maximal ideal of Hecke algebra.
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Let S1 be the set of places of F1 above S. Consider Rps,1 defined in 4.1.1. More precisely,
it pro-represents the functor from C f

O to the category of sets sending R to the set of two-
dimensional pseudo-representations T of GF1,S1 over R such that T is a lifting of 1+ χ̄|GF1,S1
with determinant χ|GF1,S1 and

T |IF1,v = 2

for any v ∈ S1, v ∤ p.
It follows from our construction that there is a map Rps,1 → Rps/P. Let p′, q′ ∈ SpecRps,1

be the pull-backs of p, q. We claim that q′ is a nice prime in the sense of 4.1.4. All the
conditions are clear except that ρ(q)|GF1 is irreducible and q′ is pro-modular.

The irreducibility can be proved in the same way as in the second paragraph of 5.7.9.
To see that q′ is pro-modular, we will actually prove that the image of Cord

1 in SpecRps,1 is

pro-modular. First notice that by Theorem 5.1.2 for any q1 ∈ Cord,aut
1 , ρ(q1) comes from a

regular algebraic cuspidal automorphic representation of GL2(AF1). Hence by soluble base

change and the same irreducibility argument, the image of any prime of Cord,aut
1 in SpecRps,1

is modular. By the density result in corollary 7.2.3, we see that the image of Cord
1 is in fact

pro-modular. In particular, q′ is pro-modular and hence nice.
Note that we can find an irreducible component of Rps,1 that contains the image of C,

the irreducible component of SpecRps defined by P. Therefore we can apply corollary 4.1.8
with p = p′ and q = q′ and conclude that ρ(p′) = ρ|GF1 comes from a regular algebraic
cuspidal automorphic representation of GL2(AF1). Theorem 7.1.1 now follows from soluble
base change.

7.3. Case 2: χ̄|GFv = 1. In this subsection, we deal with the case where χ̄|GFv = 1 for any
v|p. We will prove lemma 7.2.1 in this case and show that there are enough automorphic
points on Cord as in corollary 7.2.3. To do this, we need work on some covering of Cord.

Let Rps,ord
1 be the universal deformation ring introduced in 6.1.1. It is clear that there is

a natural map Rps,ord → Rps,ord
1 . We denote by Cord,1 the pull-back of Cord to SpecRps,ord

1 .

Lemma 7.3.1. dimCord,1 ≥ [F : Q] + 1.

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of lemma 7.2.1. For any v|p, let Rps,ord
v,1 be the

universal deformation ring which parametrizes all characters ψv,1 of GFv lifting the trivial
character 1. Then it is clear that this ring is (non-canonically) isomorphic to O[[x1, x2]].
Also assigning each such a character ψv,1 to ψv,1 + χψ−1

v,1 induces a natural finite map φ :

Rps
v → Rps,ord

v,1 . Consider the map:

Rps
v ⊗̂OR

ps,ord
v,1 → Rps,ord

v,1 : a⊗ b 7→ φ(a)b.

We claim that the kernel of this surjective map is generated by three elements. This is clear
as in this case Rps

v is isomorphic to O[[t1, t2, t3]] by Corollary 9.13. of [Paš13]. Let Rps,ord
p,1

be the completed tensor products of all Rps,ord
v,1 , v|p over O. Then Rps,ord

1 = Rps ⊗Rps
p
Rps,ord
p,1 .

Recall that C = SpecRps/P has dimension at least 1 + 2[F : Q]. Hence Cord,1 is the

underlying space of the spectrum of (Rps/P)⊗Rps
p
Rps,ord
p,1 , which we may rewrite as

(Rps/P⊗̂OR
ps,ord
p,1 )⊗(Rps

p ⊗̂OR
ps,ord
p,1 ) R

ps,ord
p,1
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From what we just discussed, Cord,1 has dimension at least

1 + 2[F : Q] + 2[F : Q]− 3[F : Q] = 1 + [F : Q].

This is exactly what we want. �

There is a natural map Cord,1 → SpecRps,ord
1 → Spec ΛF as in 6.1.1. The following

corollary can be proved in exactly the same way as corollary 7.2.3 using Theorem 6.1.2.

Corollary 7.3.2. There exists an irreducible component Cord,1
1 of Cord,1 such that

(1) dimCord
1 = [F : Q] + 1.

(2) Cord,1 → SpecΛF is a finite surjective map.

(3) Let Cord,1,aut
1 be the set of regular de Rham primes in Cord,1

1 defined in corollary 7.2.3.

Then Cord,1,aut
1 is dense in Cord,1

1 .

The rest of the proof is the same as in the generic case: we may find a potentially nice
prime q′ ∈ Cord,1

1 . Let q be its image in Cord. Then after possibly a soluble base change, q
becomes a nice prime and we can apply corollary 4.1.8 and conclude that ρ comes from a
regular algebraic cuspidal automorphic representation of GL2(AF ). For more details, see the
arguments in 7.2.4, 7.2.5.

7.4. Case 3: χ̄|GFv = ω±1. In this subsection, we treat the last case where χ̄|GFv = ω±1 for
any v|p. We will keep the assumption that p ≥ 5. Then after possibly some twist, we may
assume χ̄|GFv = ω 6= ω−1. In this case, lemma 7.2.1 might not hold in general. Hence we
need some careful study of Cord. Roughly speaking, our strategy is to ‘connect’ p with some
pro-modular primes by nice primes. More precisely, we make the following definition.

Definition 7.4.1. We say an irreducible component C ′ ofRps is good if there exist irreducible
components C1, · · · , Ct = C ′ for some integer t > 0 and potentially nice primes (defined in
7.2.4) q1, · · · , qt such that

• qi ∈ Ci ∩ Ci−1, i = 2, · · · , t, and q1 ∈ C1.
• q1 is in the closure of the set of regular de Rham primes of SpecRps,ord (introduced
in corollary 7.2.3). In particular, this set of regular de Rham primes in SpecRps,ord

is non-empty.

By abuse of notation, we will also say the minimal prime corresponding to C ′ is good.

Lemma 7.4.2. If C is good, then Theorem 7.1.1 holds.

Proof. The argument is very similar to 7.2.5. We choose a soluble totally real field extension
F1/F in which p completely splits such that [F1 : Q] is even and for any place w of F1 above
some place in S \ Σp,

• ρ(qi)|GF1,w = 1, i = 1 · · · , t.
• (2)(3) as in 7.2.5.

As in 7.2.5, we can define a Hecke algebra Tψ,ξ(Up) (of a quaternion algebra over F1) which
satisfies the assumption in 4.1.2. Also over F1, we have the deformation ring Rps,1. Let q′i
be the pull-back of qi. It suffices to prove that q′t is nice by corollary 4.1.8. By the same
argument as in 7.2.5, we see that q′1 is nice. Hence the image of C1 in SpecRps,1 is pro-
modular by Theorem 4.1.7. In particular, q′2 is nice. Repeating this argument, we see that
q′i is nice for any i. �
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Therefore it rests to prove

Proposition 7.4.3. C is good.

To find Ci, qi as in the definition, we need a careful study of Rps
v , v|p in this case.

Lemma 7.4.4. Assume p > 3. Let v be a place of F above p.

(1) Rps
v
∼= O[[x0, x1, y0, y1]]/(x0y1 − x1y0).

(2) Under this isomorphism, Rps,ord
v = Rps

v /(x0, x1).
(3) The prime ideal (x0, x1, y0, y1) corresponds to the pseudo-representation ψ1+ψ2 where

ψi : GFv → O× are characters such that ψ1/ψ2 = ε.

Proof. These claims follow easily from the results in Appendix B of [Paš13]. Let ρ̄p be a
non-split extension of ω by 1 as F[GFv ]-modules. Consider the universal deformation ring
Rχ
ρ̄p of ρ̄p with determinant χ|GFv . Then corollary B.16 of [Paš13] says that the natural map

Rps
v → Rχ

ρ̄p given by evaluating the traces is an isomorphism. The first part of the lemma
now follows from lemma corollary B.5 of [Paš13] with x0 = c0, x1 = c1, y0 = −d0, y1 = d1+p.
The second part can be proved using the explicit description above proposition B.2 ibid. For
the last part, it is clear that (x0, x1, y0, y1) is the only non-smooth point of SpecRχ

ρ̄p [
1
p
]. Then

by standard obstruction theory, the associated pseudo-representation must have the form as
in the lemma. �

Corollary 7.4.5. dimCord ≥ 1.

Proof. It follows from the previous lemma that the kernel of Rps → Rps,ord is generated by
2[F : Q] elements. Since dimC ≥ 1 + 2[F : Q], the dimension of Cord is at least one. �

7.4.6. Choose a prime q ∈ Cord such that dimRps/q = 1. Enlarge O if necessary so that
we may assume the normalization of Rps/q is either O or isomorphic to F[[T ]]. There are
three possibilities for the associated semi-simple representation ρ(q):

(1) ρ(q) is irreducible.
(2) ρ(q) ∼= ψ1 ⊕ ψ2 is reducible and ψ1/ψ2 is not of the form ε±1θ, where θ is a finite

order character of GF . We call this case generic reducible.
(3) ρ(q) ∼= ψ1⊕ψ2 and ψ1/ψ2 = εθ, for some finite order character θ of GF . We call this

case non-generic reducible.

7.4.7. Case (1): ρ(q) is irreducible.

Lemma 7.4.8. The connectedness dimension c((Rps)q) of (R
ps)q is at least 2[F : Q]− 1.

Proof. For the definition of connectedness dimension, see 5.4.5. Since c((Rps)q) ≥ c((̂Rps)q),

it suffices to prove c((̂Rps)q) ≥ 2[F : Q]− 1.
Choose a lattice ρ(q)o of ρ(q) so that the residual representation ρ̄b of ρ(q)

o is non-split.
Let Rb be the universal deformation ring of ρ̄b : GF,S → GL2(F) with determinant χ. Hence
ρ(q)o gives rise to a prime ideal qb of Rb. Then it follows from the first part of corollary 2.3.7

that (̂Rps)q ∼= (̂Rb)qb . On the other hand, it is standard that Rb can be written as the form
O[[x1, · · · , xh1 ]]/(f1, · · · , fh2) with hi = dimFH

i(GF,S, ad
0 ρ̄b). Since χ̄ is totally odd, by the

global Euler characteristic formula, we have h1 − h2 = h0 + 2[F : Q] = 2[F : Q] as ρ̄b is

non-split. Hence (̂Rb)qb
∼= S1/(f1, · · · , fh2) where S1 is the completion of O[[x1, · · · , xh1]] at

the pull-back of qb. Using proposition 5.4.7, we get the desired lower bound on c((̂Rb)qb). �
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Lemma 7.4.9. There exists an irreducible component of Rps that contains q and a potentially
nice prime in the closure of the set of regular de Rham primes of SpecRps,ord.

Proof. Let ψunivv,1 , ψunivv,2 : GFv → (Rps,ord)× be the liftings of 1, χ̄|GFv respectively. Let Σo be
the set of places v|p such that

ρ(q)|GFv ∼=
(
ψunivv,1 mod q ∗

0 ψunivv,2 mod q

)

and ψunivv,1 is a lifting of 1. We can consider the quotient Rps,ord
Σo of Rps,ord which parametrizes

pseudo-representations that are ψunivv,1 -ordinary (resp. ψunivv,2 -ordinary) if v ∈ Σo (resp. v ∈
Σp \ Σo) in the sense of 5.3.2. Then q can be viewed as a prime of Rps,ord

Σo .
On the other hand, as in the proof of the previous lemma, we may choose a lattice

ρ(q)o of ρ(q) such that its residual representation ρ̄b is a non-split extension of 1 by χ̄.
Consider the universal ordinary deformation R∆

b which parametrizes all deformations ρb of

ρ̄b : GF,S → GL2(F) with determinant χ such that for any v|p, ρb|GFv ∼=
(
ψv,1 ∗
0 ∗

)
, where

ψv,1 is a lifting of 1 (resp. χ̄|GFv ) if v ∈ Σo (resp. v ∈ Σp \ Σo). Let qb be the prime of R∆
b

corresponding to ρ(q)o. Arguing as in the second part of 5.3.8, we have an isomorphism:

̂(Rps,ord
Σo )q ∼= (̂R∆

b )qb .

Since ρ̄b is a non-split extension of 1 by χ̄ and χ̄|GFv 6= ω−1, v|p, it is easy to deduce that

H0(GF,S, ad
0(ρ̄b(1))) = 0. Hence by lemma 5.4.4, each irreducible component of R∆

b has
dimension at least 1 + [F : Q]. In particular,

dim(Rps,ord
Σo )q = dim(R∆

b )qb ≥ [F : Q].

Thus there exists an irreducible component Cord
b of Rps,ord

Σo containing q with dimension at
least 1 + [F : Q] 4.

Now we can argue as in the proof of corollary 7.2.3 and 7.2.4 to show that the regular de
Rham points are dense in Cord

b and Cord
b contains a potentially nice prime. For the lemma,

we can just take any irreducible component of Rps containing Cord
b . �

7.4.10. Now we prove proposition 7.4.3 in case (1). Let Cnice be an irreducible component
as in lemma 7.4.9. Let Z1 be the union of good irreducible components C ′ of Rps which
contain q. Note that Cnice ∈ Z1. It suffices to prove that Z1 contains all the minimal primes
of (Rps)q. Suppose not, let Z2 be the union of irreducible components which contain q and
are not contained in Z1. Then by lemma 7.4.8,

dimZ1 ∩ Z2 ≥ 2[F : Q]− 1 ≥ |S| − |Σp|+ 3.

Arguing as in 7.2.4, we can find a potentially nice prime q′ in Z1 ∩Z2. Then any irreducible
component of Z2 containing q′ would be good. We thus get a contradiction.

7.4.11. Case (2): ρ(q) ∼= ψ1 ⊕ ψ2 generic. Recall that generic here means ψ1/ψ2 is not

of the form ε±1θ, where θ is a finite order character of GF .
For any v|p, let qv ∈ SpecRps,ord

v be the pull-back of q. By abuse of notation, we also view
it as a prime ideal of Rps

v . We claim that qv is one-dimensional for any v. This is trivial if

4In fact by the finiteness result over ΛF (Theorem 5.1.2), its dimension is exactly [F : Q] + 1.
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p /∈ q. Suppose the residue field of q has characteristic p. Then the image of GF under ψ1 is
infinite. Note that Leopoldt’s conjecture is known for F as F is abelian over Q. This implies
that the image of the composite map

O×
Fv
→ Gab

Fv → Gab
F,S(p)

has finite index inside Gab
F,S(p), where the first map is given by local class field theory.

Therefore the image of ψ1|GFv is infinite as well. Hence qv is not the maximal ideal.

Moreover, it follows from the same argument that (ψ1

ψ2
)|GFv 6= ε±1. Otherwise ψ1/ψ2 would

be equal to ε±1 up to a finite order character, which contradicts our generic assumption.

Lemma 7.4.12. For any v|p, the kernel of (Rps
v )qv → (Rps,ord

v )qv is principal.

Proof. Under the isomorphism in lemma 7.4.4, qv contains x0, x1. By our generic assumption,
qv 6= (x0, x1, y0, y1). Hence without loss of generality, we may assume y0 /∈ qv. Then the
kernel of (Rps

v )qv → (Rps,ord
v )qv is generated by x0 as x1 = x0y1y

−1
0 in (Rps

v )qv . �

Corollary 7.4.13. dimCord ≥ [F : Q] + 1.

Proof. It follows from the previous lemma that the kernel of (Rps)q → (Rps,ord)q is generated
by [F : Q] elements. We can localize C and Cord at q and obtain the desired lower bound. �

Note that this is lemma 7.2.1 in this case. Theorem 7.1.1 now can be proved in exactly
the same way as 7.2.

7.4.14. Case (3): ρ(q) ∼= ψ1 ⊕ ψ2 non-generic. In this case, ψ1/ψ2 = εθ for a finite order
character θ of GF,S. Note that q cannot contain p, otherwise ψ1, ψ2 would be of finite orders.
See 7.4.11 for more details. Therefore k(q) is a finite extension of E. Enlarging E if necessary,
we may assume k(q) = E.

The rough idea here is to obtain a lower bound on the connectedness dimension of (Rps)q
first and argue as in the case 7.4.7. As in [SW99] (see also 5.4, 5.5), the geometry of
Spec(Rps)q is studied by comparing with some other Galois deformation rings. More precisely,
we need a careful study of the universal deformation rings of some non-split extensions of
ψ1 by ψ2. One key step is to bound the dimension of the reducible locus. In this case, this
is essentially a result of Lichtenbaum [Lic72], which implies the reducible deformation of
ρ(q) has dimension [F : Q]. I would like to thank Professor Richard Taylor for suggesting
looking at such deformation rings. First we compute the extension group Ext1E[GF,S]

(ψ1, ψ2) ∼=
H1(GF,S, E(ψ2/ψ1)).

Lemma 7.4.15. The natural restriction map

H1(GF,S, E(ψ2/ψ1))→
⊕

v|p
H1(GFv , E(ψ2/ψ1))

is an isomorphism. In particular, dimE H
1(GF,S, E(ψ2/ψ1)) = [F : Q].

Proof. Recall that ψ1/ψ2 = θε. It follows from the long exact sequence of Poitou-Tate (see
for example 8.6.10 of [NSW08]) that there is a short exact sequence:

H2(GF,S, E/O(θε2))∨ ⊗ E → H1(GF,S, E(ψ2/ψ1))→
⊕

v∈S or v|∞
H1(GFv , E(ψ2/ψ1)).
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Let F ′ = F (θ) and S ′ be the set of places of F ′ above S. Then GF ′,S′ has finite index in GF,S.
Using the usual restriction-corestriction sequence and the fact that E is of characteristic zero,
we see that the restriction map induces a surjective map:

H2(GF ′,S′, E/O(2))∨ ⊗ E ։ H2(GF,S, E/O(θε2))∨ ⊗E.
Since θε is totally odd, F ′ is a totally real field. It follows from proposition 9.6 of [Lic72] that
H2(GF ′,S′, E/O(2)) = 0. Strictly speaking, in [Lic72], this is only proved when S ′ consists of
all the places above p. However, it is not too hard to deduce this from Lichtenbaum’s result.
Hence H2(GF,S, E/O(θε2))∨ ⊗E vanishes and we get an inclusion

H1(GF,S, E(ψ2/ψ1)) →֒
⊕

v∈S or v|∞
H1(GFv , E(ψ2/ψ1)).

Since ψ2

ψ1
|GFv 6= 1, ε, we have dimE H

1(GFv , E(ψ2/ψ1)) = 1 if v|p and 0 otherwise. Thus

dimE H
1(GF,S, E(ψ2/ψ1)) ≤ [F : Q]. On the other hand, the global Euler characteristic

formula (lemma 9.7 of [Kis03]) gives a lower bound dimE H
1(GF,S, E(ψ2/ψ1)) ≥ [F : Q].

From this, we easily deduce all the claims in the lemma. �

7.4.16. Any non-zero class B ∈ Ext1E[GF,S]
(ψ1, ψ2) corresponds to a non-split extension

ρB : GF,S → GL2(E) of ψ1 by ψ2. Using the basis given by the eigenvectors of σ∗, our fixed
complex conjugation, we may assume ρB is of the form(

ψ2 bB
0 ψ1

)
.

We denote the universal deformation ring of ρB with fixed determinant χ by RB. More
precisely, it pro-represents the functor from the category of Artinian local E-algebras with
residue field E (equipped with p-adic topology) to the category of sets, assigning A to the
set of continuous deformations over A of ρB with determinant χ.

First we bound the dimension of the reducible locus of SpecRB. More precisely, the subset
of SpecRB corresponding to reducible deformations is closed in SpecRB and we denote its
reduced closed subscheme by SpecRred

B .

Lemma 7.4.17. dimSpecRred
B ≤ [F : Q] + 1.

Proof. Arguing as in proposition 5.4.10, we see that

dimSpecRred
B ≤ 1 + δF + dimE H

1(GF,S, E(ψ2/ψ1)).

Since F is abelian over Q, we have δF = 0. Our claim follows from the previous lemma. �

7.4.18. Let ρoB : GF,S → GL2(O) be a lattice of ρB such that its mod ̟ reduction ρ̄b :
GF,S → GL2(F) is non-split. We may consider the universal deformation ring Rb of ρ̄b with
fixed determinant χ. Then ρoB naturally gives rise to a prime pB of Rb. There is a natural

map RB → (̂Rb)pB given by the universal property. By proposition 9.5 of [Kis03], we have

Lemma 7.4.19. The natural map RB → (̂Rb)pB is an isomorphism.

Corollary 7.4.20.

(1) dimRB/P ≥ 2[F : Q] for any minimal prime P of RB.
(2) The connectedness dimension c(RB) is at least 2[F : Q]− 1.
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(3) By evaluating the trace of the universal deformation, we get a natural map Rps → RB.
Suppose Q ∈ SpecRB \ SpecRred

B . Let Qps = Q ∩ Rps. Then

dimRps/Qps ≥ 1 + dimRB/Q.

(4) The natural map SpecRB → SpecRps maps minimal primes to minimal primes.

Proof. Under the isomorphism in the previous lemma, it is enough to prove all the statements

with RB replaced by (̂Rb)pB . Note that we can write Rb as O[[x1, · · · , xg]]/(f1, · · · , fr) with
g − r = 2[F : Q] (cf. proof of lemma 7.4.8). The first two parts of the corollary follow from
this and proposition 5.4.7.

For the third part, let p = Q ∩ (Rb)pB . Then by the going-down property of flat maps,
we have dim(Rb)pB/p ≥ dimRB/Q. Note that Qps = p ∩ Rps. Our claim follows from the
second part of corollary 2.3.7.

Finally, let P be a minimal prime of RB. By lemma 7.4.17 and the first part of the
corollary, P /∈ SpecRred

B . Using the going-down property of flat maps, we have P ∩ (Rb)pB
is a minimal prime of Rb and corresponds to an irreducible deformation. Our claim again
follows from the second part of corollary 2.3.7. �

Definition 7.4.21. For any B ∈ Ext1E[GF,S]
(ψ1, ψ2), we define ZB as the set of irreducible

components of Rps whose generic points lie in the image of SpecRB → SpecRps. It follows
from the last part of the previous corollary that

⋃
C′∈ZB C

′ contains the image of SpecRB →
SpecRps.

Corollary 7.4.22. For any B, any irreducible component in ZB is good as long as one
component is good.

Proof. Let CB =
⋃
C′∈ZB C

′. Arguing as in 7.4.10, it is enough to prove that the con-
nectedness dimension of CB is at least |S| − |Σp| + 3. Suppose CB = Z1 ∪ Z2, where
Zi, i = 1, 2, is a non-empty union of irreducible components in CB. We need to show
dimZ1 ∩ Z2 ≥ |S| − |Σp| + 3. Let Ci be the inverse image of Zi in SpecRB. Then C1, C2

are non-empty unions of irreducible components of SpecRB and form a covering of SpecRB.
Hence by the second part of corollary 7.4.20, dimC1 ∩ C2 ≥ 2[F : Q] − 1. Choose a point
Q ∈ C1 ∩ C2 with dimRB/Q ≥ 2[F : Q] − 1 > [F : Q] + 1. Then Q /∈ SpecRred

B by lemma
7.4.17. It follows from the third part of corollary 7.4.20 that Rps/(Q ∩ Rps) has dimension
at least 2[F : Q] > |S| − |Σp| + 3. Moreover Q ∩ Rps ∈ Z1 ∩ Z2. Thus we get the desired
lower bound on dimZ1 ∩ Z2. �

Proof of proposition 7.4.3 in case (3). We are going to prove proposition 7.4.3 in 2 steps:
after possibly enlarging E, we can

(1) Find a good irreducible component in ZB0 for some B0.
(2) Find an extension class B1 such that C ∈ ZB1 and there exist irreducible components

CB0 ∈ ZB0 , CB1 ∈ ZB1 containing a common potentially nice prime.

By corollary 7.4.22, the first claim implies that any irreducible component in ZB0 is good.
Using the second claim and corollary 7.4.22 again, we see that C is good. It rests to prove
above two claims.

Proof of Step 1. Fix a place v0 of F above p. Let B0 ∈ H1(GF,S, E(ψ2/ψ1)) be a non-zero
class such that under the restriction map, its image in H1(GFv , E(ψ2/ψ1)), v|p is zero unless
v = v0. Such a class exists by lemma 7.4.15. We are going to find a good component in ZB0 .
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As in 7.4.18, we may find a lattice ρoB0
: GF,S → GL2(O) of ρB0 with non-split mod ̟

reduction ρ̄b0 : GF,S → GL2(F). Let ψ̄i, i = 1, 2 be the mod ̟ reduction of ψi. Then ρ̄b0 is an
extension of ψ̄1 by ψ̄2. It follows from the choice of B0 that ρ̄b0 |GFv is completely reducible
for v ∈ Σp \ {v0}. Let Rb0 be the universal deformation ring of ρ̄b0 with determinant of
χ. Consider the quotient R∆

{v0} which parametrizes deformations ρb such that for any v|p,

ρb|GFv ∼=
(
ψv,1 ∗
0 ∗

)
, where ψv,1 is a lifting of ψ̄1 (resp. ψ̄2) if v 6= v0 (resp. v = v0). By

lemma 5.4.4, each irreducible component of R∆
{v0} has dimension at least [F : Q].

By the universal property, ρoB0
gives rise to a prime p0 of R∆

{v0}. Take a minimal prime P

of (R∆
{v0})p0. We claim that the push-forward ρ(P) of the universal deformation to R∆

{v0}/P
is irreducible. The argument is almost the same as the proof of 5.4.10: Suppose not, we may
write

ρ(P) ∼=
(
ψ̃2 ∗
0 ψ̃1

)
.

Since F is abelian over Q and Leopoldt’s conjecture is known in this case, we may choose
τ0 ∈ GF,S whose image in Gab

F,S(p)⊗Qp forms a basis. Let P′ be a minimal prime of R∆
{v0}/P

containing ψ2(τ0) − ψ̃2(τ0). Then ψi ≡ ψ̃i mod P′, i = 1, 2. Hence ρ(P′):=ρ(P) mod P′

is an extension of ψ1 by ψ2. On the other hand, it follows from the definition of R∆
{v0} that

ρ(P′)|GFv is completely reducible for v ∈ Σp \ {v0}. By lemma 7.4.15, such an extension

is unique up to a scalar. Thus P′ = p0. But this implies that dimR∆
{v0}/P ≤ 2 which

contradicts our previous lower bound.
Choose a one-dimensional prime q′′ of R∆

{v0} containing P such that ρ(q′′) is irreducible.

Let q′ = q′′ ∩ Rps. Now we can use what we have proved in case (1) (7.4.7) with q replaced
by q′. In particular, proposition 7.4.3 implies that any irreducible component containing q′

is good. Hence let Q be a minimal prime of Rb0 contained in P ⊆ p0. Its image in SpecRps

is good as it is a generalization of q′. Moreover, by lemma 7.4.19, Q is in the image of
SpecRB0 → SpecRb0 . Thus we have found a good component in ZB0 . �

Proof of Step 2. Enlarging E if necessary, we can assume C is geometrically irreducible.
Choose a prime ideal q0 of Rps such that

(1) q0 ⊂ q and dimRps/q0 = 2.
(2) C contains q0 and is the only irreducible component having this property.
(3) ρ(q0) is irreducible.

To see its existence, note that the second and third conditions are open conditions in
Spec(Rps)q. Also they cut out non-empty open subset as the generic point of C satisfies
both conditions. Hence we can find such a prime by Corollary 10.5.8 of [Gro66].

Consider the q-adic completion A0 of (Rps/q0)q. This is a one-dimensional complete local
noetherian ring with residue field E. Choose a minimal prime QA0 of A0 and let A1 =
A0/QA0. Finally we denote the normal closure of A1 by A2. Then A2

∼= Ẽ[[T ]] for some
finite extension Ẽ of E. Using that C is geometrically irreducible, it is easy to see that we
may enlarge E and assume Ẽ = E. There is a natural inclusion Rps/q0 →֒ A2. By abuse
of notation, ρ(q0) can be considered as a representation over the fraction field of A2. We
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choose a lattice of ρ(q0):
ρ(q0)

o : GF,S → GL2(A2)

such that its mod T reduction is a non-split extension of ψ1 by ψ2. Denote this extension
class by B1. Then q0 lies in the image of SpecRB1 → SpecRps. Since q0 only contains one
minimal prime, C ∈ ZB1 . It suffices to find irreducible components CB0 , CB1 as in the claim.

The following argument is very similar to the proof of proposition 5.5.1. Let F̃ =
F̄ ker(ψ2/ψ1). Since ψ1/ψ2 = εθ, it is clear that Gal(F̃ /F ) has an open subgroup isomorphic
to Zp. Hence

H i(Gal(F̃ /F ), E(ψ2/ψ1)) = 0, i ≥ 1.

Denote the kernel of ψ2/ψ1 : GF,S → E× by H . Using Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence,
we have:

H1(GF,S, E(ψ2/ψ1)) = H1(H,E(ψ2/ψ1))
Gal(F̃ /F ) = HomGal(F̃ /F )(H,E(ψ2/ψ1))

In other words, there is a natural pairing: H×H1(GF,S, E(ψ2/ψ1))→ E(ψ2/ψ1). If E ·B1 =
E · B0, then ZB1 = ZB0 and our claim is clear. Hence we may assume E · B1 6= E · B0.
Extend B0, B1 to a basis B0, · · · , B[F :Q]−1 of H1(GF,S, E(ψ2/ψ1)). After possibly replacing
B0, · · · , B[F :Q]−1 by some non-zero multiples, we can choose σ0, · · · , σ[F :Q]−1 ∈ H that form
a dual basis of B0, · · · , B[F :Q]−1 under the previous pairing.

Let ρunivB0
: GF,S → GL2(RB0) be a lifting given by the universal property. We write

ρunivB0
(σ) =

(
a0(σ) b0(σ)
c0(σ) d0(σ)

)
, σ ∈ GF,S.

Moreover, we may assume b0(σ
∗) = c0(σ

∗) = 0 for our fixed complex conjugation σ∗ ∈ GF,S.
Consider the following deformation of ρB0 :

ρB0 + TρB1 : GF,S → GL2(E[[T ]]), σ 7→
(
ψ2(σ) bB0(σ) + TbB1(σ)
0 ψ1(σ)

)
.

This gives rise to a prime q01 of RB0 . Clearly b0(σi) ∈ q01, i = 2, · · · , [F : Q]− 1. Let Q01 be
a minimal prime of (RB0)q01/(b0(σ2), · · · , b0(σ[F :Q]−1)). By abuse of notation, we also view it
as a prime of RB0 . Then by the first part of corollary 7.4.20, we have

dimRB0/Q01 ≥ [F : Q] + 2.

Hence Q01 /∈ SpecRred
B0

by lemma 7.4.17. Let Q′
01 = Q01 ∩ Rps. Consider the ideal I0 of

Rps/Q′
01 generated by x(σ0, τ), τ ∈ GF,S (see the notations in 2.1.4).

Lemma 7.4.23. dimRps/(Q′
01, I0) ≥ 2 + [F : Q].

Proof. It follows from proposition 2.2.2 that (̂Rps)q parametrizes the deformations of the

pseudo-representation ψ1 + ψ2. We have a natural map (̂Rps)q → RB0 given by evaluating

the trace of the universal deformation. Let Q′′
01 = Q01 ∩ (̂Rps)q and I ′0 be the ideal of

(̂Rps)q/Q
′′
01 generated by x(σ0, τ), τ ∈ GF,S. By remark 2.4.3,

ht(I ′0) ≤ 1.

Note that Q′
01 = Q′′

01 ∩Rps. Since Rps → (̂Rps)q is flat, by the going-down property,

ht(I0) ≤ 1.
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It follows from the third part of corollary 7.4.20 that

dimRps/Q′
01 ≥ 1 + dimRB0/Q01 ≥ [F : Q] + 3.

From this, our claim is clear. �

Therefore we may find a prime P01 of Rps containing Q′
01, I0 such that

dimRps/P01 ≥ [F : Q] + 2.

It is clear that ρ(P01) is irreducible. Choose a prime q1 with the following properties:

(1) P01 ⊆ q1 ⊆ q.
(2) dimRps/q1 = 2.
(3) ρ(q1) is irreducible.
(4) Any irreducible component of Rps containing q1 also contains P01.

Again, since the last two properties are open non-empty conditions in (Rps/P01)q, the exis-
tence of such a prime follows from corollary 10.5.8 of [Gro66]. Arguing as in the last three
paragraphs of the proof of proposition 5.5.1, we can show that q1 belongs to the image of
SpecRB1 → SpecRps. In particular, there exists an irreducible component CB1 ∈ ZB1 that
contains q1. By our construction, P01 ∈ CB1 .

On the other hand, since Q′
01 is in the image of SpecRB0 → SpecRps, we can find an

irreducible component CB0 ∈ ZB0 containing Q′
01, hence also containing P01. Now note that

dimCB0 ∩ CB1 ≥ dimRps/P01 ≥ [F : Q] + 2.

We can argue as in 7.2.4 to find a potentially nice prime in CB0 ∩CB1 . This is exactly what
we want in our claim. �

�

8. Fontaine-Mazur conjecture in the residually irreducible case (I)

In this subsection, we prove the Fontaine-Mazur conjecture of GL2/Q in the residually
irreducible case (under some mild condition). This was previously known by the work of
Kisin [Kis09a], Hu-Tan [HT15] and Emerton [Eme11]. Our treatment is more uniform by
establishing a patching argument for completed homology directly. More precisely, we will
prove

Theorem 8.0.1. Let p > 2 be an odd prime. Let F be a totally real extension of Q in which
p completely splits. Suppose

ρ : Gal(F/F )→ GL2(O)
is a continuous irreducible representation with the following properties

(1) ρ ramifies at only finitely many places.
(2) ρ̄|GF (ζp)

is absolutely irreducible, where ρ̄ denotes the reduction of ρ modulo ̟.

(3) For any v|p, ρ|GFv is absolutely irreducible and de Rham of distinct Hodge-Tate

weights. If p = 3, then ρ̄|GFv is not of the form

(
η ∗
0 ηω

)
or

(
ηω ∗
0 η

)
.

(4) det ρ(c) = −1 for any complex conjugation c ∈ Gal(F/F ).
(5) ρ̄ arises from a regular algebraic cuspidal automorphic representation π0 of GL2(AF ).

Then ρ arises from a regular algebraic cuspidal automorphic representation of GL2(AF ).
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Remark 8.0.2. In his thesis [Tun18], Shen-Ning Tung proved this result without our extra
assumption in (3) of the theorem when p = 3.

Remark 8.0.3. If ρ|GFv is reducible for any v|p, i.e. ordinary, the Theorem can be proved by
using Hida families [SW01]. If we are in the ‘mixed’ situation, i.e. ρ|GFv is reducible for some
v|p and irreducible for some other place v, it should be possible to work with some ‘mixture
of completed cohomology and Hida family’. More precisely, the space of p-adic automorphic
forms involved would be the ordinary parts of the completed cohomology at places where
ρ|GFv is reducible. It is conceivable that one can define Hecke algebras and develop certain
structure theories in this situation. We leave the details to the interested readers.

Remark 8.0.4. When F = Q, the last condition automatically holds by the work of Khare-
Wintenberger [KW09a], [KW09b] on Serre’s conjecture.

8.0.5. We do some standard reduction work here. By soluble base change, we may assume
(cf. lemma 2.2 of [Tay03])

• ρ|IFv is unipotent for any v ∤ p.
• If ρ|GFv is ramified and v ∤ p, then N(v) ≡ 1 mod p and ρ̄|GFv is trivial.
• [F : Q] is even.
• π0 is unramified everywhere except places above p.

After possibly replacing O by some unramified extension, we can assume that ρ̄|GFv is
reducible if it is absolutely reducible. We will keep all these assumptions throughout this
section. For notation, we will use Σp to denote all the places of F above p and S to denote
all the places where ρ is ramified. Finally, let χ = det ρ and χ̄ = det ρ̄.

8.1. Galois deformation rings.

8.1.1. Fix characters ξv : k(v)
× → O× of p-power orders for v ∈ S \Σp. By local class field

theory, we will view them as characters of IFv . At the very end, we will be in the case where
all ξv are trivial. However later on, it is necessary to consider the case where none of ξv is
trivial in the proof (in order to apply Taylor’s trick [Tay08]). Hence we decide to allow this
generality in the setup.

Suppose Q, T are finite sets of primes. We introduced a Galois deformation ring R
�T ,{ξv}
ρ̄,Q

in 4.2.12. Recall that it pro-represents the functor Def
�T ,{ξv}
ρ̄,Q from CO to the category of sets

sending R to the set of tuples (ρR;αv)v∈T modulo the equivalence relation ∼ where

• ρR : GF,S∪Q → GL2(R) is a lifting of ρ̄ to R with determinant χ such that tr(ρR)|IFv =
ξv + ξ−1

v for any v ∈ S \ Σp.
• αv ∈ 1 +M2(mR). Here mR is the maximal ideal of R.
• (ρR;αv)v∈T ∼ (ρ′R;α

′
v)v∈T if there exists an element β ∈ 1 + M2(mR) with ρ′R =

βαvβ
−1, α′

v = βαv for any v ∈ T .
We will drop Q (resp. �T ) if Q (resp. T ) is empty. Since ρ̄ is fixed in this section, we will
also drop it in the subscript.

On the local side, for a finite place v, we denote by R�

v the unrestricted universal lifting
ring of ρ̄|GFv : GFv → GL2(F) with determinant χ|GFv . For v ∈ S \ Σp, we denote by R�,ξv

v

the quotient of R�

v corresponding to the liftings with traces equal to ξv+ ξ
−1
v when restricted

on IFv . More details can be found in 4.2.1.
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Let R
{ξv}
loc be the following completed tensor product over O:

(
⊗̂

v∈Σp
R�

v )⊗̂(
⊗̂

v∈S\Σp
R�,ξv
v ).

Lemma 8.1.2. For v|p, R�

v is a normal domain of dimension 1 + 6 and flat over O.
Proof. If ρ̄|GFv is reducible, this follows from the second part of lemma 4.2.9. If ρ̄|GFv is

irreducible and H2(GFv , ad
0 ρ̄) = 0, then this is clear as R�

v is smooth. If ρ̄|GFv is irreducible

and H2(GFv , ad
0 ρ̄) 6= 0, then p = 3 and Böckle explicitly computed R�

v (without framing
and fixing determinant) in Theorem 5.1 [B1̈0]. Note that after changing of variables, Böckle’s
result implies that R�

v
∼= O[[b, c, d, d′, x1, x2, x3]]/(bc+ d3), which is clearly normal. �

Lemma 8.1.3. For v ∈ S \ Σp, R�,ξv
v is equidimensional of dimension 1 + 3. The generic

point of each irreducible component has characteristic zero. Moreover,

(1) If ξv is non-trivial, then R�,ξv
v is integral.

(2) In general, each minimal prime of R�,ξv
v /(̟) contains a unique minimal prime of

R�,ξv
v .

Proof. This follows from proposition 3.1 of [Tay08]. �

Corollary 8.1.4. R
{ξv}
loc is equidimensional of dimension 1 + 3[F : Q] + 3|S|. The generic

point of each irreducible component has characteristic zero. Moreover,

(1) If all ξv are distinct, then R
{ξv}
loc is integral.

(2) In general, each minimal prime of R
{ξv}
loc /(̟) contains a unique minimal prime of

R
{ξv}
loc .

Proof. This follows from the previous lemmas and lemma 3.3 of [BLGHT11]. �

8.1.5. Given a tuple (ρR;αv)v∈S as in the definition of R
�S ,{ξv}
Q , α−1

v ρRαv|GFv is a well-defined
lifting of ρ̄|GFv . This induces a natural map R

{ξv}
loc → R

�S ,{ξv}
Q .

Proposition 8.1.6. Set g = dimFH
1(GF,S, ad

0 ρ̄(1)) + |S| − 1 − [F : Q]. Then for any
positive integer N , there exists a finite set of primes QN of F , disjoint from S, such that

• |QN | = dimFH
1(GF,S, ad

0 ρ̄(1)).
• If v ∈ QN , then N(v) ≡ 1 mod pN and ρ̄(Frobv) has distinct eigenvalues.

• As an R
{ξv}
loc -algebra, R

�S ,{ξv}
QN

is topologically generated by g elements.

Proof. This is proposition 3.2.5 of [Kis09b] if S = Σp. In general, the same argument still
works. �

8.2. Completed homology with auxiliary levels.

8.2.1. By the global class field theory, we may view ψ = χε as a character of (A∞
F )×/F×

>>0.
Let D be the quaternion algebra over F which is ramified exactly at all infinite places. Fix
an isomorphism between (D ⊗F A∞

F )× and GL2(A∞
F ). We define a tame level Up =

∏
v∤p Uv

as follows: Uv = GL2(OFv) if v /∈ S and

Uv = Iwv := {g ∈ GL2(OFv), g ≡
(
∗ ∗
0 ∗

)
mod ̟v}
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otherwise. For any v /∈ S \Σp, the map

(
a b
c d

)
7→ ξv(

a
d

mod ̟v) defines a character of Uv.

The product of ξv can be viewed as a character ξ of Up by projecting to
∏

v/∈S\Σp Uv.

Using this, we can define a completed homology Mψ,ξ(U
p) and a Hecke algebra T :=

Tψ,ξ(Up) as in section 3.7. The existence of π0 in Theorem 8.0.1 implies that ρ̄ is modular
in the sense that Tv − trρ̄(Frobv), v /∈ S and ̟ generate a maximal ideal m of T. Note that
the determinant of π0 might be different from ψ, but they become the same after modulo ̟.
So π0 still gives arise to a maximal of T.

Since ρ̄ is absolutely irreducible, there is a two-dimensional representation ρm : GF,S →
GL2(Tm) with determinant χ such that the trace of Frobv is Tv for v /∈ S. Note that
trρm|IFv = ξv + ξ−1

v . Hence ρm induces a natural map R{ξv} → Tm, which is surjective as Tm

is topologically generated by Tv, v /∈ S. These can all be checked easily on the finite levels.

8.2.2. For any positive integer N , we fix a set of primes QN as in proposition 8.1.6. Denote
the unique quotient of k(v)× of order pN by ∆v and

⊕
v∈QN ∆v by ∆N . Define tame levels

Up
QN ,0

=
∏

v∤p UQN ,0,v, U
p
QN

=
∏

v∤p UQN ,v as follows:

• UQN ,0,v = UQN ,v = Uv if v /∈ QN .
• UQN ,0,v = Iwv if v ∈ QN .

• UQN ,v = ker(Iwv
ϕv→ ∆v) if v ∈ QN , where ϕv is the composite of Iwv → k(v)× :(

a b
c d

)
7→ a

d
mod ̟v and the natural quotient map k(v)× → ∆v.

It is clear that ∆v = Iwv/UQN ,v acts naturally on the completed homology Mψ,ξ(U
p
QN

)
and Sψ,ξ(U

p
QN
Up,O/̟n) via the right translation of Iwv for any open compact subgroup

Up ⊆ Kp and positive integer n. Hence all these spaces are O[∆N ]-modules. Let aQN be the
augmentation ideal of O[∆N ].

Lemma 8.2.3. Suppose Up ⊆ Kp is an open compact subgroup such that ψ|Up∩O×
F,p

is trivial

modulo ̟n for some n and UpUp is sufficiently small. Then

(1) Sψ,ξ(U
p
QN
Up,O/̟n) and Sψ,ξ(U

p
QN
Up,O/̟n)∨ are finite flat O/̟n[∆N ]-modules.

(2) The natural map Sψ,ξ(U
p
QN
Up,O/̟n)∨ → Sψ,ξ(U

p
QN ,0

Up,O/̟n)∨ induces a natural
isomorphism:

Sψ,ξ(U
p
QN
Up,O/̟n)∨/aQNSψ,ξ(U

p
QN
Up,O/̟n)∨ ∼= Sψ,ξ(U

p
QN ,0

Up,O/̟n)∨.

Proof. This is the Pontryagin dual of lemma 2.1.4 of [Kis09a]. �

8.2.4. We define TQN ,0 ⊆ End(Mψ,ξ(U
p
QN ,0

)) (resp. TQN ⊆ End(Mψ,ξ(U
p
QN

))) to be the

Tψ,ξ(U
p
QN ,0

)-subalgebra generated by U̟v , v ∈ QN (resp. the Tψ,ξ(U
p
QN

)-subalgebra generated

by U̟v , v ∈ QN). Here U̟v acts via the double coset action [UQN ,0,v

(
̟v 0
0 1

)
UQN ,0,v] (resp.

[UQN ,v

(
̟v 0
0 1

)
UQN ,v]). There is a natural map TQN → TQN ,0.

For any v ∈ QN , we denote the eigenvalues of ρ̄(Frobv) by αv, βv ∈ F (after possibly
enlarging F), which are distinct by our construction. Therefore using Hensel’s lemma, we
can find a unique root Av ∈ Tm of X2 − TvX + χ(Frobv) = 0 that lifts αv ∈ T/m. The
natural map Tψ,ξ(U

p
QN ,0

)→ T now can be extended uniquely to a map TQN ,0 → Tm sending
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U̟v to Av. Hence m ∩ TQN ,0 defines a maximal ideal mQN ,0 of TQN ,0, which is nothing but
(m ∩ Tψ,ξ(U

p
QN ,0

), Uv − α̃v, v ∈ QN ) where αv ∈ O is any lifting of αv.

Lemma 8.2.5. Under the same assumption as in the previous lemma, the natural map

Sψ,ξ(U
pUp,O/̟n)m → Sψ,ξ(U

p
QN ,0

Up,O/̟n)mQN,0

is an isomorphism of (TQN ,0)mQN,0-modules.

Proof. Let ψ̃ be the Teichmüller lifting of ψ mod ̟ and write ψ̃ = ψθ2 for some continuous
character θ : (A∞

F )×/F×
>>0 → O×. By twisting with θ and arguing as in 3.3.3, we may

assume ψ = ψ̃. Now it suffices to show that Sψ,ξ(U
pUp,O)m → Sψ,ξ(U

p
QN ,0

Up,O)mQN,0 is an

isomorphism. This follows from directly from lemma 2.1.7 of [Kis09a]. �

8.2.6. Denote mQN ,0∩TQN by mQN . Then under the same assumption as in lemma 8.2.3, it
follows that Sψ,ξ(U

p
QN
Up,O/̟n)∨mQN

is a finite flat O/̟n[∆N ]-module and we have natural

(TQN )mQN -module isomorphisms

Sψ,ξ(U
p
QN
Up,O/̟n)∨mQN

/(aQN )
∼= Sψ,ξ(U

p
QN ,0

Up,O/̟n)∨mQN,0
∼= Sψ,ξ(U

p,O/̟n)∨m.(8)

We recall that there is a Galois-theoretic meaning of ∆N in the following sense. There

is a natural map R
{ξv}
QN
→ (TQN )mQN sending the trace of Frobv, v /∈ S ∪ QN on the tau-

tological R
{ξv}
QN

-representation ρQN of GF,S∪QN to Tv. Hence for any Up, n, we may view

Sψ,ξ(U
p
QN
Up,O/̟n)∨mQN

as a R
{ξv}
QN

-module. Moreover there is a natural O[∆QN ]-algebra

structure on R
{ξv}
QN

(which comes from ρQN |GFv , v ∈ QN) such that its induced action of
O[∆QN ] on Sψ,ξ(U

p
QN
Up,O/̟n)∨mQN

agrees with the one considered before. Under the natu-

ral map R
{ξv}
QN
→ R{ξv}, the image of aQN in R{ξv} is zero. See lemma 2.1 of [Tay06] for more

details.

8.3. Patching of completed homology.

8.3.1. We will patch the completed homology and conclude with an ‘R = T’ Theorem under
certain conditions. The patched completed homology first appeared in the work [CEG+16].
Following [Sch], we adopt the language of ultrafilters (see also [GN20]).

Let I be the set of positive integers and R =
∏

I O. From now on we fix a non-principal
ultrafilter F on I. Then F gives rise to a multiplicative set SF ⊆ R which contains all
idempotents eI with I ∈ F and eI(i) = 1 if i ∈ I, eI(i) = 0 otherwise.

We define RF = S−1
F R. This is a quotient of R and ·⊗RRF is an exact functor. Since F is

non-principal, for any finite set T ⊆ I, we have RT ⊗R RF
∼= RF, where RT is the quotient

of R by elements of the form (ai)i∈I with ai = 0 for i /∈ T .
8.3.2. First we set

• ∆∞ := Z⊕r
p , where r = dimFH

1(GF,S, ad
0 ρ̄(1)) = |QN |. Fix surjective maps Zp →

∆v for all v ∈ QN and thus surjective maps ∆∞ → ∆QN .
• O∞ = O[[y1, · · · , y4|S|−1]] with maximal ideal b.
• S∞ = O∞[[∆∞]] ∼= O∞[[s1, · · · , sr]]. This is a local O∞-algebra with maximal ideal
a.
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• a0 = ker(S∞ → O∞) = (s1, · · · , sr) the augmentation ideal, and a1 = ker(S∞ →
O) = (y1, · · · , y4|S|−1, s1, · · · , sr).

For any positive integer n, recall that Sψ,ξ(U
p
QN
Up,O/̟n)mQN is anO[∆QN ]-module. Hence

Sψ,ξ(U
p
QN
Up,O/̟n)∨mQN

⊗O O∞ is a natural S∞-module. For simplicity, we denote it by

M(Up, N, n). Then
∏

N∈I M(Up, N, n) has a natural R-module structure. We define

• Mp,{ξv}
n := lim←−Up(

∏
N∈I M(Up, N, n)/a

nM(Up, N, n)⊗R RF).

• M{ξv}
n := lim←−Up(

∏
I(Sψ,ξ(U

pUp,O/̟n)∨m ⊗O O∞/b
n)⊗R RF).

Both are equipped with the topology given by the projective limits. Here Up runs through
all open compact subgroups of D×

p =
∏

v|pGL2(Fv) in all projective limits above. We note

that M
{ξv}
n is nothing but

lim←−
Up

(Sψ,ξ(U
pUp,O/̟n)∨m ⊗O O∞/b

n) =Mψ,ξ(U
p)m ⊗O O∞/b

n

since Sψ,ξ(U
pUp,O/̟n)∨m ⊗O O∞/b

n has finite cardinality.

8.3.3. In the definition of M
p,{ξv}
n , we can replace the limits taken over all open compact

subgroups of D×
p by over all open subgroups of Kp =

∏
v|pGL2(OFv). From this description,

it is clear that both patched completed homologies are natural O[[Kp]]-modules. The action
of Kp can be extended to D×

p =
∏

v|pGL2(Fv) in the usual way: the action of g ∈ D×
p induces

isomorphisms M(Up, N, n)
∼−→ M(g−1Upg,N, n).

We prove some simple properties of M
p,{ξv}
n . Note that the diagonal action of S∞ on∏

N∈I M(Up, N, n)/a
nM(Up, N, n) defines a natural S∞-module structure on M

p,{ξv}
n .

Lemma 8.3.4. M
p,{ξv}
n is a flat S∞/a

n-module. Moreover the natural maps M
p,{ξv}
n to

M
p,{ξv}
n−1 and (8) induce isomorphisms

Mp,{ξv}
n /an−1Mp,{ξv}

n
∼= M

p,{ξv}
n−1 .

Mp,{ξv}
n /a0M

p,{ξv}
n

∼= M{ξv}
n
∼= Mψ,ξ(U

p)m ⊗O O∞/b
n.

In particular, (M
p,{ξv}
n )∨ are admissible D×

p -representations as (Mψ,ξ(U
p)m)

∨ is admissible.

Proof. This follows easily from lemma 8.2.3 and its variant in (8) and lemma 4.4.2. �

8.3.5. Finally we define the patched completed homology to be

M{ξv}
∞ = lim←−

n

Mp,{ξv}
n .

It follows from the previous lemma that M
{ξv}
∞ is a flat S∞-module and a-adically complete

and separated. There is a natural isomorphism

M{ξv}
∞ /a1M

{ξv}
∞
∼= Mψ,ξ(U

p)m.(9)

Moreover there is a natural action of O[[Kp]] and O[D×
p ] such that both actions agree on

O[Kp]. It follows from the construction that M
{ξv}
∞ is an object of CD×

p ,ψ
(O).

8.3.6. On the other hand,
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• Set R
{ξv}
∞ = R

{ξv}
loc [[x1, · · · , xg]], where g = r+ |S|−1− [F : Q] as in proposition 8.1.6.

• Fix isomorphisms R
�S ,{ξv}
QN

∼= R
{ξv}
QN
⊗̂OO∞ and surjective R

{ξv}
loc -algebra homomor-

phisms R
{ξv}
∞ ։ R

�S ,{ξv}
QN

which exist by proposition 8.1.6.

The natural action of R
{ξv}
QN

on Sψ,ξ(U
p
QN
Up,O/̟n)∨mQN

extends O∞-linearly to an action of

R
{ξv}
QN
⊗O O∞ on M(Up, N, n). Hence we get an action of R

{ξv}
∞ on M(Up, N, n) via the maps

fixed above. The diagonal action of R
{ξv}
∞ on

∏
N∈I M(Up, N, n)/a

nM(Up, N, n) thus makes

M
p,{ξv}
n and M

{ξv}
∞ into R

{ξv}
∞ -modules.

Using the fact that M(Up, N, n)/a
nM(Up, N, n) has bounded cardinalities for any N and

R
{ξv}
QN

is topologically finitely generated, we conclude from the discussion in the second para-

graph of 8.2.6 that the image of R
{ξv}
∞ in End(M

{ξv}
∞ ) contains the image of S∞. Hence there

exists a lifting S∞ → R
{ξv}
∞ which makes the action of S∞ on M

{ξv}
∞ factors through R

{ξv}
∞ .

Moreover, it follows from the discussion in 8.2.6 that we can choose the lifting such that the

image of a1 is in the kernel of R
{ξv}
∞ ։ R{ξv}.

8.4. An application of Paškūnas’ theory and the local-global compatibility result.

8.4.1. In subsection 3.5, we attach a block Bm of D×
p to the maximal ideal m of Hecke alge-

bra. Under our assumptions, it follows from Theorem 3.5.5 that Mψ,ξ(U
p)m ∈ CD×

p ,ψ
(O)Bm.

Hence M
{ξv}
∞ also belongs to CD×

p ,ψ
(O)Bm as M

{ξv}
∞ /a1M

{ξv}
∞ ∼= Mψ,ξ(U

p)m. Let PBm
be the

projective generator of Bm. See 3.5 for the notations here.
We define

• m
{ξv}
0 := HomC

D×
p ,ψ

(O)(PBm
,Mψ(U

p)m).

• m
{ξv}
∞ := HomC

D×
p ,ψ

(O)(PBm
,M

{ξv}
∞ ).

Recall that HomC
D×
p ,ψ

(O)(PBm
, ·) is an exact functor. Hence m

{ξv}
∞ is a flat S∞-module. It

follows from corollary 3.5.10 that m
{ξv}
0 is a finitely generated, faithful Tm-module. Also by

(9), we have

m
{ξv}
0
∼= m{ξv}

∞ /a1m
{ξv}
∞

and m
{ξv}
∞ is a-adically complete and separated. Note that m

{ξv}
∞ is a natural R

{ξv}
∞ -module.

The action of R
{ξv}
∞ on m

{ξv}
∞ /am

{ξv}
∞ ∼= m

{ξv}
0 /̟m

{ξv}
0 factors through its quotient Tm. Hence

Lemma 8.4.2. m
{ξv}
∞ is a finitely generated R

{ξv}
∞ -module.

8.4.3. Now we have the following commutative diagram

S∞ R
{ξv}
∞ EndS∞(m

{ξv}
∞ )

R{ξv} Tm EndO(m
{ξv}
0 ),

πR

such that the image of a1 ⊆ S∞ in R
{ξv}
∞ is in fact in the kernel of πR.
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Recall that a1 = (y1, · · · , y4|S|−1, s1, · · · , sr). It follows from the flatness of m
{ξv}
∞ over S∞

that y1, · · · , y4|S|−1, s1, · · · , sr form a regular sequence for m
{ξv}
∞ . Hence

dim
R

{ξv}
∞

(m{ξv}
∞ ) = dim

R
{ξv}
∞

(m{ξv}
∞ /a1m

{ξv}
∞ ) + 4|S| − 1 + r = dimTm

(m
{ξv}
0 ) + 4|S| − 1 + r.

Note that m
{ξv}
0 is a faithful Tm-module, hence dimTm

(m
{ξv}
0 ) = dimTm. Thus dimTm

(m
{ξv}
0 ) ≥

1 + 2[F : Q] by Theorem 3.6.1. We get

dim
R

{ξv}
∞

(m{ξv}
∞ ) ≥ 4|S|+ 2[F : Q] + r.

On the other hand, since R
{ξv}
∞ = R

{ξv}
loc [[x1, · · · , xg]], it follow from corollary 8.1.4 that

dimR{ξv}
∞ = 1 + 3[F : Q] + 3|S|+ g = 4|S|+ 2[F : Q] + r.

Combined with the previous inequality, it is easy to see

Lemma 8.4.4. The support of m
{ξv}
∞ over R

{ξv}
∞ contains an irreducible component of R

{ξv}
∞ .

Moreover any minimal prime of Supp
R

{ξv}
∞

(m
{ξv}
∞ ) has characteristic zero.

Proof. The second claim follows from the fact that m
{ξv}
∞ is O-flat. �

Corollary 8.4.5. If all ξv are non-trivial, then m
{ξv}
0 has full support on SpecR

{ξv}
∞ .

Proof. It follows from lemma 8.1.4 that R
{ξv}
∞ is irreducible in this case. �

8.4.6. To treat the general case, we use Taylor’s trick in [Tay08].Let ξ′v : k(v) → O× be
non-trivial characters of p-power order for v /∈ S \Σp. Then the product of ξ′v can be viewed
as a character ξ′ of Up and we can define completed cohomology Sψ,ξ′(U

p), Sψ,ξ′(U
p, E/O)

and Hecke algebra T′ := Tψ,ξ′(Up) as in subsection 3.7. The following result is lemma 4.8.8.

Lemma 8.4.7. Tv − trρ̄(Frobv), v /∈ S and ̟ generate a maximal ideal m′ of T′.

8.4.8. Therefore we get a non-zero surjective map R{ξ′v} → T′
m′ . Note that Rps,{ξ′v}/(̟) ∼=

Rps,{ξv}/(̟) as both rings represent the same universal problem. Similarly, we have a natural

isomorphism R
{ξv}
loc /(̟) ∼= R

{ξ′v}
loc /(̟).

It is easy to see that we can use the same set of Taylor-Wiles primes QN in proposition

8.1.6 with ξv replaced by ξ′v and choose the map R
{ξ′v}
loc [[x1, · · · , xg]] → R

�S ,{ξ′v}
QN

to be the

same as R
{ξv}
loc [[x1, · · · , xg]]→ R

�S ,{ξv}
QN

after reducing mod ̟ under the above isomorphisms.
Thus we can use the same primes to patch our completed homology and get a diagram:

S∞ R
{ξ′v}∞ EndS∞(m

{ξ′v}∞ )

R{ξ′v} T′
m′ EndO(m

{ξ′v}
0 ).

πR
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Moreover, we have the following commutative diagram

R
{ξ′v}∞ /(̟) EndS∞(m

{ξ′v}∞ /̟m
{ξ′v}∞ )

R
{ξv}
∞ /(̟) EndS∞(m

{ξv}
∞ /̟m

{ξv}
∞ )

∼= ∼=

Since ξ′v are all non-trivial, m
{ξ′v}∞ has full support on SpecR

{ξ′v}∞ by corollary 8.4.5. Hence

m
{ξv}
∞ /̟m

{ξv}
∞ also has full support on SpecR

{ξ′v}∞ /(̟) by the above diagram. It follows from

lemma 8.1.4 that any minimal prime of R
{ξv}
∞ /(̟) contains a unique characteristic zero prime

in the support of m
{ξv}
∞ . By lemma 8.4.4, this means all minimal primes of R

{ξv}
∞ are in the

support. Therefore

Proposition 8.4.9. m
{ξv}
∞ has full support on SpecR

{ξv}
∞ .

Corollary 8.4.10. m
{ξv}
0 has full support on SpecR{ξv}. In particular, the kernel of

R{ξv} ։ Tm

is nilpotent.

Proof. Since m
{ξv}
∞ is a finitely generated R

{ξv}
∞ -module, this follows from the previous propo-

sition and the fact that the kernel of R
{ξv}
∞ → R{ξv} contains a1. �

8.4.11. Now we can prove our main Theorem.

Proof of Theorem 8.0.1. Take ξv to be the trivial characters for all v ∈ S \Σp. Then ρ gives
rise to a maximal prime ideal p of R{1}[1

p
], which can be viewed as a maximal ideal of Tm[

1
p
]

by our previous result. Theorem 8.0.1 follows from corollary 3.5.12. �

9. Fontaine-Mazur conjecture in the residually irreducible case (II)

In this section, we prove Theorem 8.0.1 without assuming ρ̄|GF (ζp)
is irreducible.

Theorem 9.0.1. Let F be a totally real extension of Q in which p completely splits. Suppose

ρ : Gal(F/F )→ GL2(O)
is a continuous irreducible representation with the following properties

(1) ρ ramifies at only finitely many places.
(2) ρ̄ is absolutely irreducible, where ρ̄ denotes the reduction of ρ modulo ̟.
(3) For any v|p, ρ|GFv is absolutely irreducible and de Rham of distinct Hodge-Tate

weights. If p = 3, then ρ̄|GFv is not of the form

(
η ∗
0 ηω

)
or

(
ηω ∗
0 η

)

(4) det ρ(c) = −1 for any complex conjugation c ∈ Gal(F/F ).
(5) ρ̄ arises from a regular algebraic cuspidal automorphic representation π0 of GL2(AF ).

Then ρ arises from a regular algebraic cuspidal automorphic representation of GL2(AF ).
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Remark 9.0.2. If we are in the ordinary case, i.e. ρ|GFv is reducible for any v|p, this result
is known mainly by the work of Skinner-Wiles [SW01]. Note that in [SW01], they need to

assume that ρ̄|GFv is not of the form

(
η ∗
0 η

)
for any v|p. However, if this happens, then

ρ̄|GF (ζp)
cannot be reducible as we assume p splits completely in F . In this case, the result

was known by the work of [Kis09a], [HT15].

Remark 9.0.3. Again the last condition holds when F = Q. See remark 8.0.4.

9.0.4. For the proof, we follow the strategy of [SW01]. We will use notations introduced in
8.0.5. By soluble base change, we may assume everything in 8.0.5. and

[F : Q]− 4|S|+ 4|Σp| ≥ 2.

As in 8.1.1, we have a Galois deformation ring R{1} parametrizing all deformations of ρ̄ :
GF,S → GL2(F) which are unipotent when restricted to IFv , v ∈ S \Σp and have determinant
det ρ. On the automorphic side, we have a Hecke algebra T and a maximal ideal m ∈ SpecT
corresponding to ρ̄ as in 8.2.1 with all ξv chosen to be the trivial characters. There is a
natural surjective map R{1} → Tm. Arguing as in 8.4.11, it suffices to prove:

Proposition 9.0.5. The kernel of R{1} → Tm is nilpotent.

As before, we say a prime of R{1} is pro-modular if it comes from a prime of Tm.

Definition 9.0.6. A pro-modular prime q of R{1} is nice if

(1) R{1}/q is one-dimensional with characteristic p.
(2) ρ(q) is absolutely irreducible and not induced from a quadratic extension of F . Here

ρ(q) denotes the push-forward of the universal deformation on R{1} to k(q).
(3) ρ(q)|GFv is trivial for v ∈ S \ Σp.

Proposition 9.0.7. Let q ∈ SpecR{1} be a nice prime. By abuse of notation, we also view
it as a prime of Tm. Then the kernel of (R{1})q → Tq is nilpotent.

Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 4.1.7. In fact, since ρ̄ is irre-
ducible, the argument is much simpler in this case. The auxiliary primes in proposition 4.3.2
can be chosen so that ρ̄(Frobv) has distinct eigenvalues, v ∈ QN . Hence it is enough to use
the construction of patched completed homology in 8.2, 8.3. �

9.0.8. This proposition basically says that an irreducible component of SpecR{1} is pro-
modular if it contains a nice prime. To show that there are a lot of nice primes in SpecR{1},
we need a lower bound on the connectedness dimension of R{1} (see 5.4.5 for its definition).

Proposition 9.0.9. c(R{1}/(̟)) ≥ 2[F : Q]− |S|+ |Σp| − 1.

Proof. Denote by Rρ̄ the unrestricted universal deformation ring of ρ̄ : GF,S → GL2(F)
with fixed determinant det ρ. Then it is standard that Rρ̄ can be written as the form
O[[x1, · · · , xh1 ]]/(f1, · · · , fh2) with h1−h2 = 2[F : Q] (see the proof of lemma 7.4.8). There is
a natural quotient map Rρ̄ ։ R{1} corresponding to the unipotent conditions at v ∈ S \Σp.
Its kernel is generated by trρuniv(tv) − 2, v ∈ S \ Σp, where ρuniv denotes the universal
deformation over Rρ̄ and tv is a topological generator of the pro-p quotient of IFv . Thus we
can write

R{1} ∼= O[[x1, · · · , xg]]/(f1, · · · , fr)
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with g − r = 2[F : Q]− |S|+ |Σp|. Our claim follows from proposition 5.4.7. �

Lemma 9.0.10. Let Q ∈ SpecR{1} be a pro-modular prime containing p such that

dimR{1}/Q ≥ 2[F : Q]− |S|+ |Σp| − 1.

Then there exists a nice prime q containing Q.

Proof. For v ∈ S \ Σp, consider the local deformation ring R�,1
v introduced in 8.1.1 (with

ξv = 1). Then by lemma 8.1.3, dimR�,1
v /(̟) = 3. Hence we can choose k = 3(|S| − |Σp|)

elements a1, · · · , ak in the maximal ideal of R{1} such that ρ(p)|GFv is trivial for any v ∈ S\Σp
and p ∈ SpecR{1}/(a1, · · · , ak). See proof of proposition 5.4.13 for more details. Let Q′ be
a minimal prime of R{1}/(Q, a1, · · · , ak). Then it follows from our assumption that

dimR{1}/Q′ ≥ 2[F : Q]− 4|S|+ 4|Σp| − 1 ≥ [F : Q] + 1.

By the global class field theory, the dihedral locus in SpecR{1}/(̟) has dimension at most
[F : Q]. Hence ρ(Q′) is not dihedral and we can choose a one-dimensional prime q containing
Q′ such that ρ(q) is not dihedral. Clearly q is nice by our construction. �

Proof of proposition 9.0.5. By Theorem 3.6.1, Tm has dimension at least 2[F : Q] + 1. By
lemma 9.0.10, there exists a nice prime in SpecR{1}. Hence at least one irreducible compo-
nent of SpecR{1} is pro-modular. Using the results we just proved in this section, we can
argue as in the last paragraph of the proof of proposition 5.4.13 to show that any irreducible
component of SpecR{1} has a nice prime. Proposition 9.0.5 follows immediately. �
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